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INTRODUCTION

T

he year 2004 was a good one for the Rus
sian economy. The key macroeconomic in
dicators testified to continuing rapid eco
nomic growth, an increase in fixed capital invest
ment and real income, and a considerable im
provement in the financial standing of enterprises.
Despite the failure of the Russian Government
and Bank of Russia to meet the target set for in
flation in 2004, consumer price growth last year
was lower than in 2003.
Inflation in the Russian economy was largely
due to developments which, in the short term,
were not the immediate result of the monetary
policy pursued by the Bank of Russia and this con
siderably restricted its capability to control infla
tion by using monetary policy instruments.
External economic conditions continued to
exert a great influence on the Russian economy
due to its increased integration into the world
economy and its position as an energyexporting
country. Considerable growth in world energy
prices and low interest rates on the world’s fi
nancial markets in 2004 ensured a steady flow of
export earnings to the domestic market, stimu
lated an influx of foreign capital to the real

economy and contributed to a rise in federal bud
get revenue and the considerable expansion of the
Stabilisation Fund of the Russian Federation
(hereinafter referred to as the Stabilisation
Fund). A strong balance of payments led to con
siderable growth in Russia’s international re
serves, making the country less dependent on in
ternational creditors’ policy in tackling its debt
problems.
At the same time, the massive inflow of for
eign exchange made it more difficult to pursue a
monetary policy designed to reduce inflation and
the Bank of Russia had to deal with two different
problems.
On the one hand, the balance of payments in
the favourable external economic situation cre
ated preconditions for both real and nominal
growth in the value of the national currency. It
was necessary in this situation to ensure smooth
exchange rate dynamics so that the exchange rate
adequately corresponded to fundamental macro
economic factors and to protect the economy from
external shocks. Therefore, while maintaining the
managed floating exchange rate regime, the Bank
of Russia had to cushion abrupt exchange rate
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fluctuations on the domestic foreign exchange
market and prevent the ruble from rising sharply
in order to maintain the competitiveness of the
Russian economy.
On the other hand, foreign exchange pur
chases on the domestic market were a major
source of money supply from the Bank of Russia.
The economy’s saturation with money meant in
creased domestic demand was the principal fac
tor of high business activity. However, the Bank
of Russia had to sterilise excess liquidity in the
economy to reduce the inflationary pressure cre
ated by the accelerated growth in the money sup
ply. Since the possibilities of using the sterilisation
instruments of monetary policy were limited by
the need to maintain a sensible level of interest
rates on the money market, a large part of the
increase in the money supply created by Bank of
Russia operations on the domestic foreign ex
change market in 2004 was absorbed through the
Stabilisation Fund.
To maintain rapid economic growth rates,
encourage investment growth and implement an
effective monetary policy, the Bank of Russia con
tinued to upgrade the banking sector. In 2004,
the Russian Government and Bank of Russia con
tinued jointly to elaborate the Banking Sector
Development Strategy for the Period until 2008.
The principal objective of the Strategy is to build

an uptodate and competitive banking sector,
capable of meeting the strategic interests of the
Russian economy, and implement a set of mea
sures designed to upgrade the legal and institu
tional environment of the banking business.
The national currency continued to be seen as
highly credible in 2004. Despite the temporary
outflow of personal deposits from commercial
banks in the middle of the year, the value of ruble
denominated bank deposits increased significantly
over the year under review. The expansion of the
deposit base of commercial banks led to growth
in lending to the real sector. The establishment
of the deposit insurance system contributed to
public confidence in banks.
The improvements in the Russian economy,
sustained economic growth and political stability
did not pass unnoticed by international rating
agencies and in November 2004 Fitch Ratings
raised Russia’s sovereign rating to investment
grade.
The Bank of Russia Annual Report for 2004
presents the results of the Bank of Russia activi
ties in the context of the analysis of the country’s
internal and external economic conditions, which
is a major element of its transparency as a central
bank and helps make its policy more credible. The
financial statements confirmed by the auditor’s
report are an inalienable part of this document.
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I.1. THE ECONOMIC SITUATION IN RUSSIA

T

he Russian economy developed well in
2004. The output of goods and services
grew faster than expected and although the
target set for inflation was exceeded, consumer
price growth last year was lower than in 2003.
Inflation slowed amid nominal gains made by the
ruble against the US dollar and while the real ef
fective rate of the ruble was rising, Russia re
corded a strong balance of payments.
Higher consumer and investor demand facili
tated economic growth. Growth in expenditures
on final consumption and gross capital formation
in 2004 was faster than in 2003 and this may
point to the increased importance of growth in
ternal factors.
Favourable external economic conditions con
tributed to economic growth in 2004. According
to estimates, the world prices of major Russian
export commodities in 2004 rose by 20% on av
erage year on year.
Russia continued to enjoy a strong balance of
payments. Its current account surplus grew sig
nificantly and reached a record level.
Russia’s federal budget surplus accounted for
4.4% of GDP in 2004 as against 1.7% of GDP in
2003. The significant excess of federal budget
revenue over expenditure was largely due to ex
ternal economic conditions that were better than
expected, the improved financial standing of Rus
sian enterprises and the spending policy pursued
by the Russian Government.

To lessen the federal budget’s dependence on
external economic conditions and reduce the in
flationary pressure on the economy, the Russian
Government created the Stabilisation Fund
within the framework of the federal budget in
2004.
The good external economic conditions and
world economic growth were the major factors
behind the expansion of the exportoriented sec
tors. According to estimates, output growth in the
fuel and nonferrous metallurgy sectors accounted
for more than a quarter of industrial production
growth in 2004. However, this represents a de
crease on 2003 when these two sectors accounted
for nearly a third of industrial production growth.
The role of the manufacturing sector increased in
industrial growth in 2004, creating conditions for
making the Russian economy less dependent on
external economic conditions and maintaining
sustainable economic growth.
Consumer prices rose by 11.7% in 2004 (De
cember on December), whereas they increased
by 12.0% in 2003.
The exchange rate dynamics played a major
role in slowing consumer price inflation. The rela
tively stable nominal effective rate of the ruble
contained growth in the prices of imported con
sumer goods and, consequently, the prices of their
domestically manufactured counterparts. The ef
fect of the exchange rate on nonfood price dy
namics was more significant than on food price
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DYNAMICS OF CONSUMER PRICES, CORE INFLATION AND REGULATED SERVICE PRICES
(growth as % of corresponding month of previous year)
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dynamics. The budget surplus, relatively low in
flationary expectations and slower growth in the
prices regulated at the federal and regional levels
than in 2003 also contributed to slowing con
sumer price growth.
The achievement of the inflation target in
2004 was made more difficult by the increased
influence on consumer price growth of factors
which were not connected with the monetary
policy in the short term. These are, above all, the
sharp rise in world energy prices and instability
of some food supplies on the domestic and world
markets.
Core inflation stood at 10.5% in 2004 as
against 11.2% in 2003. Since foodstuffs exclud
ing vegetables and fruit, make up a large part of
the products taken into account in calculating the
base consumer price index, the acceleration of
growth in the prices of this group of products had
an adverse effect on core inflation in 2004. Con
sumer prices of foodstuffs, excluding vegetables
and fruit, rose by 13.1% in 2004 as against 11.8%
in 2003. The most significant increase was regis
tered in the prices for meat, poultry, bread and
bakery products. Meat and poultry prices went
up by 19.6%, an increase of 10.7 percentage
points on the previous year. Growth in meat prices
accelerated as the supply of meat on the domestic
market declined and meat prices rose on the world
market. Although bread and bakery product

prices in 2004 increased less than in 2003 (by
16.7% as against 30.4%), growth remained high
due to the poor grain harvest in Russia and Eu
rope in 2003.
Slowing nonfood price growth contributed to
reduced core inflation. Over the year, nonfood
prices rose by 7.4% as against 9.2% in 2003.
The price of petrol went up by 31.3% in 2004
as against 16.8% in 2003. Growth in world en
ergy prices accelerated producer price growth in
the oilextracting and oilrefining industries in
2004 as compared with 2003 and, consequently,
growth in the consumer price of petrol.
Although growth in service prices slowed in
2004 year on year, they continued to rise at rapid
rates. Over 2004, service prices increased by
17.7% as against 22.3% in 2003. The most sig
nificant increase was registered in rental and util
ity prices (23.5%). Growth in passenger trans
port fares accelerated to 18.0% as against 13.7%
in 2003 and preschool tuition fees rose to 21.6%
as against 15.1%.
Industrial producer prices rose by 28.3% in
2004 as against 13.1% in 2003. Growth in in
dustrial producer prices was due to the increase
in the world market prices of energy and other
raw material products. The biggest producer price
growth was registered in the ferrous metallurgy
and fuel sectors (65.8% and 64.7% respectively).
In the fuel sector, the most significant increase in
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GDP AND INDUSTRIAL OUTPUT DYNAMICS
(as % of corresponding quarter of previous year)

Chart 2
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prices was registered in the gas industry (88.5%).
Producer prices in the oilextracting industry rose
by 65.4% as against 1.6% in 2003, the oilrefin
ing industry 48.9% as against 14.8% and the coal
industry 51.4% as against 10.1%.
In the machinebuilding, chemical and petro
chemical and timber, woodworking and pulpand
paper industries producer prices increased faster
than in 2003. At the same time, producer price
growth slowed down in the electricpower, non
ferrous metallurgy, building materials and light
and food industries. In light industry, producer
prices went up by 8.1% in 2004 as against 15.2%
in 2003 and in the food industry, producer price
growth slowed to 11.4% from 14.8%. Slowing
producer price growth in these industries had a
favourable effect on consumer price dynamics.
The number of jobs in the economy increased,
and the unemployment rate slowed down. The
number of jobless, calculated according to ILO
methodology, stood at 8.2% of the economically
active population in 2004 as against 8.6% in
2003.
The number of people out of work and regis
tered with the government employment services
increased in 2004, whereas the number of vacan
cies reported to these services by employers de
clined. As a result, the unemploymentvacancy
ratio rose to 21 jobless per 10 vacancies in 2004
as against 19 jobless per 10 vacancies in 2003.
GDP increased by 7.1% in 2004 year on year
as against 7.3% in 2003. Unlike the situation in

2003, the production of services increased more
rapidly than any other component of GDP in 2004.
Industrial output grew by 6.1% in 2004. Esti
mates show that in 2004, as in 2003, the fuel,
machinebuilding and food industries accounted for
most of industrial production growth. The fuel sec
tor increased output by 7.1%, and the food indus
try by 4.0%. Light industry was the only key in
dustry that registered a fall in output (by 7.5%).
Production growth led to higher demand for
investment goods. As a result, output grew rap
idly in the machinebuilding and building materi
als industries. Production growth in machine
building stood at 11.7% in 2004, an increase of
2.3 percentage points on 2003, and output in the
building materials industry increased by 5.3%.
Agricultural production was up 1.6% in 2004
as against 1.3% in 2003. Gross grain output at
all categories of farms rose by 16.2% year on year,
slowing growth in bread and bakery product
prices on the consumer goods market.
The improved world market price situation
and higher foreign and domestic demand had a
positive effect on the financial standing of Rus
sian enterprises.
The enterprise sector’s profit (net financial
result of enterprises, excluding small businesses,
banks, insurance companies and budgetfinanced
organisations) in 2004 aggregated 2,083.9 bil
lion rubles, an increase of 52.4% on 2003. The
share of lossmaking enterprises contracted by 5.5
percentage points year on year to 35.8%.
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The Russian enterprise sector’s production
profitability1 increased from 8.5% in 2003 to
10.2% in 2004; in industry it rose from 8.7% to
11.8%. This growth was largely the result of re
duced unit production and marketing costs.
Rapid growth in industry’s profits was due to
increased profits in the exportoriented indus
tries, especially the oil industry and metallurgy
sector, which were due not only to high world
prices, but also to the pricing policies they pur
sued on the domestic market. The profitability of
production at large and mediumsized enterprises
in these sectors far surpassed the industrial aver
age and increased to an estimated 21.0% in the
oilproducing industry, 24.6% in the ferrous met
allurgy sector and 23.8% in the nonferrous met
allurgy sector. At the same time, the profitability
of production in industries oriented to the domes
tic market remained at lower levels. As a result,
despite changes for the better, the financial dif
ferentiation of industry by sector persisted.
The improvement of the financial performance
of large and mediumsized enterprises was accom
panied by increased financial and business activ
ity and a more effective use of funds.
The increased return on circulating assets
(from 14.5% to 18.3%) was accompanied by an
acceleration in their turnover. Nonpayments in
total receivables contracted by 5 percentage
points to 16.2% in 2004. The share of bank loans
and borrowings in total debt obligations increased
from 39.9% to 43% in 2004.
All kinds of nonpayments to creditors contin
ued to decrease. Overdue debt obligations in to
tal debt obligations declined by 5.8 percentage
points in the period under review, to 18.9%. The
enterprise sector’s overdue debt on bank loans and
borrowings in total loan debt contracted from
2.7% to 1.8%.
Real disposable money income increased by
8.4% in 2004 year on year. The highestincome
20% of the population last year accounted for
46.4% of total money income as against 46.2%
in 2003, whereas the lowestincome 20% of the
population accounted for 5.5% of total money
income in 2004, as in 2003.
The number of people with an average per
capita money income below the national subsis

tence minimum decreased from 29.3 million, or
20.3% of the total population, in 2003 to 25.5
million, or 17.8%, in 2004.
Expenses on goods and services accounted for
70.1% of household money income in 2004 as
against 69.1% in 2003. Growth in real dispos
able money income led to increased consumer
demand and this had a favourable effect on the
dynamics of retail trade turnover and paid ser
vices provided to the public.
Retail trade turnover grew by 12.5% in com
parable prices year on year. Foodstuffs accounted
for 45.7% of retail trade turnover and nonfood
products 54.3% (as against 46.3% and 53.7%
in 2003 respectively). Nonfood trade turnover
grew faster than food trade turnover. The value
of paid services provided to the public in 2004
rose by 7% in comparable prices year on year.
Expenditures on final consumption in 2004
increased faster than in 2003 (9.2% as against
6.2%). At the same time, household sector ex
penses on final consumption rose by 11.3% as
against 7.5% in 2003, whereas government sec
tor expenditures increased by 2.3% as against
2.2% in 2003.
Russian companies demonstrated a high level
of investment activity in 2004. Growth in fixed
capital investment in 2004, as in 2003, was
faster than growth in the output of goods and ser
vices. As a result, fixed capital investment in
creased by 10.9% year on year (as against 12.5%
in 2003).
In 2004, as in the previous years, most of the
fixed capital investments made by large and me
diumsized enterprises went to the fuel sector,
transport and the development of community
amenities. The raw material sectors accounted for
more than 70% of fixed capital investment in
Russian industry in 2004.
Significant growth in fixed capital investment
and inventories led to the expansion of gross capi
tal formation, which increased by 13.9% in 2004
year on year (as against 13.2% in 2003).
As real imports grew faster than real exports,
net exports in 2004 decreased by 9.3% in real
terms.
Positive trends continued in the external eco
nomic situation in 2004. Accelerated world eco

1

Production profitability has been calculated on the basis of Rosstat data as the ratio of enterprises’ financial result
to earnings from sale of goods, products, work and services.
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nomic growth, greater international trade, the
favourable price situation on world commodity
markets for Russian exporters and increased de
mand for Russian goods led to the further im
provement of the country’s balance of payments.
It was characterised by significant growth in the
current account surplus and foreign exchange
reserves and a massive inflow of foreign capital
to the private sector. The current account sur
plus increased by 70% in 2004 as against 20% in
2003 and accounted for an estimated 10.3% of
GDP as against 8.2% of GDP in 2003. The capi
tal and financial account deficit (measured with
out taking into account the change in reserves)
accounted for an estimated 1.5% of GDP as
against 0.2% of GDP in 2003.
Foreign exchange mainly flowed into the coun
try through exports of goods and services. Export
growth was due to not only the significant increase
in prices, but also the considerable growth in
Russian commodity deliveries to foreign markets.
The value of energy exports (oil, petroleum prod
ucts and natural gas) in 2004 rose by 36.2% year
on year (in 2003 it increased by 31.0%). At the
same time, the value of oil exports grew by 49.4%
(as against 36.3% in 2003). Growth in the value
of exports of other products also accelerated, from
21.9% in 2003 to 33.5% in 2004. Despite the
significant expansion of the share of oil in exports

of goods (from 29.2% in 2003 to 32.3% in 2004),
the share of major energy products in exports
grew slightly in 2004 due to the contraction of
the share of natural gas. As for other products,
the most significant increase was registered in the
value of metal exports.
Importers’ demand for foreign exchange was
high on the domestic foreign exchange market. The
import of services accelerated in 2004, while the
import of goods grew slightly year on year largely
due to higher import volumes. Growth in the value
of engineering imports, which account for the larg
est part of investment goods imports, accelerated
in 2004. Imports of goods and services grew more
slowly than exports, and the increase in import
prices was smaller than the increase in export
prices. The terms of Russia’s trade with foreign
countries continued to improve.
The supply of foreign exchange on the domes
tic foreign exchange market exceeded by far eco
nomic agents’ demand for it and this led to sig
nificant growth in foreign exchange reserves.
Over 2004, Russia’s international reserves in
creased by 60% year on year.
Foreign trade remained a major source of fed
eral budget revenue in 2004. As a result of high
energy prices and greater export volumes, tax
revenues from foreign trade almost doubled in
2004.
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B

udgetary policy in 2004 was designed to
ensure economic growth, raise living
standards, implement the budget reform
to achieve maximum efficiency in managing gov
ernment finance, alleviate further the tax bur
den, limit growth in noninterest expenditures to
rates not exceeding economic growth, establish
the Stabilisation Fund and prepare the separa
tion on a longterm basis, beginning from 2005,
of the revenue sources and expenditure obliga
tions between the different levels of the Russian
budget system.
The continued positive dynamics of key macro
economic indicators in 2004, the favourable for
eign trade situation, the higher real price of Urals
crude than the price used in calculating the federal
budget indicators for 2004 and the improvement
of tax administration made it possible to exceed
the federal budget revenue and federal budget sur
plus targets set in the 2004 Federal Budget Law.
According to Finance Ministry preliminary
data, federal budget revenue aggregated
3,426.3 billion rubles in 2004. The ratio of fed
eral budget revenue to GDP increased by 0.8 per
centage points year on year to 20.4%.
Federal budget expenditure totalled
2,695.6 billion rubles, or 16.1% of GDP as
against 17.9% of GDP in 2003. Of this, nonin
terest expenditures amounted to 2,490.8 billion
rubles, or 14.8% of GDP as against 16.2% of GDP
in 2003. The federal budget surplus stood at

730.7 billion rubles, or 4.4% of GDP as against
1.7% of GDP in 2003.
The significant excess of the average price of
Urals crude over the basic price and over the price
used in calculating 2004 federal budget indica
tors allowed the Government to form a Stabili
sation Fund of 522.3 billion rubles at the begin
ning of 2005.

FEDERAL BUDGET EXPENDITURE
IN 2004 (%)
1.5
6.1

92.4

Chart 4
Noninterest expenditures
Government foreign debt
service expenditures
Domestic government debt
service expenditures
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FEDERAL BUDGET EXPENDITURE AND BALANCES OF FEDERAL BUDGET ACCOUNTS
OPENED WITH THE BANK OF RUSSIA IN RUBLES IN 2004
(billion rubles)
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Federal budget expenditure

Federal budget balances

Over 2004, the balances of rubledenominated
federal budget accounts with the Bank of Russia,
including the Stabilisation Fund accounts, in
creased by 3.5 times and at the end of the year
stood at 843.1 billion rubles.
According to Finance Ministry data, consoli
dated federal budget revenue in 2004 amounted
to 5,427.3 billion rubles, or 32.3% of GDP, ex
penditure 4,665.4 billion rubles, or 27.8% of
GDP, and the surplus 761.9 billion rubles, or
4.5% of GDP, of which the consolidated budget
revenues and expenditures of the constituent ter
ritories of the Russian Federation aggregated
2,403.2 billion rubles and 2,372.0 billion rub
les respectively, and the surplus amounted to
31.2 billion rubles.
According to preliminary data, the revenues
and expenditures of the Pension Fund in 2004
stood at 1,015.8 billion rubles and 967.5 billion
rubles respectively, the Social Insurance Fund
at 159.3 billion rubles and 140.6 billion rubles,
and the Federal Compulsory Health Insurance
Fund at 6.81 billion rubles and 6.76 billion
rubles.
According to Finance Ministry data, Russia’s
domestic government debt increased by 96.4 bil
lion rubles, or 14.1%, over the year and stood at
778.5 billion rubles (the upper limit set for it by
the 2004 Federal Budget Law was 988.1 billion
rubles). The ratio of Russia’s domestic govern

ment debt to GDP stood at 4.6% as of January 1,
2005, as against 5.2% as of January 1, 2004.
The structure of Russia’s domestic govern
ment debt changed significantly in 2004. The
share of outstanding government securities on the
organised securities market increased consider
ably (from 46.1% to 71.6%) due to the restruc
turing under Article 113 of the 2004 Federal Bud
get Law of permanent and variable couponin
come federal loan bonds and debt depreciation
federal loan bonds with a total nominal value of
51.9 billion rubles into new issues of permanent
couponincome federal loan bonds and debt de
preciation bonds and the issue by the Finance
Ministry of debt depreciation and fixed coupon
income federal loan bonds in accordance with
Russian Federation Government Resolution No.
122r, dated January 23, 2004. The value of fixed
couponincome federal loan bonds decreased by
28.1 billion rubles to 171.2 billion rubles, per
manent couponincome federal loan bonds by 7.2
billion rubles to 43.3 billion rubles and variable
couponincome federal loan bonds by 24.1 billion
rubles to 1 million rubles.
In 2004, the Finance Ministry redeemed the
entire amount (11.5 billion rubles) of nonmar
ketable government loan bonds and as of Janu
ary 1, 2005, there were no nonmarketable gov
ernment loan bonds in Russia’s domestic govern
ment debt.
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The value of shortterm government bonds
decreased by 2.7 billion rubles over the year and
as of January 1, 2005, stood at 20 million rubles.
The share of the Finance Ministry’s debt to
the Bank of Russia in Russia’s domestic govern
ment debt contracted by 6.1 percentage points to
38.5% in 2004. The Finance Ministry’s ruble
denominated debt to the Bank of Russia decreased
by 5.1 billion rubles, or 1.7%, to 299.4 billion
rubles (at par) as of January 1, 2005, mainly due
to the redemption of 3.8 billion rubles of Finance
Ministry promissory notes and Bank of Russia
securities sales with a commitment of reverse re
purchase and direct securities sales on the open
market in line with the state monetary policy.
The nominal value of Finance Ministry’s debt
to the Bank of Russia on federal loan bonds stood
at 295.1 billion rubles, of which 67.1% have zero

coupon income and 88.4% are due in 2018—
2029.
In pursuance of Article 111 of the 2004 Fed
eral Budget Law, the Finance Ministry bought
from the Bank of Russia the RSFSR state repub
lic internal loan bonds of the 1991 issue.
The Finance Ministry’s foreign currencyde
nominated debt to the Bank of Russia, including
the debt on the funds transferred to Vnesheko
nombank in 1998—1999 under Federal Law
No. 192FZ, dated December 29, 1998, “On Bud
get and Fiscal Policy Priorities,” and Federal Law
No. 36FZ, dated February 22, 1999, “On the
1999 Federal Budget” for the effectuation of ur
gent payments to redeem and service the Russian
Government’s foreign debt, is considered part of
the Russian Government’s foreign debt under
Russian legislation.
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I.3. THE FINANCIAL SECTOR

A

s of the end of 2004, the institutions
of financial intermediation comprised
1,299 operating credit institutions,
1,280 registered insurance companies, 241 unit
investment funds and 295 nongovernmental pen
sion funds. The ratio of credit institutions’ capi
tal to GDP in 2004 stood at 5.6% as against 6.2%
in 2003, insurance companies’ capital 0.8% as
against 0.6%, nongovernmental pension funds’
own property 1.0% as against 0.9% and unit in
vestment funds’ net assets 0.6% (unchanged from
2003).
A major internal factor of financial sector de
velopment in 2004 was increased competition
among the financial intermediaries. Although
credit institutions continued to play a leading role
in financial intermediation, some segments of the
financial market registered a rise in competition
from nonbank financial institutions, especially
in a bid to attract savings from the highestincome
population groups. The total volume of the finan
cial market, including the capitalisation of the
stock market, nonfinancial sector debt on bank
loans and the market portfolio of government and
corporate bonds, expanded at rates comparable
with GDP growth rates in 2004.
The value of bank loans extended to the non
financial enterprise and household sectors and
corporate debt instruments increased in 2004,
while growth in stock market capitalisation,
which has been a major factor of the overall

growth of the Russian financial market in the past
few years, slowed down. The volumes of out
standing instruments in the government securi
ties segment of the market expanded entirely due
to growth in ruble bond volumes, while the role
of foreign currency instruments declined.
Trade volumes continued to expand in all seg
ments of the financial market in 2004. The for
eign exchange market remained the principal sec
tor of the money market in terms of turnover and
influence on the overall financial market situa
tion. Differences in the dynamics of major sec
tors of the corporate securities market remained
in 2004. The corporate bond market continued
to grow faster than other segments of the finan
cial market, and the stock market demonstrated
weak and uneven growth.
The dynamics of the key financial sector’s price
indicators had a significant effect on the perfor
mance of all financial intermediaries. Interest
rates and yields on financial instruments mostly
declined.
The average annual effective GKO—OFZ
market portfolio indicator dropped from 8.7%
p.a. in 2003 to 7.6% p.a. in 2004. The aver
age annual interest rate on the rubledenomi
nated promissory notes discounted by banks fell
by 1.4 percentage points to 12.1% p.a. Interbank
interest rates remained lower than interest rates
on other segments of the financial market. The
average rate on rubledenominated interbank
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loans for all terms stood at 3.8% p.a. in 2004 as
against 4.2% p.a. in 2003.
Bank loans became more affordable for the
nonfinancial enterprise and household sectors
in 2004 due to lower interest rates. The aver
age annual interest rate on ruble loans extended
to the enterprise sector for all terms declined
to 11.5% p.a. as against 13.1% p.a. in 2003.
The most significant reduction was registered
in longterm interest rates, which declined from

15.3% p.a. in January to 10.8% p.a. in Decem
ber 2004.
Interest rates on household loans remained
higher than interest rates on loans to the enter
prise sector due to the higher costs of retail op
erations and inadequate competition. Neverthe
less, the average annual interest rate on loans
extended to the household sector for all terms also
fell in 2004, to 19.5% p.a. from 21.1% p.a. in
2003. Consumer credit continued to grow despite
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the relatively high cost of borrowing and it grew
faster than other lending operations.
The fall in interest rates on loans was accom
panied by a reduction in the cost of resources
raised by banks. The average annual interest rate
on rubledenominated personal time deposits de
clined from 11.1% in 2003 to 9.0% in 2004.
There was not enough competition in the bank
ing sector for the reduction of the interest mar
gin, which did not change much from the previ
ous year as a result. The lowest average annual
interest margin on operations with nonfinancial
customers was registered in the 1 to 3year ma
turity period (3.8 percentage points). This was
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the result of the accelerated reduction of interest
rates on longterm loans. As before, the interest
margin on operations with the household sector
in 2004 was higher than the interest margin on
operations with the enterprise sector.
Interest rates on operations conducted by Mos
cowbased banks had the decisive effect on the
country’s average interest rates. Interest rates on
bank operations in other regions were higher, as a
rule. The regional differentiation of the loan mar
ket is the result of inadequate competition on the
regional banking services market and different lev
els of credit risk due to the different economic de
velopment dynamics of the Russian regions.
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I.3.1. CREDIT INSTITUTIONS

C

redit institutions remain the principal fi
nancial intermediaries as their operation
volumes exceed by far those of the insur
ance and finance companies and collective invest
ment institutions.
Credit institutions expanded the scale of finan
cial intermediation in 2004. As of January 1,
2005, bank loans to the Russian nonfinancial
enterprise sector accounted for 18.8% of GDP as
against 17.2% a year earlier, household deposits
accounted for 11.7% as against 11.5% and funds
attracted from the enterprise sector 11.8% as
against 10.5%. At the same time, some banking
sector growth indicators in 2004 were smaller
than in 2003. Aggregate banking sector assets ex
panded by 27.4% over the year as against 35.1%
in 2003. As a result, the ratio of banking sector
assets to GDP was virtually unchanged from the
previous year at 42.5%. The ratio of banking sec
tor own funds (capital) to GDP contracted
slightly, from 6.2% as of January 1, 2004, to
5.6% as of January 1, 2005.
There were several reasons for the slowing of
banking sector growth in 2004. One was the
gradual escalation of international competition for
Russian customers among credit institutions reg
istered in Russia and abroad. Russian enterprises,
especially large companies, have been borrowing
more and using more banking services in foreign
banks.
The efforts made by the Bank of Russia to pre
vent bank capital creation with improper assets,
which put up a serious obstacle to the use of ficti
tious capitalisation schemes, represented another
factor in the slowing of banking sector capital
growth.
The dynamics of banking sector indicators
were also seriously affected by the “crisis of con
fidence” in the spring and summer of 2004. In
May 2004, the Bank of Russia revoked the bank
ing licence of Sodbiznesbank. For the first time,
one of the reasons for the licence’s revocation was
the bank’s failure to comply with the law on coun
tering the legalisation (laundering) of criminally
obtained incomes and the financing of terrorism.
After that, many banks made the necessary

changes in their risk evaluation systems, reduc
ing and sometimes closing their mutual credit lim
its on the interbank market.
These developments provoked alarming me
dia reports. The deposit insurance system had not
yet been established and depositors were justifi
ably concerned about their deposits. The situa
tion was compounded by the use of such methods
of unfair competition as the dissemination of false
black lists of banks and mentioning known banks
in a negative context. As a result, the level of
mutual confidence between banks and the level
of depositor confidence in the banks declined dra
matically.
These developments were accompanied by an
absolute reduction in banks’ free ruble liquidity
and marked growth in their foreign assets, which
was the result of the change of the ruble/dollar
exchange rate trend. While ruble liquidity con
tracted, interbank lending rates soared.
As a result of the combination of all these de
velopments and factors, the interbank market
shrank in May—July 2004. Interbank lending vol
umes on the domestic market contracted by 12.2%
in May and 13.3% in June. Many banks preferred
to stop extending interbank loans altogether to be
able to accumulate additional liquidity.
At the same time, some banks experienced a
run on deposits. Several Moscowbased banks
began to experience it in June. Excluding Sber
bank and Vneshtorgbank, net outflow of deposits
(outflow minus inflow) amounted to 5.2 billion
rubles in June and 18.1 billion rubles in July. The
adversity spread to regional banks in July when
the outflow of deposits from these banks amounted
to 6.3 billion rubles. The situation came to a head
early in July when Gutabank, which had branches
in many regions, stopped making payments.
The following measures were taken to stabilise
the situation.
On June 15, the Bank of Russia set a single
required reserve ratio of 7% and on July 8, it low
ered it to 3.5%. This gave the banking sector ad
ditional liquidity: the value of required reserves
deposited with the Bank of Russia declined by
118.6 billion rubles, or almost by half, in July.
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trict, although the gap between it and the
Southern, Ural and Far Eastern Federal Dis
tricts became minimal in 2004.

To boost depositor confidence in the banking
system Parliament urgently drafted and passed
the Federal Law “On Bank of Russia Payments
on Household Deposits with Bankrupt Banks
Uncovered by the Compulsory Deposit Insurance
System,” which applies to depositors of the banks
that are not part of the deposit insurance system
and had their licence revoked after the Deposit
Insurance Law came into force, i.e., after Decem
ber 27, 2003.
Vneshtorgbank decided to acquire Gutabank,
assuming the obligation of restoring its solvency.
At the same time, the Bank of Russia deposited
$700 million with Vneshtorgbank.
As a result of the implementation of these mea
sures, the “crisis of confidence” was overcome.
In August, the interbank market began to recover
and the flow of personal deposits to banks re
sumed.
Despite the adverse developments of the spring
and summer of 2004, the banking sector contin
ued to move forward.
The level of capital and asset consolidation in
large banks has remained virtually unchanged in
the past few years. The top 200 banks in terms of
assets accounted for 89.0% of aggregate banking
sector assets as of January 1, 2005, as against
88.0% as of January 1, 2004. At the same time,
the number of credit institutions with a capital of
more than 5 million euros continued to increase.
By the beginning of 2005, there were 501 of
them, or 38.6% of the total number of operating
credit institutions (as against 462 and 34.8% re
spectively as of January 1, 2004). At the same
time, these banks accounted for 94.0% of aggre
gate banking sector capital.
The regions’ saturation with banking ser
vices in 2004 was virtually the same as in 2003.
Not counting the Central Federal District,
where more than half of Russia’s operating
credit institutions are registered, the North
western Federal District has the highest bank
ing service saturation ratio. The Volga Federal
District also has a higher saturation ratio than
the national average1. The lowest saturation
ratio is registered in the Siberian Federal Dis

STRUCTURE OF BANKING SECTOR LIABILITIES.
Unlike the situation in the past few years, the
principal source of the expansion of the resource
base of credit institutions in 2004 was enterprise
sector funds2, which accounted for more than
39.1% of total growth in banking sector liabili
ties. Over the past year, the value of funds at
tracted from the enterprise sector increased by
43.4% as against 26.9% in 2003 and as of Janu
ary 1, 2005, it stood at 1,986.1 billion rubles.
Growth in the value of attracted enterprise sec
tor funds was registered by 86.2% of operating
credit institutions and the share of this source in
banking sector liabilities expanded from 24.7%
to 27.8%. The value of corporate deposits rose
by 80% and settlement, current and other ac
counts by 30.1%, while their share in banking
sector liabilities increased from 5.6% to 7.9% and
from 17.5% to 17.8% respectively. At the same
time, shortterm resources (balances of settle
ment and current accounts) continued to account
for the largest part of funds attracted from the
enterprise sector (64.1%).
Personal deposits in banks continued to in
crease, although at a slower pace, accounting
for 29.3% of growth in banking sector liabili
ties. Total personal deposits increased by
29.7% in 2004 as against 47.1% in 2003 and
aggregated 1,964 billion rubles. Personal depos
its grew by 68.4% of operating credit institu
tions in 2004 as against 74.3% in 2003 and as
of January 1, 2005, they accounted for 27.5%
of banking sector liabilities.
At the same time, the terms of household de
posits were getting longer. Personal deposits with
terms longer than one year increased by 70% and
their share in total deposits expanded from 43.7%
as of January 1, 2004, to 57.6% as of January 1,
2005. Personal deposits with terms longer than
one year accounted for 15.8% of banking sector
liabilities as of January 1, 2005, as against 11.8%
as of January 1, 2004.

1
The average saturation of Russian regions with banking services was determined for this calculation without tak
ing account of credit institutions based in Moscow and the Moscow region.
2
Credit institutions excluded.
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As a result of increased public confidence in
the national currency, rubledenominated per
sonal deposits grew faster than foreign currency
deposits for the second straight year. In 2004, the
share of ruble deposits expanded from 69.4% to
73.6% of total personal deposit accounts.
Sberbank increased the value of ruble deposits by
27.0%, while other banks by 64.2%. The ruble
component of personal deposits expanded from
78.3% to 80.5% in Sberbank and from 53.9% to
63.2% in other banks. As a result of the estab
lishment of the deposit insurance system and the
increased competition for depositors’ funds,
Sberbank’s share of the retail banking market
contracted from 63.3% as of January 1, 2004, to
60.3% as of January 1, 2005.
The value of funds raised by credit institutions
by issuing debt obligations increased by a lowly
1.5% in 2004 as against 40.8% in 2003 and as of
January 1, 2005, it stood at 644.2 billion rubles.

This source of funds accounted for 9.0% of bank
ing sector liabilities against 11.3% as of Janu
ary 1, 2004. At the same time, almost 38.0% of
debt obligations were issued by banks for terms
longer than one year.
The slowing of growth in debt obligations is
sued by banks was due to the volatility of the de
mand for them. In the middle of the year, for ex
ample, the fall in the demand for bank promis
sory notes was caused by lower yields on promis
sory note operations. As a result, the value of bank
promissory notes increased by 8.6% last year as
against 25.1% in 2003. Nevertheless, promissory
notes continued to account for the largest part of
bank debt obligations (78.6% as of January 1,
2005).
The value of certificates of deposit decreased
by 33.0% in 2004. Certificates of deposit were
an alternative to bank promissory notes when
banks exceeded the N13 ratio, which set a limit
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on the issue of promissory notes, and banks ac
tively used them as a source of funds in 2003,
when their value increased by 120%. However,
after the Bank of Russia issued Instruction No.
110I, dated January 16, 2004, “On Banks’ Re
quired Ratios,” which cancelled the N13 ratio,
certificates of deposit became far less attractive.
However, some banks continue to use them to
raise funds, mostly on a longterm basis (certifi
cates of deposit with terms longer than one year
accounted for 51.6% of their total value as of
January 1, 2005).
Although other debt instruments, such as
bonds and savings certificates, still account for a
very small part of banking sector liabilities (0.5%
as of January 1, 2005, as against 0.3% as of Janu
ary 1, 2004), the trend towards growth in their
issue is becoming more noticeable (each of the two
banking products grew by 2.2 times over the
year).
Credit institutions actively raised funds on the
interbank market in 2004. Over the year, the
value of loans, deposits and other funds received
by banks from other banks rose by 40.3% to 737.1
billion rubles and this source of funds accounted
for 10.3% of banking sector liabilities as of Janu
ary 1, 2005, as against 9.4% as of January 1,
2004. The value of loans and deposits attracted
on the domestic interbank market increased by
49.8% and the value of loans and deposits at
tracted from nonresident banks grew by 36.6%.
Obligations on loans with terms longer than one
year accounted for 58.3% of obligations on loans
taken from nonresident banks.
The tenor of the funds raised by credit insti
tutions continued to increase in 2004. The ag
gregate share of the major components of the
funds raised for terms longer than one year (de
posits and other funds borrowed from individu
als and corporate entities, banks’ longterm obli
gations and loans and deposits attracted on in
terbank markets) expanded from 21.4% of bank
ing sector liabilities as of January 1, 2004, to
27.2% as of January 1, 2005.
At the same time, the banking sector’s long
term resource base does not yet meet completely
the needs of dynamic growth in longterm bank
lending to the nonfinancial sector and the task
of largescale modernisation of the enterprise
sector’s fixed assets.
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STRUCTURE OF BANKING SECTOR ASSETS. In
creased bank lending to the real economy was a
major factor of growth in banking sector assets in
2004. In the past year, loans extended by banks
to the nonfinancial enterprise sector increased
by 39.0% as against 42.4% in 2003 and as of
January 1, 2005, they were valued at 3,149.9 bil
lion rubles. These loans accounted for 44.1% of
banking sector assets as against 40.5% a year
earlier. Of the total number of operating credit
institutions, 70.1% increased lending to the non
financial enterprise sector and of the total value
of loans extended to this sector, 72.4% were ex
tended in rubles.
Loans with terms longer than one year in
creased by 44.7% and accounted for 39.5% of
total loans to the Russian nonfinancial enterprise
sector as against 37.9% a year earlier.
Data on growth in loan debt by sector show
that this debt rose by 70% in agriculture, 50% in
the construction sector and 40% in transport and
communications.
The same factors determined positive dynam
ics of lending to the nonfinancial enterprise sec
tor in 2004 as in 2003. On the one hand, there
was the sector’s sustained high demand for loans,
on the other hand, there was growth in the sup
ply of bank loans, which was due to the increase
in the funds raised by credit institutions for a
specified term, including terms longer than one
year.
The repeated cuts made by the Bank of Rus
sia in the refinancing rate (from 16% to 13%)
and the reduction of the reserves credit institu
tions were required to deposit with the Bank of
Russia led to a fall in the cost of funds raised by
banks, allowing credit institutions to reduce the
price of bank loans and make them affordable to
a broader range of borrowers.
Lending to resident individuals continued to
expand rapidly in 2004. The value of these loans
in 2004, as in 2003, rose by 110% to 616.5 bil
lion rubles as of January 1, 2005. It is highly sig
nificant that 85.2% of these loans were extended
in rubles. Lending to the household sector is be
coming an important area of banking: loans ex
tended to individuals accounted for 8.6% of bank
ing sector assets in 2004 as against 5.3% in 2003
and 13.8% of total bank loans as against 9.8% a
year earlier.
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The value of claims on interbank loans, de
posits and other placements with the banking sec
tor as a whole increased by 61.5% over the year
and they accounted for 6.0% of banking sector
assets as against 4.7% a year earlier. The value
of loans extended on the domestic interbank mar
ket rose by 60.7% and these loans accounted for
3.2% of banking sector assets as of January 1,
2005, as against 2.6% as of the beginning of
2004. The value of loans extended to nonresi
dent banks grew by 62.4% and they accounted
for 2.7% of banking sector assets as against 2.2%
a year earlier.
According to banks’ data, the quality of the
loan portfolio remained fairly good in 2004: the
quantitative characteristics of overdue loan debt
and loan loss provisions allow one to evaluate
banking sector credit risk as moderate.

Overdue debt accounted for 1.4% of total
loans in 2004 as against 1.6% in 2003. At the
same time, as loans extended to individuals grew
rapidly, the risk involved in these operations in
creased: overdue debt on this kind of loans in
creased by 2.5 times over the year to 1.4% of to
tal loans as of January 1, 2005, as against 1.1% a
year earlier.
As of January 1, 2005, the actual loan loss
provisions covered 5.3% of loan debt as the ag
gregate share of problem and bad loans stood at
3.8%.
Bank investments in securities increased by
8.4% in 2004 and as of January 1, 2005, they
stood at 1,086.9 billion rubles. At the same time,
the securities portfolio expanded slower last year
than other active operations, especially lending.
As a result, investments in securities accounted
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for 15.2% of banking sector assets as against
17.9% a year earlier.
The share of debt obligations in banks’ secu
rities portfolios expanded from 62.4% to 69.2%
in 2004, but in banking sector assets it contracted
slightly (from 11.2% to 10.5%). Investments in
federal government securities accounted for al
most 58% of total investments in debt obligations
as against 71.5% as of January 1, 2004. Over
2004, the value of federal government debt obli
gations decreased by 2.6% and their share in
banking sector assets contracted from 8.0% to
6.1%.
At the same time, last year saw banks step up
their activity in conducting operations with cor
porate securities: investments in resident corpo
rate debt instruments increased by 83% in value
to 108.0 billion rubles and their share in banking
sector assets expanded from 1.1% to 1.5%.
Investments in stocks and shares rose by
21.7% in 2004 to 140.9 billion rubles, although
they accounted for a meagre 2.0% of banking sec
tor assets as of January 1, 2005, as against 2.1%
as of the beginning of 2004. At the same time,
investments in Russian nonfinancial enterprise
sector stocks accounted for 68.0% of total invest
ments.
There was a significant decline in investment
in promissory notes, whose share in banking sec
tor assets contracted from 4.7% as of January 1,

2004, to 2.7% as of January 1, 2005. The value
of promissory notes discounted by banks fell
26.0% over the year to 193.4 billion rubles. En
terprise sector promissory notes accounted for
46.8% of the discounted promissory note portfo
lio, bank promissory notes 49.2% and nonresi
dent promissory notes, excluding bank promissory
notes, 3.2%. The reduction of investment in
promissory notes was particularly noticeable in
large banks in the third quarter of 2004 due to
the September fall in promissory note market
yields.
By and large, the dynamics of banks’ active
operations and the changes in their structure tes
tify to the diversification of the factors that shape
the risk profile of the banking sector. From 2000
up to 2003, it is currency risk that accounted for
most of the aggregate value of market risk, whereas
as of the beginning of 2004 stock market risk ac
counted for the largest part (40.3%) of market
risk and as of January 1, 2005, interest risk pre
vailed for the first time ever (in December its share
expanded from 33.9% to 41.8%).
At the same time, the evaluations of the Rus
sian banking sector’s financial stability and its
vulnerability to the changes in the main risk fac
tors conducted by stress testing and other meth
ods show that credit risk remains the principal
factor of potential capital loss. One reason for this
situation is the expansion of the banking business,
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especially lending operations. In addition, bank
ing sector stability is still affected by risks created
by the shortage of longterm resources and the
conversion of shortterm liabilities into longterm
investments.

credit investment, increased attractiveness of for
eign exchange operations and reduced yields on
the securities market instruments.
The basis of net income2 is net interest income,
which accounted for 62.3% of net income in 2004
as against 55.6% in 2003.
The dollar’s gains in spring and summer 2004
and growth in imports led to more bank opera
tions with foreign exchange and foreign currency
values and a corresponding increase in incomes
from these operations. As a result, the share of
net income from operations with foreign exchange
and foreign currency values (including exchange
rate differences) in total banking sector income
increased by almost 2.7 times over the year to
4.9% as against 1.8% in 2003.
Net commission incomes continued to grow in
2004 and their share of net income expanded from
19.0% as of January 1, 2004, to 22.6% as of
January 1, 2005.
At the same time, 2004 saw a sharp fall in net
incomes from the sale and purchase and revalua
tion of securities, which was largely the result of
the reduction of credit institutions’ investments
in federal government debt obligations. Incomes
from operations with securities were also affected
by the significant decline in the prices of securi
ties in the second quarter of 2004 and their cor
responding negative revaluation after a long pe
riod of growth in Russian stock prices. As a re
sult, net income from operations with securities
accounted for 16.0% of total net income as of July
1, 2004, as against 34.6% as of April 1, 2004.
Subsequently, it continued to fall and as of Janu
ary 1, 2005 registered 12.5%.
An analysis of the key bank financial perfor
mance indicators in 2004 shows the Russian
banking sector’s stability. As of January 1, 2005,
the number of credit institutions without any
shortcomings in their performance (Group 1) rose
to 352 from 297 as of January 1, 2004. Over that
period, the number of credit institutions with few
shortcomings in their performance (Group 2) fell
from 982 to 904. Overall, financially sound credit

FINANCIAL CONDITION OF CREDIT INSTITU
TIONS. The financial situation of credit institu
tions remained largely stable in 2004. The minor
slowing of growth in banking sector assets had
no negative effect on the dynamics of credit insti
tutions’ return and profitability.
Banking sector profit continued to increase
rapidly in 2004: over the year, it grew by 38.6%
as against 38.1% in 2003. As of January 1, 2005,
operating credit institutions made a profit of
177.9 billion rubles and their profit including pre
vious years’ financial result aggregated 199.4 bil
lion rubles as against 128.4 billion rubles and
114.7 billion rubles respectively as of January 1,
2004. For the first time since the 1998 crisis,
profit comprising the financial result of the past
few years exceeded current profit, mainly because
credit institutions had finally covered the losses
they incurred during the crises.
Profitmaking credit institutions accounted for
98.2% of all operating credit institutions as
against 96.6% in 2003. The number of lossmak
ing credit institutions declined from 41 to 22 over
the year, or from 3.1% to 1.7% of the total num
ber of operating credit institutions, while the
latter’s losses decreased to 551 million rubles in
2004, whereas as of January 1, 2004, they
amounted to 5.0 billion rubles.
Banking sector profitability indicators have
been quite good in the past four years and return
on capital in the banking sector continues to ex
ceed return on capital in the economy as a whole.
Return on banking sector assets increased from
2.6% in 2003 to 2.9% in 2004 and return on
banking sector capital grew from 17.8% to 20.3%
respectively1.
The banking sector income structure was
largely determined by the continued expansion of
1

Return on assets has been calculated as the ratio of the fullyear financial result before taxation to banking sector
assets and return on capital as the ratio of the fullyear financial result to banking sector capital. Assets and capital
have been calculated as annual averages (chronological averages) for the reporting period.
2
Net income is the financial result before the creation (recovery) of reserves and is calculated without taking ac
count of operating and administrative expenses. It is calculated in compliance with the Profit and Loss Statement
of Credit Institutions (Form 0409102).
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institutions (Group 1 and 2) accounted for 96.7%
of total credit institutions, while the share of prob
lem banks (Group 3 and 4) contracted to 3.2%
over the year from 3.5% as of January 1, 2004.
Financially sound credit institutions accounted
for 99.3% of aggregate banking sector assets as
the share of flawless credit institutions (Group 1)
increased significantly (from 6.7% to 14.0%,
Sberbank excluded). The funds raised by credit
institutions were almost entirely placed with fi
nancially sound banks against the backdrop of an
increased share of flawless banks (Group 1) in
total placements.
As of January 1, 2005, banking sector own
funds (capital) aggregated 946.6 billion rubles.
There was a significant slowdown in the rate of
growth in banking sector own funds (capital) in
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2004, which increased by 16.2% last year as
against 40.2% in 2003. As a result, the ratio of
banking sector capital to GDP contracted slightly
and stood at 5.6%1.
As for the principal factors of the slowing of
capital growth in 2004, mention should be made
of the 8.1% fall in proceeds from the issue of bank
shares (a year earlier they increased by 28.1%)
and slowing growth in the value of subordinated
loans, which rose by 54.1% as against 84.6% in
2003.
In 2004, banking sector own funds (capital)
grew mostly due to increased profits and the funds
created from profits (65.4% of total growth in
own funds) and growth in the paidup authorised
capital of operating credit institutions, included
in the own funds (capital) calculation (30.9%).

1
If it were not for the singular, uncharacteristic capital creation developments in 2003 and 2004 (the revocation of
licence from the bank SBSAGRO in January 2003, the capitalisation of the bank Rossiisky Kredit in August—
November 2003, which was managed by the ARCO, and the change in the loan loss provisioning procedure in
2004), the difference between capital growth rates in 2004 and 2003 would have been considerably smaller: ac
cording to estimates, capital growth rates would have been 22.6% in 2003 and 17.9% in 2004.
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1.3.2. OTHER FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS

I

NSURANCE COMPANIES. According to the
Federal Insurance Supervision Service,
240 insurance companies which had failed to
raise their authorised capital to the required level
by July 11, had their licences revoked in 2004.
The 1,067 insurance companies which presented
their statements for 20042 collected a total of
471.6 billion rubles in insurance premiums, an
increase of 9.0% on 2003. Insurance indemni
ties rose by 8.1% over the reporting period and
totalled 307.6 billion rubles.
Unlike the situation in 2003, last year saw
voluntary insurance premiums fall by 2.8%
year on year and the share of life insurance pre
miums in them decline by 31.6%. Nevertheless,
voluntary life insurance continued to account
for the largest part (67.9%) of aggregate in
surance premiums. Personal insurance, with
the exception of life insurance, accounted for
16.5% of total voluntary insurance premiums
as of January 1, 2005, as against 12.6% as of
January 1, 2004. Personal insurance premiums
increased by 27.3% over the year and property
insurance premiums rose by 21.8%. This kind
of insurance has predominated since the middle
of 2004 in voluntary insurance premiums
(47.8%) and in aggregate insurance premiums
(32.5%).
The rate of growth in aggregate compulsory
insurance premiums slowed to 46.9% from 66.1%
in 2003. The share of compulsory medical insur
ance premiums contracted from 71.5% to 64.3%,
while the share of compulsory motor third party
liability insurance premiums expanded from
24.2% to 32.5%.
The ratio of total insurance indemnities to pre
miums changed slightly in 2004 and stood at
65.2%. Hence, the initial conditions for profit
making in the insurance business and for invest
ment resource creation remained stable.

UNIT INVESTMENT FUNDS (PIFs). The fall in yield
on stock market instruments brought about a
slowdown in the collective investment industry
in 2004 in comparison with 2003. Some PIFs not
only failed to ensure growth in the value of their
shares, but were unable to save shareholders’
funds from inflationinduced devaluation.
According to the National Managers’ League,
the number of PIFs increased by 105 in 2004 to
241 as of January 1, 20053. The number of open
end PIFs rose from 87 to 149, interval PIFs from
35 to 49 and closedend PIFs from 14 to 43.
Openend PIFs grew faster than other PIFs be
cause they ensured investors the flexible manage
ment of their funds.
The total value of PIFs’ net assets stood at
108.3 billion rubles as of January 1, 2005. In
2004, it grew considerably more slowly than
in 2003 (by 40.3% whereas in 2003 it rose by
6.1 times).
The contributions made by different types and
categories of PIFs to the total value of their net
assets changed in 2004. The expansion of the
openend PIFs’ net assets (from 10.2% as of
January 1, 2004, to 13.6% as of January 1, 2005)
was the collective investment market’s natural
reaction to the increased volatility of the stock
market. Due to slow growth in the value of stock
funds’ net assets (over the year, they increased
by 25.0%, the slowest rate of growth of all cat
egories of PIFs), their share in the total value of
PIFs’ net assets contracted from 85.9% in 2003
to 76.5% in 2004.
Closedend real estate funds, favoured by in
vestors in 2004 due to the high return on invest
ment on the housing market, were the most dy
namic unit investment funds. The value of their
net assets increased by 3.5 times over the year
and their share of total PIF net assets expanded
from 4.2% to 10.6%. Overall, closedend PIFs

1

Under Federal Law No. 172FZ, dated December 10, 2003, “On Amendments and Addenda to the Russian
Federation Law on Insurance and Invalidating Some Federal Laws,” which came into force in January 2004.
2
As of January 1, 2005, there were 1,280 insurance companies (1,397 as of January 1, 2004) in the Finance
Ministry’s State Register of Insurers.
3
Here and below, data are on PIFs which had become completely established by January 1, 2005.
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accounted for 66.2% of the total net asset value
of PIFs, almost the same figure as in 2003.
As PIFs became more competitive and at
tractive as an instrument of collective invest
ment, the minimum price of shares decreased
and the share sales network developed. The
number of management companies rose by 48
over the year to stand at 177 as of January 1,
2005. Ninetyfour management companies, or
53.1% of their total number, managed PIFs in
2004 as against 52 companies, or 40.3% of the
total, as of January 1, 2004. The top four man
agement companies, each holding over 10 bil
lion rubles of PIF funds in trust, accounted for
66.4% of total PIF net asset value (82.5% as
of January 1, 2004).
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rations for entry into the compulsory pension
insurance system.
Unlike the situation in 2003, most of growth
(88.8%) in NPFs’ own property was due to the
pension reserves created largely from pension con
tributions and intended for the fulfilment by NPFs
of their obligations. As a result, pension reserves
accounted for 74.5% of total own property as of
January 1, 2005, as against 71.3% as of Janu
ary 1, 2004. Total investment from pension re
serves and the value of property for authorised
activity reached 147.3 billion rubles as of Octo
ber 1, 2004, an increase of 26.4% on January 1,
2004 (in the same period of 2003 growth stood
at 52.2%). The corporate nature of most of the
largest NPFs predetermines the stable structure
of their aggregate investment portfolio, which
is oriented to the founders’ interests. As of Oc
tober 1, 2004, shares and bonds accounted for
59.5% of the investment pension reserves worth
113.3 billion rubles, which represents an increase
of 7.3 percentage points on the same date in 2003.
The share of investments in promissory notes con
tracted from 16.3% as of October 1, 2003, to
13.4% as of October 1, 2004. The purchase of
government securities, mostly issued by regional
governments, accounted for 9.3% of the pension
reserves invested by NPFs as against 8.2% as of
the same date in 2003 and bank deposits ac
counted for 12.5% of these funds as against 15.2%
a year earlier.

NONGOVERNMENTAL PENSION FUNDS (NPFs).
According to the Federal Financial Market Ser
vice, the total value of own property of 292
NPFs that were in operation as of October 1,
2004, increased by 22.2% in 2004 to 153.5 bil
lion rubles. The value of pension reserves in it
is estimated at 114.5 billion rubles (an increase
of 27.8% from January 1, 2004), while the
value of property for authorised activity stood
at 36.2 billion rubles (an increase of 14.9%).
In 2004, the rates of growth in these key per
formance indicators for NPFs were consider
ably slower than in 2003, mainly due to the
completion of the active period of NPFs’ prepa
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I.3.3. FINANCIAL MARKETS
INTERBANK LOAN MARKET

I

nterest rates on rubledenominated loans and
interest and credit risks continued to decline
on the Russian interbank loan market in
2004. At the end of the year, the value of inter
bank loans had increased by more than 60% year
on year to over 425 billion rubles.
The improved financial situation of most Rus
sian banks led to an improvement in the quality
of the interbank loan portfolio. As of the end of
2004, overdue debt in total interbank loans con
tracted to 1.4% as against 2.7% a year earlier.
As the ruble stopped making gains in the sec
ond quarter of 2004, shortterm foreign currency
assets temporarily became attractive again. This
and the deterioration of the financial situation in
some banks led to fewer interbank loans being

extended to small and mediumsized banks, and
more local growth in ruble interbank rates. In
creased Bank of Russia activity on the money
market, especially the expansion of the refinanc
ing of commercial banks, and the reduced required
reserve ratio helped restore stability on the in
terbank loan market.
Average monthly interest rates on overnight
ruble loans, which predominate on the Russian
interbank loan market, changed within the range
of 1.1—10.3% p.a. in 2004 as against 1.5—
10.2% in 2003. The average rate on these loans
stood at 3.7% p.a. in 2004 as against 4.2% in
2003. The fall in interest rates on rubledenomi
nated interbank loans was accompanied by less
shortterm volatility.

FOREIGN EXCHANGE MARKET

T

he situation on the domestic foreign ex
change market in 2004 developed under
the influence of the dynamics of the inflow
of export earnings and Russian companies’ bor
rowings abroad, operations conducted by the
Bank of Russia in line with its monetary policy,

including the exchange rate policy, credit insti
tutions’ currency position management strategy
and the changes in the US dollar’s rate against
the euro on the world currency market. At the
same time, the demand for foreign exchange,
which was determined, in particular, by such fac

DYNAMICS OF OFFERED AND ACTUAL INTERBANK INTEREST RATES
ON OVERNIGHT RUBLE LOANS IN 2004 (% p.a.)
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DOMESTIC FOREIGN EXCHANGE MARKET INDICATORS
IN 2004
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tors as payments for imports of goods and services
and considerable payments on corporate foreign
debt, was insufficient to keep an equilibrium with
supply on the domestic foreign exchange market
given the current exchange rate.
From January to the middle of April, the sup
ply of foreign exchange on the domestic foreign ex
change market grew as a result of the massive flow
of export earnings to the economy and market play
ers’ activity in establishing short currency positions
in the period until the middle of February. Given
the excessive supply of foreign exchange, the Bank
of Russia supported demand, thereby slowing the
ruble’s rise against the dollar.
In the second half of April, credit institutions
began to increase their long currency positions
amid the dollar’s rally on the world currency
market. The devaluation expectations of market
players were also affected by data on the rapid
rate of growth in the real effective rate of the ruble
in the first quarter of the year and the anticipa
tion of a readjustment in the Bank of Russia’s
exchange rate policy designed to keep this indica
tor within the range set in the Guidelines for the
State Monetary Policy in 2004, i.e., at 7% (cal
culated on the DecembertoDecember basis).
In the second half of April, the dollar’s nomi
nal rally against the ruble ended and the exchange
rate steadied at 29.0—29.3 rubles to the dollar,

as the situation on the world currency market
changed. The ruble resumed making nominal
gains in late October as the inflow of export earn
ings increased and the dollar weakened on the
world currency market.
The vast amounts of foreign exchange that
flowed into the economy as a result of favourable
external economic conditions led to a further in
crease in the aggregate turnover of conversion
transactions. As was the case in the previous
years, ruble/dollar transactions predominated in
the currency structure of the interbank market,
reflecting the leading role played by the US dol
lar in international settlements. At the same time,
the turnover of operations with the euro ex
panded as credit institutions and their custom
ers, including private individuals, showed in
creased interest in transactions with the single
European currency. The average daily interbank
ruble/euro turnover rose by 48% to an equiva
lent of $179 million.
The interbank market’s average daily spot
ruble/dollar turnover increased by 32% in 2004
year on year to $16.4 billion. The average daily
spot dollar/euro turnover increased by 37% to
$4.1 billion.
Over 2004, the total value of ruble/dollar ex
change operations more than doubled1 year on
year and stood at $347.5 billion. The turnover of

1

Including UTS and SELT MICEX turnovers, currency swap transactions and other ruble/dollar operations on
MICEX.
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the Unified Trading Session of several interbank
currency exchanges (UTS) amounted to $84.7 bil
lion in trades for “today” settlements and
$119.1 billion in trades for “tomorrow” settle
ments. The main reason for growth in exchange
turnovers was the Bank of Russia’s massive in
terventions and sale of large amounts of export
earnings in UTS trades. In addition, a major fac
tor of growth in exchange turnover was the merger
of the UTS and local trading session within the
Electronic Lot Trading System (SELT) of the
Moscow Interbank Currency Exchange (MICEX).
The value of currency swap transactions between
market players increased by four times year on
year to $106.0 billion. The total value of rub
le/euro exchange operations declined by 10% in
2004 to 2.0 billion euros due to several factors
containing the development of exchange trade in
the ruble/euro segment, including the secondary
nature of this market, which virtually entirely
depends on the situation on the dollar/euro and
dollar/ruble markets, and the 100% deposit re
quirement for trading participants.
To improve the infrastructure of the domes
tic foreign exchange market, the Bank of Russia
and currency exchanges merged the UTS with
the local trading session in the SELT MICEX for
ruble/dollar trades for “today” and “tomorrow”
settlements and ruble/euro trades for “today”
settlements. In addition, UTS traders received
the opportunity to conduct ruble/dollar swap
transactions and conclude nonsystem deals. The
merger of the two sessions helped increase the
exchange market’s liquidity, eliminate the ex
change rates diversity with regard to instru
ments with the same value date and provided
broader opportunities for regional participants

STRUCTURE OF AVERAGE DAILY
TURNOVER OF INTERBANK SPOT
CONVERSION OPERATIONS IN 2004
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to conduct exchange operations with foreign
currency.
Futures currency market turnovers remained
low due to legislative problems relating to finan
cial derivatives. At the same time, futures ex
change trade turnovers continued to expand in
2004: the average daily value of US dollar open
positions on the MICEX and the St Petersburg
Currency Exchange (SPCEX) increased from
$29.7 million in 2003 to $82.9 million in 2004.
The average daily forward overthecounter
ruble/dollar market turnover also increased and
stood at about $152 million.

GOVERNMENT SECURITIES

G

KO—OFZ MARKET. The situation on the
government securities market in 2004 de
veloped under the influence of the Finance
Ministry’s domestic government debt
management policy, the situation on the domes
tic foreign exchange market and banking sector
liquidity dynamics. In addition, the situation on
the sovereign eurobond market was a major fac
tor of government bond interest rate dynamics,

especially in the first half of 2004: preparations
for the liberalisation of foreign exchange regula
tion created expectations of a more pronounced
positive correlation between the quoted prices of
outstanding financial assets in the foreign and do
mestic segments of the Russian government debt
market.
Over the year, the effective yield on govern
ment bonds fell by 0.51 percentage points to
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GKO—ОFZ SECONDARY MARKET TURNOVER AND YIELD
IN 2004
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6.95% p.a. as of December 30, 2004, from 7.46%
p.a. as of December 30, 2003. The average daily
secondary trade turnover expanded by 32% at
actual prices year on year to 1.25 billion rubles1 ;
at the same time, “technical operations,” which
arose from the specific discounting policies pur
sued by investor companies and had no relation
to market forces, accounted for a large part of the
total value of transactions.
As demand for government securities remained
high in the first quarter of 2004, the value of funds
raised by the issuer accounted for more than 40%
of the fullyear value of borrowings. The small
range of the domestic financial market instru
ments and a high level of banking sector liquidity
allowed the Finance Ministry to place government
bonds virtually without offering a premium to
their market yield.
As the situation on the domestic foreign ex
change market changed in April, government
securities became less attractive to investors.
The reorientation of the financial flows to the
foreign exchange market caused GKO—OFZ
interest rates to rise amid a contraction in bor
rowing volumes. The reduction of the liquid
ity level of government securities market play
ers led to the further decline in their activity:
in the second quarter of 2004, the average
daily trade volume on the GKO—OFZ market
1

VIII
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XII

GKО—ОFZ yield, % p.a.

shrank by more than half compared to the first
quarter.
The GKO—OFZ market situation in 2004 was
characterised by small volumes of operations con
ducted to regulate the banking sector’s current
liquidity: market players preferred to cover the
shortage of funds by concluding repo deals with
the Bank of Russia. The main reason for the re
duced role played by the GKO—OFZ market in
regulating market players’ free funds was the low
liquidity level of government securities, which did
not allow traders quickly to strike deals with these
financial assets at acceptable prices.
Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 1465U, dated
June 29, 2004, “On Establishing the Require
ments to Make Reserves when Entering Funds to
Special Bank Accounts and Writing down Funds
from Special Bank Accounts,” which came into
force on August 1, 2004, established the require
ment for a nonresident entering an amount of
money to a special bank account intended for op
erations with government securities to deposit a
reserve of 20% of this sum for one year. The regu
lations that were previously in force did not al
low foreign investors to put new funds into gov
ernment securities. The new procedure for regu
lating foreign players’ operations did not arouse
their interest in the rubledenominated Russian
instruments. Government bonds had too little

This does not include Finance Ministry and Bank of Russia auctions.
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speculative value and this along with the forbid
ding reserve requirement could not stimulate a
foreign capital inflow to the GKO—OFZ market.
Banking sector liquidity started to grow again
in September, causing the demand for government
securities to rise. However, the principal players
on the OFZ market were, as before, the biggest
investors, who bought government securities as
a longterm investment of their free funds.
In 2004, the Finance Ministry held 27 pri
mary GKO—OFZ auctions, raising 95.8 billion
rubles. Over the year, the nominal value of the
domestic government debt market rose by 77%
to 557.6 billion rubles and the market portfolio
duration increased from 2.7 years to 4.8 years.
Except for the Series 21172 GKO bond issue and
Series 27026 OFZFK bond issue, the Finance
Ministry offered no new government bond issues,
making additional placements of outstanding and
earlier issues.
Investor demand in 2004 was focused on the
debt depreciation federal loan bonds, which had
a relatively high yield and some potential for price
growth.
Dealers1 remained the holders of the largest
government securities portfolio in 2004. The con
traction of their share in aggregate government
bond market volume was due to the expansion of
the government bond market portfolio held by the
Bank of Russia owing to its restructuring. The
expansion of the resident investors’ share of the
market is attributable to operations conducted by
the Russian Government’s Pension Fund, which
placed funds to implement the pension reform
programme.
The concentration of government bond issues
in the portfolios of several major players, who
make longterm investments to receive stable in
come, is an obstacle to growth in the liquidity of
the domestic debt market, because the turnover
ratio of the bond issues in their portfolios is ex
tremely low.

GOVERNMENT BOND MARKET
STRUCTURE BY TERM TO REDEMPTION
(as of end of 2004, %)
8
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of 35 constituent territories and municipalities
(31 in 2003). Most of the primary bond place
ments were made on the exchange market. In the
period under review, 20 regional issuers placed
28 bond issues on the MICEX and two regional
issuers placed three bond issues on the SPCEX.
The Moscow bond market remained the larg
est segment of the regional bond market. Seven
auctions of Moscow municipal internal loan bonds
(OGOVZ) with a nominal value of 29.5 billion
rubles (as against 22.9 billion rubles in 2003) were
held on the MICEX in the period under review.
The average annual auction yield of OGOVZ bonds
fell to 8.1% p.a. as against 10.5% p.a. in 2003.
The total volume of secondary trade in Moscow
government bonds on the MICEX expanded by
160% year on year to 241.0 billion rubles.
There was a marked contraction in the vol
ume of trade in St Petersburg government regis
tered bonds (GIO) in 2004. Three auctions of
GIO bonds with a nominal value of 1.6 billion
rubles (as against 3.3 billion rubles in 2003) were
held on the SPCEX.

REGIONAL AND MUNICIPAL GOVERNMENT BOND
MARKET. In 2004, the Finance Ministry regis
tered the terms of issue and circulation of bonds
1

Dealers are professional securities market participants who have concluded an agreement with the Bank of Russia
granting them the right to act as dealers on the government securities market and conclude transactions with bonds
on their own behalf and at their own expense, and at the expense and on behalf of investors.
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The biggest bond issues in volume after Mos
cow and St Petersburg were floated by the Mos
cow, Novosibirsk and Irkutsk regions and
Krasnoyarsk Territory. The aggregate turnover
of secondary exchange trade in regional bonds
exceeded 350 billion rubles in 2004 as against
138.5 billion rubles in 2003.
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value of 2.0 billion Deutsche marks and effected
coupon payments on all foreign currency bond is
sues in full and on schedule. Interest payments
totalled $2.9 billion.
The value of Russian eurobond trades on the
MICEX with settlements in US dollars more than
doubled in 2004 in comparison with 2003 and
totalled the equivalent of 2.2 billion rubles. The
actual value of MICEX eurobond trades with ruble
settlements amounted to 3.7 billion rubles. The
level of prices of these instruments on the domes
tic market was the same as on the international
market.
The occasional brief periods of decline in
quoted prices and growth in yields on Russian
foreign currency debt instruments in the first half
of 2004 were caused by the volatility of the world
capital market, especially the emerging markets’
sovereign debt segment. From the middle of May
to the end of the year, the yield on Russia’s for
eign currencydenominated government securities
constantly declined.

RUSSIAN FOREIGN CURRENCY DEBT MARKET.
The Russian government’s bonded foreign debt
was represented in 2004 by eurobonds, Series
V—VII domestic government foreign currency
loan bonds (OVGVZ) and government foreign
currency loan bonds of the 1999 issue (OGVZ).
According to Finance Ministry data, the total
nominal value of these bonds stood at $42.9 bil
lion as of the beginning of 2004 and $42.5 billion
as of October 1, 2004.
In 2004, the commercial debt of the former
USSR was exchanged for $899.8 million of Rus
sian eurobonds due in 2010 and 2030. Russia re
deemed its 1997 eurobond issue with a nominal

BANK SECURITIES

T

he value of promissory notes placed by
banks in 2004 increased slightly (by 8.6%)
and as of January 1, 2005, it stood at
506.2 billion rubles. Investors used bank prom
issory notes as a means of payment and short and
mediumterm investments.
To stimulate the development of the money
market, the Bank of Russia registered 53 terms
of issue and circulation of certificates of deposit
and 15 terms of issue of savings certificates in
2004. As was the case in 2003, Moscowbased
banks accounted for most of the issue value (396
million rubles).
In 2004, credit institutions stepped up their
issuing activity and the increase in the total value
of the shares and bonds floated (from 53.6 bil
lion rubles to 73.6 billion rubles) bears this out.
The value of the registered share issues rose from
41.4 billion rubles in 2003 to 50.3 billion rubles
in 2004, an increase of 17.7%. The same trend
applied to bank bonds: the value of the registered
bond issues stood at 23.3 billion rubles in 2004,
which represents an increase of 11.1 billion
rubles, or 90%, on 2003.

To increase their authorised capital, credit in
stitutions in 2004 registered 246 share issues with
a total value of 43.2 billion rubles in comparison
with 274 issues with a value of 35.9 billion rubles
in 2003. Of this, three credit institutions issued
200 million rubles of additional shares in the pro
cess of reorganisation (six credit institutions issued
2.6 billion rubles of additional shares in 2003).
Three credit institutions issued 500 million
rubles of shares when they were being trans
formed from limited liability companies into joint
stock companies.
Nineteen share issues with a total value of
6.6 billion rubles were floated without increas
ing authorised capital (share consolidation, split
ting and conversion) in comparison with 11 share
issues with a total value of 1.2 billion rubles
floated in 2003.
The most active regions from the viewpoint of
issuing securities were the Krasnodar Territory
and Novosibirsk, Rostov, Samara, Sverdlovsk and
Tyumen regions.
Seven wholly foreignowned banks issued
5.1 billion rubles of securities in 2004, of which
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six banks issued 3.6 billion rubles of shares and
one issued 1.5 billion rubles of bonds.
Most of the bondissuing banks in 2004 were
based in Moscow. They registered 18 bond issues
with a total value of 21.2 billion rubles. Three
banks based in the Republic of Tatarstan issued
2.0 billion rubles of bonds.
Credit institutions normally issue bonds with
a nominal value of 1,000 rubles at the outside
and a maturity period of at least two or three
years.
In the period under review, credit institutions
generally made primary bond placements at
MICEX auctions. The conditions of many bank

bond issues allowed the issuer to set coupon in
come by instalments and provided for the possi
bility of early redemption at investors’ request.
Quoted prices of the most liquid bank shares
grew rapidly in 2004 and there was an expan
sion in aggregate trade volumes. Credit institu
tions accounted for nearly 3% of MICEX and RTS
total secondary stock trade volumes, which rep
resents an increase on the previous year. Second
ary trade in bank bonds expanded significantly in
the period under review. The trade in bank bonds
increased to almost 12% of the total volume of
secondary trade in corporate bonds on the MICEX
and the RTS.

NONFINANCIAL SECTOR CORPORATE SECURITIES MARKET

M

ost of the exchange operations with se
curities were conducted on the
MICEX and the St Petersburg Stock
Exchange and the RTS.
There was a sharp slowdown of growth in the
Russian stock market key price indicators in
2004. Due to the high volatility of market quoted
prices within the period under review, the an
nual growth of the MICEX index stood at 7.3%
and the RTS index 8.3%. At the end of the pe
riod under review, the RTS stock market had a
capitalisation of $168.3 billion, an increase of
6.2% on the previous year.

MICEX secondary stock trade turnover ex
panded by 29.6% in 2004 year on year to 2.8 tril
lion rubles. Most operations were conducted with
electricity and fuel companies’ stocks.
The corporate bond market in 2004 registered
growth in the value of primary placements at the
exchange auctions. In the period under review,
corporate bonds with a total value of 141.1 billion
rubles were placed on the MICEX, an increase of
80% on the previous year. The MICEX secondary
corporate bond trade turnover expanded by 70%
year on year to 422.4 billion rubles. Debt securi
ties issued by fuel, electricity, telecommunications
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and communications and food companies ac
counted for the largest part of MICEX trades.
The average yield on corporate bonds traded
on the secondary market declined year on year

VIII

in 2004. Within this period, yields changed
keeping pace with the changing price situation
on the debt market and banking sector liquidity
dynamics.

FINANCIAL DERIVATIVES MARKET

A

ggregate futures and options trade
turnover on the MICEX, the RTS and
on the St Petersburg Stock Exchange
and St Petersburg Currency Exchange almost
doubled in 2004 in comparison with 2003 and

stood at 598.8 billion rubles. New types of stock
and currency futures and options contracts were
introduced on the financial derivatives market.
Futures contracts for the stocks of the lead
ing Russian issuers accounted for the largest

FUTURES EXCHANGE TRADE TURNOVERS OF BASIC ASSETS IN 2004
(billion rubles)
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gate derivatives exchange trade turnover in
creased to 41.8% from 29.2% in 2003.
Contracts with terms of up to three months
accounted for most of the futures trade, while the
share of futures contracts with terms of three to
six months expanded slightly. In the middle of the
year, the MICEX introduced in its forward seg
ment the oneyear US dollarruble futures, but
no deals were struck on this instrument.

volume of operations. Traders’ activity rose
sharply in the currency futures segment in the
fourth quarter, ensuring significant yearonyear
growth in aggregate trade volume in this seg
ment in 2004. The commodities segment of the
forward market, represented by oil futures con
tracts, did well.
The options segment of the market continued
to expand rapidly and in 2004 its share in aggre
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I.4. BALANCE OF PAYMENTS AND FOREIGN DEBT
I.4.1. BALANCE OF PAYMENTS

O

wing to the favourable external economic
situation, Russia continued to register a
stable balance of payments in 2004. Its
current account surplus reached a record high,
the government serviced its foreign debt in full
and on schedule and the country’s international
reserves continued to grow.

oping countries, stimulated growth in metal ex
ports, which grew by 60% year on year and ac
counted for 16.8% of total exports as against
13.8% a year earlier.
Engineering products accounted for 7.7% of
total exports and chemicals and related products
6.6%.
Imports of goods aggregated $96.3 billion, an
increase of 26.6% on 2003. Most of the growth
in import value was due to the rapid expansion of
import volumes.
The rise in imports of machinery, equip
ment and transport vehicles, mostly from non
CIS countries, accounted for more than half
of the increase in imports. The share of this
commodity group in total imports went up
from 37.4% to 41.2% and its value increased
by 50%.
The share of food products and raw materials
for their production contracted from 21.0% to
18.3% of total imports.
The share of chemicals and related products,
the third most important Russian import, con
tracted slightly year on year to 15.8%.
The deficit of the balance of international
services increased from $10.9 billion in 2003 to
$13.4 billion in 2004, whereas their turnover
increased by 24.5% to $54.0 billion.
Exports of services are valued at $20.3 bil
lion, an increase of 25.0%. Transport services ac

CURRENT ACCOUNT
The current account surplus increased by 70% in
2004 year on year and reached $60.1 billion (the
previous high of $46.8 billion was registered in
2000). The principal factor of this growth was
the increase (by 45.6%) of the merchandise trade
surplus to $87.1 billion. The overall situation on
international commodity markets was good for
Russia: export prices rose faster than import
prices by 14 percentage points on average. For
eign trade turnover expanded by 32.0%, export
volumes grew by 10.7% and import volumes by
18.8%.
Exports of goods increased by 35.0% to
$183.5 billion. The price factor was responsible
for nearly 70% of the increment. The average
contract price of Russian oil rose by 30.3%, natu
ral gas by 3.4% and petroleum products by
29.2%.
Higher demand for metals by major consum
ers, especially the United States and some devel
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DYNAMICS OF MAJOR BALANCE OF PAYMENTS COMPONENTS
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counted for 38.4% of total exports of services and
travel for 25.8%.
The value of transport services provided to
nonresidents stood at $7.8 billion. This repre
sents an increase of 27.3% on the previous year,
which is chiefly due to growth in the value of cargo
and passenger transportation.
Exports of services connected with nonresi
dents’ brief stay in Russia increased by 16.1% to
$5.2 billion, mainly due to growth in the average
expenses per trip in dollar terms.
Exports of insurance and financial and con
struction services grew at particularly rapid rates
(by 60% and 50% respectively).
Imports of services increased by 24.3% in
value year on year to stand at $33.7 billion.
Services relating to Russian nationals’ trips
abroad accounted for the lion’s share of service
imports (46.7%). These were followed by busi
ness, professional and technical services (15.7%),
transport services (11.5%) and construction ser
vices (9.1%).
The number of resident trips abroad contin
ued to rise in 2004 and there was a significant
increase in the number of private visits. As a re
sult, the total value of services paid for by Rus
sian nationals during their trips abroad rose by
$2.9 billion to $15.7 billion.

The 25.2% increase in the value of imports of
transport services was due to increased cargo and
passenger carriage costs, especially by air.
Imports of financial services grew rapidly (by
120%), as did imports of cultural and recreation
services (60%) and services categorised as “roy
alties and licence fees” (50%).
There was a negative balance of wages: wage
payments to nonresidents exceeded wage remit
tances from residents working abroad by $600
million.
Wage payments to nonresidents doing tem
porary work in Russia increased by 90% to $1.8
billion. The dynamics of these payments reflected
growth in the number of migrant workers, which
is typical of the past few years.
The incomes of Russian nationals in the form
of wages and salaries paid to them by nonresi
dents are estimated at $1.2 billion, which repre
sents an increase of 48.2% largely due to a rise in
the number of Russians working abroad.
There was a deficit of $12.2 billion in the bal
ance of investment incomes, which decreased
by $800 million year on year. The contraction was
the result of growth in the monetary authorities’
revenues from the expansion of foreign reserve
assets and the reduction in incomes paid by non
financial enterprises to direct foreign investors.
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monetary authorities in the form of IMF loans.
Payments on the new Russian debt amounted to
$5.6 billion, or 66.4% of total debt payments, of
which $1.3 billion was paid to redeem the
eurobonds issued by the Russian Government in
1997. Russia paid $2.9 billion on its Sovietera debt
(33.6%), of which $2.1 billion, or 24.7%, was
paid to the Paris Club of creditor nations.
Owing to increased export revenues, Russia’s
solvency indicators relating to government debt
have improved significantly. The government for
eign debt service ratio (the ratio of the sum of
payments, including interest payments, to exports
of goods and services) fell from 9.5% to 6.6% and
relative to consolidated budget revenue, total debt
payments decreased from 10.7% to 7.1%.
Growth in private sector foreign liabilities re
mained unchanged from 2003 at a high level of
$33.3 billion: growth in commercial banks’
foreign borrowings slowed by $3.9 billion to
$7.4 billion, whereas growth in nonfinancial en
terprise sector borrowings accelerated by almost
the same figure to $25.9 billion. The quarterly
dynamics of growth in the sector’s foreign liabili
ties were uneven: more than half of the fullyear
growth in foreign borrowings occurred in the
fourth quarter.
There was a significant contraction in the
share of shortterm financial instruments (from
60.0% to 48.9%) in the structure of banking sec
tor foreign liabilities. Foreign currencydenomi
nated liabilities accounted for 89.0%, in which
dollardenominated liabilities accounted for
80.9% and liabilities denominated in euros 7.0%;
the share of the rubledenominated liabilities de
clined to 11.0%.
Residents’ foreign assets (official foreign ex
change reserves excluded) increased by $37.8 bil
lion. In the general government sector they grew
by $100 million. The value of loans extended to
foreign states stood at $600 million. Other major
changes accounted for in the corresponding sec
tion of the balance of payments were connected
with growth in overdue debt on loans extended
to foreign states by the former USSR ($900 mil
lion) and their partial writedown as a result of
the restructuring.
The foreign assets of the monetary authori
ties (net of foreign exchange reserves) rose by
$1.3 billion as against $600 million in 2003.

CAPITAL AND FINANCIAL ACCOUNT
CAPITAL ACCOUNT. The deficit of the balance of
capital transfers increased to $1.6 billion in 2004
as against $1.0 billion in 2003.
The general government sector registered a
deficit of $900 million: $500 million was received
in transfers (the writing off of debt to nonresi
dents, including the discount received when the
former Soviet Union’s debt to the International
Investment Bank and International Bank for Eco
nomic Cooperation was settled) and $1.4 billion
was transferred in favour of nonresidents (the
writing off of debt of some developing countries
as a result of the negotiation on the restructuring
of this debt).
The household sector balance of capital ac
count also had a deficit of $700 million. Trans
fers connected with Russian nationals’ emigra
tion are estimated at $1.1 billion, in which non
CIS countries account for $800 million. The value
of property and financial assets brought into Rus
sia by immigrants, primarily from CIS countries,
stood at $400 million.
FINANCIAL ACCOUNT. Growth in residents’ for
eign liabilities is estimated at $30.9 billion in
2004 as against $27.9 billion in 2003.
The federal government’s obligations de
creased by $2.6 billion. As noted above, one rea
son for the decrease ($500 million) was the writ
ing off of a part of the former USSR’s debt. The
total also comprises growth in obligations to non
residents which arose as a result of operations on
the secondary government securities market de
nominated in the national and foreign currencies.
Nonresident financial claims on these obligations
rose by more than $3 billion.
The amount of new loans was small: $700 mil
lion came under longterm agreements with in
ternational financial organisations and foreign
governments to finance infrastructure develop
ment projects.
Russia’s regions made no significant borrow
ings either, so their foreign liabilities increased
by $200 million.
The foreign liabilities of the monetary authori
ties were virtually unchanged.
A total of $8.5 billion was actually paid on the
principal debt of the general government sector and
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Foreign assets of the banking sector increased
by $3.6 billion. As the dollar declined on the in
ternational and domestic financial markets, the
share of the dollardenominated claims contracted
from 76.0% to 70.8% in 2004. The eurodenomi
nated claims accounted for 15.7% as against
11.4% a year earlier and the rubledenominated
assets accounted for 5.2%.
The banking sector’s net international invest
ment position continued to move further into nega
tive ground: as of the beginning of the year under
review, it stood at —$6.0 billion, whereas by the
end of 2004 it had declined to —$11.1 billion.
The foreign assets of the nonfinancial enter
prise and household sectors increased at the most
rapid rates: in 2004 they expanded by $32.8 bil
lion as against $25.9 billion in 2003.

Foreign exchange outside the banks continued
to shrink (by $3.4 billion), though it did so slower
than in 2003 when it contracted by $6.6 billion.
Net capital outflow from the private sector as
a whole increased from $1.9 billion in 2003 to
$9.4 billion in 2004.
INTERNATIONAL RESERVES. Russia’s interna
tional (gold and foreign exchange) reserves in
creased by $47.6 billion and as of January 1,
2005, they aggregated $124.5 billion.
Russia had enough gold and currency reserves
to cover potential balance of paymentsrelated
risks. The indicator characterising the economy’s
capability to finance imports from the accumu
lated reserves stood at 11.5 months as against
8.9 months as of January 1, 2004.
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I.4.2. FOREIGN DEBT

R

ussia’s foreign debt1 rose by $25.7 billion
in 2004 to $211.4 billion as against
$185.7 billion in 2003.
The general government’s debt obligations
accounted for 46.0% of the debt, monetary au
thorities 3.8% and private sector 50.2%.
The debt assumed by Russia as the successor
to the former USSR contracted by $2.2 billion to
$55.9 billion as of the end of 2004 (57.6% of the
general government’s debt), of which the debt to
the Paris Club stood at $43.3 billion (77.5% of
the former USSR’s debt) and debt to the former
Sovietbloc countries equalled $2.7 billion
(4.8%).
The new Russian debt increased by $1.0 bil
lion to $39.6 billion in 2004. The most signifi
cant growth was registered in obligations in the
form of debt securities (from $26.8 billion to
$28.9 billion), which resulted from the issue of
sovereign eurobonds in the course of the restruc
turing of the former USSR’s debt to the Interna
tional Investment Bank and International Bank
for Economic Cooperation. As of January 1,
2005, obligations on outstanding debt securities
accounted for 73.0% of Russia’s new debt. Other
categories of debt changed slightly: loans from

1

international financial organisations are valued
at $6.2 billion (15.7%), intergovernmental
loans $4.2 billion (10.6%) and other obligations
$200 million (less than 1%).
Regional governments’ foreign debt stood at
$1.6 billion as of January 1, 2005, and monetary
authorities’ debt obligations at $8.0 billion, of
which debt to the IMF was valued at $3.6 bil
lion.
The private sector remained the principal bor
rower of foreign capital. Russian banks’ debt to
nonresidents increased by $7.6 billion to over
$32.5 billion in 2004. As noted above, the non
financial enterprise sector’s foreign debt obliga
tions grew even faster. They rose by $18.6 bil
lion in value to $73.7 billion in 2004.
Longterm debt obligations accounted for
83.5% of the foreign debt owed by all sectors of
the economy. The currency structure of the debt
was virtually unchanged from the beginning of the
year: 93.3% of debt obligations were denomi
nated in foreign currency.
Relative to GDP, Russia’s foreign debt stood
at 36.3% as of January 1, 2005, as against 43.1%
a year earlier. The general government’s debt
relative to GDP contracted from 22.7% to 16.7%.

Data are cited taking into account exchange rate and market revaluation.
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I.5. THE WORLD ECONOMY
AND INTERNATIONAL FINANCIAL MARKETS

A

ccording to an IMF estimate, the
world output of goods and services in
creased by 5.1% in 2004 as against
4% in 2003. Economic growth in the
industrialised nations is estimated at 3.4% in
2004 as against 2% in 2003 and in the emerging
markets at 7.2% as against 6.4% in 2003. Inter
national trade in goods and services expanded by
9.9% in 2004, according to an IMF estimate, as
against 4.9% in 2003. Exports from the
industrialised nations increased by an estimated
8.1% as against 2.8% in 2003 and imports to
these countries grew by an estimated 8.5% as
against 3.6% in 2003. Emerging markets’ exports
rose by 13.8% as against 10.7% in 2003 and im
ports 15.5% as against 8.9% in 2003.

was due to higher domestic demand, while the ac
celeration of growth was largely caused by an in
crease of 10.6% in private sector fixed capital in
vestment in production. Growth in individual con
sumption in the US quickened to 3.8% as against
3.3% in 2003 due to the stimulating effect of the
increase in real disposable income (by 3.5%).
Eurozone GDP growth was mostly due to
higher domestic demand (consumption, invest
ment and inventories). In 2004, for the first time
in four years, the EMU registered a rise (of 2.1%)
in fixed capital investment. Economic growth in
the 12nation EMU accelerated to 2.1% in 2004
as against 0.5% in 2003. GDP growth in Ger
many stood at 1.6%, France 2.4%, Italy 1.2%,
the Netherlands 1.4% and Spain 2.7%. In the
UK, the largest EU member country outside the
eurozone, real GDP increased by 3.1% in 2004
as against 2.2% in 2003. The output of goods and
services in the 25 EU member countries, includ
ing the 15 developed countries which joined the
EU before May 1, 2004, and 10 emerging mar
kets which joined the EU on May 1, 2004, in
creased by 2.3% as against 0.8% in 2003.
Japan’s economic growth accelerated to 2.7%
in 2004 as against 1.4% in 2003. The expansion
of consumption and private sector investment (by
2.6%, taking into account the change in invento
ries) made the biggest contribution to this growth.
This was due to the household sector’s increased
confidence in the continuing growth in money

ECONOMIC GROWTH. The favourable starting
conditions for economic growth in the industria
lised nations in 2004 were due to continuing low
interest rates in the United States and the Euro
pean Economic and Monetary Union (EMU) at
the beginning of the year. Higher employment and
wage growth led to more individual consumption.
Technological modernisation, the improved finan
cial performance of companies, the accessibility
of borrowings to a wide range of corporations and
increased investor interest in holding shares in
their capital stimulated growth in investment.
Real GDP in the US increased by 4.4% in
2004 year on year as against 3% in 2003. Growth
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REAL GDP GROWTH IN LEADING INDUSTRIALISED NATIONS IN 2004
(as % of 2003)
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income and the improved financial performance
of the enterprise sector achieved thanks to indus
trial sales growth, low interest rates and the com
pany restructuring.
Despite the measures taken by China’s gov
ernment and central bank to restrain excessive
investment activity in some industries, the level
of investment activity in that country remained
high due to largescale construction. The in
creased money incomes of the urban and rural
population stimulated individual consumption. As
a result, China’s real GDP growth accelerated to
9.5% in 2004 as against 9.3% in 2003.
Economic growth accelerated significantly in
the new industrial countries of Asia in 2004 due
to increased domestic demand and exports. Pro
duction growth rates also accelerated year on year
in most of the economically advanced countries
of SouthEast Asia as a result of growth in con
sumption and private sector investment.
Economic growth in the Commonwealth of
Independent States (CIS), including Russia,
stood at 8.2% in 2004 as against 7.9% in 2003
(Russia excluded, it stood at 10.5% as against
9.1%). In Ukraine, Russia’s leading trading part
ner in the region, real GDP growth accelerated
to 12.1% as against 9.6% in 2003 due to increased
domestic demand and exports. In Belarus, growth
in the output of goods and services accelerated to
11% in 2004 as against 7% in 2003 and in
Kazakhstan to 9.4% as against 9.3%.

INFLATION. US consumer prices went up 3.3%
in 2004 (December on December) as against
1.9% in 2003. Core inflation (growth in the prices
of goods and services included in the consumer
goods basket, excluding foodstuffs and energy)
accelerated to 2.2% in the United States in 2004
as against 1.1% in 2003.
Food price growth in the US slowed to 2.7%
in 2004 as against 3.6% in 2003.
The average price of gasoline of all brands in
the United States soared by 25.2% in December
2004 year on year as against 4.1% in the same
period of 2003.
The level of consumer prices in the EMU rose
by 2.4% in 2004 as against 2% in 2003. China’s
inflation slowed to 2.4% from 3.2% in 2003. In
Belarus, inflation ran at 14.4% as against 25.4%
in 2003, in Ukraine 12.3% as against 8.2% and
in Kazakhstan 6.7% as against 6.8%.
GOVERNMENT FINANCE. The US federal budget
deficit stood at $375.6 billion, or 3.3% of GDP,
in 2004 as against $364.5 billion, or 3.3% of
GDP, in 2003. As economic growth accelerated,
federal budget revenues from the taxation of per
sonal incomes and, in particular, corporate in
comes increased significantly. The US consoli
dated federal budget deficit stood at 4.3% of
GDP in 2004 as against 4.6% of GDP in 2003.
Federal government debt in the US amounted
to $7.6 trillion, or 64.7% of GDP, as of the end
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of 2004 as against $7 trillion, or 63.6% of GDP,
a year earlier. In October 2004, the limit set by
US legislation on federal government debt was
raised from $7.38 trillion to $8.18 trillion.
According to the European Commission, the
limit of 3% of GDP set by the European Stability
and Growth Pact on the federal budget deficit was
exceeded by four countries that joined the EU
before May 1, 2004 (Germany, France, UK and
Greece). As for the countries that joined the EU
on May 1, 2004, the 3% limit was exceeded by
five countries, including Hungary, Poland and
Slovakia. According to an IMF estimate, China’s
central government budget deficit in 2004 con
tracted to 2.4% of GDP from 2.8% in 2003.
Ukraine’s consolidated budget deficit ex
panded to 3.4% of GDP in 2004 as against 0.2%
in 2003, Kazakhstan’s consolidated budget defi
cit contracted to 0.2% of GDP in 2004 from 0.9%
in 2003 and Belarus registered a consolidated
budget surplus of less than 0.1% of GDP, whereas
in 2003 it had a budget deficit of 1.6% of GDP.

istered an increase in the surpluses of its trade with
the EU and the United States and a rise in the defi
cit of its trade with Japan.
The US current account deficit rose to 5.7%
of GDP in 2004 as against 4.8% of GDP in 2003.
A major factor of its financing was the expansion
of international reserves of some countries, espe
cially in Asia. Private capital inflow to the US
economy increased. The EMU’s current account
surplus increased to 0.6% of GDP in 2004 as
against 0.3% of GDP in 2003. Japan’s current
account surplus expanded to 3.7% of GDP as
against 3.2% in 2003 and, according to the IMF,
China saw its current account surplus grow to
4.2% of GDP as against 3.2% in 2003. Foreign
direct investment in the Chinese economy in
creased by 13.3% in 2004 year on year to $60.6
billion (more than 70% of this went to the manu
facturing sector).
Ukraine’s merchandise trade turnover in
creased by 33.8% in 2004 to $61.7 billion,
Belarus’s by 40% to $30.1 billion and Kazakh
stan’s by 54.4% to $32.9 billion. Ukraine’s trade
surplus stood at $3.7 billion in 2004 (in 2003
Ukraine registered a virtual balance in its trade).
Belarus’s trade deficit rose to $2.6 billion in 2004
as against $1.6 billion in 2003, while Kazakhstan’s
trade surplus increased to $7.3 billion as against
$4.6 billion in 2003. Geographically, export and
import operations with Russia accounted for
28.7% of Ukraine’s foreign trade in 2004, 58.5%
of Belarus’s foreign trade and 23.3% of Kazakh
stan’s foreign trade. These and most other CIS
countries had a deficit in trade with Russia.

INTERNATIONAL TRADE AND BALANCES OF PAY
MENTS. Trade turnover in the US expanded by
14.7% in 2004 to $2.9 trillion. Exports grew
12.4% and imports 16.3%. Growth in US exports
was due to higher investor and consumer demand
in the United States’ trading partners. Similar
trends in the US economy led to growth in imports
of investment and consumer goods into the United
States. The US trade deficit rose to $617.1 billion
in 2004 as against $496.5 billion in 2003. The
EMU trade turnover expanded by 7.9% in 2004
and Japan’s trade turnover grew 12.3%. There
was a significant yearonyear expansion in the
trade surplus of the EMU and particularly Japan.
China’s merchandise trade turnover increased
by 35.7% in 2004 to $1.2 trillion. Chinese ex
ports grew by 35.4% and imports by 36%. The
country registered a trade surplus of $32 billion
in 2004 as against $25.5 billion in 2003. The
manufacturing sector accounted for more than
55% of Chinese exports and nearly 40% of imports.
China’s leading trading partners in 2004 were the
EU, which accounted for 15.4% of China’s trade
turnover, the United States (14.7%) and Japan
(14.5%). Geographically, the United States ac
counted for the largest share of Chinese exports
(21%) and Japan accounted for the largest share
of Chinese imports (16.8%). In 2004, China reg

COMMODITY MARKETS. The level of energy and
nonenergy raw material prices rose on world
markets in 2004. The world price of oil soared to
the record highs registered during the most vola
tile periods on the world oil market in the 1970s.
The main reason for the oil price rise in 2004 was
the acceleration of growth in the demand for oil
in the world, especially the United States and
China. The supply of oil on the world market grew
slower than demand, largely due to the tough
policy pursued by OPEC in setting quotas on oil
production. The average price of the Brent, Dubai
and WTI brands of crude gained 30.7% to $37.76
per barrel as against an increase of 15.8% in
2003. The acceleration of growth in ferrous and
nonferrous and the rise in precious metal prices
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Growth in economic agents’ demand for finan
cial resources along with the need for borrowings
to finance budget deficits and the efforts by the
monetary authorities of some countries to raise
shortterm interest rates led to growth in the yield
on financial assets on the capital markets of the
industrial nations. The yield on US treasuries with
terms to redemption from two to 10 years in 2004
rose by 0.3—0.7 percentage points on average year
on year, whereas the yield on EMU government
securities remained virtually unchanged and at the
end of 2004 it was lower than the yield on US trea
sury bonds (it was higher at the end of 2003).
The 2004 rise in share prices on the major
stock markets of North America, Europe and Asia
was due to world economic growth, the improved
financial performance of companies and the re
duced debt burden on corporations’ own capital.
The Dow Jones Industrial Average, the index re
flecting the dynamics of stock prices of US lead
ing industrial corporations listed on the New York
Stock Exchange, made an average yearonyear
gain of 14.5% in 2004. The NASDAQ, the index
of the overthecounter segment of the US stock
market, rose by 20.1%. Germany’s corporate
stock price index Xetra DAX30 was up 24.7%
and Japan’s corporate stock price index Nikkei
225 gained 20.1%.

FOREIGN EXCHANGE MARKET. The dollar de
clined against most world currencies in 2004. It
lost 9.9% on average against the euro and 7.1%
against the Japanese yen. The average rate of the
Ukrainian hryvnia against the US dollar in 2004
remained virtually unchanged from 2003. Over
the year, the Belarussian ruble fell against the
dollar. China maintained a fixed rate of the yuan
against the dollar in 2004.
MONEY AND CAPITAL MARKETS. The US Federal
Reserve raised the federal funds rate five times in
2004: from 1% to 1.25% in June, to 1.5% in
August, to 1.75% in September, to 2% in Novem
ber and to 2.25% in December. In December
2004, this benchmark interest rate surpassed the
refinancing rate of the European Central Bank
for the first time since April 2001. On average,
the LIBOR on the dollardenominated deposits
with terms from one month to one year increased
by 0.3—0.8 percentage points and in December
2004 they were higher than the LIBOR on the
eurodenominated deposits with the same terms
(they were lower in December 2003).

AVERAGE ANNUAL GROWTH IN EXCHANGE RATES OF INDIVIDUAL CURRENCIES
AGAINST THE US DOLLAR IN 2004 (as % of 2003)*

Chart 21
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II.1. MONETARY POLICY
II.1.1. OBJECTIVES AND RESULTS OF MONETARY POLICY

I

n 2004, as in the past few years, the mon
etary policy pursued by the Bank of Russia
was aimed to reduce the inflation rate con
sistently and create favourable conditions for sus
tainable economic growth. According to the
Guidelines for the State Monetary Policy in 2004,
its ultimate objective was to reduce consumer
price growth to 8—10%. At the same time, the
Bank of Russia was guided by the Russian Fed
eration social and economic development forecast,
which envisaged GDP growth at 5.2%. The rate
of core inflation, corresponding to the inflation
target, was projected at 7—8% in 2004.
With consideration for the significant influ
ence which the situation on world commodity and
financial markets exerted on the Russian
economy, the Bank of Russia continued to main
tain the managed floating exchange rate regime.
To implement the tasks set in the Guidelines for
the State Monetary Policy in 2004, it had to cush
ion the sharp fluctuations of the exchange rate of
the ruble, which were not caused by fundamen
tal economic factors.
When evaluating the demand for money in
2004, the Bank of Russia believed that it would
be primarily affected by such factors as the con
tinuing economic growth, increased household
income and the public’s growing propensity to
save stimulated by increased confidence in the
ruble. Growth in the demand for money was

expected at 19—25% in 2004. At the same
time, given the exchange rate regime and the
weakening of the shortterm connection be
tween the dynamics of monetary aggregates and
consumer prices, the Bank of Russia did not
consider the parameters for growth in the de
mand for money as rigidly set and did not rule
out the possibility of exceeding them. Money
supply characteristics remained important in
dicators largely for determining the medium
term inflation trend.
In effect, the macroeconomic situation in 2004
developed to a great extent in accordance with a
scenario similar to that of 2003 and was
characterised by production growth rates that
were higher than expected (7.1%). This created
more demand for money than had been expected.
Therefore, when drafting the Guidelines for the
State Monetary Policy in 2005, the Bank of Rus
sia raised its projection for growth in the demand
for money in 2004 to 35—40%.
The demand for money had volatile dynamics
in 2004 largely due to external economic factors
and the extreme changeability of economic agents’
preferences for the currency of assets. In the first
and fourth quarters of the year, there was a rise
in economic agents’ demand for the ruble as the
latter made gains against the dollar, but in the
second and third, the banking, nonfinancial en
terprise and household sectors turned to foreign
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currency when the dollar rallied and amid bank
ing sector instability.
The Bank of Russia in some periods contained
the ruble’s nominal rise against the dollar in the
past year. Owing to the gains the ruble made in
2004 the dedollarisation of the Russian economy
continued, although at a slower pace than in
2003. According to Russia’s balance of payments
data, cash foreign exchange outside the banking
system contracted by $3.4 billion in the period
under review, whereas it decreased by $6.6 bil
lion in 2003. The household and enterprise sec
tors’ foreign currency deposits contracted from
18.9% of the money supply in the monetary sur
vey definition, that is, including foreign currency
deposits, as of January 1, 2004, to 17.6% as of
January 1, 2005, or by 1.3 percentage points
(whereas in 2003 their ratio declined by 6.5 per
centage points).
Over 2004, the supply of rubles increased by
35.8%, exceeding the initial forecast for the year.
At the same time, it remained within the Bank of
Russia’s revised estimate of the demand for
money. The slowing of growth in the ruble sup
ply as compared with the previous year, includ
ing the significant reduction (by almost 1.5 times)
in the rate of growth in cash, the most liquid com
ponent of the money supply, had a restraining
effect on inflation dynamics. The money supply
in the monetary survey definition grew slower (by
33.7%) than the M2 monetary aggregate. How
ever, the difference between the two rates was

more significant in 2003 (38.5% as against
50.5%) and this serves as an indication that the
dedollarisation process was slower in 2004.
The structure of the ruble supply (M2 mon
etary aggregate) changed in favour of the least
liquid components. The cash ratio, for example,
contracted from 35.7% as of January 1, 2004, to
35.2% as of January 1, 2005. Despite the tem
porary outflow of personal deposits in the middle
of the year, the share of the rubledenominated
time deposits expanded from 32.1% as of Janu
ary 1, 2004, to 34.7% as of January 1, 2005.
The velocity of money continued to decline in
2004. Calculated on an average annual basis by
the M2 monetary aggregate, it slowed from 5.2
as of the beginning of 2004 to 4.6 as of the begin
ning of 2005. At the same time, its reduction in
2004, especially in the second half of the year,
was slower than in 2003. Overall, in the period
under review, M2 velocity slowed by 11.1% in
comparison with 15.2% in 2003. The rate of the
economy’s monetisation, calculated by the M2
monetary aggregate, gradually increased during
2004 and reached 21.5% as against 19.1% in
2003.
The sources of money supply growth in 2004
were both growth in banking sector net foreign
assets and growth in bank claims on the nonfi
nancial sector. At the same time, a large part of
the aggregate money supply created by the inflow
of foreign exchange to the country was absorbed
by the increased balances of the general
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M2 GROWTH RATES (since start of year, %)
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government’s accounts with the Bank of Russia,
including the Stabilisation Fund mechanism, and
the monetary regulation instruments used by the
Bank of Russia.
The year under review saw significant growth
in banking sector claims on the nonfinancial en
terprise and household sectors, which were the
biggest sources of money supply growth for most
of the year. Their average monthly rate of growth
surpassed the 2003 rate by 1.5 times and the full
year increase in these claims stood at 47% in 2004
as against 43% a year earlier.
Last year, the Bank of Russia sought to en
hance the importance of interest rates as a mon
etary policy instrument, but as the supply of for
eign exchange on the market far surpassed de
mand, raising interest rates to toughen monetary
policy could have stimulated the inflow of specu
lative foreign capital to the country due to the sig
nificant difference between interest rates in Rus
sia and abroad, and thus increase upward pres
sure on the ruble.
The average cost of shortterm money, set by
the interest rate band on Bank of Russia opera
tions, tended to decline in the year under review.
This created conditions for reduced inflationary
expectations and interest rates on bank loans to
nonfinancial borrowers and made credit more
affordable for the real economy.
As the level of banking sector liquidity rose in
2004, interest rates continued to decline on the
money market and on bank operations. The av
erage weighted interest rate on overnight inter
bank ruble loans on the Moscow money market

1.08

1.09 1.10
2004

1.11

1.12

1.01

fell to 3.3% in 2004 as against 3.8% in 2003.
The average weighted interest rate on ruble loans
extended to corporate borrowers by banks, in
cluding Sberbank, for terms up to one year
dropped from 12.4% in December 2003 to 10%
in December 2004.
The 2004 level of interest rates was a factor of
growth in credit to the nonfinancial enterprise and
household sectors. The general reduction of inter
est rates amid the high level of banking sector li
quidity stimulated growth in the enterprise sector’s
investment activity. Loans extended in rubles grew
faster than foreign currency loans and loans ex
tended to the enterprise sector accounted for the
largest share of ruble and foreign currency loans.
At the same time, consumer credit, which has
been growing rapidly in recent years, continued
to increase in 2004. Loans to individual borrow
ers accounted for 8.6% of banking sector assets
at the end of 2004, which represents an increase
of more than 50% year on year. The increased
accessibility of credit became a factor of growth
in consumer activity, which can be seen in in
creased expenses on goods and services. Higher
consumer demand, accompanied by investment
growth, was a major element of economic growth
in 2004.
The ruble exchange rate dynamics in 2004 had
a restraining effect on consumer price growth as
they restricted increases in the prices of imported
consumer goods and, consequently, the prices of
their domestically produced counterparts.
The policy of maintaining the federal budget
surplus and the Stabilisation Fund established by
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why consumer price growth exceeded the target
were outside the monetary sphere. Rapid growth
in the prices of paid services provided to the pub
lic and the prices of some products, especially meat
and petrol, had a negative effect on overall con
sumer price dynamics. There is reason to believe
that the general trend towards slowing growth
in the money supply and the expansion of the least
liquid elements in it will produce a restraining
effect on inflation in the medium term.

the Russian Government, which accumulated
additional revenues from high energy prices on
the world market, helped absorb the excess liquid
ity during the budget year created by the strong
balance of payments. This was a major factor of
slowing the inflation rate.
Nevertheless, inflation in 2004 exceeded the
target set for it. It should be noted that monetary
factors played a limited part in inflation during
the year under review, since the main reasons
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II.1.2. THE DYNAMICS OF MONETARY AUTHORITY INDICATORS
AND USE OF MONETARY POLICY INSTRUMENTS

T

he key factors of importance for the broad
monetary base1 in 2004 were a stronger
balance of payments, the expansion of the
Stabilisation Fund and changes in the exchange
rate expectations of credit institutions and their
customers.
As the current account surplus increased by
70% largely due to the improved international
market price situation for Russian exports, net
international reserves of the monetary authori
ties (at fixed crossrates of foreign currencies
against the US dollar as of the beginning of the
year) expanded by $46.7 billion in 2004 as
against $27.7 billion in 2003. The excess of the
supply of foreign exchange over demand on the
domestic market and the need to carry out mea
sures to prevent the ruble from gaining too much
and cushion sharp fluctuations in its exchange rate
predetermined more Bank of Russia interventions
on the domestic foreign exchange market, which
became the principal source of growth in the mon
etary base in the period under review.
To ensure that the demand for money matched
the money supply, the monetary authorities used
all the instruments at their disposal.
The year 2004 saw budgetary policy have in
creased influence on monetary indicator dynam
ics due to the significant increase in budget rev
enue and the establishment of the Stabilisation
Fund. As there was a considerable consolidated
budget surplus (4.5% of GDP in 2004), nearly
half the growth in the money supply created by
the Bank of Russia as a result of its operations on
the domestic foreign exchange market was ab
sorbed by the expansion (by 649.2 billion rubles)

of the balances in the general government ac
counts with the Bank of Russia. The use of the
budget mechanism to sterilise surplus money sup
ply amid the strong balance of payments was ex
tremely important for preventing inflation
growth.
A major factor behind the slowing of growth
in the demand for rubles and money supply was
the change in economic agents’ expectations in
2004, especially with regard to the exchange rate
dynamics, which were connected to a great ex
tent with the exchange rate fluctuations of the
world’s major currencies, particularly the dollar
and the euro. The ruble’s decline against the dol
lar in April—August 2004 stimulated growth in
the demand for foreign exchange by banks and
their customers and this was reflected in the in
crease of banking sector net foreign assets and
slower expansion of the monetary base. In the
subsequent period, the ruble’s nominal rally
against the dollar brought about the opposite
trend in the dynamics of these indicators.
The broad monetary base expanded by 24.7%
over the year under review as against 55.3% in
2003 and its dynamics were uneven throughout
the year.
Growth in the money supply in the first and
fourth quarters of 2004 was mainly due to Bank
of Russia interventions on the domestic foreign
exchange market, which led to significant growth
in banking sector liquidity. The average daily
value of banking sector aggregate reserves2, which
are the measure of the banking sector’s ruble li
quidity level, was larger than their annual aver
age by 20.1% in the first quarter and 4.8% in the

1
The broad monetary base comprises cash issued by the Bank of Russia, including cash balances in banks’ tills,
funds in required reserve accounts with the Bank of Russia, credit institutions’ correspondent and deposit accounts
with the Bank of Russia, credit institutions’ investments in Bank of Russia bonds, reserves for foreign exchange
operations deposited with the Bank of Russia and other Bank of Russia obligations on ruble operations with credit
institutions.
2
Banking sector aggregate reserves include the balances of credit institutions’ correspondent and deposit accounts
with the Bank of Russia and required reserve accounts with the Bank of Russia, reserves deposited with the Bank of
Russia for foreign exchange operations, Bank of Russia commitments of reverse repurchase of bonds, including
Bank of Russia bonds, and cash balances in credit institutions’ tills.
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EXCHANGE RATE DYNAMICS AND SOURCES OF MONEY SUPPLY IN 2003 AND 2004
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fourth and by 71.1% in comparison with 2003
Q1 and 29.0% in comparison with 2003 Q4.
In the second and third quarters, when the
dollar’s rally on international financial markets
accelerated growth in the banking and nonfinan
cial enterprise sector demand for foreign ex
change, the rate of growth in the monetary base
slowed significantly. As of the end of the first quar
ter, the broad monetary base had expanded by
50.8% year on year (in the moving 12month
period), as of July 1, 2004, it had grown by
25.2% and as of October 1, 2004, it had increased
by 23.1%. Credit institutions’ average daily ag
gregate reserves in Bank of Russia accounts were
down 12.4% from their annual average in April—
September 2004 and rose by 4.5% in compari
son with the same period of 2003. Given this situ
ation, the Bank of Russia took measures to raise
the banking sector’s liquidity level.
To prevent the acceleration of inflation as a
result of the money supply growth caused by mas
sive inflow of foreign currency to the domestic
foreign exchange market, the Bank of Russia in
the first and fourth quarters of the year under
review upgraded and aggressively used market

and standing instruments of monetary regulation
to sterilise credit institutions’ temporarily free
funds.
As market liquidity absorption instruments,
the Bank of Russia used deposit auctions, reverse
modified repo auctions and Bank of Russia bond
auctions and sold government securities from its
own portfolio without a commitment of reverse
repurchase. In addition, credit institutions could
constantly deposit their free funds with the Bank
of Russia as the latter conducted daily deposit
operations at fixed interest rates on the follow
ing standard terms: tomnext, spotnext, 1 week,
spot1 week and call. Interest rates on tomnext,
spotnext and call deposit operations were set at
0.5% p.a. in 2004 and on 1week and spot1 week
deposits at 1% p.a.
The terms of the deposit auctions held weekly
on Thursday were as follows: two weeks (until
the end of January 2004), four weeks (from Feb
ruary 5, 2004) and three months. The average
weighted interest rates on fourweek deposits in
2004 were 1.94% p.a. and threemonth deposits
3.33% p.a. Despite the low level of interest rates
(0.5—1%), the daily deposit operations to
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DYNAMICS OF CREDIT INSTITUTIONS’ NET FOREIGN ASSETS IN 2003 AND 2004
(billion US dollars)*
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* Credit institutions’ net foreign assets have been calculated on the basis of data from the monetary survey, which is compiled using a methodology different from the one
used in calculating the banking sector’s international investment position, especially with regard to accounting for data on nonresident investments in the capital of Russian
credit institutions.

sterilise banking sector liquidity played the lead
ing role. The debt on Bank of Russia deposits var
ied from 30 billion rubles to 275 billion rubles and
the average daily debt stood at 113 billion rubles,
an increase of 35 billion rubles on 2003.
As credit institutions’ free funds increased sig
nificantly at the beginning of 2004, the Bank of
Russia conducted reverse modified repo
(OMR) operations for terms longer than four
months. The rates offered by the Bank of Russia
on these operations ranged from 2% to 5% p.a.
and the average reverse repurchase term was 141
days. The average daily debt owed by the Bank
of Russia on OMR operations in 2004 stood at
64.0 billion rubles and about 60% of the year’s
transactions were concluded in the first quarter.
In the second half of the year, after issuing Bank
of Russia bonds, the Bank of Russia began to re
place OMR deals by operations with its own bonds.
The Bank of Russia actively conducted opera
tions to sell federal loan bonds (OFZ) from its
own portfolio without a commitment of reverse
repurchase until the middle of April of the year
under review when there was no offer of govern
ment bonds from the Finance Ministry and Pen
sion Fund. These operations were used as an
additional means of absorbing excess liquidity.
The Bank of Russia conducted these operations
on the secondary market, some of them at auc

tions. In the period under review, it sold a to
tal of 36.4 billion rubles of federal loan bonds on
the open market. The restructuring in November
2004 of part of the Finance Ministry’s debt to the
Bank of Russia into marketable securities with a
total nominal value of 52 billion rubles gave the
Bank of Russia broader opportunities for regu
lating the money supply: as a result of the ex
change, the Bank of Russia added to its portfolio
four new OFZ bond issues, two of which it used
in openmarket operations.
In September 2004, for the first time since
2001, the Bank of Russia floated its own bonds
(Bank of Russia bonds, or OBR) on the open
market. The principal objective of OBR opera
tions is to ensure the mediumterm sterilisation
of banking sector liquidity and the development
of a representative money market interest rate
curve. Diversifying the monetary regulation in
struments by adding OBR operations to them al
lowed the Bank of Russia to react faster to mar
ket changes.
The Bank of Russia energetically conducted
OBR operations in the fourth quarter of 2004
when the level of banking sector liquidity was
rather high. The average daily debt owed by the
Bank of Russia on OBR bonds stood at 21 billion
rubles in October—December 2004 and interest
rates ranged from 4.2% to 5.7% p.a.
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DYNAMICS OF EXCHANGE RATE AND BANK OF RUSSIA OBLIGATIONS ON DEPOSIT,
REVERSE MODIFIED REPO AND BANK OF RUSSIA BOND OPERATIONS
WITH CREDIT INSTITUTIONS IN 2004
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In 2004, when setting interest rates on liquid
ity sterilisation operations, the Bank of Russia
sought to avoid situations that would stimulate
the inflow of shortterm foreign capital, which
could increase pressure on the exchange rate of
the ruble and force the Bank of Russia to allow
the money supply to grow more than it deemed
necessary. As a result, some OMR auctions were
cancelled as participants asked for yields unac
ceptable to the Bank of Russia.
As the supply of foreign exchange far out
stripped demand, the Bank of Russia Board of
Directors in December 2004 decided to lower the
compulsory sale requirement for residents’ for
eign currency earnings on the domestic foreign
exchange market from 25% to 10%.
The decisions taken by the Bank of Russia in
2004 to lower the required reserve ratios and
introduce a procedure for averaging required
reserves were highly important for the regula
tion of banking sector liquidity. These decisions
were prompted by the developments on the in
terbank market in the spring and summer of
2004 and the need gradually to equalise the com
petitive conditions of Russian and foreign credit
institutions and bring the required reserve ra
tios to a level comparable with those established
by central (national) banks in the industrialised
nations.

In accordance with decisions taken by the
Bank of Russia Board of Directors, the required
ratio for the ruble funds attracted from corporate
entities and foreign currency funds attracted from
corporate entities and private individuals was re
duced on April 1 from 10% to 9%, on June 15
from 9% to 7% and on July 8 from 7% to 3.5%.
On July 8, the reserve requirement for personal
ruble funds was also lowered from 7% to 3.5%.
On August 1, 2004, the Bank of Russia
changed the composition of the required reserve
base, including in it credit institutions’ obligations
to nonresident banks and establishing a reserve
requirement of 2% for these obligations, and in
troduced the procedure for averaging the required
reserves. The averaging mechanism signifies that
the average balance of the corresponding account
of a credit institution’s head office with the Bank
of Russia is accepted as the partial fulfilment of
the reserve requirement by the credit institution.
For the purposes of this mechanism, the Bank of
Russia established the averaging factor at 0.2 at
the outside, which means that a credit institu
tion may keep up to 20% of the required reserves
in its correspondent account. The maximum av
eraging factor for the settlement nonbank credit
institutions and clearing centres of the organised
securities market was set at 1.0 from Novem
ber 1, 2004.
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DYNAMICS OF EXCHANGE RATE AND DEBT ON BANK OF RUSSIA
MONEY LENDING OPERATIONS IN 2004
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The averaging mechanism has been well re
ceived by credit institutions. By the end of 2004,
40% of operating credit institutions were using
it. At the same time, the required reserves kept
by credit institutions in correspondent accounts
with the Bank of Russia aggregated nearly 12 bil
lion rubles in December. Overall, the total value
of credit institutions’ required reserves deposited
with the Bank of Russia decreased by 145.6 bil
lion rubles, or 54.5%, and as of January 1, 2005,
it stood at 121.7 billion rubles.
As aggregate banking sector reserves declined
in the second and third quarters of 2004, the Bank
of Russia focused its efforts on increasing the
funds provided to credit institutions at repo and
Lombard loan auctions, and through currency
swap transactions and by extending intraday and
overnight loans.
Banking sector demand for intraday loans in
creased in 2004 and their value doubled in com
parison with 2003 (it rose from 1.54 trillion
rubles to 3.05 trillion rubles). The average
monthly value of intraday loans extended in 2004
amounted to 254 billion rubles as against 126 bil
lion rubles a year earlier. Intraday loans were
extended to more than 150 credit institutions,
which used them to meet their current shortterm
needs in liquidity. Intraday loans were extended
free of charge.

The value of funds provided to the banking
sector through repo operations increased by 80%
in 2004 year on year (from 331 billion rubles to
594 billion rubles). Most of the funds (about 50%
of the fullyear amount) were provided by the
Bank of Russia through repo operations in May—
July 2004 when there was a shortage of funds on
the interbank market caused by the drop in mar
ket players’ confidence in one another. The de
mand was mainly for shortterm borrowings, such
as overnight repo, and interest rates on these op
erations varied between 6.0% and 10.8%, de
pending on the situation on the money market.
Overnight currency swap operations, which
were conducted at an interest rate equalling the
Bank of Russia refinancing rate, were in particu
larly high demand on the market in April, when
the accumulation of funds in budget accounts amid
Bank of Russia net sales of foreign currency on
the domestic foreign exchange market created a
shortage of ruble liquidity. For some credit insti
tutions the refinancing through currency swap
deals was virtually the only way of getting liquid
ity: most commercial banks had plenty of dollars,
but the securities accepted as collateral for repo
operations were distributed extremely unevenly
among market players. In 2004, the total value
of currency swap transactions amounted to
160.3 billion rubles, or $5.5 billion.
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In 2004, the Bank of Russia extended 30.3 bil
lion rubles in overnight loans to credit institutions,
twice the amount registered in 2003. More than
43% of total overnight loans were extended in
the third quarter of 2004, when the interbank
market was in trouble. Overnight loans were ex
tended at an interest rate equal to the Bank of
Russia refinancing rate. The Bank of Russia
changed the refinancing rate twice in 2004: on
January 15 the Bank of Russia Board of Direc
tors decided to cut it from 16% to 14% p.a. and
on June 15 it lowered it to 13% p.a.
The Bank of Russia continued to hold 14day
Lombard loan auctions in 2004. Credit institu
tions in all regions could receive Bank of Russia
Lombard loans (in accordance with the procedure
and on terms and conditions established by the
Bank of Russia). The total value of Lombard
loans extended in the year under review stood

at 4.5 billion rubles, of which more than half was
extended in the third quarter. The average
weighted Lombard loan auction interest rate var
ied from 7.32% to 8.57% p.a. in 2004.
In 2004, the Bank of Russia extended the list
of assets it accepted as security for its loans and
repo operations. Specifically, it included in the
Bank of Russia Lombard List Russian Government
foreign loan bonds, Russian Government foreign
currency loan bonds of the 1999 issue, regional and
municipal loan bonds with the international invest
ment grade rating (Moscow government bonds),
mortgage agency bonds guaranteed by the Russian
Government (bonds issued by the Housing Mort
gage Lending Agency) and mortgagebacked bank
bonds guaranteed by regional and municipal gov
ernments (bonds issued by the commercial joint
stock bank Moskovskoye Ipotechnoye Agentstvo
(Moscow Mortgage Agency)).
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II.1.3. EXCHANGE RATE POLICY

I

n the year under review, the Bank of Russia,
following the Guidelines for the State Mon
etary Policy in 2004, continued to pursue the
exchange rate policy in the managed floating ex
change rate regime. The need to maintain this
regime was dictated by the conditions of the Rus
sian economy, which depends to a great extent
on the situation on international markets. The
exchange rate policy pursued by the Bank of Rus
sia in 2004 aimed to cushion abrupt exchange rate
fluctuations, contain inflation and prevent the
ruble from getting too strong in order to ensure
an acceptable balance between maintaining the
current competitiveness of domestic producers
and creating conditions for the modernisation of
the technological base of the Russian economy in
the medium term.
Owing to the terms of foreign trade in the pe
riod under review, Russia’s current account sur
plus increased significantly year on year. The
sharp increase in the prices of major Russian ex
port commodities on the world market brought
vast amounts of foreign currency earnings to the
country. Specifically, the average price of Urals
crude rose to $34.6 per barrel in 2004, exceed
ing all macroeconomic projections in the Guide
lines for the State Monetary Policy in 2004. Capi
tal inflow, stimulated by US dollar dynamics on
the world currency market and growth in Rus
sian companies’ borrowings abroad, also had sig
nificant effect on the balance of the demand for
foreign exchange and its supply on the domestic
foreign exchange market during the year. Hence,
the extent to which the main factors affected the
balance between demand and supply on the do
mestic foreign exchange market in 2004 was quite
different from that considered when the country’s
macroeconomic development scenarios were writ
ten and conditions for the implementation of the
exchange rate policy were determined.
As the supply of foreign exchange surpassed
demand far more significantly than was forecast
in the Guidelines for the State Monetary Policy
in 2004, Bank of Russia decisions to intervene
on the domestic foreign exchange market to pre
vent the ruble’s excessive growth were based on

an analysis of the influence which the changes in
the exchange rate had on the current and could
have on the future state of the Russian economy,
taking into account its structure and inflationary
developments. When implementing the exchange
rate policy, the Bank of Russia also took into ac
count the euro/dollar dynamics on the world cur
rency market, because the euro has become the
second most important world currency for the
Russian economy, especially in foreign trade.
The ruble/dollar conversion operations on the
domestic foreign exchange market were the prin
cipal foreign exchange policy instrument and
Bank of Russia quoted buying and selling prices
of foreign currency were the main guide for mar
ket price dynamics.
The Bank of Russia conducted currency con
version operations on currency exchanges and on
the overthecounter interbank foreign exchange
market. The Unified Trading Session (UTS) was
the principal venue for Bank of Russia operations.
The value of transactions concluded by the Bank
of Russia at the UTS exceeded the total value of
Bank of Russia operations on other segments of
the foreign exchange market by 124%.
As the country’s current account surplus in
creased by 70% in 2004, Bank of Russia inter
ventions on the domestic foreign exchange mar
ket went up by 43% in value year on year and
totalled $63.2 billion, and the net value of for
eign exchange bought by the Bank of Russia rose
by 51% year on year.
The year under review can be divided into
three periods from the standpoint of how the situ
ation on the domestic foreign exchange market
developed. In January and February, when the
supply of foreign exchange exceeded demand on
the domestic foreign exchange market, the Bank
of Russia bought up vast amounts of dollars to
prevent the ruble from getting too strong against
the dollar.
In March, however, the dollar began to rally
against the ruble on the domestic foreign exchange
market due to the dollar’s rise against the euro
on the world currency market and this trend con
tinued until September. In that situation, mar
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VOLUME OF BANK OF RUSSIA INTERVENTIONS
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ket players began to take mostly long currency
positions and, naturally, faced the need to finance
them and this led to a significant reduction of the
level of banking sector ruble liquidity. The situa
tion on the financial market as a whole deterio
rated as a result, causing rates to rise and mutual
limits on the interbank lending market to con
tract. In that period, the principal objective of the
Bank of Russia’s exchange rate policy was to re
duce ruble volatility and, therefore, the Bank of
Russia conducted currency interventions to bal
ance the demand for foreign exchange and its sup
ply by banks on the domestic foreign exchange
market.
The dollar’s sharp fall on the world currency
market, which began in September, was the prin
cipal factor of significant growth in the capital
inflow to Russia1 and this, coupled with the huge
amounts of incoming foreign currency earnings
from exports, created conditions for the sustained
oversupply of US dollars on the domestic foreign
exchange market. In that situation, the Bank of
Russia bought vast amounts of US dollars to
smooth out the exchange rate dynamics. The dy
namics of Bank of Russia rates in that period cor
responded to the dynamics of the dollar/euro rate
on the world currency market.
1

The main provisions of Federal Law No. 173
FZ, dated December 10, 2003, “On Foreign Ex
change Regulation and Foreign Exchange Con
trol,” which came into force in the summer of
2004, made the Russian foreign exchange mar
ket far more accessible for foreign capital. The
reserve requirements established for entering
funds to or writing them down from special ac
counts when conducting most of the foreign ex
change operations connected with capital inflow
were not a major obstacle to crossborder capital
movement because the Bank of Russia set them
at a lower level than the above law stipulated. At
the same time, against the backdrop of macroeco
nomic factors, the changes in foreign exchange
regulation had no significant effect on the balance
of supply and demand on the domestic foreign ex
change market and, consequently, on the condi
tions of the exchange rate policy implementation.
Over the year, the average monthly nominal
ruble/dollar rate rose by 5.4%, whereas the
ruble/euro rate fell by 3.3% (December 2004 as
against December 2003). The average monthly
real rate of the ruble gained 14.0% against the
dollar and 6.0% against the euro. The real effec
tive rate of the ruble gained 4.7%, an increase of
0.6 percentage points on 2003.

The Q4 balance of the financial account stood at $13.6 billion.
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REAL RUBLE RATE DYNAMICS IN 2003 AND 2004
(growth as % of December of previous year)
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In addition to the specific conditions of the
world currency market and the market for ma
jor Russian export commodities in 2004, the
ruble’s rise in real terms was preconditioned
by the excess of the inflation rate in Russia over
the rates of inflation in its major trading part
ners. At the same time, the acceleration of in
flation in some Eastern European and CIS coun

2004
Real effective rate

tries in the second half of the year ensured
slower growth in the real effective rate of the
ruble. As a result, in the first half of the year
growth in the ruble’s real effective rate was
mostly within the limits set by the increase in
the real rates of the ruble against the dollar and
the euro, whereas in the second half it exceeded
these limits.
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II.2. INTERNATIONAL RESERVE MANAGEMENT

T

he value of Russia’s international reserves,
calculated according to the IMF methodol
ogy 1 , increased from $76.9 billion to
$124.5 billion in 2004. Bank of Russia foreign
exchange reserves increased from $70.3 billion
to $119.1 billion over the year.
The Bank of Russia managed its international
reserves pursuant to Point 7 of Article 4 of the
Federal Law “On the Central Bank of the Rus
sian Federation (Bank of Russia).” Bank of Rus
sia gold and foreignexchange reserves are a part
of Russia’s international reserves. In 2004, the
Bank of Russia managed its international reserves
in line with the Core Principles of Managing Bank
of Russia ForeignExchange Reserves, approved
by the Bank of Russia Board of Directors, other
Bank of Russia standards and procedures and the
generally accepted practice of managing central
bank international reserves.
The objective of reserve management was to
ensure the optimal combination of the security,
liquidity and profitability of reserves.
The security of reserves was achieved by us
ing a comprehensive risk management system,
based on the use of highsecurity financial mar
ket instruments, establishing stringent require
ments for the foreign counterparties of the Bank

of Russia and limiting risk assumed for each
counterparty to the extent of its evaluated cred
itworthiness and conducting operations on the
basis of agreements concluded between the Bank
of Russia and its counterparties and protecting
the interests of the former.
To ensure the optimal combination of liquid
ity and profitability, the Bank of Russia foreign
exchange reserves are grouped into operating and
investment portfolios. The operating portfolio
comprises the balances of correspondent accounts
and shortdated money market instruments, such
as deposits, repo deals and shortterm discount
securities. The management of this portfolio en
sures that the necessary liquidity level of the for
eignexchange reserves is maintained.
The investment portfolio funds are invested
in longerterm and, consequently, riskier and
more profitable instruments of the international
capital market. The investment portfolio is man
aged to receive additional profit.
In 2004, the value of the Bank of Russia oper
ating portfolio of foreignexchange reserves in
creased from $54.8 billion to $102.1 billion. The
value of the investment portfolio rose from $13.6
billion to $18.5 billion2. The main factor of growth
in the foreignexchange reserve portfolios last year

1

Balance of Payments Manual. IMF, Fifth Edition, 1993.
The sum of the operating and investment portfolio values differs from the value of the Bank of Russia foreign
exchange reserves calculated according to the IMF methodology because the accounting of the currency assets for
2
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was Bank of Russia purchases of foreign currency
on the domestic foreign exchange market. Other
contributing factors were incomes from operations
with Bank of Russia assets in foreign currency and
precious metals, and changes in the exchange rates
of the reserve currencies (the euro and pound ster
ling), in which a part of Bank of Russia reserves
were denominated, against the dollar. In 2004, the
Bank of Russia transferred a small part of funds
from the operating portfolio to the investment port
folio. It made no significant transfers from the op
erating portfolio to the investment portfolio as it
expected securities prices to fall on growth in dis
count rates in major world currencies.
The management of foreignexchange reserves
is connected with the Bank of Russia’s assuming
financial risks. The principal financial risks are
market (currency and interest) risk and credit
risk. Risk management in conducting operations
with foreignexchange reserves included the de
tection of risk, its evaluation, setting limits and
monitoring compliance with them.
The management of currency risk is based on
establishing a standard currency structure of
Bank of Russia foreignexchange reserves and
setting limits on possible deviations of the actual
currency structure from the standard one. In
2004, Bank of Russia reserves were invested in
assets denominated in the US dollar, euro and
pound sterling.
Due to significant dollar purchases on the do
mestic foreign exchange market, the Bank of Rus
sia bought euros and pounds sterling for dollars
on the international currency market in 2004 to
comply with the required dollar ratio in its for
eignexchange reserves.
Interest risk is the possibility of incurring fi
nancial losses due to changes in interest rates on
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each reserve currency. Modified duration indica
tors are used as indicators for the level of interest
risk. To lower interest risk, limits are set on the
extent to which the duration of the Bank of Rus
sia actual foreignexchange reserve portfolios can
deviate from the standard level.
Credit risk is restricted by limits set on Bank
of Russia counterparties and the requirements
made on the credit quality of the issuers of the
securities in Bank of Russia foreignexchange re
serves (no credit limits were set directly on the
securities issuers). The lowest permissible long
term credit rating of Bank of Russia counter
parties and debtors on operations with Bank of
Russia foreignexchange reserves was set at A in
accordance with the classifications of the rating
agencies Fitch Ratings and Standard & Poor’s or
A2 in accordance with Moody’s classification. The
lowest permissible issue rating (or issuer rating)
was set at AA according to the classification of
Fitch Ratings and Standard & Poor’s or Aa3 ac
cording to Moody’s classification. Deals relating
to the management of foreignexchange reserves
were struck with foreign counterparties on the
corresponding list and within the credit risk lim
its set for them.
A standard ratio of risk to return as the ex
pected reward for the risk assumed by the Bank
of Russia in managing foreignexchange reserves
was established for each reserve portfolio. Actual
profitability indicators were calculated on a daily
basis, taking into account both realised income
and the changes in the value of the portfolio as
sets. Return was evaluated for each currency in
the operating and investment portfolios.
Profitability indicators for the Bank of Russia
foreignexchange reserve portfolios in 2004 are
shown in Table 33.

the purposes of operating and investment portfolio management is different in coverage and valuation from the
accounting of international reserves calculated according to the IMF methodology.
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II.3. BANKING REGULATION AND SUPERVISION
II.3.1. UPGRADING THE LEGAL FRAMEWORK OF BANKING
AND BANKING SUPERVISION

T

o implement the Guidelines for the State
Monetary Policy in 2004, the action plan
for the Russian Government’s Medium
Term Social and Economic Development
Programme (2003—2005) and the draft of the
Banking Sector Development Strategy for the
Period until 2008, approved in principle by the
Russian Government at a session on July 1, 2004,
the Bank of Russia continued to upgrade banking
legislation in 2004.
To build up confidence in the banking system,
Russia enacted Federal Law No. 96FZ, dated
July 29, 2004, “On Bank of Russia Payments
on Household Deposits with Bankrupt Banks
Uncovered by the Compulsory Deposit Insur
ance System,” which established the legal, fi
nancial and organisational principles of effect
ing such payments by the Bank of Russia. In
pursuance of this Law, the Bank of Russia is
sued regulations establishing the procedure for
the selection by competition of agent banks for
making the said payments by the Bank of Rus
sia, the procedure for cooperation between
agent banks and the Bank of Russia and the
procedure for effecting Bank of Russia pay
ments on personal deposits in banks declared
bankrupt and not covered by the compulsory
deposit insurance system.

The Bank of Russia participated in drafting
Federal Law No. 218FZ, dated December 30,
2004, “On Credit Histories,” which established
the procedure for creating, keeping and using
credit histories and set out the principles of co
operation between credit bureaux and borrow
ers, federal and local government structures and
the Bank of Russia and Federal Law No. 121FZ,
dated August 20, 2004, “On Amending the Fed
eral Law ‘On the Insolvency (Bankruptcy) of
Credit Institutions’ and Invalidating Some Laws
(Provisions of Laws) of the Russian Federation,”
which changed the procedure for regulating the
relations arising in connection with bank failures.
The Bank of Russia also took part in the dis
cussion of the following draft federal laws de
signed to amend the Tax Code of the Russian Fed
eration with regard to the taxation of mortgage
backed bond issuers and settling problems in
volved in the taxation of interest income from
personal bank deposits.
The Bank of Russia participated in drafting
amendments to Article 7 of the Russian Federa
tion Law “On the Tax Authorities of the Rus
sian Federation,” which freed banks from the
obligation to monitor the observance of cash op
eration rules by organisations and drafted fed
eral laws establishing the procedure for issuing
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state housing certificates and granting subsidies
to individuals.
In collaboration with the Ministry of Finance,
the Bank of Russia in 2004 elaborated the draft
concept and specifications of the federal law
amending the Federal Law “On Banks and Bank
ing Activities” and the Federal Law “On the Cen
tral Bank of the Russian Federation (Bank of
Russia).” The purpose of the amendments was
to grant to the Bank of Russia the power to su
pervise bank holding companies, review and
specify the terminology and harmonise with in
ternational financial reporting standards the
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regulations relating to the banking groups and
bank holding companies and their methods of dis
closing information to users.
The Bank of Russia contributed to the con
cept of the draft federal law to amend and specify
the provisions of the Federal Law “On Banks
and Banking Activities” and the Federal Law
“On the Central Bank of the Russian Federa
tion (Bank of Russia)” relating to the require
ments established for the chief executive offic
ers, chief accountants and members of the boards
of directors (supervisory boards) of credit insti
tutions.
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II.3.2. OFFSITE SUPERVISION AND INSPECTION
OF CREDIT INSTITUTIONS

I

n 2004, the Bank of Russia continued to take
steps to upgrade the applicable system of
banking regulation, taking into account na
tional and international best practice, including
the recommendations of the Basel Committee on
Banking Supervision. During the year under re
view, it issued several major regulations, which
replaced some old rules and instructions.
Bank of Russia Regulation No. 254P, dated
March 26, 2004, “On the Procedure for Making
Provisions by Credit Institutions for Possible
Losses on Loans and Loan and Similar Debts,”
introduced a number of fundamental changes in
supervisory practice. It established professional
judgement as the main principle of evaluating the
quality of loans and establishing the size of the
reserve. The document stipulated that profes
sional judgement should be made on basis of the
results of a comprehensive and objective analysis
of the borrower’s activities, taking into account
the borrower’s financial standing and debt ser
vice performance and all information the credit
institution has on all aspects of the borrower’s
activities and risks.
Bank of Russia Instruction No. 110I, dated
January 16, 2004, “On Banks’ Required Ratios,”
cut the number of the required ratios, reduced
the instant liquidity (N2) and current liquidity
(N3) ratios, changed the methodology of calcu
lating some required ratios and established the
requirement for credit institutions to comply with
the required ratios on a daily basis. The regula
tions issued in pursuance of this Instruction stipu
lated the cases in which a Bank of Russia regional
branch can require a bank to report the required
ratio values as of an intramonth date or
intramonth dates and established the requirement
to calculate as of an intramonth date all indica
tors involved in the calculation of the required
ratios, including the own funds (capital) of a
bank, should the Bank of Russia demand that the

bank calculate the required ratios as of an
intramonth date or intramonth dates1.
To implement the Housing Mortgage Lending
Development Concept, passed by Russian Federa
tion Government Resolution No. 28, dated Janu
ary 11, 2000, “On Measures to Encourage Hous
ing Mortgage Lending in the Russian Federation,”
the Bank of Russia issued, pursuant to the Fed
eral Law “On Mortgage Securities,” Instruction
No. 112I, dated March 31, 2004, “On the Re
quired Ratios for Credit Institutions Issuing Mort
gageBacked Bonds.” The Instruction established
the calculating procedure and values of the re
quired ratios stipulated by the Federal Law “On
the Central Bank of the Russian Federation (Bank
of Russia)” and Federal Law “On Mortgage Se
curities” and the value and methodologies of cal
culating additional required ratios by credit in
stitutions issuing mortgagebacked bonds and
specified the implementation of Bank of Russia
supervision of compliance with these require
ments.
In 2004, the Bank of Russia carried out a
range of measures designed to maintain banking
sector stability and protect the legitimate inter
ests of bank creditors and depositors. It contin
ued to detect credit institutions whose own funds
(capital) were created using improper assets.
During selective inspections conducted in credit
institutions taking into account the requirements
of Bank of Russia Regulation No. 215P, dated
February 10, 2003, “On the Methodology of De
termining a Credit Institution’s Own Funds
(Capital),” the quality of capital was evaluated
in 761 credit institutions, or 58.6% of the total
number of operating credit institutions.
At the proposal of the Bank of Russia, 14 credit
institutions corrected their own funds (capital)
to the total amount of 413.5 million rubles. After
considering the materials submitted by Bank of
Russia regional branches, the Bank of Russia

1

A list and brief description of these regulations can be found in the Addendum “Principal Measures Implemented
to Upgrade Banking Regulation and Supervision in 2004.”
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Banking Supervision Committee ordered four
credit institutions to make capital corrections to
the amount of 614.2 million rubles.
The Bank of Russia continued to upgrade the
substantive supervision of credit institutions, in
cluding the problem of making the evaluation of
their financial stability more accurate. When su
pervising credit institutions and taking supervi
sory measures, the Bank of Russia was guided,
above all, by the nature of the risks assumed by
credit institutions and the quality of risk manage
ment.
As in the past, the Bank of Russia laid empha
sis on prevention when dealing with errant credit
institutions in 2004. Guided by the results of an
analysis of reports presented by 1,175 banks, it
notified in writing the management and/or boards
of directors (supervisory boards) of credit insti
tutions about the shortcomings discovered in their
work and held meetings with managers of 373
banks. Data on specific measures used against
credit institutions in 2004 are presented in Table
44 “Sanctions used against credit institutions in
2004.”
In 2004, the Bank of Russia continued to
implement a programme on introducing curator
ship as an instrument of supervision and retrained
supervisors to this end.
To improve reporting, the Bank of Russia can
celled its Instruction No. 17, dated October 1,
1997, “On the Compiling of Financial State
ments” and amendments to it (Bank of Russia
Ordinance No. 1503, dated September 22, 2003,
“On Eliminating Discrepancies in Bank of Rus
sia Regulations”). It prepared recommendations
for its regional branches on the analysis of state
ments compiled to IFRS standards1.
In 2004, the Bank of Russia, fulfilling the
functions assigned to it, controlled the conduct of
mandatory annual audits by credit institutions
and banking (consolidated) groups.
To make banking supervision more efficient,
the efforts of the Bank of Russia in regard to the
audit of credit institutions and banking (consoli
dated) groups were focused on arranging closer
cooperation with the Finance Ministry and au
dit organisations. Designed to upgrade audit leg
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islation and promote standards based on Inter
national Audit Standards, this cooperation was
conducted within the framework of the Finance
Ministry’s Audit Council and its working groups.
The Bank of Russia pays special attention to
the issue of transparency of individual credit in
stitutions and the banking sector as a whole. In
2004, it released its regular Banking Supervision
Report. The Bank of Russia intends to improve
this publication by broadening the scope of analy
sis and the range of the instruments used, bring
ing it closer to international best practice stan
dards.
The Bank of Russia is expanding the range of
information disclosed on its website. More than
half of the operating credit institutions now post
information on their activities on the Bank of
Russia website, and Bank of Russia regional
branches are broadening the exchange of analyti
cal materials in the Bank of Russia corporate por
tal. Nearly 20 Bank of Russia regional branches
now regularly post the results of their analysis of
the activities of credit institutions and banking
services development in their respective regions
on this corporate portal.
During the year under review, the Bank of
Russia paid close attention to the development and
upgrading of the analysis of risks involved in lend
ing to the nonfinancial enterprise sector. A ma
jor element of this work is the practical utilisation
of the results of enterprise monitoring and an
analysis of demand for the banking services for
supervision purposes and in the interests of the
banking community. In 2004, the Bank of Rus
sia implemented a pilot project to test the proce
dure for providing aggregated analytical mate
rials prepared as a result of monitoring enter
prises to credit institutions for risk valuation.
Thirteen Bank of Russia regional branches and
over 360 credit institutions based in different re
gions were involved in the project.
BANK OF RUSSIA INSPECTIONS. A major objec
tive of the Bank of Russia at the current stage of
economic development is to increase the role of
the banking sector and, at the same time, enhance
its stability. Therefore, inspection is becoming

1

Bank of Russia Operating Ordinance No. 35T, dated February 28, 2005, “On Methodological Recommenda
tions for the Analysis of the Financial Statements Compiled by Credit Institutions in Accordance with IFRS.”
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increasingly important as an element of banking
regulation, which helps to detect shortcomings in
the performance of credit institutions and take
timely measures to eliminate them.
In 2004, the Bank of Russia focused its atten
tion when conducting inspections on the evalua
tion of credit institutions’ compliance with fed
eral laws and Bank of Russia regulations and cred
ibility of the financial, statistical and accounting
statements credit institutions presented to the
Bank of Russia.
In 2004, inspections were conducted in the
context of the recently enacted Federal Deposit
Insurance Law. Hence, when considering banks’
applications for entry into the deposit insurance
system, the Bank of Russia focused on the quality
of own funds (capital) to make sure that investors
formed them with proper assets, the quality of the
loan portfolio, the character and level of risk, the
management and efficiency of internal controls and
the observance of legislation on countering the
legalisation (laundering) of criminally obtained
incomes and the financing of terrorism.
Bank of Russia authorised representatives
conducted 2,595 inspections of credit institutions
and branches of credit institutions in 2004.
In accordance with the Summary Plan of Com
prehensive and Selective Inspections of Credit
Institutions and their Branches for 2004, the
Bank of Russia conducted 1,442 inspections of
credit institutions and branches of credit institu
tions, of which 771 inspections were conducted
in the head offices of credit institutions, 503 in
branches of credit institutions and 168 in
Sberbank branches. Interregional inspections
were conducted in 53 credit institutions and 120
branches of credit institutions. The Bank of Rus
sia conducted 330 comprehensive inspections and
1,112 selective inspections of credit institutions
and branches of credit institutions.

In addition, it conducted 1,153 unscheduled
inspections of credit institutions and branches of
credit institutions: 1,033 in the head offices of
credit institutions, 79 in branches of credit insti
tutions and 41 in Sberbank branches. The un
scheduled inspections largely aimed to make sure
that banks met the requirements for participa
tion in the deposit insurance system, that they
complied with the procedure for increasing
authorised capital by more than 20% of the pre
viously registered amount and that the acquirers
of shares (stakes) in credit institutions used the
right sources of funds when paying for them.
Pursuant to Article 45 of the Federal Deposit
Insurance Law, the Bank of Russia conducted
selective inspections in 1,125 credit institutions.
The inspections in 2004 revealed 17,883 in
fractions of laws and regulations by credit insti
tutions and their branches, including violations
of the required ratios and accounting, lending,
and settlement rules and the requirements of the
Federal Law “On Countering the Legalisation
(Laundering) of Criminally Obtained Incomes
and the Financing of Terrorism.”
After the inspections, the Bank of Russia
used 1,562 disciplinary measures against credit
institutions, of which 815 were preventive and
747 enforcement.
In 2004, the Bank of Russia continued to up
grade the methodology of conducting onsite in
spections.
The effectiveness of inspections largely de
pends on the performance of the inspection divi
sions of Bank of Russia regional branches and in
terregional inspectorates of the Main Inspectorate
for Credit Institutions, which coordinate inspec
tions in the regions. Therefore, the Bank of Rus
sia provided organisational and consultative as
sistance to the inspection divisions of its regional
branches.
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II.3.3. REGISTERING AND LICENSING BANKING ACTIVITIES

T

he number of licensed credit institutions de
creased by 30 in 2004 and stood at 1,299
as of January 1, 2005, of which 50 were
nonbank credit institutions. In the year under
review, the number of registered credit institu
tions declined from 1,666 to 1,516.
As the Bank of Russia tightened the require
ments for access of new credit institutions to the
banking services market, only three credit insti
tutions were registered in 2004 as compared with
16 in 2003 and 41 in 2002. The main reason was
the establishment of more stringent requirements
for the financial standing of the corporate
founders of credit institutions.
The tightening of Bank of Russia supervisory
requirements also led to the reduction in the num
ber of credit institutions granted additional bank
ing licences (54 in 2004 as against 65 in 2003).
The principal Bank of Russia requirements ap
plied to the financial standing of credit institu
tions which applied for permission to expand the
range of their activities and the disclosure of in
formation by these credit institutions on members
and their groups (affiliated persons), allowing the
Bank of Russia to identify the persons who can,
directly or indirectly, influence the decisions taken
by management of the credit institutions. In ad
dition, the Bank of Russia extended all the re
quirements made to the banks applying for entry
into the deposit insurance system to the banks
applying for permission to handle household
funds.
In 2004, the Bank of Russia did not permit 17
credit institutions to expand the range of their
activities: nine credit institutions were denied
permission because they were found to have cre
ated own funds (capital) by using improper as
sets, because of financial instability and failure
to comply with Bank of Russia requirements for
the size of own funds (capital), and eight credit
institutions because their share (stake) owner
ship structures were opaque.
At the same time, the Bank of Russia issued
21 licences to credit institutions to conduct bank
ing operations with rubles and foreign currency,
11 general licences, six licences to take household

funds on deposit and six licences to take on de
posit and place precious metals.
Overall, as of January 1, 2005:
— 1,165 credit institutions, or 89.7% of the to
tal, had licences to take household funds on
deposit;
— 839 credit institutions, or 64.6% of the total,
had licences to conduct operations with rubles
and foreign currency;
— 311 credit institutions, or 23.9% of the total,
had general licences;
— 182 credit institutions, or 14.0% of the total,
had licences to take on deposit and place pre
cious metals and permission to conduct opera
tions with precious metals.
As a result of the measures taken by share
holders and members of credit institutions to in
crease their capitalisation in 2004, the aggregate
authorised capital of operating credit institutions
grew from 362.0 billion rubles as of January 1,
2004, to 380.5 billion rubles as of January 1,
2005. However, the rate of growth in the credit
institutions’ capital base slowed down in the
period under review. In 2003, it expanded by
61.6 billion rubles, whereas in 2004 growth
slowed to 18.5 billion rubles. The slowdown
was due to the tightening of Bank of Russia
authorised capital requirements, including con
trol over the quality of own funds (capital) of
credit institutions and the financial condition
of their corporate members.
The trend towards fewer credit institutions
with an authorised capital of less than 60 million
rubles continued in the period under review. The
number of such credit institutions fell by 87, or
11.6%, in 2004 to 663, or 51% of the total num
ber of credit institutions, as of January 1, 2005.
At the same time, the number of credit institu
tions with an authorised capital of 60 million
rubles and more rose by 57, or 9.8%, to 636.
As the situation in the Russian banking sector
continued to change for the better in 2004, it
continued to attract foreign investors. Over the
year, nonresident stakeholding in the authori
sed capital of Russian credit institutions increased
by 4.7 billion rubles, or 24.9%, to 23.6 billion
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rubles, or 6.2% of the registered authorised capi
tal of operating credit institutions (as against 18.9
billion rubles, or 5.2%, as of January 1, 2004).
At the same time, the number of operating credit
institutions with foreign stakeholdings rose
slightly, to 131 as of January 1, 2005, as against
128 as of January 1, 2004. Of these, four credit
institutions had more than 50% of their

1.01.2005

authorised capital owned by investors from CIS
countries (Azerbaijan, Armenia, Uzbekistan and
Kazakhstan).
Credit institutions with foreign investments
could be found in 29 Russian regions; 87 of them,
or 66.4%, were based in Moscow and the Mos
cow region, eight in St Petersburg and four in the
Tyumen region.
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DYNAMICS OF NUMBER OF OPERATING CREDIT INSTITUTIONS
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There were fewer reorganisations of credit in
stitutions in 2004 than in 2003: three credit in
stitutions merged with other credit institutions
(there were seven mergers in 2003) and five were
transformed (10 credit institutions in 2003). One
nonbank credit institution changed its status and
became a bank. None of the banks was converted
into a nonbank credit institution in 2004. The
reduction in the number of reorganisations was
partly because credit institutions were too busy
preparing for entry into the deposit insurance sys
tem.
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There was a change in the trend of the branch
network of operating credit institutions. In the
previous three years the number of branches of
credit institutions had declined (in 2001—2003
the number of branches decreased by 574, or
15.1%), whereas in 2004 it increased (from
3,219 as of January 1, 2004, to 3,238 as of Janu
ary 1, 2005, a rise of 0.6%).
As of January 1, 2005, there were 1,011
Sberbank branches, which accounted for 31.2%
of the total number of branches of credit institu
tions. In 2004, the number of Sberbank branches
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declined by 34, or 3.3% (in 2003, the number of
Sberbank branches fell by 117, or 10.1%), due
to the implementation of the branch network
optimisation plan.
The trend towards more internal divisions of
credit institutions and their branches, registered
in the previous years, continued in 2004. To some
extent, this was the result of the introduction of
a new internal division, the credit and cash of

fice, by the Bank of Russia. In the period under
review, credit institutions and branches of credit
institutions opened 111 credit and cash offices.
The number of cash desks outside cash depart
ments fell from 19,060 to 18,491. The total num
ber of internal divisions of credit institutions and
branches of credit institutions rose by 1,202, or
4.5%, and stood at 27,670 as of January 1, 2005,
as against 26,468 as of January 1, 2004.
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II.3.4. BANK BANKRUPTCY (INSOLVENCY) PREVENTION
AND WITHDRAWAL OF INSOLVENT CREDIT INSTITUTIONS
FROM BANKING SERVICES MARKET

I

n 2004, the Bank of Russia dealt with credit
institutions which had grounds for the imple
mentation of the insolvency (bankruptcy)
prevention measures under Article 4 of the Fed
eral Law “On the Insolvency (Bankruptcy) of
Credit Institutions.” In the period under review,
the Bank of Russia ordered 59 credit institutions
to carry out financial rehabilitation measures, of
which 45 credit institutions were ordered to
match their own funds (capital) with the
authorised capital.
In 2004, 44 credit institutions eliminated the
grounds for the implementation of insolvency
(bankruptcy) prevention measures on their own,
without waiting for the Bank of Russia to order
them to do so.
Overall, an analysis of the dynamics of the to
tal number of credit institutions which, as of the
reporting dates, had grounds for the implemen
tation of insolvency (bankruptcy) prevention
measures shows that the trend towards fewer in
stitutions continued in 2004. The number of such
organisations declined from 20 as of January 1,
2004, to 16 as of January 1, 2005.
In the year under review, the Bank of Russia
controlled the implementation of the financial re
habilitation plans of 26 credit institutions, of
which 16 restored their financial standing during
the year.
In 2004, the Bank of Russia oversaw 35 pro
visional administrations of credit institutions
(hereinafter referred to as provisional adminis
trations). Thirty of them were appointed in the
period under review and 28 of these were ap
pointed in connection with the revocation of bank
ing licences from credit institutions and two were
appointed to operating credit institutions. After
the decision to revoke banking licences from these
credit institutions was taken, the powers and ten
ure of the provisional administrations were speci
fied in compliance with the requirements of the
federal laws.

Twentyone provisional administrations were
disbanded in 2004, of which four were disbanded
in connection with a ruling from the arbitration
court to liquidate them and appoint the liquida
tor and 17 provisional administrations were dis
banded as the arbitration court declared the credit
institution insolvent (bankrupt) and appointed
the receiver.
Due to the amendments made to the Federal
Law “On the Insolvency (Bankruptcy) of Credit
Institutions,” which assigned to the staterun
Deposit Insurance Agency the functions of the
receiver of bankrupt credit institutions and pro
vided for the possibility of including its employ
ees in provisional administrations, Deposit Insur
ance Agency employees were included in four pro
visional administrations in 2004. In accordance
with the arbitration court ruling, the Deposit In
surance Agency was appointed the receiver of one
bankrupt credit institution.
Pursuant to Article 74 of the Federal Law “On
the Central Bank of the Russian Federation (Bank
of Russia)” and Articles 20 and 23 of the Federal
Law “On Banks and Banking Activities,” the
Bank of Russia ordered the revocation (cancella
tion) of banking licences from 33 credit institu
tions in 2004. Nineteen of them had their bank
ing licences revoked as they were unable to meet
their creditors’ pecuniary claims and/or effect
compulsory payments and two credit institutions
had their banking licences revoked for repeated
infractions during one year of the provisions of
the Federal Law “On Countering the Legalisation
(Laundering) of Criminally Obtained Incomes
and the Financing of Terrorism.”
As of January 1, 2005, liquidation proceed
ings had been conducted in 205 out of 218 credit
institutions which had had their banking licences
revoked. In 45 credit institutions declared absent
debtors by arbitration courts liquidation proceed
ings were conducted by Bank of Russia employ
ees and Bank of Russia employees were appointed
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the receivers of 17 of these credit institutions.
Bankruptcy proceedings were completed in 2004
in 28 credit institutions liquidated by Bank of
Russia employees. The duration of liquidation
proceedings in these credit institutions, as a rule,
did not exceed one year.
In 2004, the Bank of Russia took the decision
on state registration with regard to liquidation of
147 credit institutions which had their banking
licences revoked (cancelled).
In 2004, the Bank of Russia conducted 27 in
spections of the activities of receivers (liquidators).
After the inspections, it ordered the errant receiv

ers (liquidators) to rectify the faults discovered in
their work and set deadlines for doing so. Infor
mation on infractions discovered by inspections was
made known to arbitration courts, the Ministry of
Justice and committees of creditors of credit insti
tutions that were being liquidated.
In 2004, the Bank of Russia considered 419 ap
plications to issue new and extend the term of ex
piring receivers’ (liquidators’) certificates.
Having considered these applications, the
Bank of Russia issued 48 receivers’ (liquidators’)
certificates, extended the term of 236 certificates
and rejected one extension application.
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II.3.5. HOUSEHOLD DEPOSIT INSURANCE

F

ederal Law No. 177FZ, dated Decem
ber 23, 2003, “On Insurance of Household
Deposits with Russian Banks” (Deposit
Insurance Law), established for the first time in
Russia the legal, financial and organisational prin
ciples of creating and operating a deposit insur
ance system.
In pursuance of this law, the Bank of Russia
issued regulations in 2004 that became the basis
for examining credit institutions’ applications for
admission to the deposit insurance system.
Bank of Russia Regulation No. 248P, dated
January 16, 2004, “On the Bank of Russia Pro
cedure for Considering a Bank’s Request to the
Bank of Russia to Issue a Decision on the Bank’s
Compliance with the Requirements for Partici
pation in the Deposit Insurance System,” estab
lished the stages, time frames and procedure for
passing the decision by the Bank of Russia Bank
ing Supervision Committee on whether a bank
meets the requirements set for the participation
in the deposit insurance system.
Bank of Russia Regulation No. 247P, dated
January 16, 2004, “On the Bank of Russia Pro
cedure for Considering a Bank’s Appeal against
the Bank of Russia’s Negative Decision on the
Bank’s Repeat Application for Admission to the
Deposit Insurance System,” set the procedure
for appealing against the Bank of Russia’s deci
sion to reject a bank’s repeat request for entry
into the deposit insurance system, considering
the appeal by the Bank of Russia and sustaining
or rejecting it by the Bank of Russia Banking
Supervision Committee or Bank of Russia Chair
man.
Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 1379U, dated
January 16, 2004, “On Evaluating the Financial
Stability of a Bank for the Purpose of Recognising
it Able to Participate in the Deposit Insurance
System,” established a set of indicators and the
methodologies of calculating them and obtaining
the overall result for the purpose of determining
whether a bank is financially sound enough to
participate in the deposit insurance system.
The Bank of Russia also issued regulations
establishing the procedure for terminating the

right of a bank which has refused or failed to
qualify for the deposit insurance system to take
household funds on deposit and open personal
accounts.
In 2004, the Bank of Russia conducted ex
tensive work to select credit institutions for the
deposit insurance system. When deciding
whether banks were fit to participate in this sys
tem, the Bank of Russia used sophisticated meth
ods to evaluate their financial stability. Specifi
cally, it used indicators on the quality of man
agement, profitability, ownership transparency,
risk management and internal controls. It paid
particular attention to analysing the state of a
bank’s assets, the correctness of their classifica
tion by risk and the completeness of reserves cre
ated for the corresponding assets. It also focused
on the issue of lending to groups of related bor
rowers and establishing the existence of such
groups. Whenever it was found out that a bank
failed to adequately evaluate the quality of as
sets, the Bank of Russia Banking Supervision
Committee made the corresponding representa
tion to such a bank.
In all, 1,150 banks applied for admission to
the deposit insurance system within the time pe
riod set by the Deposit Insurance Law. Of these,
16 banks retracted their applications and 11 banks
had their banking licences revoked by the Bank
of Russia in 2004.
In 2004, the Bank of Russia admitted to the
deposit insurance system 421 banks based in 70
regions (37% of the total number of banks that
applied for entry), of which 415 banks had li
cences to take household funds on deposit and six
received such licences as they expanded the range
of their operations.
As of January 1, 2005, the assets of the banks
admitted to the deposit insurance system aggre
gated 5,122.7 billion rubles, or 72% of aggregate
banking sector assets. The value of the household
deposits in the banks admitted to the deposit in
surance system stood at 1,760.2 billion rubles,
or 90% of total household sector bank deposits.
At the same time, 98 banks registered in Moscow
and the Moscow region and admitted to the de
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In pursuance of the Deposit Insurance Law,
the Bank of Russia and Deposit Insurance Agency
last year signed an agreement on coordinating
efforts and sharing information, and an agree
ment on electronic information exchange. They
also approved a procedure for cooperating in the
electronic exchange of information.

posit insurance system accounted for 1,513.8 bil
lion rubles, or 77% of the total value of bank de
posits.
The credit institutions participating in the
deposit insurance system are constantly moni
tored to ensure they comply with the access re
quirements.
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II.4. THE RUSSIAN PAYMENT SYSTEM
II.4.1. THE STATE OF THE RUSSIAN PAYMENT SYSTEM.
DEVELOPING AND UPGRADING THE BANK OF RUSSIA
PAYMENT SYSTEM

I

offices of credit institutions and branches of credit
institutions increased by 1,679, or 15.8%. As a
result, the total number of Bank of Russia estab
lishments, credit institutions, branches of credit
institutions and additional offices of credit insti
tutions and branches of credit institutions stood
at 100.2 per 1 million of the population, an in
crease of 11.1% year on year (2003 growth stood
at 6.2%).
As of January 1, 2005, Bank of Russia estab
lishments, credit institutions and branches of
credit institutions opened 315.2 million accounts
for clients, which can be used for effecting pay
ments. Of these, 4.9 million accounts, or 1.6%,
were opened for corporate clients other than
credit institutions and 310.3 million accounts, or
98.4%, for private individuals. The number of
accounts increased by 31.5 million over the year,
mainly due to the opening of personal and bank
ing card accounts. The number of accounts per
resident increased from 2.0 to 2.2 in 2004.
The Russian payment system conducted
992.0 million payments totalling 223.9 trillion
rubles in 2004. The rate of growth in the num

n 2004, the Russian payment system satis
fied the demands of credit institutions, eco
nomic agents and private individuals in non
cash and cash settlements, and created conditions
facilitating the execution of the federal budget and
the implementation of the monetary policy by the
Bank of Russia.
As of January 1, 2005, settlement services in
the Russian payment system were provided by 941
Bank of Russia establishments (main cash settle
ment centres and cash settlement centres and op
erating divisions)1, 1,302 credit institutions1, in
cluding 47 nonbank settlement credit institutions
and 3,238 branches of credit institutions. More
over, settlement services were provided to cus
tomers by 9,068 additional offices of credit insti
tutions and branches of credit institutions.
The number of Bank of Russia cash settlement
centres declined by 198, or 17.4%, in 2004 as a
result of the measures taken by the Bank of Rus
sia to optimise its structure. At the same time,
although the number of credit institutions de
creased slightly (by 29, or 2.2%1), the number
of branches of credit institutions and additional
1

Source: BIC Directory of the Russian Federation.
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within one division of a credit institution or
branch of a credit institution did not change sig
nificantly from 2003.
The yearonyear increase in the value and
number of payments effected by the Russian pay
ment system in 2004 was largely due to growth
in payments effected by the Bank of Russia pay
ment system and payments effected within one
division of a credit institution or branch of a credit
institution.

ber of payments was unchanged from the previ
ous year at 16.0%, but growth in the value of
payments slowed from 40.0% in 2003 to 22.9%
in 2004.
The ratios in the structure of noncash pay
ments effected by the Bank of Russia payment
system and nonbank settlement credit institu
tions, through credit institutions’ correspondent
accounts in other credit institutions and between
various divisions within one credit institution and
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In 2004, as in 2003, most payments were non
cash settlements effected by payment orders,
which accounted for 77.5% of the total number
of payments and 93.4% of the total value of pay
ments (as against 77.9% and 90.6% in 2003 re
spectively).
The share of settlements effected for collec
tion and by letters of credit and also by cheques
issued by credit institutions was unchanged from
the previous year.
In terms of retail payment services, the use of
payment cards, which were issued and/or ac
quired by 733 credit institutions as against 698
credit institutions as of the beginning of 2004,
continued to gain popularity and the number of
them increased by 5.0% over the year.
In 2004, the number of payment card opera
tions conducted in Russia totalled 609.6 million
and were worth 2,079.9 billion rubles, which
represents an increase of 48.5% in number and
68.3% in value year on year. In 2003, the re
spective growth rates were 45.9% and 69.0%.
Cash withdrawal operations in 2004 exceeded
noncash payment card operations, although the
latter did tend to increase.
The cash turnover of the tills of the Bank of
Russia and credit institutions last year aggregated
19,017.8 billion rubles. This represents an in
crease of 38.9%, which was mainly due to growth
in nominal money incomes, and prices of goods
and services.
The average daily cash turnover of the tills of
Bank of Russia establishments and credit institu
tions expanded by 17.5 billion rubles in 2004 year
on year to 62.8 billion rubles. Cash receipts en
abled Bank of Russia establishments and credit
institutions to supply 95.3% of their clients’ needs
in cash in 2004 as against 94.1% in 2003.
As of January 1, 2005, 1,302 credit institu
tions1 and 1,848 branches of credit institutions1,
which had correspondent accounts (subaccounts)
opened for them in the Bank of Russia, were mem
bers of the Bank of Russia payment system. The
number of these credit institutions and branches
rose slightly in 2004 (by 0.4%).
The number of clients other than credit insti
tutions serviced by the Bank of Russia decreased
from 62,702 to 53,512, or by 14.7%, in the year
1
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under review, whereas in 2003 it fell by 5.6%.
The main reason for the decline was the transfer
of clients from the closed cash settlement centres
to settlement services in credit institutions
(branches) and the continued consolidation of
federal treasury accounts at the level of the fed
eral treasury divisions, the transfer of budgetfi
nanced institutions and regional and local gov
ernment budgets to federal treasury services, and
the creation of treasuries in Russian regions and
municipalities.
The payments effected by the Bank of Russia
payment system in 2004 accounted for 47.6% of
the total payments effected by the Russian pay
ment system and 60.5% of the total value of pay
ments.
In the year under review, the payments ef
fected by the Bank of Russia payment system in
creased by 14.6% year on year by number and by
25.1% by value. This corresponds to the rates of
growth in payments effected by the Russian pay
ment system. The average daily number of pay
ments effected by the Bank of Russia payment
system stood at 1.9 million in 2004 as against 1.6
million in 2003, an increase of 18.8%.
Payments effected by credit institutions and
branches of credit institutions through the Bank
of Russia payment system last year accounted for
84.2% by number as against 83.1% in 2003 and
86.2% by value as against 82.8% in 2003.
Most of the payments effected through the
Bank of Russia payment system in 2004, as in
2003, were intraregional payments, which ac
counted for 85.8% of the total number of pay
ments and 81.5% of the total value of payments.
Interregional payments accounted for 14.2% and
18.5% respectively.
Electronic payments continued to account for
most of the payments effected through the Bank
of Russia payment system. In 2004, they ac
counted for 98.4% of the total number of pay
ments and 97.7% of the total value of payments
(as against 96.4% and 94.7% in 2003 respec
tively).
By the end of 2004, the number of credit in
stitutions and branches of credit institutions in
volved in the exchange of electronic documents
increased as follows: the exchange of electronic

Source: BIC Directory of the Russian Federation.
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ity of its payment system on the basis of data on
the observance of the procedure for exchanging
settlement documents between the Bank of Rus
sia and its clients. This work resulted in the
optimisation of the procedure for exchanging
settlement documents in several Bank of Russia
regional branches.
In fulfilling the functions of the payment sys
tem regulator, the Bank of Russia continued to
upgrade the regulatory framework of the Russian
payment system in 2004.
To provide broader opportunities for using
settlements by letters of credit and bring these
settlements closer to international standards, the
Bank of Russia issued Ordinance No. 1442U,
dated June 11, 2004, “On Amending Bank of Rus
sia Regulation No. 2P, Dated October 3, 2003,
‘On NonCash Settlements in the Russian Federa
tion,’” which amended Sections 4—6 of Regula
tion No. 2P regulating ruble settlements by let
ters of credit. The amended document established
new rules for the banks using various settlement
schemes and methods of fulfilling obligations when
checking documents and document verification
times and provided for the possibility of using elec
tronic means of communications at all stages of ef
fecting settlements by letters of credit.
To provide a legal basis for the development
of the new kinds of payment instruments, the
Bank of Russia issued Regulation No. 266P,

documents was conducted with 2,950 credit in
stitutions and branches, which accounted for
93.7% of the total number of Bank of Russiaser
viced credit institutions and their branches as
against 92.4% as of January 1, 2004. There was
also a rise in the number of noncredit institu
tions involved in the exchange of electronic docu
ments; they were mainly federal treasury bodies.
Payments that entered the Bank of Russia
payment system through the communications
channels accounted for 93.1% of total payments
in 2004 as against 90.1% in 2003.
The average intraregional payment times de
creased to 0.83 days in 2004 as against 0.94 days
in 2003 due to reduced average electronic pay
ment times, whereas the average interregional
payment times remained virtually unchanged
from 2003 at 1.17 days.
Pursuant to Russian legislation, the Bank of
Russia conducted operations with all budget funds
free of charge. Free payments accounted for
56.1% of total payments in 2004. Operations con
ducted by the Bank of Russia on a chargeable ba
sis accounted for 43.9%, and the charge remained
unchanged from 2003.
To evaluate the smoothness of its payment
system, the Bank of Russia introduced a set of
indicators in 2004 used to analyse the accessibil
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dated December 24, 2004, “On the Issuance of
Bank Cards and on Bank Card Operations,”
which set the requirements for individuals con
ducting operations with prepaid cards and estab
lished the procedure for extending loans for settle
ments on bank card operations and uniform re
quirements for documenting bank card opera
tions. In connection with the changes in foreign
exchange legislation, the Bank of Russia in its
Regulation provided broader opportunities for
conducting foreign exchange operations in Rus
sia and abroad.
In connection with the amendments to the
Budget Code and Federal Law “On the Budget
Classification of the Russian Federation,” the
Bank of Russia issued Ordinance No. 1493U,
dated August 25, 2004, which made the corre
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sponding changes to the formats of settlement
documents.
In addition, in the year under review the Bank
of Russia issued Ordinance No. 155T, dated
December 31, 2004, making known to its regional
branches Ministry of Finance Order No. 106n,
dated November 24, 2004, “On the Approval of
the Rules on Indicating Information in the Mar
gins of Settlement Documents on the Transfer of
Taxes, Duties and other Payments to the Budget
System of the Russian Federation.”
The work carried out by the Bank of Russia
helped automate the processing of information
contained in settlement documents and acceler
ate the entry of tax and other payments to the
Russian budget system and their transfer for the
financing of budget expenditures.
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II.4.2. THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE TECHNICAL INFRASTRUCTURE
OF THE BANK OF RUSSIA PAYMENT SYSTEM

T

he international financial community has
recently attached great importance to pay
ment system efficiency. Particular attention
is paid to developing advanced technical infra
structures, which make the delivery of payment
messages far faster and more secure, reduce the
time taken to process them and improve the
system’s protection from various negative effects.
Taking into account current international
trends, the Bank of Russia upgraded the techni
cal infrastructure of its payment system to make
it more efficient. It began to develop a centralised
computerbased infrastructure for the processing
of payment messages from its regional branches.
This will allow in the near future to make sig
nificant cutbacks in the number of regional pay
ment data processing centres, use standard
highly efficient and reliable hardware/software
platforms and cut the number of accounting op
erating centres.
For these purposes, the Bank of Russia estab
lished two consolidated payment data processing
centres. At the same time, it drew up technologi
cal and technical documentation on the
centralised processing of data, which made it pos
sible to transfer eight Bank of Russia regional
branches to data processing in the consolidated
centres. Preparations have been completed in 19
Bank of Russia regional branches to transfer their
payment document processing to these centres.
The Bank of Russia has completed the devel
opment of a prototype realtime gross settlement
system for large urgent payments (RTGS), which
is based on the internationally accepted principles
of constructing RTGS systems and best practice
standards.
To link Bank of Russia regional branches with
the consolidated data processing centres, the
Bank of Russia developed regional segments of the
single telecommunications banking network
(STBN) in nine regional branches in the Far East

and the Bank of Russia Main Division for the
Chita region. It separated the payment and in
formation segments of the STBN, upgraded the
STBN segments in the national banks of the
KabardinoBalkar Republic and Karachai
Cherkess Republic and developed an STBN seg
ment in the national bank of the Republic of
Adygeya.
To meet the security requirements established
for the payment system, the Bank of Russia com
pleted the development of a uniform STBN trunk
line, which connects STBN regional segments
with the STBN Centre in Moscow.
The Bank of Russia has conducted test runs
of the standardised formats of electronic banking
messages between the Bank of Russia and its cli
ents. It completed the development and testing of
electronic digital signatures for such messages
based on the cryptographic document authenti
cation system Signatura, which was put into prac
tice in the prototype standard Bank of Russia cus
tomer workplace.
Following the recommendations made by the
world’s leading financial institutions on the de
velopment of disasterproof technical infrastruc
tures for systemically important payment systems,
the Bank of Russia began to develop a configura
tion on the basis of the aforementioned two con
solidated data processing centres in 2004.
It completed the development of the Unified
Payment Message Delivery Subsystem for inter
regional electronic settlements, which will allow
the now obsolete emailbased system built in the
early 1990s to be discarded in 2005. This meant
the Bank of Russia could begin to establish an elec
tronic settlement delivery system by integrating
the existing payment data delivery subsystems
into a foolproof, efficient and safe system for ex
changing electronic messages between the settling
participants in the Bank of Russia centralised
payment data processing system.
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II.5. FOREIGN EXCHANGE REGULATION
AND FOREIGN EXCHANGE CONTROL

F

ederal Law No. 173FZ, dated Decem
ber 10, 2003, “On Foreign Exchange
Regulation and Foreign Exchange Con
trol” (hereinafter referred to as Federal Law
No. 173FZ), which came into force on June 18,
2004, differed from the previous act in that it
lifted all restrictions on foreign exchange opera
tions between residents and nonresidents, except
for the operations expressly specified in the law,
and abandoned administrative controls in favour
of economic methods of regulating capital move
ment operations.
At the same time, the law stipulated that the
regulatory authorities, including the Bank of
Russia, had the right to regulate a small range of
operations, especially capital movement opera
tions, by requiring residents and nonresidents to
use special bank accounts and reserve a part of
the funds in conducting such foreign exchange
operations.
In the period until the middle of June 2004,
the Bank of Russia issued 37 regulations and in
structions in pursuance of the above law and in
accordance with the powers this law delegated
to it.
After adopting a differentiated approach to the
regulation of capital inflow and outflow, the Bank
of Russia introduced special bank accounts for
residents and nonresidents conducting certain
kinds of regulated foreign exchange operations
and the requirements for using these accounts. It

established the procedures for depositing and re
turning reserves after and before the expiry of the
reservation term and specified the reservation
procedure for customers other than credit insti
tutions who have accounts opened for them with
the Bank of Russia.
Realising that the authorised banks needed
time to carry out the necessary organisational and
technical measures, the Bank of Russia brought
the reservation requirements into effect on Au
gust 1, 2004. To regulate operations connected
with the inflow of capital to the country, the Bank
of Russia set the reserve requirement at 3% of
the value of operation for a term of 365 days (ex
cept for the capital inflow operations on the gov
ernment bond market, for which Federal Law
No. 173FZ set the highest reserve requirement
of 20% for a term of 365 days). As for the regu
lated operations connected with capital outflow,
the Bank of Russia set for them the reserve re
quirement of 50% for 15 days. This is far less than
the maximum reserve amount and maximum re
serve period that could be established under Fed
eral Law No. 173FZ. At the same time, the Bank
of Russia decided not to set any reserve require
ments for operations with stocks and investment
shares of the unit investment funds and long
term loans (with terms longer than three years),
as it believed that such operations would hardly
be actively used for the speculative movement
of capital.
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From August to December 2004, residents and
nonresidents transferred a total of 55.1 billion
rubles from special accounts opened in the
authorised banks to an account with the Bank of
Russia to meet the reserve requirements. Of this,
50.3 billion rubles were returned and as of Janu
ary 1, 2005, the balance stood at 4.7 billion
rubles. Residents contributed about 90% of total
reserves. Operations with securities accounted for
60.6% of residents’ total reserves, lending to non
residents 31.5% and loans from nonresidents
with terms up to three years 7%.
As the financial situation was fairly good, the
Bank of Russia, building upon its experience of
using regulating instruments, took a decision in
December 2004 to lower the reserve requirements
for foreign exchange operations conducted on resi
dent and nonresident special bank accounts and
connected with capital inflow and outflow.
In addition, to prevent double encumbrance
of nonresident bank lending to resident banks in
rubles, the Bank of Russia repealed the require
ment for nonresident banks to use special ac
counts when conducting such operations. As a
result, capital inflow in such operations is now
regulated exclusively by monetary policy instru
ments, such as the requirement to deposit reserves
with the Bank of Russia.
At the same time, the Bank of Russia estab
lished the requirement to use special bank ac
counts and, consequently, the requirement to
make provisions when conducting foreign ex
change operations between residents and non
residents, connected with the initial placement
(issuance) of bonds by residents, regardless of
their term to redemption, in connection with the
probable risk of speculative circulation of these
securities.
The adoption of the new foreign exchange
regulation instruments amid the low reserve re
quirements established by the Bank of Russia did
not lead to any significant changes in the capital
movement dynamics and allowed the Bank of
Russia to gain experience in using them.
Federal Law No. 173FZ retained the require
ment for exporters to sell some of their currency
earnings on the domestic foreign exchange mar
ket. As a result, in 2004 exporters sold $42.8 bil
lion of their currency earnings, a decrease of
$4.7 billion from 2003. Due to the Bank of Rus

sia policy of liberalising this segment of the do
mestic foreign exchange market, the average an
nual share of compulsory foreign currency sales
in total export earnings entered to customers’
transit accounts in the authorised banks con
tracted from 37% in 2003 to 25% in 2004.
To further ease foreign exchange market con
trols, the Bank of Russia lowered the currency
sale requirement for exporters to 10% on Decem
ber 27, 2004.
As the ruble appreciated, the decline in the
supply of foreign exchange for compulsory sale
was accompanied by growth in foreign currency
sales from transit accounts, where exporters kept
their foreign currency earnings after selling a part
thereof. As a result, foreign currency earnings sold
by exporters on top of the required amount in
creased by 2.6 times in 2004 year on year and
amounted to $27.9 billion. The volume of the pri
mary market for export currency earnings (com
pulsory and additional sales from transit foreign
currency accounts) expanded by 21% in 2004
year on year to $70.7 billion.
The dynamics of the demand for foreign ex
change on the domestic market in 2004 were
largely affected by the change in the ruble’s rate
against the dollar and the euro. The reduction in
private individuals’ net demand for foreign ex
change (the difference between the value of for
eign exchange sold to individuals and paid out
from their accounts and the value of foreign ex
change bought from individuals and entered into
their accounts), registered in 2003, gave way to
growth. Net demand expanded by 69% year on
year to $14.1 billion.
Taking into consideration that the provisions
of Federal Law No. 173FZ, granting resident
corporate entities the right to open accounts in
banks outside Russia, are to come into force on
June 18, 2005, the Bank of Russia established a
temporary procedure for issuing corresponding
permits until that date, granting the correspond
ing powers to its regional branches. At the same
time, it retained the applicable notification pro
cedure for opening accounts abroad by resident
corporate entities to effect settlements under in
ternational construction contract agreements and
provide services to their offices abroad.
As for the opening of foreign currency and
ruble accounts by resident individuals with banks
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in the foreign states that are not members of the
Organisation for Economic Cooperation and De
velopment (OECD) and Financial Action Task
Force (FATF), the Bank of Russia established a
requirement for the preliminary registration of
such an account with the tax authorities at the
resident’s place of registration. At the same time,
Federal Law No. 173FZ stipulated that in other
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cases resident individuals could open accounts
abroad without any restrictions but had to notify
the tax authorities within a month after opening
an account. As a result of the liberalisation of the
procedure for opening personal accounts abroad,
the number of such accounts doubled in 2004 as
compared with 2003 and stood at 1,236, accord
ing to the Federal Tax Service.
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II.6. BANK OF RUSSIA WORK
TO COUNTER THE LEGALISATION
(LAUNDERING) OF CRIMINALLY OBTAINED
INCOMES AND TERRORIST FINANCING

I

n 2004, the Bank of Russia continued to ex
ercise the powers granted to it by the Fed
eral Law “On Countering the Legalisation
(Laundering) of Criminally Obtained Incomes
and the Financing of Terrorism” (hereinafter re
ferred to as Federal Law No. 115FZ) and make
the banking community’s efforts in this area more
effective.
To ensure the implementation of the provisions
of this law, the Bank of Russia quickly drafted
and issued regulations establishing the following:
— requirements for the instruction and training
of employees in a credit institution, including
the elaboration and approval of training
programmes in the field of antimoney laun
dering and financing of terrorism (AML/FT);
the subjects and duration of training and the
persons responsible for it; determining the di
visions of a credit institution whose staff must
undergo training and establishing the proce
dure for testing the trainees;
— qualification requirements for the executive
responsible for AML/FT and other employees
of the corresponding division if such a division
is organised under the guidance of the execu
tive in charge;

— requirements for credit institutions to identify
their customers and beneficiaries, including
the list of data which a credit institution is
required to collect in order to identify its cli
ents, the range of persons who should be re
garded as beneficiaries and the list of opera
tions which are particularly risky from the
viewpoint of money laundering and terrorist
financing;
— requirements for the procedure for present
ing information by credit institutions to the
authorised agency under Federal Law No.
115FZ in connection with the extension of
the list of operations subject to mandatory con
trol under Federal Law No. 88FZ and infor
mation on the refusal by a credit institution to
conclude a bank account (deposit) agreement
with an individual or corporate entity and con
duct operations.
The Bank of Russia attached great importance
to improving control over credit institutions from
the standpoint of AML/FT. To prevent the bank
ing system from being used for terrorist financ
ing, the Bank of Russia promptly made the Fed
eral Financial Monitoring Service’s lists of per
sons suspected of being involved in extremist and
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terrorist activities known to credit institutions.
In 2004, it made known to credit institutions four
lists containing information on 132 legal entities
and 1,050 private individuals.
To improve supervision techniques in this
field, the Bank of Russia issued regulations con
taining methodological recommendations on in
spections of credit institutions and their branches.
To monitor how credit institutions were com
plying with the laws and Bank of Russia regula
tions on AML/FT, the Bank of Russia and its re
gional branches included the corresponding tasks
in the plans of 2,592 inspections of credit institu
tions and their branches in 2004 (1,699 inspec
tions in 2003). It should be noted that the Bank
of Russia not only increased the number of in
spections, but also significantly improved their
quality.
The most typical problems detected in the
course of inspections were: errors in creating and
sending electronic reports to the authorised
agency (failing to fill out or filling out incorrectly
the reporting form); failure to present data on
operations subject to mandatory control to the
authorised agency on time; failure to present data
to the authorised agency as a result of wrongly
classifying operations as not being subject to man
datory control or nondetecting operations sub
ject to mandatory control; failure to send to the
authorised agency reports that had previously
been rejected for being incorrect.
The main reasons for infractions in 2004, as
in 2003, were generally connected with manage
ments failing to exercise the appropriate level of
control over the activities of the corresponding
divisions. Consequently, internal controls con
ducted poor inspections and executives respon
sible for AML/FT either did nothing or were
poorly qualified to take action. At the same time,
credit institutions have become more proactive in
fulfilling the requirements of the AML/FT legis
lation, and the yearonyear increase by 80% in
the number of reports sent by credit institutions
to the Federal Financial Monitoring Service in
2004 bears this out.
In 459 cases inspections resulted in preven
tive measures being taken against credit institu
tions (the shortcomings discovered in their work
were made known to the management of such
credit institutions). As for enforcement measures,
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in 142 cases the errant credit institutions were
ordered to eliminate the shortcomings discovered
in their work; fines were imposed in 105 cases;
in 50 cases restrictions were imposed on some
banking operations conducted by credit institu
tions; in 21 cases credit institutions were prohib
ited from conducting some banking operations;
and two credit institutions had their licences re
voked.
In addition, when considering credit institu
tions’ requests to participate in the deposit in
surance system, the Bank of Russia sent letters
to its regional branches in respect to 43 credit
institutions, indicating their problems and rec
ommending measures to improve their work in
AML/FT.
Throughout 2004, the Bank of Russia pro
vided the necessary methodological assistance
to its regional branches and credit institutions.
In response to requests, it issued five circulars
clarifying various aspects of the application of
AML/FT legislation. To provide methodological
assistance and improve the banking community’s
knowledge of the new international standards in
this area, the Bank of Russia made known to
credit institutions the FATF report on the
typologies of money laundering and terrorist fi
nancing in 2003—2004.
In 2004, the Bank of Russia continued to pro
vide training for executives and experts at its re
gional branches in AML/FT. It held seven the
matic seminars, which involved more than 300
people.
To make cooperation with the Federal Finan
cial Monitoring Service more effective, the Bank
of Russia on May 17, 2004, signed with it the
Agreement on Cooperation in the Field of Infor
mation to Be Implemented in Pursuance of the
Federal Law “On Countering the Legalisation
(Laundering) of Criminally Obtained Incomes
and the Financing of Terrorism.” The Agreement
provides for the sharing of information for the
purpose of AML/FT, the implementation of joint
training programmes in the methods of AML/FT
and the provision of consultative aid.
To detect on time and prevent violations of law
in the sphere of credit and finance, maintain bank
ing sector stability, protect the interests of deposi
tors and creditors and counter money laundering
and the financing of terrorism, the Bank of Rus
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sia on May 17, 2004, signed a cooperation agree
ment with the Interior Ministry.
In 2004, the Bank of Russia actively cooper
ated with international organisations. Specifi
cally, Bank of Russia representatives repeatedly
participated in FATF plenary meetings and work
ing groups on the development of the methodol
ogy of evaluating compliance with AML/FT stan
dards and took part in the meeting of the
MONEYVAL Committee of the Council of Europe,
the Select Committee of Experts on the Evalua

tion of AntiMoney Laundering Measures, which
approved the secondround antimoney launder
ing evaluation report on Russia. In December
2004, Bank of Russia representatives took part
in the first plenary meeting of the Eurasian Group
(EAG), formed on Russia’s initiative to facilitate
the dissemination of international AML/FT stan
dards. In October 2004, this sixnation organisa
tion, which brought together Russia, Belarus,
Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, China and Tajikistan,
was granted observer status in the FATF.
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II.7. BANK OF RUSSIA WORK
RELATING TO GOVERNMENT FINANCE

I

n 2004, the Bank of Russia’s work in the field
of government finance focused on co
ordinating the budget and monetary policies,
servicing budget accounts at all levels of the Rus
sian budget system, improving the regulatory
framework and cooperating with the Finance
Ministry federal treasury bodies. Specifically,
the Bank of Russia assisted the latter in com
pleting the implementation of the provisions of
the Concept of the Finance Ministry’s Federal
Treasury Single Federal Budget Revenue and
Funds Account and the transition of the fed
eral institutions and agencies executing regional
government budgets to financing through per
sonal accounts opened in a single federal trea
sury register.
Pursuant to Article 113 of the 2004 Federal
Budget Law, Bank of Russiaowned permanent
couponincome federal loan bonds, variable cou
ponincome federal loan bonds and debt depre
ciation federal loan bonds with a total face value
of 51.9 billion rubles were restructured into new
issues of permanent couponincome federal loan
bonds and debt depreciation federal loan bonds
without changing the bond redemption schedule
with a breakdown by year.
Under Article 111 of the 2004 Federal Budget
Law, the Finance Ministry bought from the Bank
of Russia RSFSR domestic government loan bonds
of the 1991 issue, reducing the value of these
bonds in Russia’s domestic government debt.

To accelerate the transfer of federal agencies’
operations with funds from entrepreneurial and
other incomeyielding activities to servicing
through personal accounts opened in a single fed
eral treasury register, the Bank of Russia provided
information assistance to the Finance Ministry,
passing on a quarterly basis to regional federal
treasury bodies information on the accounts
opened by federal government agencies in Bank
of Russia establishments and in credit institutions
and branches of credit institutions for the account
ing of operations with these funds. The Bank of
Russia also agreed with the Finance Ministry the
procedure for suspending by federal treasury
bodies of operations on accounts opened by fed
eral government agencies in the Bank of Russia
and in credit institutions and branches of credit
institutions for the accounting of funds received
from entrepreneurial and other incomeyielding
activities.
To accelerate the transfer of funds to federal
treasury accounts, the Bank of Russia continued
to maintain the exchange of electronic documents
between Bank of Russia establishments and fed
eral treasury bodies. As of January 1, 2005, 519
out of the 1,162 federal treasury bodies which had
accounts opened for them in the Bank of Russia
exchanged documents with Bank of Russia estab
lishments electronically.
To isolate the accounting of the funds intended
for cash payments to budget fund recipients with
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personal accounts in the single federal treasury
register, Bank of Russia establishments opened
2,200 separate accounts for the federal treasury
bodies for this purpose in 2004. This led to over
all growth in the number of accounts opened for
the federal treasury bodies in Bank of Russia es
tablishments, by 500 over the year to 6,000 as of
January 1, 2005.
In line with a federal government decision to
reform the budget process and change the proce
dure for granting state social assistance to citi
zens, Bank of Russia establishments opened sepa
rate accounts for the federal and regional com
pulsory medical insurance funds at the end of
2004 for the separate accounting of funds allo
cated from the federal budget to social support
and additional aid for some categories of citizens.
At the same time, the efforts made by the Bank
of Russia last year to help regional governments
execute their budgets through federal treasury
bodies, centralise the accounting of noncash op
erations with federal and regional budget ac
counts and funds received from entrepreneurial

and other incomeyielding activities, and improve
the regulation of these processes led to a further
fall in the total number of Bank of Russia cus
tomers other than credit institutions.
In the year under review, the number of re
gional and local government budget executing
bodies, clients of the Bank of Russia, and the num
ber of accounts opened for them fell by 1,300 and
4,400 respectively, the number of organisations
financed from budgets of all levels by 3,800 and
15,800, the number of government extrabudge
tary funds by 500 and 800 and other organisations
by 3,500 and 5,100. The number of accounts
opened for organisations financed from budgets
of all levels to account for the funds received from
entrepreneurial and other incomeyielding ac
tivities decreased by 800 in 2004, and as of Janu
ary 1, 2005, it stood at 28,400.
However, the number of payments (write
downs) effected by the Bank of Russia payment
system through the accounts of Bank of Russia
clients other than credit institutions rose by
11.3% in 2004 to 79.3 million.
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II.8. CASH ISSUE MANAGEMENT

I

n 2004, cash issue management aimed to fa
cilitate the implementation of the Bank of
Russia policy of rationalising cash circulation
in Russia.
According to cash issue balance sheet data,
there were 1,673,294.1 million rubles of Bank of
Russia notes and coins in circulation, including
1,662,246.7 million rubles in banknotes (4.54
billion units) and 11,047.4 million rubles in coins
(22.1 billion units), including coins made of pre
cious metals. Notes accounted for 99.3% of the
total value of cash and coins 0.7%; of the total
number of banknotes and coins, banknotes ac
counted for 17.0% and coins 83.0%.
The structure of the Bank of Russia notes and
coins of the 1997 issue is shown in Tables 46 and
47.
As the Bank of Russia completed the with
drawal of Bank of Russia notes of the 1993 issue,
including their 1994 modification, and of the 1995
issue, USSR and Bank of Russia coins of the
1961—1996 issues and USSR 1, 2 and 3ko
peck coins minted before 1961, the amount of
1,060.8 million rubles resulting from the writing
off of old currency that was not produced for ex
change were included in Bank of Russia income.
The amount of Bank of Russia notes and coins
of the 1997 issue, including coins made of pre
cious metals, increased by 445,473.9 million
rubles, or 36.3%, in 2004, of which the amount
of banknotes rose by 443,264.9 million rubles

(450 million units) and coins by 2,209.0 million
rubles (3.8 billion units).
Growth in the amount of cash in circulation
was due to the expansion of cash turnover con
nected with increased nominal money income and
consumer prices.
There was a significant rise in the amount of
cash in December 2004 due to the early payment
of wages and allowances, including the cash pay
ments that replaced benefits in kind, which should
have been paid in the first 10 days of January
2005. Cash issue in December 2004 amounted to
250,831.3 million rubles, or 56.3% of the full
year amount. In addition, there was a rise in the
value of cash paid out from household accounts
in 2004.
Growth in income and consumer prices in
2004 brought about some changes in the note
structure of cash in circulation. The share of 500
ruble and 1,000ruble notes expanded by 3.8 per
centage points in 2004 and stood at 91.2% as of
January 1, 2005, while the share of 50ruble and
100ruble notes contracted to 8.3% from 12.0%
as of January 1, 2004.
In analysing the note structure of cash, the
Bank of Russia predicted and regulated the pro
duction of banknotes and coins, ensuring their
regular delivery to reserve funds. There were no
disruptions in the payment of cash by Bank of
Russia establishments through the fault of the
Bank of Russia in 2004.
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CHANGE IN THE AMOUNT OF CASH IN CIRCULATION IN 2004
(billion rubles)
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In 2004, commercial banks took the Rus
sian currency out of the country and other
countries and brought it into this country and
other countries. They conducted such opera
tions to augment nonresident banks’ ruble ac
counts, supply their cash operations depart
ments with funds for paying travelling expenses
to enterprises and organisations, and to pro
vide cash to the exchange offices opened in
other countries. According to data provided by
credit institutions, they brought 5,873.8 mil
lion rubles into Russia and took 778.6 million
rubles out of Russia (3,241.2 million rubles and
260.0 million rubles in 2003 respectively).
Bank of Russia establishments provided cash
services in compliance with federal laws and Bank
of Russia regulations under agreements they con
cluded with their clients.
As of January 1, 2005, Bank of Russia estab
lishments provided cash services to 5,670 credit
institutions and their divisions and 119,701
organisations other than credit institutions. As for
the Bank of Russia system as a whole, the num
ber of credit institutions and their divisions which
received cash services from Bank of Russia estab
lishments increased by 63 in 2004 due to the
reorganisation of the branch network conducted
by credit institutions, while the number of
organisations other than credit institutions de
creased by 5,616 due to the liquidation of cash
settlement centers and the transfer of clients to
cash services provided by credit institutions.

1,150

According to Bank of Russia regional
branches, 15,149 counterfeit Bank of Russia
notes and coins were detected, withdrawn from
circulation and passed to the Interior Ministry
in 2004. Of these, 8,515 counterfeit Bank of
Russia notes and coins were detected by Bank
of Russia experts. The number of counterfeit
Bank of Russia notes and coins increased by
2.4% over the year. The number of detected
counterfeit Bank of Russia notes increased from
12,491 to 13,782, whereas the number of coun
terfeit Bank of Russia coins decreased from
2,299 to 1,367.
The number of counterfeit 1,000ruble notes
rose from 1,593 to 2,819, whereas the number
of counterfeit 500ruble notes fell from 4,053 to
3,163.
The largest number of counterfeit notes and
coins was detected in 2004, as in 2003, in the
Central and Volga Federal Districts.
In the period under review, Bank of Russia
establishments examined 29,965 banknotes of
11 foreign currencies sent to them for analysis
by credit institutions. Bank of Russia establish
ments and credit institutions detected and passed
to the Interior Ministry bodies 12,086 counter
feit foreign banknotes, an increase of 6.5% on
2003.
In 2004, the Bank of Russia issued modified
banknotes of the 1997 issue, which mostly had
the increased security elements intended for pub
lic scrutiny.
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Due to the issue of the modified banknotes,
the Bank of Russia readjusted cash processing
machines to the notes containing new machine
readable high security elements.
The Bank of Russia continued to increase
the technical strength of the cash units of its
establishments and credit institutions, upgrad
ing the regulations on their management and
operation, tightening control over the
fulfilment of the capital construction and re
pair plans of Bank of Russia establishments and
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reconstruction plans of credit institution build
ings, and providing assistance to Bank of Rus
sia regional branches in modernising their se
curity systems.
In 2004, the Bank of Russia issued 52 com
memorative coins, of which 15 coins were made
of gold, 28 of silver, six of gold and silver and three
of coppernickel alloys. A total of 376,200 coins
made of precious metals were issued and more
than 10.9 tonnes of silver and 1.5 tonnes of gold
had been used to make them.
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II.9. BANK OF RUSSIA WORK TO UPGRADE
ACCOUNTING AND REPORTING
II.9.1. PRINCIPAL MEASURES TAKEN TO UPGRADE
ACCOUNTING AND REPORTING

T

he Bank of Russia establishes the account
ing and reporting rules for the Russian
banking system under the Federal Law “On
the Central Bank of the Russian Federation (Bank
of Russia).”
In 2004, the Bank of Russia took steps to
wards harmonising Russian accounting practices
with International Financial Reporting Standards
(IFRS) and drafted proposals for upgrading the
legal framework of accounting and reporting.
As a result of the upgrading of accounting stan
dards and the enactment of new federal laws, the
corresponding changes were made to the account
ing rules in the Russian banking system, which
were complemented by 17 Bank of Russia regu
lations. Specifically, these documents provided for
making the accounting of the loss provisions on
banking operations, operations connected with
bank transactions to acquire the right of claim
from third parties for the fulfilment of pecuniary
obligations, fixed assets, intangible assets and
material values, trust estate, etc.
Pursuant to Federal Law No. 173FZ, dated
December 10, 2003, “On Foreign Exchange
Regulation and Foreign Exchange Control,” the
Bank of Russia issued regulations on the opening

of special bank accounts by nonresidents in rubles
and foreign currency, on making the accounting
of resident and nonresident operations with spe
cial bank accounts in rubles and on the account
ing procedure to be used by authorised banks in
conducting some kinds of banking operations and
other transactions with foreign exchange and
rubles, including cheques with a face value ex
pressed in foreign currency.
Several regulations established the procedure
which the Bank of Russia and its divisions should
follow when accounting for profit tax, value added
tax and other payments to the budget.
The Bank of Russia drafted and sent credit
institutions and its regional branches instructions
on the procedure for compiling IFRScompatible
annual accounting reports.
In 2004, the Bank of Russia conducted
preparations for the conversion of the Russian
banking system to the accrual method, the prin
cipal IFRS method of financial result formation.
To this end, the Bank of Russia analysed its ap
plicable rules and regulations in order to deter
mine which had to be repealed or revised, and
established the stages by which the new meth
ods would be phased in.
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II.9.2. BANK OF RUSSIA WORK TO CONVERT THE BANKING SECTOR
TO INTERNATIONAL FINANCIAL REPORTING STANDARDS (IFRS)

I

n line with the Russian Banking Sector De
velopment Strategy, approved by the Russian
Government and Bank of Russia on Decem
ber 30, 2001, credit institutions in Russia have
started since January 1, 2004, to compile finan
cial statements to IFRS, beginning from the state
ments for the period after January 1, 2004.
The Russian banking sector’s conversion to
IFRS was the outcome of the long and consistent
work conducted under the guidance of the Bank
of Russia.
The Russian banking sector’s transition to
IFRS was due to the following developments:
Russia’s integration into the world economy, ad
vanced corporate governance techniques in
banks, access to foreign stock markets, increased
public confidence in the banking sector and its
stronger role in the country’s economy, and the
use of financial statements in banking supervision.
As Russian credit institutions need to make a
realistic evaluation of their business, harmonise
their governance techniques with contemporary
international practices and prepare for being com
pared with foreign banks to be able to compete
with them, the conversion to IFRS was well
timed.
One of the key elements in the Russian bank
ing sector reform is the transition of all credit in
stitutions to compiling financial statements to
IFRS from January 1, 2004.
In 2003, the Bank of Russia Board of Direc
tors took a decision to convert credit institutions
to IFRS and issued a communique setting out the
principles of conversion and the procedure and
time frames for compiling IFRS statements. The
Bank of Russia carried out the necessary measures
for conversion. Specifically, it issued the regula
tion “On Compiling and Presenting Financial
Statements by Credit Institutions” and method
ological recommendations “On the Procedure for
Compiling and Presenting Financial Statements
by Credit Institutions,” which established the
principles, procedure and time frames for com
piling financial statements, presented standard

reporting forms and instructions on how they
should be completed, and formulated the prin
ciples of disclosing information contained in the
statements.
The Bank of Russia organised training
programmes for its own specialists and special
ists with credit institutions in the theory and
practice of compiling financial statements in line
with IFRS, and worked out programmes for
training specialists in various segments of the
banking system, including credit institutions, in
international standards. Training was conducted
on the basis of schedules and in specially ap
proved disciplines, including mandatory
practicals for accountants.
In 2004, the Bank of Russia opened on its
website the section “Conversion of the Russian
Banking System to IFRS,” where credit institu
tions can find answers to their queries.
In November 2004, the Bank of Russia held
the conference “The Russian Banking Sector’s
Conversion to IFRS is the Key to Enhancing the
Competitiveness of Russian Banks,” which dis
cussed crucial theoretical and practical issues re
lating to the compiling and analysis of credit in
stitutions’ IFRS statements. The executives of
more than 750 credit institutions responsible for
financial reporting, Bank of Russia employees and
representatives of the Londonbased International
Accounting Standards Board (IASB), Audit
Chamber and Finance Ministry of the Russian
Federation and audit firms attended.
The organisational measures taken by the
Bank of Russia and the training and methodologi
cal support it provided for conversion of the bank
ing sector to IFRS reporting, envisaged by the
Plan for the Conversion of the Russian Banking
Sector to International Financial Reporting Stan
dards from January 1, 2004, allowed credit in
stitutions to present financial statements for the
period from January 1, 2004, to September 30,
2004, in compliance with Bank of Russia Ordi
nance No. 1363U, dated December 25, 2003.
Statements for the first nine months of 2004 were
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presented by 1,290 credit institutions, or 99.3%
of total credit institutions that were in operation
as of January 1, 2005. According to Bank of Rus
sia regional branches, 13 credit institutions failed
to present IFRS statements, of which four credit
institutions had their banking licences revoked in
the period from October 1, 2004, to December
31, 2004. The Bank of Russia investigated why
credit institutions failed to present IFRS state
ments and disciplined them.
To provide a basis for the use of IFRS, the
Bank of Russia cooperated with the Finance
Ministry and took part in drafting the Account
ing and Reporting Development Concept for Rus
sia. Endorsed by Finance Ministry Order No. 180,
dated July 1, 2004, the Concept stipulated that
the banking sector’s transition to IFRS would be
implemented in accordance with a special plan.
The banking and nonfinancial sectors should con
vert to international accounting standards simul
taneously. To upgrade the legislation relating to

conversion to IFRS, the Bank of Russia drafted
amendments to the Federal Law “On Account
ing,” the Federal Law “On Auditing” and a draft
Federal Law “On Consolidated Financial State
ments.”
When implementing measures to convert the
Russian banking sector to IFRS, the Bank of Rus
sia also collaborated with the IASB, an indepen
dent body established by an agreement between
certified accountants of many countries and de
signed to standardise the accounting principles
used in compiling financial statements the world
over. In 2004, the Bank of Russia submitted to
the IASB its comments on the drafts of new stan
dards being developed, the changes made in the
applicable standards and criticisms on the trans
lation of three standards being drafted (IAS 1
“Presentation of Financial Statements,” IAS 30
“Disclosures in the Financial Statements of Banks
and Similar Financial Institutions” and IAS 34
“Interim Financial Reporting”).
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II.10. INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION
II.10.1. COOPERATION BETWEEN THE BANK OF RUSSIA
AND INTERNATIONAL FINANCIAL AND ECONOMIC ORGANISATIONS

I

n 2004, the Bank of Russia participated in
meetings of the International Monetary Fund
and World Bank, which discussed prospects
for the world economy, how to make the IMF’s
supervisory practices more effective for the pur
poses of crisis prevention and measures to increase
international aid to lowincome countries. The
Bank of Russia continued consultations under
Article IV of the IMF Articles of Agreement and
cooperated with IMF missions on issues such as
the adoption of inflation targeting when creating
conditions for the effective use of monetary regu
lation instruments, banking sector liquidity pre
diction, the payment system’s development, the
financial aspects of the functioning of the Bank
of Russia and the creation of the deposit insur
ance system, mortgage lending, risk management
and the methodology of stress testing.
In the year under review, the Bank of Russia
carried out preparatory work with the Finance
Ministry and the Federal State Statistics Service
on Russia’s adoption of the IMF Special Data Dis
semination Standard (SDDS), including the com
pilation of data in the SDDS format. As a result,
on January 31, 2005, Russia officially announced
its accession to the SDDS.
In 2004, the Bank of Russia continued to take
steps to make its activities as transparent as re

quired by international standards and codes, and
the progress it made in this area was recorded in
the Data Module of the Report on the Observance
of Standards and Codes in Monetary and Finan
cial Policies, which was published by the IMF in
May 2004.
To put into practice the recommendations of
the IMF’s new Monetary and Financial Statis
tics Manual, the Bank of Russia made changes to
the methodology of calculating some monetary
statistics indicators and published the revised data
series. To make the transition to compiling sta
tistical data on the financial sector as a whole,
the Bank of Russia conducted its first selective
study of the structure of assets and liabilities of
insurance companies to assess how possible it was
to establish a database in the format complying
with international standards. The Bank of Rus
sia took part in a discussion of specific method
ological issues relating to the compilation of na
tional accounts within the framework of the
programme for making changes to the compila
tion manual, which is being currently imple
mented by the IMF and some other international
financial and economic organisations.
The Bank of Russia participated in a discus
sion of the Compilation Guide on Financial Sound
ness Indicators within the framework of the Fi
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nancial Sector Assessment Programme and the
IMF financial soundness indicator calculation and
dissemination survey. In addition, the Bank of
Russia sent the IMF quarterly detailed balance of
payment statements, compiled in compliance with
IMF requirements, and analytical reports and
detailed balance of payment components, inter
national reserve structure data and other indica
tors.
The Bank of Russia took part in work to up
date the IMF Annual Report on Exchange Ar
rangement and Exchange Restriction.
It continued to cooperate with the World
Bank on issues relating to the implementation of
the financial institution development project and
plans to launch a new project in support of re
gional banks and small and mediumsized busi
nesses.
At the request of the Finance and Economic
Development ministries, the Bank of Russia was
involved in work connected with the evaluation
of the projects implemented in the Russian bank
ing sector by the International Finance Corpo
ration (IFC) and the European Bank for Re
construction and Development (EBRD).
The Bank of Russia participated in central
bankers’ meetings in the Bank for International
Settlements (BIS), which discussed ways to
maintain the stability of financial markets and
institutions and eliminate imbalances in the world
economy. They also focused on the exchange rate
mechanisms, the effect of fiscal policy on central
banks, measures to ensure debt sustainability of
emerging markets given volatile interest rates, the
role played by rating agencies and the implemen
tation of the International Convergence of Capi
tal Measurement and Capital Standards (Basel
II). Bank of Russia representatives participated
in the activities of working groups formed within
the Committee on Payment and Settlement Sys
tems and Basel Committee on Banking Supervi
sion, including the Basel II Group.
The Bank of Russia was closely involved in
organising the 14 th conference of the Basel
Committee’s Regional Group for Banking Super
vision of the Transcaucasia and Central Asia
Countries and Russia, held in St Petersburg in
August 2004, which discussed ways to improve
the regulatory framework of the capital adequacy
calculation, taking into account all kinds of risk,

financial crisis and bank insolvency and the in
teraction between banking supervision and inter
nal controls and external auditors.
The Bank of Russia took part in the work of
the Irving Fisher Committee on CentralBank
Statistics and the Second Independent Conference
of Central Bank Statisticians, held under the ae
gis of the BIS in September 2004, which dealt
with the role played by central banks in develop
ing and analysing national and financial accounts.
The Bank of Russia became more actively in
volved in the work carried out by the BIS to inte
grate international information resources. BIS
and Bank of Russia experts held a number of
working meetings on issues relating to coopera
tion with the BIS Data Bank. In 2004, the Bank
of Russia significantly broadened the range of in
formation it passed to the BIS Data Bank. It also
cooperated with the BIS to receive more oppor
tunities for using data from the BIS Data Bank.
Since September 2004, the Bank of Russia has
been using the information exchange system, al
lowing it to receive current information from the
BIS Data Bank on a daily basis.
The Bank of Russia and the Finance Ministry
took part in organising and holding board meet
ings of the International Investment Bank
(IIB) and International Bank for Economic
Cooperation (IBEC), which discussed issues
relating to the settlement of these banks’ debts
both receivable and payable and the conceptual
development problems of the IIB and IBEC.
The Bank of Russia participated in elaborat
ing Russia’s strategies of cooperation with other
regional development banks, such as the Black
Sea Trade and Development Bank (BTDB)
and Asian Development Bank (ADB), and in
international consultations on Russia’s entry into
the ADB.
The Bank of Russia participated in all meet
ings of Group of Eight and Group of 20 finance
ministers and central bank governors and pre
pared reports for two seminars on the creation of
stable domestic financial markets and regional
economic integration. It also prepared reports on
the Russian money remittance system for G8 and
G20 meetings. In line with the decisions of the
G8 summit, held in Sea Island, USA, the Bank of
Russia drafted proposals for developing partner
ship relations and programmes with CIS countries
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in the field of crossborder money remittances and
for microfinancing. It also prepared information
on the implementation of the new version of the
FATF’s Forty Recommendations and raising the
level of transparency and control standards on the
financial markets.
In the year under review, the Bank of Russia
continued to broaden ties with the Organisation
for Economic Cooperation and Development
(OECD) and its working bodies. It participated
in the meetings of the OECD committees on in
vestment policy and financial markets and in dis
cussion of the OECD reviews on Russia’s economy
and investment policy. It also prepared proposals
on the draft concept of Russia’s accession to the
OECD and on the revised programme for coop
eration between Russia and the OECD. A repre
sentative of the Bank of Russia was included in the
joint Russian Government commission on the
WTO and cooperation with the OECD, which was
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formed in 2004. At its first meeting, the commis
sion decided to begin preparations for negotiations
on Russia’s accession to the OECD. In line with
this decision, the Bank of Russia started to con
duct a comparative analysis of Russian banking
legislation and OECD standards and rules.
The Bank of Russia continued to participate
jointly with the Economic Development Ministry
in international negotiations on Russia’s acces
sion to the World Trade Organisation (WTO).
In 2004, the Bank of Russia stepped up its co
operation with the AsiaPacific Economic Co
operation (APEC) organisation and took part
in the meeting of APEC deputy finance ministers
and central bank governors and, for the first time
ever, in the meeting of the APEC Technical Work
ing Group and in the meeting of APEC finance
ministers. The Bank of Russia prepared the re
port “Institutional Development in the World of
Free and Volatile Capital Flows.”
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II.10.2. COOPERATION BETWEEN THE BANK OF RUSSIA
AND FOREIGN COUNTRIES AND THEIR CENTRAL (NATIONAL) BANKS

T

he Bank of Russia cooperates with foreign
countries and their central (national)
banks with the objective of creating
favourable conditions for advancing Russia’s eco
nomic interests on international markets.
In 2004, the top priority for the Bank of Rus
sia in this area was the implementation of the
Joint Action Plan of the Russian Government and
Central Bank and the Belarussian Government
and National Bank for the introduction of a com
mon currency of the RussiaBelarus Union State
for the period from 2001 to 2005. The Interbank
Monetary Council of the Central Bank of the
Russian Federation and National Bank of the
Republic of Belarus held regular meetings and
examined the progress made in carrying out the
measures planned. It also discussed economic de
velopment issues and the principal elements of the
monetary policy of the two countries, the
harmonisation of the instruments of monetary
regulation, the effectuation of settlements in the
Union State’s payment system, exchange rate
policy and other issues.
At a meeting held in September 2004, the In
terbank Monetary Council came to the conclu
sion that the mechanisms described in the draft
Agreements between the Russian Government
and Bank of Russia, on the one hand, and the
Belarussian Government and National Bank of
Belarus, on the other, in respect to the use of
the Russian ruble as the only legal tender in
Belarus and related interbank documents, and
the extent of the harmonisation of the monetary
policies of the Bank of Russia and the National
Bank of the Republic of Belarus allowed the sides
in principle to introduce and use the Russian
ruble as the only legal means of payment in
Belarus.
As the date of the introduction of the Russian
ruble in Belarus was postponed, the Bank of Rus
sia and the National Bank of the Republic of
Belarus drew up a plan of actions for the intro
duction of the Russian ruble as the sole legal ten
der in Belarus from January 1, 2006.

The Bank of Russia participated in the work
of the CIS Interstate Monetary Committee. Spe
cifically, it took part in carrying out measures
designed to ensure the implementation of the Con
cept of Cooperation and Coordination of the
Activities of the CIS Member Countries in the
Monetary Sphere.
The Bank of Russia participated in drafting a
number of major documents designed to stimu
late the monetary and financial integration of the
member states of the Eurasian Economic Com
munity (EurAsEC). These include the Concept
of Monetary Cooperation, the Agreement on Co
operation in Organising an Integrated Foreign
Exchange Market, the Agreement on the Concep
tual Framework of the Policy of Foreign Exchange
Regulation and Foreign Exchange Control in Re
spect to Operations Connected with the Capital
Movement and the Plan for Cooperation in Bank
ing Regulation and Supervision for 2005—2006.
Three meetings of the EurAsEC Central (Na
tional) Bankers’ Council, set up to coordinate
monetary cooperation, were held in 2004. They
discussed ways of upgrading cooperation be
tween the EurAsEC national payment systems,
convert EurAsEC banking practices to interna
tional accounting and financial reporting stan
dards, the key elements of the national monetary
policies and other issues.
In 2004, EurAsEC central (national) bank
governors signed the Agreement on Standardising
the Procedure for Opening Accounts by Residents
of EurAsEC Countries in Banks of other EurAsEC
Countries to Serve the Activities of their Repre
sentative Offices and the Agreement on Coop
eration in Training EurAsEC Central (National)
Bank Personnel. The Coordinating Council on
the Vocational Training of EurAsEC Central (Na
tional) Bank Personnel was set up to implement
the corresponding agreement.
In the period under review, the Bank of Rus
sia was involved in the formation of the Common
Economic Space covering Belarus, Kazakh
stan, Russia and Ukraine, drafting Agreement
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on Common Approaches to the Monetary and
Foreign Exchange Policy Implementation and
Agreement on Harmonising Banking Legislation
in Compliance with the Basel Committee’s Core
Principles for Effective Banking Supervision, and
participated in drafting some other documents.
It continued to make vigorous efforts to turn
the Interstate Bank into an effective mechanism
for economic integration of CIS countries. In col
laboration with the Finance Ministry, the Bank
of Russia prepared a new draft of the Articles of
Association of the Interstate Bank and a draft
protocol on amendments to the Interstate Bank
Founding Agreement, which assign to the Inter
state Bank two major functions: the effectuation
of mutual payments and settlements in the na
tional currencies and the financing of investment
projects in the interests of the member states.
A significant event in 2004 was the interna
tional seminar “European System of Central
Banks/Bank of Russia,” organised in Helsinki by
the Bank of Russia in collaboration with the Eu
ropean Central Bank, at which the Bank of Rus
sia presented the following reports: “Free Move
ment of Capital: New Challenges for Monetary
Policy” and “Banking Sector Development and
Financial Sector Stability.”
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In 2004, the Bank of Russia took part in the
work of bilateral intergovernmental commis
sions and their structures (the committees on
trade, economic, scientific and technological
cooperation, and subcommittees and working
groups on financial and banking coopera
tion), attaching priority to relations with the
European Union, India, China, Vietnam and
Kazakhstan.
In 2004, Russia and Uzbekistan set up the
Subcommittee on Interbank Cooperation, and
Russia and Egypt decided to form a working group
on interbank cooperation. The Bank of Russia
signed a Memorandum of Understanding with
South African Reserve Bank and a protocol to the
Agreement on Interbank Settlements in Cross
Border Trade with China, and agreed a draft
Memorandum of Understanding with the Central
Bank of Brazil.
Bank of Russia representatives held meetings
and seminars with their colleagues and represen
tatives of commercial banks from China, Vietnam,
Indonesia and Brazil, at which they discussed key
issues of Russian banking and foreign exchange
legislation and how to improve cooperation be
tween the banking systems of Russia and these
countries.
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II.11. UPGRADING THE BANK OF RUSSIA
SYSTEM AND MAKING IT MORE EFFICIENT
II.11.1. THE BANK OF RUSSIA ORGANISATIONAL STRUCTURE
AND MEASURES TAKEN TO IMPROVE IT

I

n 2004, the Bank of Russia, as in the previ
ous few years, continued to carry out mea
sures designed to improve its organisational
structure, gradually overhaul the structure of its
internal divisions and optimise the size of its man
agement.
It believes that the most important result of
the measures it implemented in 2004 was the re
duction of the total number of employees of the
Bank of Russia Cash Settlement Centre by 2,100,
or 10% (due to the closure of many cash settle
ment centres and the transfer of their customers
to credit institutions and the nearest cash settle
ment centres) and the reduction of the staff of
the main divisions (national banks) and main cash
settlement centres by 2,500, or 7.5%.
The Bank of Russia established the Main Di
vision for Expert Appraisal to conduct an inde

pendent examination of construction projects and
contracts for the purchase of goods and services
by the Bank of Russia and optimise the provision
of information and methodological support for
regional branches and organisations.
As a result of the measures taken by the Bank
of Russia, the Bank of Russia staff decreased by
more than 6,000, or 7%.
As of January 1, 2005, the Bank of Russia
structure comprised the central office, 59 main
divisions, 19 national banks, the Bank of Russia
representative office in the Chechen Republic,
935 cash settlement centres, five divisions and the
Operations Department of the Main Division for
Moscow, field offices, the Central Depository Di
rectorate and six interregional depositories, four
specialised computer centres and auxiliary ser
vices.
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II.11.2. COORDINATING THE ACTIVITIES OF BANK OF RUSSIA
REGIONAL BRANCHES

I

n the year under review, the Bank of Russia
coordinated the activities of its regional
branches with the objectives of implement
ing the state monetary policy, increasing bank
ing sector stability, improving banking supervi
sion, ensuring the secure and efficient operation
of the payment system, fulfilling the requirements
of the law on countering money laundering and
terrorist financing, implementing foreign ex
change control and optimising the structure and
size of personnel of its regional branches.
The Bank of Russia coordinated the activi
ties of its regional branches by issuing regula
tions and recommendations, sending central of
fice specialists to regional branches to conduct
inspections and provide assistance, and holding
seminars and meetings on current problems and
developments.
To improve coordination between the divi
sions of the Bank of Russia central office and re
gional branches, the Bank of Russia established
the procedure for considering the Bank of Russia
regional branches’ annual reports for 2003 (Bank
of Russia Order No. R193, dated April 20, 2004,
“On the Procedure for Considering the Bank of
Russia Regional Branches’ Annual Reports for

2003”). The corresponding divisions of the Bank
of Russia central office examined the Bank of
Russia regional branches’ annual reports in ac
cordance with this procedure, studied the prob
lems raised in them and prepared the correspond
ing conclusions on them.
Having considered the problems raised by the
Bank of Russia regional branches in their annual
reports for 2003, the corresponding divisions of
the Bank of Russia central office sent their sum
mary conclusion to the regional branches for in
formation and practical use, and informed the
regional branches about the measures taken on
these problems in 2004.
To improve the performance of its regional
branches last year, the Bank of Russia continued
to work on the draft Regulation on the Bank of
Russia Regional Branches, taking into account the
amendments made to Russian legislation in re
spect to banking and the changes in its own regu
lations. The draft Regulation included the draft
of the Standard Structure of the Management of
the Bank of Russia Regional Branches and the
principles of its formation, which were designed
to improve the organisational structure of Bank
of Russia regional branches.
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II.11.3. STAFFING AND PERSONNEL TRAINING

W

hen carrying out measures to
optimise the personnel structure and
size of Bank of Russia establishments
and organisations last year, the Bank of Russia paid
particular attention to personnel placement in ac
cordance with each person’s competence and
growth potential, improving organisational and
managerial skills in internal divisions, as well as
raising the managerial competence of executives
and the qualification level of specialists.
As of January 1, 2005, specialist and execu
tive positions were filled by 98.7%. Most of the
Bank of Russia’s employees are between 30 and
50 years old (65.1%) and have worked in the
Bank of Russia system from three to 15 years
(68.1%). In the past few years, the number of
executives and specialists with a higher education
has been consistently increasing and the share of
employees under 30 has been falling (1,381 Bank
of Russia employees completed a training course
in higher education establishments in 2004).
As in the previous years, Bank of Russia re
gional branches continued to create a reserve of
executives for their internal divisions in 2004 and
its quality has now improved. More than 70% of
appointments to executive positions of different
levels were made from this reserve in 2004. Per
sonnel assessments remain a technique constantly

used in tackling various managerial tasks: 80%
of executives and specialists at regional branches
were involved in personnel assessments in the year
under review, about 30,000 managerial decisions
were taken as a result of personnel assessments
and assessment results were taken into account
1.7 times more often in managerial personnel de
cisions. Considerable attention was paid to person
nel development: more than 20,000 Bank of Rus
sia executives and specialists were involved in ad
vanced vocational training programmes in 2004.
In line with the Russian Banking Sector De
velopment Strategy, the Bank of Russia contin
ued to provide vocational retraining for its super
visors: 247 supervisors from 78 regional branches
and central office divisions were covered by the
vocational retraining programme in 2004.
As banks began to present financial statements
to international standards from January 1, 2004,
the Bank of Russia last year conducted 34 seminars
for its executives and specialists, and 107 seminars
for credit institution managers and chief accoun
tants, which involved more than 2,600 people.
The Bank of Russia launched a pilot project
designed to train a group of senior executives and
specialists with the central office for taking the
Association of Charted Certified Accountants
(ACCA) examinations.

CHANGES IN PERSONNEL STRUCTURE
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Language studies
International training programmes
Unscheduled centralised training courses
Seminars scheduled by Bank of Russia
educational structures
Seminars held under centralised agreements
To systematise and raise the level of manage
rial expertise and skills, the Bank of Russia held
34 seminars, which involved over 500 heads of
Bank of Russia internal divisions. Compared with
the previous year, the number of Bank of Russia
employees who received advanced training in
managerial skills in 2004 increased by 2.4 times
and central office executives and employees by 7.3
times. For the first time, the Bank of Russia
organised in collaboration with the Russian
Government’s Financial Academy a twoweek
training course in project management for 20 me
diumlevel Bank of Russia executives.
In 2004, the Bank of Russia completed the
optimisation of its educational structures. More
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than 380 advanced training sessions, which in
volved over 6,000 people, were held at six state
certified and accredited banking schools (colleges).
More than 16,000 Bank of Russia specialists
in information technology, information security,
cash issue operations and other areas received
advanced training on a contractual basis.
Foreign organisations and personnel training
centres conducted 173 courses and seminars in
advanced banking practices within the framework
of Bank of Russia cooperation agreements with
foreign countries in 2004.
The TACIS Bank of Russia Personnel Training
Project, financed by the European Commission,
started in 2004. In the period under review, the
Project Steering Committee held four meetings and
34 courses and seminars were held in Russia, which
involved 542 Bank of Russia specialists. These in
cluded a highlevel seminar on the role played by
central banks in monitoring financial stability and
four instruction trips abroad. An instruction visit
was organised to France within the framework of
the TACIS Banking Supervision and Accounting
Project, cosponsored by PricewaterhouseCoopers
Audit, a closeend jointstock company.
The Bank of Russia continued to implement a
programme for cooperation in personnel train
ing with the central (national) banks of the CIS
and EurAsEC member countries, which included
seminars, consultations, secondments and visits
to exchange experience. On March 12, 2004, rep
resentatives of EurAsEC central (national) banks
signed in Minsk an Agreement on Cooperation
in Central (National) Bank Personnel Training,
which was later signed by the Central Bank of
the Republic of Armenia.
In accordance with the decisions taken earlier by
the EurAsEC Central (National) Bankers’ Council
and the agreement signed between the EurAsEC cen
tral (national) banks, 20 mutual secondments were
organised, which involved about 60 EurAsEC
central (national) bank employees (eight second
ments involving 18 Bank of Russia representatives
and 12 Bank of Russia secondments for 43 represen
tatives of EurAsEC central (national) banks).
Ten seminars in which nearly 120 central (na
tional) bank specialists participated were held
within the framework of the Catalogue of the
Programmes for the CIS and EurAsEC member
states in 2004.
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II.11.4. BANK OF RUSSIA INFORMATION
AND TELECOMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT

T

he Bank of Russia Information and Tele
communications System (ITS) is a top
down structure of integrated systems (net
works), subsystems, technical facilities (comput
ers and telecommunications and engineering
equipment) and software, which constitute a
single integrated centre ensuring the operation of
the Bank of Russia using advanced information
technology, computers and communications and
management systems.
The Bank of Russia ITS ensures the operation
of the operation accounting, information analy
sis, organisational and internal business manage
ment systems and security facilities, as well as the
sharing of information with other federal govern
ment structures. About 20% of the entire amount
of data processed and transmitted by the ITS are
related to the payment system and more than 80%
to other spheres of activity of the Bank of Russia.
In the period under review, the Bank of Rus
sia operated, upgraded and modernised the ITS
systems (networks), subsystems and centres. It
continued to develop primary networks using digi
tal communications lines in its regional branches

and develop and modernise the structured cable
systems and local computer networks in its estab
lishments.
To reduce operational risk in the automatic
systems, the Bank of Russia continued to expand
the integrated system of control of telecommuni
cations and information resources, which is now
operating in 83 Bank of Russia regional branches
and organisations.
The Bank of Russia continued to expand its
electronic mail service, which ensured the ex
change of messages between Bank of Russia in
ternal divisions and electronic document turnover
and record keeping in the Bank of Russia. There
are regional mail services in 77 Bank of Russia
regional branches used by almost 20,000 people.
To raise the efficiency of its staff and internal
divisions, the Bank of Russia developed an Intranet
system and tested the Bank of Russia Intranet
corporate portal. Currently it covers 21 internal
divisions of the central office and 77 Bank of Rus
sia regional branches and six organisations. About
9,000 people are registered Bank of Russia
Intranet corporate portal users.
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II.11.5. BANK OF RUSSIA WORK TO IMPROVE BANKING LEGISLATION.
MANAGING SUITS AND CLAIMS IN BANK OF RUSSIA ESTABLISHMENTS

T

he efforts made by the Bank of Russia to
improve banking legislation in 2004 fo
cused on the adoption of a wide range of
federal laws that were important for the function
ing of the Russian banking system.
Significant amendments were made to bank
insolvency (bankruptcy) legislation by Federal
Law No. 121FZ, dated August 20, 2004,
“On Making Amendments to the Federal Law
‘On the Insolvency (Bankruptcy) of Credit
Institutions’ and Invalidating Some Federal
Laws (Provisions of Federal Laws).” The law
included a number of provisions which signifi
cantly simplified the procedure for bankruptcy of
credit institutions. When a credit institution is
declared bankrupt, bankruptcy proceedings shall
be initiated and conducted without surveillance
procedure. The maximum tenure of the provi
sional administration was reduced from 9—12 to
six months. Another new point was that the De
posit Insurance Agency became the receiver of
bankrupt credit institutions which had licences
to take household funds on deposit, and the arbi
tration court and Bank of Russia received the
right to oversee the activities of the receiver. The
law allows subsidiary responsibility to be placed
by a court ruling for a credit institution’s obliga
tions upon the founders (members), members of
the board of directors (supervisory board) and
managers of the credit institution if the latter went
bankrupt through their fault.
After several years of debate on the need to
upgrade the banking system’s infrastructure, Rus
sian legislators passed Federal Law No. 218FZ,
dated December 30, 2004, “On Credit His
tories,” which is to come into effect on June 1,
2005. The law defines a credit history and es
tablishes the procedure for compiling, keeping
and using credit histories. It also regulates the
activities of credit bureaux.
The Bank of Russia will play a major role in
implementing this law, as the Central Catalogue
of Credit Histories, an internal division of the
Bank of Russia, will be a single information cen

tre where one will be able to find out for free in
which credit bureau a particular credit history is
kept.
From September 1, 2005, credit institutions
will be required with a borrower’s consent to
present to at least one credit bureau information
on the fulfilment by the borrower of the obliga
tions he/she assumed under loan (credit) agree
ments.
Federal Law No. 219FZ, dated Decem
ber 30, 2004, “On Making Amendments to
Some Federal Laws in Connection with the
Adoption of the Federal Law ‘On Credit His
tories,’” provided for making the corresponding
amendments to the Civil Code, the Federal Law
“On Banks and Banking Activities” and other
federal laws. Specifically, it revised some bank
secrecy regulations as the law “On Credit Histo
ries” stipulated that credit institutions may, with
the borrower’s consent, pass information to credit
bureaux.
Federal Law No. 96FZ, dated July 29,
2004, “On Bank of Russia Payments on
Household Deposits with Bankrupt Banks Un
covered by the Compulsory Deposit Insurance
System,” was passed with the objective of in
creasing confidence in the banking system as a
whole. The law extended to the depositors of the
banks outside the compulsory deposit insurance
system the same guarantees as those that existed
within this system. Under the law, Bank of Rus
sia funds are used as a source of payments to de
positors of those banks outside the deposit insur
ance system.
Federal Law No. 97FZ, dated July 29,
2004, “On Amending Some Laws in Connec
tion with the Adoption of the Federal Law ‘On
Bank of Russia Payments on Household De
posits with Bankrupt Banks Uncovered by the
Compulsory Deposit Insurance System,’”
made the following changes to the Civil Code, the
Federal Law “On the Central Bank of the Rus
sian Federation (Bank of Russia)” and the Fed
eral Law “On Banks and Banking Activities”:
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— claims that have passed to the Bank of Russia
as a result of the payments made to depositors
as part of the claims of the firstpriority credi
tors must be met as such in accordance with
the procedure established for the claims that
have passed to the Deposit Insurance Agency,
that is, on a firstpriority basis;
— the Bank of Russia has been granted the right
until December 31, 2006, to impose restric
tions in some cases on the interest rate set by
a credit institution in a bank deposit agree
ment concluded (extended) during the restric
tion period;
— banks with a licence to take household funds
on deposit must disclose information on inter
est rates set in the bank deposit agreements
with private individuals, information on their
debt on household deposits and information
on the receipt of cash by private individuals
under bank deposit agreements in accordance
with the procedure established by the Bank of
Russia.
Federal Law No. 193FZ, dated Decem
ber 29, 2004, “On Making Amendments to the
Federal Law ‘On Mortgage Securities,’” is
designed to safeguard the interests of mortgage
security holders if a credit institution goes bank
rupt. Should a credit institution, an issuer of
mortgagebacked bonds go bankrupt, the mort
gage shall be removed from bankruptcy assets
and used to meet the claims of the holders of
such bonds. The law also gave credit institu
tions the right to issue mortgage participation
certificates and specified the procedure for the
state regulation and control of the mortgage
securities market.
Federal Law No. 192FZ, dated Decem
ber 29, 2004, “On Making Amendments to
Some Federal Laws in Connection with the
Adoption of the Federal Law ‘On Mortgage Se
curities,’” made some changes to the Civil Code,
the Federal Law “On Insolvency (Bankruptcy),”
the Federal Law “On Banks and Banking Activi
ties,” the Federal Law “On JointStock Compa
nies” and the Federal Law “On Limited Liability
Companies.” These amendments were needed to
regulate the status of mortgage in bank bankrupt
cies and they lifted restrictions (the size of
authorised capital or security provided by third
persons) on the issue of mortgagebacked bonds

by corporate entities. In addition, the amendments
made to the Federal Law “On Banks and Banking
Activities” were in accord with the changes made
to the Federal Law “On the Insolvency (Bank
ruptcy) of Credit Institutions” and set out some
new principles of regulating the Bank of Russia
initiated liquidation of credit institutions.
To harmonise Russian legislation with inter
national standards in countering money launder
ing and terrorist financing, Russia passed Fed
eral Law No. 88FZ, dated July 28, 2004,
“On Amending the Federal Law ‘On Counter
ing the Legalisation (Laundering) of Crimi
nally Obtained Incomes and the Financing of
Terrorism.’”
Some other federal laws affecting the Bank of
Russia and credit institutions were passed last
year, such as Federal Law No. 106FZ, dated
August 20, 2004, “On Amending Article 49
of the Federal Law ‘On Insurance of House
hold Deposits with Russian Banks,”’ Federal
Law No. 58FZ, dated June 29, 2004, “On
Making Amendments to Some Federal Laws
and Invalidating Some Federal Laws in Con
nection with the Implementation of Measures
to Upgrade Government Administration.”
As for the lawmaking activities of the Bank
of Russia, in the period from January 1 to De
cember 31, 2004, it issued 198 regulatory docu
ments (12 instructions, 19 regulations and 167
ordinances), of which 92 Bank of Russia regula
tory documents were registered with the Minis
try of Justice.
The Bank of Russia continued to eliminate
discrepancies in and optimise its regulatory docu
ments. Of the 167 ordinances it issued last year,
44 were designed to update and optimise regula
tion. As a result, the Bank of Russia invalidated
282 regulations and some provisions in 42 regu
lations and repealed 120 nonregulatory docu
ments which clarified Bank of Russia regulations.

MANAGING SUITS AND CLAIMS
IN BANK OF RUSSIA ESTABLISHMENTS
In 2004, Bank of Russia regional branches had
926 property claims made against them to the
total amount of 322.1 million rubles and 90,000
US dollars, of which only 81 claims to the amount
of 1.3 million rubles were upheld.
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These figures show that most of the claims and
suits filed against the Bank of Russia in respect
to the servicing of credit institutions’ correspon
dent accounts and the recovery of funds at bank
depositors’ requests were unjustified and could
not be upheld.
In 2004, 224 suits filed against the Bank of
Russia in respect to labour relations were consid
ered in common courts of law.
As for credit institutions’ appeals against the
decision by the Bank of Russia to use sanctions
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against them, four out of the 14 suits of this kind,
involving a total of 2.5 million rubles, were up
held.
Bank of Russia establishments, for their part,
filed claims and suits against credit institutions
as part of the supervision process. They filed 610
claims to the amount of 21.0 million rubles and
53 suits to the amount of 5.9 million rubles, of
which by the end of the period under review 518
claims and suits to the amount of 13.1 million
rubles had been upheld.
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II.11.6. BANK OF RUSSIA INTERNAL AUDIT

T

he Bank of Russia chief auditor’s service in
2004 oversaw the Bank of Russia and the
institutions and organisations accountable
to it to make sure that they conducted financial
and business operations properly.
The chief auditor’s service did so on the ba
sis of a plan approved by the Bank of Russia
Chairman, which provided for comprehensive
audits and selective inspections to be conducted
in Bank of Russia internal divisions and
organisations. In addition to the planned audits,
the chief auditor’s service conducted unsched
uled inspections at the request of Bank of Rus
sia management.
Virtually all Bank of Russia divisions which
compile a separate balance sheet were subjected
to comprehensive and selective inspections.
Particular attention was paid to inspections
designed to verify the correctness of the calcula
tion and payment of taxes and the fulfilment of
other taxpayers’ duties. Information system au
dits continued.
Great emphasis was placed on the evaluation
of internal controls and to ensure that internal
controls were adequate to the scale of the opera
tions being conducted.
Audit and inspection results show that by and
large the Bank of Russia ensured the observance
of Russian legislation and Bank of Russia regula
tions, and accuracy in the material aspects of ac
counting and reporting. In addition, the results
showed that the internal controls of the Bank of
Russia were adequate to the nature and scale of
its activities.
At the same time, despite a fall in the number
of violations in most fields of activity, there are
still problems with the way the expenditure bud
get is used and real estate and property are man
aged.
The decisions taken upon the examination of
audit (inspection) results took into account the
nature of the identified problems and a number
of important decisions were taken to use materi
als and labour more effectively, and optimise pro
duction techniques.

A set of measures was carried out to improve
the internal audit and create conditions for mak
ing it more efficient.
Surveys of the most typical infractions discov
ered in the principal fields of activity in the previ
ous year were made known to the managers of all
regional branches to prevent and eliminate prob
lems.
In 2004, the Bank of Russia took steps to
wards methodological uniformity and improving
the quality of inspections to make them more ef
fective. To this end, it held a seminar for the man
agers of audit services who are invited to head
comprehensive inspections of regional branches.
In the year under review, the Bank of Russia sent
its regional branches methodological recommen
dations on auditing cash issue operations, expen
ditures on the construction and repairs of build
ings and facilities and operations with financial
instruments. Methodological recommendations
were issued on auditing the management of non
cash settlements and the work carried out by re
gional branches in connection with banks’ entry
to the deposit insurance system. Recommenda
tions are now being prepared on the audit of other
activities of Bank of Russia establishments.
Measures were implemented to improve the
competence of the staff of the chief auditor’s ser
vice with special emphasis made on the study of
IFRS.
The Bank of Russia chief auditor’s service ex
panded cooperation with similar services in CIS
central banks, including cooperation within the
framework of the annual consultative meetings of
the heads of these services. During the year, em
ployees of the chief auditor’s service visited the cen
tral banks of UK, Germany, Italy, France, Arme
nia, Kazakhstan and Finland to study the practices
of the corresponding internal audit services.
Pursuant to Article 13 of the Federal Law “On
the Central Bank of the Russian Federation (Bank
of Russia),” the National Banking Board in No
vember 2004 examined the Bank of Russia Chief
Auditor’s Report “The Inspection Activities of the
Bank of Russia Chief Auditor’s Service in 2004.”
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II.11.7. BANK OF RUSSIA STAKEHOLDINGS IN THE CAPITAL
OF RUSSIAN AND FOREIGN CREDIT INSTITUTIONS
AND OTHER ORGANISATIONS

P

ursuant to Article 8 of the Federal Law
“On the Central Bank of the Russian
Federation (Bank of Russia),” the Bank
of Russia participated in the capital of the Sav
ings Bank (Sberbank) in 2004 and in the capi
tal of the following resident organisations ensur
ing the operation of the Bank of Russia: the Mos
cow Interbank Currency Exchange (MICEX),
the St Petersburg Currency Exchange
(SPCEX) and the National Depository Centre
(NDC). The Bank of Russia participated in the
management and control of these resident
organisations through its representatives in their
management and supervisory bodies.
The Bank of Russia stake in the capital of
Sberbank was unchanged in 2004 at 60.57%.
The purpose of the Bank of Russia stakeholding
in Sberbank was to ensure that it conducted an
efficient and open policy when providing the en
tire range of its services. In the year under re
view, Sberbank’s Supervisory Board and share
holders’ meeting approved, with the active par
ticipation of the Bank of Russia, a set of amend
ments to Sberbank’s Article of Association, de
signed to give the bank’s shareholders and cus
tomers more access to information about the
bank’s activities and broaden the powers of the
control bodies to oversee Sberbank’s daytoday
activities. To introduce best corporate governance
practice, Sberbank set up a personnel and remu
neration committee in 2004 and an audit com
mittee under the Sberbank Supervisory Board,
which included Bank of Russia representatives.
Dividends paid to the Bank of Russia in 2004
from Sberbank’s 2003 profit amounted to more
than 1.5 billion rubles. According to preliminary
data, Sberbank made a profit of 52.6 billion rubles
in 2004, an increase of 35.6% on 2003.
Stakeholdings in the MICEX and the SPCEX
allowed the Bank of Russia to control operations
on the domestic foreign exchange market and gov
ernment debt market through its representatives

on the exchange boards and commissions of these
two largest bourses of the Central and Northwest
ern Federal Districts and use exchange infrastruc
ture for the purposes of its monetary and exchange
rate policies.
The Bank of Russia share in MICEX capital
remained unchanged in 2004 and as of January
1, 2005, it stood at 28.76% of the exchange’s
equity capital.
In 2004, the Exchange Board considered how
to expand and improve further the various seg
ments of the exchange market, including the for
eign exchange trade and government securities
sections, and improve risk management in ex
change trade. During the year under review, the
MICEX carried out several major projects: it
united the unified trading session of several in
terbank currency exchanges and the afternoon
session (SELT) into the Unified Trading Session,
which allowed it to increase the liquidity of indi
vidual foreign currency instruments, opened the
MICEX Stock Exchange and transferred trade
from its stock market section to the MICEX Stock
Exchange.
The Bank of Russia actively used the MICEX
in operations to regulate banking sector liquid
ity. Exchange refinancing mechanisms, such as
currency swaps and repo operations, were a ma
jor means of maintaining the current liquidity of
exchange market participants. In March 2004,
the Bank of Russia began to conduct deposit op
erations in the MICEX electronic trade system
(ETS). Such operations were conducted at auc
tions or at fixed interest rates. By conducting de
posit operations through the MICEX electronic
trade system, the Bank of Russia received an ad
ditional opportunity quickly to react to the chang
ing liquidity market situation and ensured all
credit institutions, including regional ones, equal
access to the monetary regulation instruments and
enabled credit institutions to use new asset man
agement technologies.
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In 2004, overall trade on the MICEX came
close to $550.0 billion, or almost double the fig
ure compared with 2003 ($280.7 billion). In
2004, the MICEX posted a net profit of more than
500 million rubles, which represents an increase
of 170% on the previous year. In 2004, for the
first time in 10 years, the MICEX paid dividends
for 2003 at 56.6% of net profit. The Bank of
Russia received over 28 million rubles.
The Bank of Russia share in the capital of
the SPCEX contracted from 10.0% to 8.9% in
2004 as a result of the placement of an additional
issue of SPCEX shares with other investors with
the objective of bringing the equity capital struc
ture into conformity with federal legislation and
thus being able to qualify for a stock exchange
licence.
The principal objective of the Bank of Russia
representatives in the SPCEX Exchange Board
in 2004 was to ensure the adoption of decisions
which would give traders more opportunities
when conducting transactions with various finan
cial instruments in both the SPCEX and MICEX
trading systems. To bring the exchange’s inter
nal documents into conformity with the recom
mendations of the Federal Financial Markets Ser
vice, the Bank of Russia representatives proposed
making the corresponding amendments to stock
exchange trade and access rules and clearing regu
lations. An amendment was made to the SPCEX
Articles of Association in 2004, establishing the
procedure for electing Exchange Board members
by cumulative voting, which ensured the propor
tional distribution of shareholder votes among
candidates.
The SPCEX foreign exchange and securities
trade turnover expanded by almost 70% in 2004
to over a trillion rubles as against 684.2 billion
rubles in 2003. Trade in standard contracts in
creased by 170% year on year. In 2004, the
SPCEX used the profit for 2003 to modernise the
technological base and exchange market infra
structure of the Northwestern Federal District,
supply the needs of the interregional exchange
trade system in foreign currency and stimulate
trade in securities.
Consistently implementing its policy of pro
moting the development of the financial market
infrastructure, the Bank of Russia participates in
the capital of the NDC. In 2004, the Bank of

Russia stakeholding in the NDC remained un
changed from the previous year at 49.0%.
In 2004, the NDC general meeting decided on
the basis of the materials prepared by the NDC’s
policymaking committees and commissions, on
which Bank of Russia representatives sat, to ex
pand the membership of the partnership, create
conditions for servicing all kinds of securities is
sued by Russian issuers and reduce fees. The NDC
general meeting, in which Bank of Russia repre
sentatives played an active part, passed amend
ments to the NDC articles of partnership designed
to improve the management of the depository and
form a Board of Directors.
In collaboration with the MICEX, the NDC
organised an exchange of information in real time
last year between the trade and depository sys
tems, began to handle Russian eurobonds through
an account opened in the MICEX Clearing House
and carried out a range of projects designed to
upgrade the computerised depositor service sys
tem and raise the level of internal automation.
In 2004, the NDC used the profit it received
for 2003 to finance the development of its regional
infrastructure, improve the electronic document
turnover by converting it to international stan
dards and establish correspondent interdeposi
tory relations with international organisations.
The group of Russian overseas banks com
prises the Moscow Narodny Bank (London),
Banque Commercial pour l’Europe du Nord
Eurobank (Paris), OstWest Handelsbank
(Frankfurt am Main), DonauBank (Vienna)
and EastWest United Bank (Luxembourg).
These banks operate in compliance with their host
country’s legislation and are supervised by the
local supervisory authorities, while the Bank of
Russia participates in managing these banks
through its representatives on their supervisory
boards.
The Bank of Russia holds a 15.0% stake in
the DonauBank (Vienna) and EastWest United
Bank (Luxembourg). It has retained its blocks of
shares in these banks at the recommendation of
the local supervisory authorities. The Bank of
Russia owns 88.89% of the capital of the Mos
cow Narodny Bank (London), 87.04% of the
capital of Eurobank (Paris) and 51.62% of the
capital of the OstWest Handelsbank (Frankfurt
am Main).
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Pursuant to Article 8 of the Federal Law “On
the Central Bank of the Russian Federation (Bank
of Russia),” the Bank of Russia disposes of
stakeholdings in these banks in agreement with
the Russian Government. Article 13 of the said
law places decisionmaking concerning the par
ticipation of the Bank of Russia in the capital of
credit institutions within the competence of the
National Banking Board.
Implementing the decisions of the National
Banking Board, the Bank of Russia continued to
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create conditions for its withdrawal from the capi
tal of Russian overseas banks in 2004. Specifically,
it took steps to make these banks more indepen
dent financially from the Bank of Russia, held
meetings and consultations with their host coun
tries’ supervisory authorities and studied possible
forms of share alienation. Work continued in the
period under review to transfer to the Bank of
Russia the rights to the shares in the Russian over
seas banks which are historically registered as be
ing owned by “nominal shareholders.”
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INTRODUCTION

T

he annual financial statements reflect the
operations conducted by the Bank of Rus
sia in fulfilling its principal purposes and
functions established by Federal Law No. 86FZ,
dated July 10, 2002, “On the Central Bank of
the Russian Federation (Bank of Russia).”
The annual financial statements (hereinafter
referred to as the financial statements) as of Janu
ary 1, 2005, presented below comprise:
● the Annual Balance Sheet;
● the Profit and Loss Account;
● the Statement on Profit and its Allocation;
● the Statement on Bank of Russia Reserves and
Funds;
● the Statement on Bank of Russia Management
of Securities and Stakeholdings that are Bank
of Russia Property;
● the Statement on Bank of Russia Personnel
Costs;
● the Statement on Capital Investment Budget
Performance;

The principal objectives of the Bank of Russia
are as follows:
● to protect the ruble and ensure its stability;
● to develop and strengthen the Russian bank
ing system;
● to ensure the effective and smooth function
ing of the payment system.
The monetary policy pursued by the Bank of
Russia in 2004 aimed to create conditions for the
country’s longterm economic development. When
pursuing its foreign exchange policy, the Bank of
Russia used the regime of managed floating, which
was designed to cushion any abrupt fluctuations
of the exchange rate of the national currency and
prevent the ruble’s excessive appreciation.
In the year under review, the banking sector
retained its positive development trends and
strengthened its role in the system of financial
intermediation. The reliable operation and up
grading of the Bank of Russia payment system
ensured that payments were effected in good time.
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ANNUAL BALANCE SHEET
AS OF JANUARY 1, 2005
(million rubles)
Note

2004

2003

1. Precious metals

3

60,188

48,738

2. Funds placed with nonresidents
and securities issued by nonresidents

4

3. Loans and deposits, of which:

5

ASSETS

3.1. extended to resident organisations
3.2. intended for foreign debt service
4. Securities, of which:

6

4.1. Russian government securities
5. Other assets, of which:

7

5.1. fixed assets
Total assets

3,439,517 2,205,795
178,378

194,937

169

838

152,618

182,618

345,575

330,008

324,902

297,894

76,502

73,304

58,710

56,405

4,100,160 2,852,782

LIABILITIES
1. Cash in circulation

8

1,673,294 1,228,881

2. Funds in Bank of Russia accounts, of which:

9

1,914,817 1,195,275

2.1. Russian government funds

891,113

326,601

2.2. funds of resident credit institutions

700,694

661,240

3. Float

10

220,105

6,520

4. Other liabilities

11

103,901

123,873

188,043

298,233

3,000

3,000

5.2. reserves and funds

188,389

300,489

5.3. losses incurred in 1998

(3,346)

(5,256)

5. Capital, of which:
5.1. authorised capital

Total liabilities

4,100,160 2,852,782

Bank of Russia Chairman

S.М. Ignatiev

Bank of Russia Chief Accountant

L.I. Gudenko
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PROFIT AND LOSS ACCOUNT
(million rubles)
Note

2004

2003

Interest income

13

53,986

44,862

Income from operations with securities

14

26,750

18,378

Income from operations with precious metals

2,928

4,521

Income from stakeholdings in credit and other institutions

1,750

1,462

INCOME

Net income from recovery of provisions

15

844

11,875

Other income

16

3,922

17,719

90,180

98,817

Total income

EXPENSES
Interest expenses

17

3,064

3,083

Expenses on operations with securities

18

9,292

7,179

Cash turnover management expenses

19

6,065

3,139

85

74

Expenses on operations with precious metals
Other operating expenses

20

22,138

18,859

Personnel costs

21

30,390

29,196

Total expenses

71,034

61,530

Financial result: profit

19,146

37,287
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Re s e r v e
f und

3,000

31,664

Soci al f und
3,106

Fi xe d as s e t s
reval uat i on
f und
8,117

Ot h e r f u n d s

Los s e s
f or 1998

107

(5,256)

Fullyear profit

(million rubles)
Al l ocat i on
of prof i t
Tot al
f or 2004
—
298,233

19,146

19,146

(45)

(45)

(15,281)

(15,281)

(3,820)

—
(113,470)

Allocation of profit for 2004:
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— taxes and duties paid
— to be transferred
to the federal budget
— allocated to funds and to cover
losses for 1998
Accrued exchange rate differences

1,757

153
(113,470)

Allocated to funds from other sources
Used from funds
Balance as of January 1, 2005

1,910

(4)
3,000

33,417

144,025

1

2

3

(380)

(153)

(6)

(543)

2,879

7,965
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—

188,043
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Balance as of January 1, 2004

Aut hori sed
capi t al

Accrued
exchange rat e
di f f erences
257,495
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NOTES TO THE ANNUAL FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
AS OF JANUARY 1, 2005
1. ACCOUNTING AND FINANCIAL REPORTING PRINCIPLES
The Bank of Russia’s accounting and financial reporting is pursuant to the Federal Law “On the
Central Bank of the Russian Federation (Bank of Russia),” the Federal Law “On Accounting,” Bank
of Russia Accounting Rules No. 66, dated September 18, 1997 (with subsequent changes and amend
ments) and other Bank of Russia regulations issued in pursuance of the above federal laws.
(a) Accounting principles
Accounting is conducted according to the principle of accounting for balance sheet items at their
initial cost at the time of the acquisition of assets or the occurrence of liabilities. The principles of
revaluating individual sets of assets and liabilities are set out below.
(b) Financial reporting principles
These financial statements have been compiled on the basis of the balance sheet data of the Bank
of Russia, including its regional branches and other divisions making up the structure of the Bank of
Russia as a corporate entity.
These financial statements have been compiled without including the financial statements of credit
and other institutions within and outside Russia which have Bank of Russia stakeholdings and whose
activities are controlled by the Bank of Russia.
These financial statements have been compiled in the Russian currency, the ruble, in millions of
rubles, abbreviated as Rbs m.
Whenever necessary, comparative data have been readjusted, taking into account the changes in
the form of presentation of the financial statements for the year under review.
Figures in parentheses denote negative values.
(c) Precious metals
Precious metals are accounted for at their acquisition cost. Precious metals in deposits and impersonal
metal accounts in nonresident credit institutions are accounted for at their acquisition cost and included
in the balance sheet item “Funds placed with nonresidents and securities issued by nonresidents.”
(d) Foreign currency assets and liabilities
Foreign currency assets and liabilities are accounted for in rubles at the official rates of exchange
of the foreign currencies against the ruble set by the Bank of Russia (hereinafter referred to as the
official exchange rates) as of the balance sheet compilation date. Foreign currency assets and liabili
ties are revalued daily at the official exchange rates. Income and expenses on Bank of Russia foreign
currency operations are accounted for in the balance sheet in rubles at the official exchange rates as of
the date of their receipt or conduct.
Unrealised exchange rate differences, which occur in the course of revaluing the balances in debit
and credit balance sheet foreign currency accounts, are accounted for as “Accrued Exchange Rate
Differences” and are not included in the Profit and Loss Account. Realised exchange rate differences,
which occur when operations with foreign currency values are conducted at an exchange rate differ
ent from the official exchange rate of foreign currencies against the ruble, are calculated for in each
operation and included in Bank of Russia income or expenses.
Should the accrued negative unrealised exchange rate difference exceed the accrued positive
unrealised exchange rate difference over the reporting year, the excess is compensated for at the
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expense of the previously accrued exchange rate differences. In the event of the lack or shortage of the
balance in the balance sheet account “Accrued exchange rate differences,” negative unrealised ex
change rate differences shall be accounted for as Bank of Russia operating expenses by decision of the
Bank of Russia Board of Directors.
The official rates of exchange used in recalculating foreign currency assets and liabilities on the
last business day, December 31, 2004, were as follows: 27.7487 rubles to the US dollar (2003:
29.4545 rubles to the US dollar) and 37.8104 rubles to the euro (2003: 36.8240 rubles to the euro).
(e) Securities
Under the Federal Law “On the Central Bank of the Russian Federation (Bank of Russia),” the
Bank of Russia has the right to buy and sell government securities on the open market. The account
ing principles used in accounting for investments in government securities are as follows:
● government securities in the investment portfolio are accounted for at their acquisition (restruc
turing) price;
● government securities in the trade portfolio are revalued upon the results of trades if there are
market quotations or accounted for at their acquisition price if there are none;
● Finance Ministry promissory notes are accounted for at their acquisition price.
In addition, the following accounting principles are used in respect to other securities:
● foreign issuers’ securities are accounted for at their acquisition price;
● credit institutions’ promissory notes are accounted for at their acquisition price.
Promissory notes that have not been retired when due and have not been protested are accounted
for at the acquisition price, taking into account the discount and interest.
Bonds issued by the Bank of Russia are accounted for at their nominal value. The difference be
tween the nominal value and actual selling (redemption) price of the bonds is accounted for during
their maturity period in the accounts used to register deferred income and expenses on securities.
When a bond issue is redeemed, the accrued deferred income and expenses on this issue are netted
and the result is accounted for in the Bank of Russia income or expense accounts.
(f) Investment
Bank of Russia investments in the authorised capital of credit and other institutions within and
outside Russia are accounted for at their acquisition price.
(g) Loans extended to credit institutions
Loans extended to credit institutions are accounted for in the sum of the principal debt.
(h) Provisions for possible losses on Bank of Russia operations
To protect its assets against the risk of depreciation, the Bank of Russia, using internationally
accepted banking practice and its rules and regulations, makes provisions for possible losses on
loans extended to credit institutions, for the devaluation of investments in securities and for other
active operations it conducts. Risks on Bank of Russia assets, for which provisions are made, are
evaluated by determining the probability of nonreturn of Bank of Russia funds invested in assets
and the probable level of Bank of Russia losses. Bank of Russia provisions are made in rubles from
Bank of Russia expenses. When loans are repaid, deposits returned and promissory notes retired
and the quality of assets improves (or the risk factor is reduced), the provisions made for them
earlier are recovered to Bank of Russia income. The provisions made are accounted for as part of
other liabilities.
(i) Fixed assets
Fixed assets are accounted for at their residual value, that is, the acquisition price with account of
revaluation net of accrued depreciation.
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Bank of Russia fixed assets are revalued pursuant to the Russian Government’s resolutions. The
latest revaluation was made on January 1, 1997.
The depreciation of the fixed assets acquired and put into operation before January 1, 2002, is
charged at the official rates of depreciation set by USSR Council of Ministers Resolution No. 1072,
dated October 22, 1990, “On Standard Rates of Depreciation Charges for the Complete Restoration
of Fixed Assets of the National Economy of the USSR”:
% a year
Buildings

1.0—12.5

Equipment (including computers, furniture, transport vehicles, etc.)

5—20

Fixed assets put into operation on January 1, 2002, are subject to the rates of depreciation set by
Bank of Russia Order No. OD239, dated May 8, 2003, “On the Enforcement of the Regulation on
the Procedure for Using the List of Depreciated Fixed Assets of the Bank of Russia, Broken down into
Depreciation Groups and Indicating Serviceability Periods and the List of Depreciated Fixed Assets of
the Bank of Russia, Broken down into Depreciation Groups and Indicating Serviceability Periods,”
based on Russian Federation Government Resolution No. 1, dated January 1, 2002, “On the Classi
fication of Fixed Assets Included in Depreciation Groups.”
% a year
Buildings

1.1—14

Equipment (including computers, furniture, transport vehicles, etc.)

4—92

(j) Cash in circulation
The Bank of Russia is the sole issuer of cash and organiser of cash circulation. The banknotes and
coins put into circulation are accounted for in the balance sheet at their face value.
(k) Funds in Bank of Russia accounts
Funds in accounts with the Bank of Russia comprise federal government funds, credit institutions’
funds in correspondent accounts, credit institutions’ required reserves deposited with the Bank of
Russia, credit institutions’ deposits with the Bank of Russia and regional and local government bud
get funds and government extrabudgetary funds.
(l) Float
Float as of the end of the year includes the balances connected with the closing of accounts of
intraregional and interregional electronic payments, settlements effected using letters of advice, bal
ances resulting from operations between Bank of Russia establishments and funds the Bank of Russia
must enter to customers’ accounts.
(m) Capital
The capital of the Bank of Russia comprises:
— authorised capital. Under Article 10 of the Federal Law “On the Central Bank of the Russian
Federation (Bank of Russia),” the Bank of Russia has an authorised capital of 3 billion rubles;
— various reserves and funds formed to enable the Bank of Russia to fulfil the functions assigned to it
by the Federal Law “On the Central Bank of the Russian Federation (Bank of Russia).” Informa
tion on the sources and uses of the reserves and funds is contained in the Statement on Bank of
Russia Reserves and Funds.
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The balance sheet item “Capital” shows also the amount of uncovered losses incurred in 1998 as a
result of the devaluation of the Bank of Russia government securities portfolio as of January 1, 1999.
Losses incurred by the Bank of Russia in 1998 are covered from Bank of Russia retained profit.
(n) Recognition of Bank of Russia income and expenses
Income and expenses are accounted for in the Profit and Loss Account on a cash basis, i.e., after
income has been received and expenses have been made.
(o) Balance sheet profit/loss
Balance sheet profit/loss is accounted for in the Profit and Loss Account under the heading “fi
nancial result: profit/loss” as the difference between the sum of income received and expenses in
volved in the Bank of Russia core and sideline activities over the reporting year.
(p) Taxation of the Bank of Russia
The Bank of Russia and its divisions pay taxes and duties in compliance with the Tax Code of the
Russian Federation. The Bank of Russia has elaborated and adopted the accounting policy for the
purposes of taxation, which describes the tax accounting methods and establishes the principles of
and the procedure for making the accounting of the Bank of Russia activities for the purposes of
taxation.

2. IMPACT OF ECONOMIC CONDITIONS ON BANK OF RUSSIA FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
In 2004, the Russian economy continued to be largely determined by favourable external eco
nomic conditions.
Owing to the managed floating regime and massive inflow of foreign exchange to the country,
Russia’s international reserves continued to increase.
Economic growth and high world market prices for major Russian export commodities led to a
federal budget surplus, part of which was used by the Government to establish the Stabilisation Fund.
The Federal Government’s funds in accounts with the Bank of Russia increased by almost 2.7 times.
In pursuance of the 2004 Federal Budget Law, the Russian Government last year continued to
restructure some government securities in the Bank of Russia portfolio into securities with character
istics allowing the Bank of Russia to conduct operations with them on the open market.
Growth in cash in circulation continued, although the share of cash in the Bank of Russia consoli
dated balance sheet liabilities contracted slightly.
Bank of Russia profit in 2004 was largely due to the increased income from international reserve
placements and income from Bank of Russia operations with government securities.

3. PRECIOUS METALS
Growth under this item is due to gold purchases.
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4. FUNDS PLACED WITH NONRESIDENTS AND SECURITIES ISSUED BY NONRESIDENTS
(million rubles)
2004

2003

Foreign issuers’ securities

1,807,588

1,144,396

Balances in correspondent accounts, loans extended
and deposits placed in nonresident banks

1,609,728

1,037,330

22,201

24,069

Loans extended and deposits placed in Bank of Russia
subsidiaries abroad
Total

3,439,517 2,205,795

Foreign issuers’ securities are mainly US treasury bills, government debt obligations of Germany,
France, Belgium, the Netherlands, Austria, Spain, Finland and Ireland and debt instruments of
extrabudgetary funds and federal agencies of the above countries and international financial
organisations. The increase under this balance sheet item was due to growth in investments in foreign
issuers’ securities, caused by the expansion of international reserves.
Growth under the item “Balances in correspondent accounts, loans extended and deposits placed
in nonresident banks” is due to the increase in international reserves.

5. LOANS AND DEPOSITS
(million rubles)
2004

2003

152,618

182,618

21,921

2,945

169

838

Other

3,670

8,536

Total

178,378

194,937

Funds provided for government foreign debt service
Loans and deposits in resident banks (in foreign currency)
Loans extended to resident banks (in rubles)

Pursuant to Federal Law No. 192FZ, dated December 29, 1998, “On Budget and Tax Policy
Priorities” and Federal Law No. 36FZ, dated February 22, 1999, “On the Federal Budget for 1999,”
the Bank of Russia in 1998 and 1999 provided to the Finance Ministry through Vneshekonombank
foreign currency funds to effect urgent payments on the redemption and service of the Russian
Government’s foreign debt. Pursuant to Federal Law No. 145FZ, dated December 25, 2000, “On
Making Amendments and Addenda to the 2000 Federal Budget Law in Connection with the Receipt
of Additional Revenues,” the term of repayment of the Finance Ministry’s debt to the Bank of Russia
on the funds provided through Vneshekonombank in US dollars for urgent payments on the redemp
tion and service of the Russian Government’s foreign debt was extended until December 1, 2007. The
decrease under this item is due to repayment of part of the debt and the rise of the official rate of the
ruble against the US dollar.
The item “Loans and deposits in resident banks (in foreign currency)” shows the deposits
placed in resident banks. Growth under this item is due to the placement of a deposit with Vnesh
torgbank.
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The reduction of the debt on loans extended to resident banks (in rubles) is due to the redemption
of credit institutions’ debt obligations to the Bank of Russia and the writing off of part of the debt at
the expense of the Bank of Russia provisions made earlier in line with decisions of the Bank of Russia
Board of Directors on excluding credit institutions from the Single State Register of Corporate Enti
ties.
The decrease under the item “Other” is due to the repayment of the loan extended to the National
Bank of the Republic of Belarus through the open credit line in 2001—2002.

6. SECURITIES
(million rubles)
2004

2003

223,610

213,402

198,867

165,616

— investment portfolio

24,743

47,786

Internal and external government foreign currencydenominated
loan bonds

97,962

77,315

3,330

7,177

324,902

297,894

20,646

20,409

27

11,705

345,575

330,008

Russinan government securities
Federal loan bonds (OFZ)
of which:
— trade portfolio

Finance Ministry promissory notes
Subtotal
Shares issued by credit and other institutions
(Bank of Russia stakeholdings)
Credit institutions’ promissory notes acquired by Bank of Russia
Total

The Bank of Russia OFZ portfolio was formed as a result of the restructuring of government secu
rities in 2003—2004 pursuant to the federal budget laws and their purchase on the domestic market
in 2004. The characteristics of the securities received as a result of the restructuring meet the re
quirements of the federal laws.
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The securities in the investment portfolio, broken down by coupon income and maturity period as
of January 1, 2005, are shown below:
OFZ bond types

Balance sheet value
(million rubles)

0% couponincome debt depreciation OFZ
due in 2025—2029

10,578

0.34% couponincome debt depreciation OFZ
due in 2029

7,474

5.95% couponincome debt depreciation OFZ
due in 2023

6,691

Total

24,743

The investment portfolio contains OFZ bonds due from 2023 to 2029 and carrying a coupon in
come of 0% to 5.95% p.a. Zero couponincome bonds account for 43% of the total value of the invest
ment portfolio.
The securities in the Bank of Russia trade portfolio, broken down by coupon income and maturity
period as of January 1, 2005, are shown below:
OFZ bond types

Balance sheet value
(million rubles)

0% couponincome debt depreciation OFZ
due in 2019—2027

146,337

10% couponincome debt depreciation OFZ
due in 2018

20,220

11% couponincome debt depreciation OFZ
due in 2012

256

6% permanent couponincome OFZ
due in 2012

18,843

7.5% fixed couponincome OFZ
due in 2005

13,211

Total

198,867

The trade portfolio contains OFZ bonds due from 2005 to 2027. Zero couponincome bonds ac
count for 73% of the total value of the trade portfolio.
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The nominal value of the OFZ bonds sold by the Bank of Russia from the trade portfolio with a
commitment of reverse repurchase stood at 2,838 million rubles as of January 1, 2005.
Growth in “Internal and external government foreign currencydenominated loan bonds” is due
to the purchase by the Bank of Russia of Russian Government eurobonds due in 2030 on the over
thecounter market.
In the period under review, Bank of Russia investments in Finance Ministry promissory notes
decreased by 3,847 million rubles as the Finance Ministry retired the promissory notes received as a
result of the restructuring, pursuant to Russian legislation, of the debt on centralised loans and inter
est on them and APK Series promissory notes into domestic government debt in 1994—1996.
Bank of Russia investments in shares of credit institutions and other organisations are shown
below:
(million rubles)

Name of credit institution

Investment amount
(at acquisition price)

% share
in authorised
capital
(at par)

Moscow Narodny Bank, London

7,668

88.89

Eurobank, Paris

4,818

87.04

Sberbank

4,563

60.57

OstWest Handelsbank, Frankfurt am Main

1,347

51.62

DonauBank, Vienna

412

15.00

EastWest United Bank, Luxembourg

174

15.00

Other

1,664

—

Total

20,646

—

Letters of comfort were signed in respect to some Russian overseas banks, pledging the Bank of
Russia to maintain stability and liquidity of the above banks.
Debt on “Credit institutions’ promissory notes acquired by Bank of Russia” includes the debt on
the promissory notes received by the Bank of Russia in 2001 under the conditions of the amicable
agreement. The debt decreased after it was written off following the exclusion of a credit institution
from the Single State Register of Corporate Entities and the sale of a promissory note at an auction.
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7. OTHER ASSETS
(million rubles)
2004

2003

Buildings

30,195

29,234

Equipment (including computers, information and
data processing systems, furniture, transport vehicles, etc.)

28,515

27,171

Subtotal of fixed assets

58,710

56,405

Till cash

3,801

3,574

Bank of Russia interest claims

3,708

2,232

Incomplete construction projects

3,655

3,492

Settlements with CIS and Baltic states’ banks

1,297

1,297

Settlements with suppliers, contractors and buyers

864

1,040

Sundry settlements with Finance Ministry*

352

352

Bank of Russia correspondent accounts

177

40

3,938

4,872

Subtotal of other assets

17,792

16,899

Total

76,502

73,304

Fixed assets

Other

* See Note 12 “Relations between the Bank of Russia and the Ministry of Finance”.

Data under the item “Fixed assets” are shown at residual value.
The increase in “Bank of Russia interest claims” is largely due to the accrued interest on funds
placed with nonresidents, on which payment has not yet fallen due.
The item “Settlements with CIS and Baltic states’ banks” shows the balance of mutual claims
relating to interstate settlements for 1992—1993 of the CIS and Baltic states.
The decrease in “Other” is largely due to the writing off of the debt on Bank of Russia claims on
credit institutions struck off the Single State Register of Corporate Entities.
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The composition and value of fixed assets net of accrued depreciation:
(million rubles)
2004

2003

Buildings

33,486

32,135

Computers, office equipment and furniture

21,953

17,344

Equipment

12,061

11,475

Information and data processing systems

10,583

9,360

1,865

1,813

588

434

Other

1,192

1,719

Total

81,728

74,280

Transport vehicles
Intangible assets

The increase in the value of “Buildings” is largely due to the construction and reconstruction of
Bank of Russia office buildings.
The increase in the value of “Computers, office equipment and furniture” is due to the purchase of
computers and other systems and devices designed to automate the transmission, storage and process
ing of data in the Bank of Russia payment, operational and information analysis systems and facilities
to protect banking information.
“Equipment” includes the cost of the cashprocessing machines, cash registers, guaranteed con
tinuous electricity supply systems and similar equipment.
The increase under the item “Information and data processing systems” is largely due to the in
stallation of new data processing and information security facilities and systems.
“Transport vehicles” include the cost of the special transport vehicles used to move cash and bank
documents.
Fixed asset movement:
(million rubles)
2004

2003

74,280

70,277

Receipt

8,234

7,044

Retirement

(786)

(3,041)

81,728

74,280

17,875

14,381

5,656

4,746

5

36

(518)

(1,288)

Balance as of January 1 of reporting year

23,018

17,875

Residual value as of January 1 of reporting year

58,710

56,405

Fixed asset value net of accrued depreciation
Balance as of January 1

Balance as of January 1 of reporting year
Accrued depreciation
Balance as of January 1
Depreciation deductions due to expenses
Depreciation deductions due to other sources
Depreciation deductions for retired fixed assets
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8. CASH IN CIRCULATION
The increase in cash in circulation is due to the expansion of cash turnover.

9. FUNDS IN BANK OF RUSSIA ACCOUNTS
(million rubles)
2004

2003

Federal government funds

891,113

326,601

Credit institutions’ funds in correspondent accounts

487,585

306,566

Required reserves deposited with the Bank of Russia

121,740

267,388

Nonresident banks’ funds

109,358

70,394

91,369

87,286

213,652

137,040

Credit institutions’ deposits with the Bank of Russia
Other
Total

1,914,817 1,195,275

The increase in “Federal government funds” is due to growth in the federal budget balances.
The decrease in “Required reserves deposited with the Bank of Russia” is due to the reduction in
credit institutions’ required reserves made by decision of the Bank of Russia Board of Directors and
the granting to credit institutions of the right to average the required reserves within the limits of the
averaging coefficient set by the Bank of Russia.
“Nonresident banks’ funds” comprise funds attracted from nonresident banks in transactions
relating to the sale of securities with a commitment of reverse repurchase. The securities passed as
collateral for these deals are accounted for in offbalance sheet accounts.
“Credit institutions’ deposits with the Bank of Russia” include the balances of funds attracted
from resident credit institutions in rubles.
“Other” funds include the balances of regional and local budget accounts and accounts of govern
ment extrabudgetary funds and other customers of the Bank of Russia. The increase under this item
is mainly due to growth in the balances of regional budget accounts and Social Insurance Fund and
local budget accounts.
Pursuant to Article 23 of the Federal Law “On the Central Bank of the Russian Federation (Bank
of Russia),” the Bank of Russia conducts operations with federal budget funds, government
extrabudgetary funds and regional and local budget funds without charging commission.

10. FLOAT
The increase under this item is due to growth in the volume of interregional electronic payments
for December 31, 2004, which were completed in the first working days of January 2005.
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11. OTHER LIABILITIES
(million rubles)
2004

2003

Bank of Russia provisions

39,607

52,098

Supplementary pension provisions for Bank of Russia staff

23,405

20,524

Deferred income from securities

12,064

12,268

Bank of Russia bonds

9,986

—

Deferred income from lending operations

5,390

5,595

Other

13,449

33,388

Total

103,901

123,873

“Bank of Russia provisions” comprise the following provisions made in 1998—2004:
(million rubles)
2004

2003

34,635

32,238

291

12,219

2,852

2,840

—

2,250

Provisions for debts owed by CIS and Baltic states

1,446

1,446

Provisions for loans extended to credit institutions

31

753

352

352

39,607

52,098

Provisions for foreign exchange operations
Provisions for promissory notes acquired from credit institutions
and for credit institutions’ debt on other operations
Provisions for other active operations
Provisions for debt owed by the National Bank of the Republic of Belarus

Provisions for Finance Ministry debt
Total

The decrease in “Bank of Russia provisions” is due to the writing off from the Bank of Russia
balance sheet of bad debt at the expense of the provisions made earlier and debt repayment by the
National Bank of the Republic of Belarus and credit institutions.
The Federal Law “On the Central Bank of the Russian Federation (Bank of Russia)” permits the
Bank of Russia to create a pension fund for paying supplementary pensions to its employees. The
Bank of Russia pension plan is implemented in compliance with Bank of Russia regulations, which
take into account the fact that Bank of Russia employees are not covered by guarantees provided for
civil servants, and internationally accepted practices of central banks. The funds to be paid in supple
mentary pensions to Bank of Russia employees are determined on the basis of an actuarial evaluation
conducted by an independent actuary. As of January 1, 2005, the Bank of Russia increased the funds
intended for supplementary pension payments.
Deferred incomes from securities mainly comprise deferred incomes from government securities
and the Finance Ministry’s other debts restructured under the 1999—2001 federal budget laws and
later restructured under the 2003—2004 federal budget laws.
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Deferred incomes from lending operations are mostly debt on accrued interest on foreign currency
loans and deposits and accrued interest on centralised loans restructured into Finance Ministry prom
issory notes in pursuance of the federal laws.
“Other” include funds (80% of profit received for the year after the payment of taxes and duties
under the Tax Code of the Russian Federation) that must be transferred to the federal budget under
Article 26 of the Federal Law “On the Central Bank of the Russian Federation (Bank of Russia).”

12. RELATIONS BETWEEN THE BANK OF RUSSIA AND THE MINISTRY OF FINANCE
In the period under review, relations between the Bank of Russia and Ministry of Finance were
regulated by the 2004 Federal Budget Law (with amendments) and Russian Federation Government
Resolution No. 80, dated February 14, 2004, “On Measures to Implement the 2004 Federal Budget
Law” (with amendments).
The structure of the Finance Ministry’s debt to the Bank of Russia is shown below:
(million rubles)
2004

2003

226,940

220,579

352

352

227,292

220,931

152,618

182,618

97,962

77,315

Subtotal

250,580

259,933

Total

477,872

480,864

Finance Ministry debt to Bank of Russia in rubles
Russian government debt obligations
Debt on technical loans*
Subtotal
Finance Ministry foreign currency debt to Bank of Russia
Bank of Russia funds transferred to Vneshekonombank
to extend loans to Finance Ministry for Russian government
foreign debt redemption and service**
Russian government debt obligations

* See Note 7 “Other assets”.
** See Note 5 “Loans and Deposits”.

The increase in the Finance Ministry’s rubledenominated debt to the Bank of Russia in the year
under review is due to the purchase by the Bank of Russia on the secondary market of fixed coupon
income and debt depreciation federal loan bonds.
Russian government rubledenominated debt obligations
The Russian government’s rubledenominated debt obligations, accounted for at their balance
sheet value, comprised as of January 1, 2005:
— permanent couponincome and debt depreciation federal loan bonds received by the Bank of Russia
in 2003—2004 as a result of the restructuring, pursuant to the 2003 Federal Budget Law and the
2004 Federal Budget Law, of Bank of Russiaowned permanent and variable couponincome and
debt depreciation federal loan bonds while maintaining the existing bond payment schedule broken
down by year with a total balance sheet value of 210,071 million rubles (2003: 182,936 million
rubles);
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— debt depreciation federal loan bonds with a balance sheet value of 328 million rubles (2003:
0 million rubles), acquired by the Bank of Russia on the secondary market;
— permanent and variable couponincome federal loan bonds received by the Bank of Russia as a
result of the restructuring in 1999—2001, pursuant to the federal laws, of government securities
and other Finance Ministry debts to the Bank of Russia and permanent couponincome federal
loan bonds acquired by the Bank of Russia under Article 3 of the 1999 Federal Budget Law with a
total balance sheet value of 0 million rubles (2003: 30,466 million rubles);
— fixed couponincome federal loan bonds with a balance sheet value of 13,211 million rubles (2003:
0 million rubles), acquired by the Bank of Russia on the secondary market;
— Finance Ministry promissory notes with a total balance sheet value of 2,703 million rubles (2003:
5,919 million rubles), received by the Bank of Russia as a result of the restructuring into Rus
sian government domestic debt in 1994—1996, pursuant to the federal laws, of the debt on
centralised loans and accrued interest on them, falling due in 2005—2006 and Finance Minis
try APK Series promissory notes due in 2005 with a total balance sheet value of 627 million
rubles (2003: 1,258 million rubles).
Finance Ministry debt on technical loans
The Finance Ministry’s debt on technical loans to the amount of 352 million rubles (2003:
352 million rubles) arose as a result of the transfer to the Finance Ministry’s federal budget revenue
accounts of funds by Ukraine, the Republic of Moldova and the Republic of Armenia in 1996—1998
as payment for these countries’ debt to the Bank of Russia and is accounted for as “Other assets.”
Bank of Russia funds transferred to Vneshekonombank for extending loans
to the Finance Ministry for redemption and service of Russian government foreign debt
The Finance Ministry’s debt to the Bank of Russia on foreign currency funds transferred to
Vneshekonombank in 1998—1999 pursuant to Federal Law No. 192FZ, dated December 29, 1998,
“On Budget and Tax Policy Priorities” and Federal Law No. 36FZ, dated February 22, 1999, “On
the Federal Budget for 1999,” for extending loans to the Finance Ministry for the redemption and
servicing of Russian government foreign debt amounted to 152,618 million rubles as of January 1,
2005 (2003: 182,618 million rubles), a decrease of 30,000 million rubles over the year due to the
redemption of part of the said debt and the increase in the official ruble rate against the US dollar.
Russian Government foreign currencydenominated debt obligations
The Russian Government’s foreign currency debt obligations comprise internal and external
loan bonds (OGVZ and OVGVZ) with a total balance sheet value of 97,962 million rubles (2003:
77,315 million rubles). The increase in the balance sheet value of these bonds is due to the purchase
by the Bank of Russia of Russian Government eurobonds on the overthecounter market.

13. INTEREST INCOME
(million rubles)
2004

2003

Interest income from securities

28,850

27,998

Interest income from foreign currency loans and deposits

24,638

16,547

411

233

Other

87

84

Total

53,986

44,862

Interest income from ruble loans extended to credit institutions
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“Interest income from securities” comprises interest received on foreign issuers’ debt obligations
acquired to manage foreign exchange reserves and also interest from investments in Russian govern
ment debt instruments.
“Interest income from foreign currency loans and deposits” includes interest received from funds
deposited by the Bank of Russia with nonresident banks and funds deposited in 1998—1999 with
Vneshekonombank for the extension of loans to the Ministry of Finance to repay and service the
federal government’s foreign debt.

14. INCOME FROM OPERATIONS WITH SECURITIES
(million rubles)
2004
Income from operations with foreign currencydenominated securities

2003

15,230

9,216

Income from operations with rubledenominated
Russian government debt instruments

5,729

2,800

Other

5,791

6,362

Total

26,750

18,378

“Income from operations with foreign currencydenominated securities” accounts for income re
ceived from the sale and redemption of foreign issuers’ securities and a positive revaluation of foreign
currencydenominated government securities in the trade portfolio due to a change in their market
value.
The increase in “Income from operations with rubledenominated Russian government debt in
struments” is due to the purchase and sale of federal loan bonds by the Bank of Russia on the securi
ties market and a positive revaluation of government securities in the trade portfolio due to a change
in their market value.
“Other” comprise funds received as a result of the retirement of Finance Ministry promissory
notes and sums included in income that were previously accounted for as deferred income.

15. NET INCOME FROM THE RECOVERY OF PROVISIONS
(million rubles)
2004
Decrease in provisions for OFZ operations and other debt

2003

—

6,945

(2,472)

6,010

Decrease in provisions for loans extended to credit institutions

697

1,053

Decrease in provisions for promissory notes acquired from credit institutions

381

117

2,250

(2,250)

Provisions for other active operations with banks

(12)

—

Total

844

11,875

Increase/(decrease) in provisions for foreign exchange operations

Decrease/(increase) in provisions for debt owed by
National Bank of the Republic of Belarus
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Net income from the recovery of provisions is due to the difference between the provisions made
earlier and then accounted for as Bank of Russia income in connection with the fulfilment (termina
tion) of obligations to the Bank of Russia and the value of the provisions made for the Bank of Russia’s
active operations.

16. OTHER INCOME
(million rubles)
2004

2003

Income from sale of coins made of precious metals

955

871

Payment for settlement services provided by Bank of Russia

891

718

Realised exchange rate differences

497

15,692

71

71

Reimbursement by customers of telegraph and other expenses

7

8

Fines and penalties received

5

13

Other

1,496

346

Total

3,922

17,719

Past years’ incomes disclosed in reporting year

“Other” are Bank of Russia income received from writing off old currency that was not pre
sented for exchange to the amount of 1,061 million rubles in connection with the completion by the
Bank of Russia of the redemption of the Bank of Russia notes of the 1993 issue (including their
1994 modification) and 1995 issue and USSR and Bank of Russia coins of the 1961—1996 issues
and also 1, 2 and 3kopeck USSR coins minted before 1961.

17. INTEREST EXPENSES
(million rubles)
2004

2003

Interest expenses on credit institutions’ deposits

1,882

2,489

Interest expenses on funds attracted against
the collateral of foreign currencydenominated securities

1,178

590

Other

4

4

Total

3,064

3,083

The decrease in interest expenses on credit institutions’ deposits during the year under review is
due to lower interest rates on deposit transactions and the changed structure and range of deposit
transactions.
The increase in “Interest expenses on funds attracted against the collateral of foreign currency
denominated securities” is due to the payment of interest on loans taken from nonresident banks.
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18. EXPENSES ON OPERATIONS WITH SECURITIES
The increase under this item is due to the Bank of Russia’s conducting of operations with federal
loan bonds (OFZ) in the trade portfolio for the purpose of sterilising credit institutions’ free ruble
liquidity by selling securities with a commitment of reverse repurchase and selling securities on the
open market, and the negative revaluation of outstanding government securities relating to the trade
portfolio due to a change in their market value.

19. CASH TURNOVER MANAGEMENT EXPENSES
This item comprises the expenses involved in the manufacture and destruction of banknotes and
coins, their protection against counterfeiting, and the purchase and delivery of packing materials and
accessories needed to process cash.
Growth under this item is due to the expansion of currency production and increased production costs
due to the introduction of Bank of Russia notes of the 2004 modification with a wider range of security
features, which make them more difficult to forge and easier for the public to ascertain their authenticity.

20. OTHER OPERATING EXPENSES
(million rubles)
2004

2003

Depreciation deductions

5,656

4,746

Repair expenses

2,047

2,091

Security expenses

2,008

1,972

Expenses on maintaining computer hardware and software systems
and support services

1,772

1,618

Expenses on maintaining buildings

1,218

1,156

Expenses on delivery of bank documents and valuables

1,137

1,052

Taxes and duties paid

1,079

64

Postage, telegraph and telephone expenses
and expenses on leasing communication lines and channels

994

1,091

Expenses on foreign exchange operations

287

351

Other

5,940

4,718

Total

22,138

18,859

The increase in “Taxes and duties paid” is mainly due to the payment by the Bank of Russia of
property tax in pursuance of Federal Law No. 139FZ, dated November 11, 2003, “On Making an
Amendment to Part Two of the Tax Code of the Russian Federation.”
“Other” operating expenses reflect an addition of 3,031 million rubles to the pension plan for Bank
of Russia employees, made on the basis of the evaluation by an independent international actuary.

21. PERSONNEL COSTS
For explanation, see the Statement on Bank of Russia Personnel Costs.
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STATEMENT ON PROFIT AND ITS ALLOCATION
(million rubles)
2004

2003

19,146

37,287

45

30

15,281

29,806

3,820

7,451

— used to cover Bank of Russia losses incurred in 1998

1,910

3,726

— transferred to the Reserve Fund

1,757

3,427

153

298

1. Actual profit received for the year
2. Taxes and duties paid from Bank of Russia profit
under the Tax Code of the Russian Federation
3. To be transferred to federal budget under Article 26
of the Federal Law “On the Central Bank of the Russian Federation
(Bank of Russia)”
4. Retained profit, total
of which:

— transferred to the Social Fund

Under Article 11 of the Federal Law “On the Central Bank of the Russian Federation (Bank of
Russia),” Bank of Russia profit for the year is determined as the difference between income from
banking operations and transactions conducted pursuant to Article 46 of the above law and income
from stakeholdings in the capital of credit institutions and expenses involved in the fulfilment by the
Bank of Russia of the functions established by Article 4 of the law.
The profit made by the Bank of Russia in 2004 was largely due to income it received from invest
ing foreign exchange reserves, which grew significantly over the year, and operations with govern
ment securities. At the same time, there was an increase in Bank of Russia expenses involved in the
use of the monetary regulation instruments and cash circulation management.
Profit received by the Bank of Russia for the year is allocated in accordance with the procedure
established by Article 26 of the Federal Law “On the Central Bank of the Russian Federation (Bank
of Russia),” which stipulates that after the approval of the Bank of Russia financial statements by the
Bank of Russia Board of Directors, the Bank of Russia transfers to the federal budget 50% of its
actual fullyear profit after the payment of taxes and duties as is required by the Tax Code of the
Russian Federation. Profit remaining at the disposal of the Bank of Russia is transferred by its Board
of Directors to reserves and various funds.
Article 126 of Federal Law No. 173FZ, dated December 23, 2004, “On the Federal Budget for
2005,” suspended from January 1 to December 31, 2005, the first sentence of Part 1 of Article 26 of
the Federal Law “On the Central Bank of the Russian Federation (Bank of Russia).” Article 23 of
the 2005 Federal Budget Law established the amount of funds the Bank of Russia must transfer to the
federal budget at 80% of its profit for 2004 remaining after the payment of taxes and duties in accor
dance with the Tax Code of the Russian Federation.
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STATEMENT ON BANK OF RUSSIA RESERVES AND FUNDS
(million rubles)

Balance as of
January 1, 2004
Transferred to reserves
and funds as a result
of profit allocation

Accrued
Fixed assets
exchange rate revaluation Other
differences
fund
funds

Reserve
fund

Social
fund

31,664

3,106

257,495

8,117

1,757

153

—

—

—

1

2

3

107

Total
300,489

1,910

Transferred from
other sources

—

Reserves and funds used

(4)

(380)

(113,470)

(153)

(6)

(114,013)

33,417

2,879

144,025

7,965

103

188,389

Balance as of
January 1, 2005

Pursuant to Article 26 of the Federal Law “On the Central Bank of the Russian Federation (Bank
of Russia),” the Bank of Russia, after the approval of its annual financial statements by the Board of
Directors, transfers the profit that remains at its disposal after the payment of taxes and duties in
accordance with the Tax Code of the Russian Federation to reserves and various funds. The proce
dure for allocating profit retained by the Bank of Russia is established by Bank of Russia Regulation
“On the Procedure for Allocating Profit Retained by the Bank of Russia,” approved by the National
Banking Board on April 9, 2003.
According to the Bank of Russia Regulation “On the Procedure for Creating and Using the Bank
of Russia Reserve Fund,” the Bank of Russia forms the Reserve Fund with the objective of ensuring
its stable operation and the fulfilment of the functions assigned to it by the law. By the decision of the
Bank of Russia Board of Directors, money may also be transferred to the Bank of Russia Reserve
Fund from other funds and reserves, which are part of the Bank of Russia own funds (capital). The
principal purpose of the Reserve Fund is to cover the losses incurred in conducting settlement and
cash operations.
In accordance with the approved procedure for allocating profit remaining at the disposal of the
Bank of Russia and by the decision of the Board of Directors, 1,757 million rubles were allocated to
the Reserve Fund from Bank of Russia profit for 2004 (2003: 3,427 million rubles).
The Social Fund is chiefly designed for oneoff payments to Bank of Russia employees to meet their
everyday needs. It is formed from Bank of Russia profit.
The procedure for forming and spending the Social Fund is established by Bank of Russia Regula
tion “On the Formation and Use of the Social Fund of the Central Bank of the Russian Federation.”
In accordance with the procedure for allocating profit retained by the Bank of Russia and the
decision of the Bank of Russia Board of Directors, 153 million rubles, or 4% of the Bank of Russia’s
retained profit were transferred to the Social Fund from the Bank of Russia’s profit for 2004 (2003:
298 million rubles, or 4%).
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The accrued exchange rate differences are the result of the revaluation of the balances of the Bank
of Russia’s debit and credit foreign exchange balance sheet accounts. As of January 1, 2005, the
accrued exchange rate differences decreased by 113,470 million rubles due to the accrual in the re
porting year of negative exchange rate differences to the amount of 118,408 million rubles as a result
of the ruble’s nominal gains and the recovery of 4,938 million rubles in accrued exchange rate differ
ences, which were previously used to write down part of the participation loan extended to the
Eurobank. As a result of the decrease in the accrued exchange rate differences, the capital of the Bank
of Russia contracted significantly.
The fixed assets revaluation fund represents growth in the value of property as a result of the
revaluations of fixed assets carried out by the decision of the Russian Government in 1992, 1994,
1995, 1996 and 1998.
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STATEMENT ON BANK OF RUSSIA MANAGEMENT OF SECURITIES
AND STAKEHOLDINGS THAT ARE BANK OF RUSSIA PROPERTY
BANK OF RUSSIA INVESTMENTS IN DEBT INSTRUMENTS AND PROMISSORY NOTES
(million rubles)
2004

2003

Foreign issuers’ debt obligations, of which:
US issuers’ debt obligations
— denominated in US dollars
— denominated in euros

1,561,566
1,554,956
6,610

961,841
955,625
6,216

EU issuers’ debt obligations
— denominated in US dollars
— denominated in euros

216,353
—
216,353

153,143
—
153,143

29,669
10,938
18,731

29,412
10,879
18,533

Debt obligations issued by international organisations
— denominated in US dollars
— denominated in euros
Subtotal

1,807,588 1,144,396

Russian government debt obligations
denominated in rubles
— federal loan bonds
— Finance Ministry promissory notes
bills denominated in US dollars
— Russian government eurobonds
— OVGVZ and OGVZ bonds issued in 1999
Subtotal
Credit institutions’ promissory notes
Total

226,940
223,610
3,330

220,579
213,402
7,177

97,962
89,748
8,214

77,315
68,519
8,796

324,902

297,894

27

11,705

2,132,517 1,453,995

Investing in foreign issuers’ securities denominated in foreign currency is part of the management
of Bank of Russia foreign exchange reserves pursuant to paragraph 7 of Article 4 of the Federal Law
“On the Central Bank of the Russian Federation (Bank of Russia).”
The principal objective of managing Bank of Russia foreign exchange reserves is to ensure the
optimal combination of safety, liquidity and profitability of reserve assets. The Bank of Russia invests
in the most secure and liquid securities of foreign issuers.
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Foreign issuers’ securities are mostly US debt obligations and treasury bills, government debt
obligations of Germany, France and the Netherlands and debt securities issued by extrabudgetary
funds and federal agencies of these countries. In addition, these include debt securities issued by the
governments of Austria, Belgium, Spain, Finland and Ireland and several international financial
organisations, such as the International Bank for Reconstruction and Development, European In
vestment Bank, InterAmerican Development Bank and Asian Development Bank, and debt securi
ties issued by Germany’s mortgage and regional banks (Landesbanken) and backed by federal gov
ernment loans.
The value of Bank of Russia investments in foreign issuers’ debt obligations increased by
663,192 million rubles in 2004, largely due to the considerable expansion of Bank of Russia
foreign exchange reserves in the period under review. In addition, the change in the balance
sheet value of investments in foreign issuers’ debt obligations in the period under review was
affected by the change in the official exchange rates of foreign currencies against the ruble.

RUSSIAN GOVERNMENT DEBT OBLIGATIONS
To implement the state monetary policy, the Ministry of Finance and the Bank of Russia, guided
by Article 113 of the 2004 Federal Budget Law, restructured 51.9 billion rubles of federal loan bonds
in the Bank of Russia portfolio and 2.3 billion rubles of Finance Ministry obligations to the Bank of
Russia on the first payment on the permanent couponincome federal loan bonds issued in pursuance
of Article 1081 of Federal Law No. 194FZ, dated December 30, 2001, “On the Federal Budget for
2002,” into federal government securities, maintaining the existing payment schedule broken down
by year. The government securities received from the Finance Ministry as a result of the restructuring
were accounted for at the balance sheet value of the restructured securities.
In 2004, the Bank of Russia continued to make energetic use of market instruments of monetary
regulation. Depending on the monetary situation, it conducted either sterilisation operations on the
GKO—OFZ market or operations to supply credit institutions with liquidity, such as:
— selling government securities from the Bank of Russia portfolio without a commitment of reverse
repurchase;
— buying government securities without a commitment to resell;
— 1day and 7day repo operations;
— selling government securities with a commitment of reverse repurchase (reverse modified repo)
for a term of up to 800 days;
— placing, buying and selling Bank of Russia bonds.
The main factor of growth in Bank of Russia investments in Russian government debt obligations
denominated in US dollars was the purchase by the Bank of Russia of Russian Government eurobonds
on the overthecounter market.
Finance Ministry promissory notes are those that fall due on December 25 and 26, 2005 and
2006, which the Bank of Russia received as a result of the restructuring, pursuant to the relevant
federal laws, into domestic government debt in 1994—1996 of the debt on centralised loans and
interest on them and Finance Ministry APK Series promissory notes payable on sight but not before
August 31, 2005, acquired by the Bank of Russia from credit institutions.
In the period under review, Bank of Russia investments in Finance Ministry promissory notes
decreased by 3,847 million rubles due to the retirement by the Finance Ministry of Series VIIAPK
promissory notes with a balance sheet value of 631 million rubles and promissory notes with a total
balance sheet value of 3,216 million rubles, received as a result of the restructuring, pursuant to the
relevant federal laws, of the debt on centralised loans and interest on them in 1994—1996 into do
mestic government debt.
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BANK OF RUSSIA INVESTMENTS IN THE AUTHORISED CAPITAL OF BANKS
AND OTHER ORGANISATIONS
(million rubles)
2004

Investment
Investments in residents’ shares,
of which:
Sberbank
Moscow Interbank Currency Exchange
(MICEX)
St Petersburg Currency Exchange
(SPCEX)

Balance
sheet value

Balance
sheet value

% share
in authorised
capital
(at par)

4,866
4,563

—
60.57

4,866
4,563

—
60.57

300

28.76

300

28.76

3

8.90

3

10.00

—
88.89
87.04
51.62
15.00
15.00
0.55
0.53

15,543
7,523
4,692
1,312
401
169
1,143
303

—
88.89
87.03
51.62
15.00
15.00
0.55
0.53

0.001

0.054

0.001

25

—

25

—

25

49.00

25

49.00

10
10

—
50.00

10
10

—
50.00

Investments in nonresidents’ shares,
of which:
15,780
Moscow Narodny Bank, London
7,668
Eurobank, Paris
4,818
OstWest Handelsbank, Frankfurt am Main
1,347
DonauBank, Vienna
412
EastWest United Bank, Luxembourg
174
Bank for International Settlements, Basel
1,076
Intelsat Ltd, Bermudas
285
Society for Worldwide Interbank Financial
Telecommunications (SWIFT), Belgium
0.055
Other investments in residents’ capital,
of which:
National Depository Centre
(nonprofit partnership)

2003

% share
in authorised
capital
(at par)

Other investments, of which:
Inrterstate Banks

The Bank of Russia participates in the capital of credit institutions and other resident organisations
under Article 8 of the Federal Law “On the Central Bank of the Russian Federation (Bank of Rus
sia).”
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In 2004, the Bank of Russia did not conduct any operations with its shares and stakes in the
authorised capital of resident organisations. Its stakeholdings in the authorised capital of Sberbank,
Moscow Interbank Currency Exchange and National Depository Centre in the period under review
remained unchanged from the previous year. The Bank of Russia share in the authorised capital of
the St Petersburg Currency Exchange contracted from 10% in 2003 to 8.9% in 2004 as the SPCEX
issued and placed with other shareholders an additional share issue in order to bring its shareholder
structure into compliance with Russian legislation and qualify for stock exchange licence.
The Bank of Russia participates in the capital of Moscow Narodny Bank (London), Eurobank
(Paris), OstWest Handelsbank (Frankfurt am Main), DonauBank (Vienna) and EastWest United
Bank (Luxembourg) under Article 8 of the Federal Law “On the Central Bank of the Russian Fed
eration (Bank of Russia).”
Under Article 9 of the Federal Law “On the Central Bank of the Russian Federation (Bank of
Russia),” the Bank of Russia participates in the capital of the Baselbased Bank for International
Settlements and Moscowbased Interstate Bank.
The change in the balance sheet value of the Bank of Russia stakeholdings in nonresident
organisations (in rubles) is due to the change in the official exchange rates of the currencies in which
the shares of the above nonresident banks are denominated against the ruble. The Bank of Russia
stakeholding in the capital of the Parisbased Eurobank increased by 0.01% as the latter passed to the
Bank of Russia 25 Eurobank shares free of charge.
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STATAMENT ON BANK OF RUSSIA PERSONNEL COSTS
(million rubles)
Items of expenditure

2004

2003

23,205

21,790

Charges on payroll and on other payments to employees

5,039

5,232

Other payments to employees

2,146

2,174

30,390

29,196

Remuneration of labour

Total Bank of Russia personnel costs

Remuneration of labour accounted for 76.3% of Bank of Russia personnel costs as against 74.6%
in 2003, other payments to employees accounted for 7.1% as against 7.5% in 2003 and charges on
payroll and on other payments accounted for 16.6% as against 17.9% in 2003.
Remuneration expenses comprise: wages and salaries; hardship payments to employees working
in the Extreme North and similar regions under the applicable legislation; other increments provided
for by labour legislation; annual paid leave and study leave; bonus payments, including monthly and
yearend bonus payments; other payments.
Other payments made to Bank of Russia employees under the applicable legislation are: holiday
and emergency allowances; compensation for holiday travel expenses of employees working in the
Extreme North and similar regions and nonworking members of their families; compensation for
expenses involved in the movement of employees working in the Extreme North and similar regions
and members of their families for permanent residence elsewhere upon the expiry of their labour
contract or due to retirement; payments to employees living or working in the regions affected by the
Chernobyl nuclear power plant disaster; payments to employees taking leave to care after the child
until the age of three.
The number of Bank of Russia employees decreased by 6,021, or 7.2% in 2004 and as of January
1, 2005, stood at 77,864. The decline is due to the implementation of measures to improve the
organisational structure of the Bank of Russia and optimise the number of its staff.
The average monthly income of a Bank of Russia employee in 2004 was 27,017 rubles as against
24,325 rubles in 2003.
The average unified social tax rate, calculated using the regressive scale of the tax rate, stood at
19.7% in the year under review as against 21.6% in 2003; deductions to the Social Insurance Fund
for compulsory social insurance against employment injury and occupational disease were made at
the effective rate of 0.2%.
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STATEMENT ON CAPITAL INVESTMENT BUDGET PERFORMANCE
(million rubles)

Capital investment

Approved
for 2004

Actual
amount
in 2004

Actual
amount
in 2003

Capital investment

9,840

8,372

7,801

9,211
3,833

8,201
3,567

7,041
2,615

3,486
1,079

3,025
830

2,953
686

813

779

787

Capital investment in intangible assets

253

171

760

Centralised capital investment reserve

376

—

—

For the record:
Other capital expenditure

943

870

—

Total capital expenditure

10,783

9,242

7,801

Capital investment in fixed assets,
of which:
— capital investment in information technology
— capital investment in construction (reconstruction)
and material and technical support for Bank of Russia
activities (except cash turnover management)
— capital investment in cash turnover management
— capital investment relating to security
of Bank of Russia facilities

Capital investments in information technology and construction (reconstruction) and material
and technical support for Bank of Russia activities accounted for most of the Bank of Russia’s capital
investment (42.6% and 36.1% respectively). Capital investment in security accounted for 9.3%,
cash turnover management 9.9% and intangible assets 2.1%.
Capital investment in construction (reconstruction) and the maintenance of Bank of Russia facili
ties, excluding cash turnover management, were made in accordance with the approved capital con
struction projects and plans for the purchase of largesize appliances, equipment, furniture and trans
port vehicles.
In 2004, these expenses increased by 72 million rubles, or 2.4%, as compared with 2003.
In 2004, capital investments were made in 141 construction (reconstruction) projects as against
107 in 2003, of which 27 projects were continued from the previous years, 40 launched and 74 were
in the blueprint stage.
Largesize appliances, equipment and furniture were purchased to fit out projects after capital
and current repairs, replace outdated equipment, appliances and furniture and maintain the air
conditioning and ventilation systems in offices containing information and telecommunications sys
tems.
Capital investments relating to cash turnover management in 2004 increased by 144 million
rubles, or 21.0% year on year and were used to build (reconstruct) money vaults and cash centres
(12 projects, as in 2003), of which four projects were continued from the previous years and eight
were in the blueprint stage; modernise the banknote counting and sorting machines designed to de
termine the authenticity of banknotes with new security features; fit out depositories with standard
rack equipment; purchase basic equipment for mechanising and automating cash operations; and buy
(modernise) specialpurpose transport vehicles and luggage wagons to carry reserve funds.
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Capital investments in information technology include the expenses on the operation of the Bank
of Russia payment, operation accounting and information analysis systems and systems designed to
automate the administrative and internal business activities of the Bank of Russia and the technical
infrastructure ensuring their work capacity and security.
When implementing this work, the Bank of Russia purchased computers, software, printers, of
fice equipment and auxiliary equipment for dataprocessing systems, hardware and software commu
nications and telecommunications systems, information protection systems and technical maintenance
facilities.
Capital investments in information technology increased by 952 million rubles, or 36.4%, as the
Bank of Russia had to replace technically obsolete computer and telecommunications systems, and
develop new data processing and information security systems.
Capital investments relating to security and the protection of Bank of Russia facilities include the
expenses on the replacement of outdated security equipment and the installation and modernisation
of access control systems and security and surveillance television systems.
The value of capital investments in these projects remained virtually unchanged from 2003.
As in the previous years, capital investments in intangible assets were used to develop computer
software and databases for the purpose of information and data security, which constitute the intel
lectual property of the Bank of Russia.
In the year under review, “Other capital expenditure” includes the expenses on the purchase of
software products (the rights to use those that are not intangible assets) for the needs of the Bank of
Russia activities and information security, the maintenance of the security facilities and the acquiring
of licences, certificates and permits with terms longer than a year.
The centralised capital investment reserve, created for emergencies, was not used.
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Close JointStock Company
PricewaterhouseCoopers Audit
(ZАО “PwC Audit”)
Kosmodamianskaya Embk., 52, Bld. 5
115054, Moscow,
Telephone +7 (095) 967 6000,
Fax +7 (095) 967 6001

AUDITOR’S REPORT
on the Bank of Russia Annual Financial Statement as of January 1, 2005
To the Management of the Central Bank of the Russian Federation:
1. We have audited the attached Annual Financial Statements of the Central Bank of the Russian
Federation (hereinafter referred to as the Bank of Russia) for the period from January 1, 2004, to
December 31, 2004, inclusive. Under Article 25 of Federal Law No. 86FZ, dated July 10, 2002,
“On the Central Bank of the Russian Federation (Bank of Russia),” the Bank of Russia Annual
Financial Statements are the annual balance sheet, the profit and loss account, including the state
ment on profit and its allocation, the statement on Bank of Russia reserves and funds, the state
ment on Bank of Russia management of securities and stakeholdings that are Bank of Russia prop
erty, the statement on Bank of Russia personnel costs and the statement on capital investment
budget performance (hereinafter all these statements are referred to as the Annual Financial State
ments). The Annual Financial Statements have been prepared by the Bank of Russia management
on the basis of accounting reports compiled in compliance with the requirements of Russian Fed
eration legislation and Bank of Russia regulations. The Annual Financial Statements prepared on
this basis differ significantly from financial statements compiled in accordance with International
Financial Reporting Standards, especially in respect to the evaluation of assets and capital and the
recognition of liabilities.
2. The responsibility for compiling and presenting the Annual Financial Statements is borne by the
management of the Bank of Russia. Our responsibility is to express our opinion on the basis of the
audit we have conducted on the credibility of these Annual Financial Statements in all material
respects and on the compliance of the accounting procedure with the requirements of Russian
Federation legislation and Bank of Russia regulations in all material respects for the purposes of
compiling the Annual Financial Statements.

The company is an authorised user of PricewaterhouseCoopers name and trademark.
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3. We have conducted this audit in compliance with:
●

the Federal Law “On Auditing”;

●

the Federal Law “On the Central Bank of the Russian Federation (Bank of Russia)”;

●

the Federal Audit Rules (Standards);

●

Bank of Russia regulations;

●

International audit standards.

We have planned and conducted our audit in compliance with the requirements of Russian Fed
eration legislation so that we can say with a fair degree of certainty that the Annual Financial
Statements do not contain any material distortions. According to the Federal Audit Rules (Stan
dards), the purpose of the audit of the Annual Financial Statements we have conducted was not to
pronounce a judgement on whether the Bank of Russia’s work fully complied with the require
ments of Russian Federation legislation. Pursuant to Russian Federation legislation, we have con
ducted our audit on a sample basis and included a test study of the evidence that confirmed the
numerical data and the disclosure of information in the Annual Financial Statements about the
financial and business activities of the Bank of Russia, an assessment of how the accounting prin
ciples and rules used in preparing the Annual Financial Statements are observed, an examination
of the major estimated indicators received by the Bank of Russia management and also an evalua
tion of the general presentation of the Annual Financial Statements. We believe that allowing for
the limitation on the scope of our work, described below in paragraph 4, the audit we have con
ducted in compliance with the requirements of Russian Federation legislation provides sufficient
grounds for expressing our opinion on the credibility of the Annual Financial Statements in all
material respects and on the compliance of the accounting procedure with the requirements of
Russian Federation legislation and Bank of Russia regulations in all material respects for the pur
poses of compiling the Annual Financial Statements.
4. The scope of our work and our audit were limited in respect to some balance sheet and profit and
loss accounts and operations, access to which was restricted by the provisions of Russian Federa
tion Law No. 54851, dated July 21, 1993, “On State Secrecy” (with subsequent amendments).
Under Article 25 of the Federal Law “On the Central Bank of the Russian Federation (Bank of
Russia),” the credibility of the data cited below, which are included in the items of the balance
sheet and profit and loss account within the Bank of Russia Annual Financial Statements as of
January 1, 2005, has been confirmed by the Audit Chamber of the Russian Federation. As of
January 1, 2005, these operations and items within the Bank of Russia Annual Financial State
ments comprise:
●

assets totalling 69,979 million rubles, including:
— precious metals to the amount of 8,100 million rubles;
— funds placed with nonresidents and securities issued by nonresidents to the amount of
13,452 million rubles;
— loans and deposits to the amount of 105 million rubles;
— securities to the amount of 47,804 million rubles;
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— other assets to the amount of 518 million rubles;
●

liabilities totalling 700 million rubles, including:
— funds in accounts with the Bank of Russia to the amount of 5,405 million rubles;
— a debit balance on float to the amount of 4,700 million rubles;
— a debit balance on other liabilities to the amount of 11 million rubles;
— capital to the amount of 6 million rubles;

●

income totalling 5,953 million rubles, including:
— interest income to the amount of 5,042 million rubles;
— income from operations with precious metals to the amount of 884 million rubles;
— other income to the amount of 27 million rubles;

●

expenses totalling 7,194 million rubles, including:
— interest expenses to the amount of 4 million rubles;
— expenses on the management of cash turnover to the amount of 5,764 million rubles;
— expenses on operations with precious metals to the amount of 80 million rubles;
— other operating expenses to the amount of 297 million rubles;
— personnel costs to the amount of 1,049 million rubles.

The above items of the balance sheet and profit and loss account within the Bank of Russia
Annual Financial Statements as of January 1, 2005, have been confirmed by the Audit Chamber
of the Russian Federation in its Report on the Results of the Audit of the Accounts and Opera
tions of the Central Bank of the Russian Federation for 2004 Covered by Russian Federation
Law No. 54851, dated July 21, 1993, “On State Secrecy” (approved by the decision of the
Collegium of the Audit Chamber of the Russian Federation, dated April 22, 2005).
5. We believe that leaving aside any corrections that might have been necessary if there had been no
limitation on the scope of our work, indicated in paragraph 4 of the Auditor’s Report, the attached
Bank of Russia Annual Financial Statements as of January 1, 2005, reflect truly and fairly in all
material respects the financial situation of the Bank of Russia as of January 1, 2005, and the
financial results of its activity for the period from January 1, 2004, to December 31, 2004, inclu
sive, taking into consideration the Federal Law “On the Central Bank of the Russian Federation
(Bank of Russia)” and Federal Law “On Accounting,” and the Accounting Rules of the Central
Bank of the Russian Federation (Bank of Russia) No. 66, dated September 18, 1997.
6. Without changing our opinion about the credibility of the Bank of Russia Annual Financial State
ments as of January 1, 2005, we draw your attention to the fact that, as Note 6 to the Bank of
Russia Annual Financial Statements as of January 1, 2005, indicates, the Bank of Russia securi
ties portfolio comprises Russian Federation federal loan bonds (hereinafter referred to as OFZ)
with a balance sheet value of 223,610 million rubles, of which about 70% of the OFZ portfolio
have a coupon income of 0%, while 85% of the bonds in the OFZ portfolio fall due in 2018—2029.
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The fair value of these securities differs significantly from their balance sheet value. According to
our estimate, as of January 1, 2005, the balance sheet value of these OFZ bonds exceeded their
fair value by 77 billion rubles.
In addition, as of January 1, 2005, the Bank of Russia had commitments of reverse repurchase of
OFZ bonds in sale transactions with a commitment of reverse repurchase at the nominal value
totalling 2,838 million rubles. According to our estimate, as of January 1, 2005, the accounting
value of these OFZ bonds exceeded their fair value by nearly 2 billion rubles.
Therefore, as of January 1, 2005, the excess of the balance sheet value of the Bank of Russia OFZ
bond portfolio and the value of the commitments of reverse repurchase of OFZ over the fair value
of these securities stood at 79 billion rubles.
May 12, 2005
Director of the Close JointStock Company
PricewaterhouseCoopers Audit

Y.V. Filippova

Auditor
Certificate of Competence No. K 008368,
issued on November 12, 2003,
for an indefinite term

T.A. Klyuchkina
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THE AUDIT CHAMBER
OF THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION

To Sergey M. Ignatiev

AUDITOR

Chairman
of the Central Bank
of the Russian Federation

2, Zubovskaya St. GSP2, 119992 Moscow

May 12, 2005

No. 06108/063

STATEMENT
on the results of an audit of the accounts and operations
of the Central Bank of the Russian Federation for 2004
covered by Russian Federation Law No. 54851, dated July 21, 1993, “On State Secrecy”
(approved by the decision of the Collegium of the Audit Chamber of the Russian Federation,
dated April 22, 2005 (minutes No. 17 (434))
The Audit Chamber of the Russian Federation audited the accounts and operations of the Central
Bank of the Russian Federation, covered by Russian Federation Law No. 54851, dated July 21,
1993, “On State Secrecy,” in the period from February 17 to April 20, 2005, according to the work
ing schedule of the Audit Chamber of the Russian Federation for 2005 (point 4.4.9) and pursuant to
Article 25 of Federal Law No. 86FZ, dated July 10, 2002, “On the Central Bank of the Russian
Federation (Bank of Russia).”
The responsibility for relating information to data covered by the Russian Federation State Se
crecy Law and, consequently, for separating the competencies of the Audit Chamber of the Russian
Federation and the Auditor of the Bank of Russia in respect to the Bank of Russia Annual Report for
2004 is borne by the management of the Central Bank of the Russian Federation.
The responsibility of the Audit Chamber of the Russian Federation under the applicable legislation
is to prepare a report on the results of the examination of Bank of Russia accounts and operations
covered by the Federal State Secrecy Law.
When conducting this examination, the Audit Chamber of the Russian Federation considered the
following issues: how soundly the Bank of Russia conducted operations covered by the Federal State
Secrecy Law; how the applicable legislation of the Russian Federation and Bank of Russia regulations
were observed in making the accounting of the Bank of Russia operations covered by the Federal
State Secrecy Law; the completeness and credibility of accounting and reporting data, including the
Bank of Russia consolidated annual balance sheet as of January 1, 2005 (in respect to subaccounts
and offbalance accounts) and profit and loss account as of January 1, 2005; the soundness of the
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data contained in the Bank of Russia annual financial statements (the part thereof that falls within
the competence of the Audit Chamber of the Russian Federation), notably, the Bank of Russia annual
balance sheet as of January 1, 2005, profit and loss account for 2004, the statement on Bank of
Russia reserves and funds; the statement on Bank of Russia management of securities and stakeholdings
that are part of Bank of Russia property; the statement on Bank of Russia personnel costs and the
statement of capital investment budget performance.
The results of the audit conducted by the Audit Chamber of the Russian Federation allow it to
express an opinion on the credibility of the annual accounting reports of the Central Bank of the
Russian Federation for 2004 (the part thereof that falls within the competence of the Audit Chamber
of the Russian Federation). The Audit Chamber of the Russian Federation confirms the data con
tained in the consolidated annual balance sheet of the Central Bank of the Russian Federation as of
January 1, 2005 (in respect to subaccounts and offbalance accounts) and profit and loss account as
of January 1, 2005 (the part thereof that falls within the competence of the Audit Chamber of the
Russian Federation).
The Bank of Russia annual financial statements for 2004 complies with the accounting and re
porting regulations and rules and, in the opinion of the Audit Chamber of the Russian Federation,
reflect in all material respects the Bank of Russia assets and liabilities as of January 1, 2005, and
Bank of Russia income and expenses on the accounts and operations for 2004, which are covered by
the Federal State Secrecy Law.
The Audit Chamber of the Russian Federation confirms the data of the Bank of Russia annual
balance sheet as of January 1, 2005 in respect to its part which falls within the competence of the
Audit Chamber of the Russian Federation (balance sheet assets totalling 69,979 million rubles and
balance sheet liabilities totalling 700 million rubles), profit and loss account for 2004 (income total
ling 5,953 million rubles and expenditure totalling 7,194 million rubles) and data of other reports
included in the Bank of Russia annual financial statements for 2004.
According to accounting data of the Central Bank of the Russian Federation as of January 1,
2005, there must be 1,673,269.7 million rubles of Bank of Russia notes and coins in circulation (not
counting precious metalcontaining coins issued to mark anniversaries and other occasions). In the
period from January 1 to December 31, 2004, inclusive, the Bank of Russia issued banknotes and
coins (not counting precious metalcontaining coins issued to mark anniversaries and other occa
sions) to the amount of 2,986,933.7 million rubles and redeemed banknotes and coins (not counting
precious metalcontaining coins issued to mark anniversaries and other occasions) to the amount of
2,541,467.3 million rubles. Thus, in the period under review the sum of Bank of Russia banknotes
and coins of the 1997 issue (not counting the precious metalcontaining coins issued to mark anniver
saries and other occasions) in circulation increased by 445,466.4 million rubles.
Enclosure: six pages in one copy.
N. I. Tabachkov
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Annex No. 1

BANK OF RUSSIA ANNUAL BALANCE SHEET AS OF JANUARY 1, 2005,
(the part that falls within the competence of the Audit Chamber
of the Russian Federation)
(million rubles)

ASSETS
1
2
3
3.1
4
4.1
5
5.1

Precious metals
Funds placed with nonresidents and securities issued by nonresidents
Loans and deposits, of which:
extended to resident credit institutions
Securities, of which:
Federal government securities
Other assets, of which:
fixed assets
Total:

8,100
13,452
105
14
47,804
47,804
518
368
69,979

LIABILITIES
2 Funds in Bank of Russia accounts, of which:
2.1 Federal government funds
2.2 resident credit institutions’ funds
3 Float
4 Other liabilities
5 Capital, of which:
5.2 reserves and funds
Total:

5,405
5
409
—4,700
—11
6
6
700
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Annex No. 2

PROFIT AND LOSS ACCOUNT FOR 2004
(the part that falls within the competence of the Audit Chamber
of the Russian Federation)
(million rubles)

Income
Interest income
Income from operations with securities
Income from operations with precious metals
Dividend received from stakes and shares
Net income from recovery of provisions
Other income
Total income:

5,042
0
884
0
0
27
5,953

Expenses
Interest expenses
Expenses on operations with securities
Expenses on cash turnover management
Expenses on operations with precious metals
Net expenses on provisions
Other operating expenses
Personnel costs
Total expenses:
Financial result: loss

4
0
5,764
80
0
297
1,049
7,194
1,241
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Annex No. 3

STATEMENT OF BANK OF RUSSIA RESERVES AND FUNDS
(the part that falls within the competence of the Audit Chamber
of the Russian Federation)
(million rubles)

Accrued
Fixed assets
exchange rate revaluation
differences
fund

Reserve
fund

Social
fund

—

—

—

Transferred to reserves
and funds as a result
of allocation of profit

—

—

Transferred from
other sources

—

Reserves and funds used
Balance as of
January 1, 2005

Balance as of
January 1, 2004

Other
funds

Total

6.2

—

6.2

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

6.2

—

6.2
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Annex No. 4

STATEMENT OF BANK OF RUSSIA MANAGEMENT OF SECURITIES
AND STAKEHOLDINGS THAT ARE PART OF BANK OF RUSSIA PROPERTY
(the part that falls within the competence of the Audit Chamber
of the Russian Federation)
Bank of Russia investments in debt obligations and promissory notes
(million rubles)

Title
1. Foreign issuers’ debt obligations, of which:
1.1. US issuers’ debt obligations
1.1.1. denominated in US dollars
1.1.2. denominated in euros
1.2. EU issuers’ debt obligations
1.2.1. denominated in US dollars
1.2.2. denominated in euros
1.3. Debt obligations issued by international organisations
1.3.1. denominated in US dollars
1.3.2. denominated in euros
2. Russian government debt obligations, of which:
2.1. denominated in rubles
2.1.1. Federal loan bonds
2.1.2. Finance Ministry promissory notes
2.2. denominated in US dollars
2.2.1. Russian government eurobonds
2.2.2. OVGVZ and OGVZ bonds issued in 1999
3. Credit institutions’ promissory notes
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2004
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
47,803
290
—
290
47,513
45,367
2,146
—

2003
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
50,968
534
—
534
50,434
48,156
2,278
—
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Annex No. 5

STATEMENT ON BANK OF RUSSIA PERSONNEL COSTS
(the part that falls within the competence of the Audit Chamber
of the Russian Federation)
Items of expenditure
Remuneration of labour
Other payments to employees
Charges on payroll and on other payments to employees
Total Bank of Russia personnel costs
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(million rubles)
2004
2003
857
780
90
85
102
155
1,049
1,020
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Annex No. 6

STATEMENT ON CAPITAL INVESTMENT BUDGET PERFORMANCE
(the part that falls within the competence of the Audit Chamber
of the Russian Federation)
Approved
for 2004

Capital investment
Capital investment
Capital investment in fixed assets,
of which:
capital investment in construction (reconstruction)
and material and technical support for Bank of Russia
activities (except cash turnover management)
capital investment in cash turnover management
capital investment in information technology
capital investment relating to security
of Bank of Russia facilities
Capital investment in intangible assets
Centralised capital investment reserve
For the record.
Other capital expenditure
Total capital expenditure
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44
34

(million rubles)
Actual
Actual
amount
amount
for 2004
for 2003
42
109
33
95

8
3
15

8
3
14

31
3
29

8
10
—

8
9
—

32
14
—

3
47

3
45

—
109
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PRINCIPAL MEASURES CARRIED OUT BY THE BANK OF RUSSIA
TO IMPLEMENT THE STATE MONETARY POLICY IN 2004
1. MONETARY POLICY INSTRUMENTS AND MEASURES

R

EQUIRED RESERVES. To improve the
regulation of the required reserves, the
Bank of Russia issued Regulation No.
255P, dated March 29, 2004, “On Credit Insti
tutions’ Required Reserves.”
To implement the decisions of the Bank of
Russia Board of Directors, the Bank of Russia is
sued the following ordinances:
— Ordinance No. 1395U, dated March 19,
2004, “On Setting the Required Reserve Ra
tios;”
— Ordinance No. 1445U, dated June 11, 2004,
“On Setting the Required Reserve Ratios and
on Carrying Out the Extraordinary Regula
tion of Credit Institutions’ Required Re
serves;”
— Ordinance No. 1456U, dated June 25,
2004, “On Setting the Required Reserve
Ratios and the Averaging Coefficient for Cal
culating the Average Value of the Required
Reserves;”
— Ordinance No. 1471U, dated July 6, 2004,
“On the Specific Procedure for Depositing
the Required Reserves by Credit Institutions
with the Bank of Russia in Connection with
the Coming into Force of Bank of Russia
Regulation No. 255P, dated March 29,
2004, ‘On Credit Institutions’ Required Re
serves;’”
— Ordinance No. 1473U, dated July 7, 2004,
“On Setting the Required Reserve Ratios and
Carrying Out the Extraordinary Regulation of
the Required Reserves;”
— Ordinance No. 1506U, dated October 13,
2004, “On Amending Bank of Russia Regu
lation No. 255P, Dated March 29, 2004, ‘On
Credit Institutions’ Required Reserves;’”
— Ordinance No. 1507U, dated October 13,
2004, “On Establishing the Averaging Coeffi
cient for the Settlement Nonbank Credit In
stitutions, the Settlement Centres of the
Organised Securities Market.”

INTEREST RATES. In 2004, the Bank of Russia
Board of Directors cut the refinancing and over
night interest rate from 16% to 13% p.a. Bank of
Russia Ordinance No. 1372U, dated January 14,
2004, and Ordinance No. 1373U, dated Janu
ary 15, 2004, set these rates at 14% and Bank
of Russia Ordinance No. 1443U and Ordinance
No. 1444U, dated June 11, 2004, set these
rates at 13%.
The Bank of Russia Board of Directors set the
following highest cutoff rates for deposit auctions:
— 7% p.a. for twoweek deposits;
— 9% p.a. for fourweek deposits;
— 10% p.a. for threemonth deposits.
The lowest cutoff rates for the twoweek
Lombard loan auctions were set at 7% p.a.
The Bank of Russia in 2004 made no changes
in the fixed interest rates on deposit operations,
which remained at 0.5% p.a. for the standard
tomnext, spotnext and call deposit operations
and 1% p.a. for the oneweek and spotweek op
erations.
The Bank of Russia lowest cutoff rates at the
repo auctions remained unchanged in 2004 and
were as follows:
— 6% p.a. for terms from one day to seven days;
— 6.5% p.a. for one week;
— 9% p.a. for three months.
The highest cutoff rate at the 28day reverse
modified repo auctions was also unchanged at 9%
p.a., whereas the highest reverse modified repo
rate for terms longer than six months was set by
the Bank of Russia Board of Directors at 12% p.a.
REFINANCING BANKS. To extend the Bank of
Russia Lombard list in 2004 by including Rus
sian government foreign loan bonds, 1999 gov
ernment foreign currency loan bonds, regional
government bonds with the investment grade in
ternational rating (Moscow municipal bonds),
mortgage agencies’ bonds guaranteed by the
Russian government (bonds issued by the Mort
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gage Housing Lending Agency) and mortgage
backed bonds issued by credit institutions and
guaranteed by regional governments (bonds is
sued by the Moscow Mortgage Agency, an open
end jointstock commercial bank), the Bank of
Russia drafted and issued the following ordi
nances:
— Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 1368U, dated
January 9, 2004, and Ordinance No. 1482U,
dated July 28, 2004, “The Securities on the
Bank of Russia Lombard List;”
— Bank of Russia Operating Ordinance No. 110
T, dated September 16, 2004, and Operating
Ordinance No. 140T, dated December 6,
2004, “On the Inclusion of Securities in the
Bank of Russia Lombard List;”
— Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 1496U, dated
August 30, 2004, “On Amending Bank of
Russia Regulation No. 236P, Dated Au
gust 4, 2003, ‘On the Procedure for Extend
ing Bank of Russia Loans to Credit Institutions
against the Collateral of Securities.”’
The Bank of Russia set coefficients of correc
tion for the new securities included in the Bank
of Russia Lombard List by drafting and publish
ing in the Bank of Russia Bulletin Bank of Russia
Order No. OD682, dated September 22, 2004,
“On the Calculation of the Cost of Collateral for
Bank of Russia Loans” and Bank of Russia Order
No. OD848, dated December 6, 2004, and Or
der No. OD906, dated December 31, 2004, “On
the Bank of Russia Coefficients of Correction.”
To ensure that increment coefficients are not
applied to overnight interest rates when overnight
loans are extended for three consecutive times or
more, the Bank of Russia drafted and issued Or
dinance No. 1430U, dated May 25, 2004, “On

the Size of the Fee Charged for the Right to Use
Intraday Loans.”
CURRENCY SWAPS. Bank of Russia Order No.
OD471, dated June 10, 2004, “On the Con
clusion of Currency Swap Transactions by the
Bank of Russia on the Domestic Foreign Exchange
Market,” changed from June 11, 2004, the pro
cedure for determining the swap difference for the
currency swap transactions conducted by the
Bank of Russia on the domestic foreign exchange
market by including the US dollar interest rate in
the parameters of the swap difference calculation.
As a result, the method of calculating the cost of
refinancing through currency swaps now corre
sponds to the internationally accepted practice of
determining the conditions of such operations.
DEPOSIT OPERATIONS. To upgrade the regula
tory framework of the deposit operations con
ducted by the Bank of Russia with resident credit
institutions in rubles, the Bank of Russia issued
the following documents:
— Bank of Russia Operating Ordinance No.
82T, dated July 16, 2004, “On the Proce
dure for Calculating the Sum of Interest on a
Deposit Taken from a Credit Institution;”
— Bank of Russia Order No. OD718, dated Octo
ber 20, 2004, “On the Bank of Russia’s Conduct
ing of Deposit Operations with Credit Institutions
in the Currency of the Russian Federation.”
OPERATIONS WITH BANK OF RUSSIA BONDS. To
improve the monetary policy instruments used by
the Bank of Russia, the latter began to sell Bank
of Russia bonds (by the decision of the Bank of
Russia Board of Directors of August 6, 2004).

2. FINANCIAL MARKET DEVELOPMENT

T

o make openmarket operations more ef
fective and stimulate the development of
the domestic foreign exchange market, the
Bank of Russia implemented the following mea
sures:
— part of the Finance Ministry’s debt to the Bank
of Russia was restructured into four federal

loan bond issues with a total nominal value of
51.9 billion rubles, of which two issues with a
total nominal value of 45.2 billion rubles were
to be sold on the open market;
— the Bank of Russia participated in discussing
amendments to the Federal Law “On the Cen
tral Bank of the Russian Federation (Bank of
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Russia),” designed to extend the list of secu
rities used by the Bank of Russia in open mar
ket operations, proposed by members of the
lower house of Russian parliament, the State
Duma, and drafted taking into account the
recommendations made by the State Duma
after the discussion of the Bank of Russia An
nual Report for 2003. If passed, the amend
ments will help make the banking sector regu
lation mechanism more efficient and have a
favourable effect on the refinancing of credit
institutions;
— the Bank of Russia took part in drafting
amendments to the Federal Law “On the Se
curities Market” and Federal Law “On the
Protection of the Rights and Legitimate In
terests of Investors,” which allowed the Bank
of Russia to issue its own bonds without state
registration (the State Duma has passed the
first reading of the amendments). If passed
in all three readings, the amendments will
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help the Bank of Russia accelerate operations
with its bonds when implementing monetary
policy;
— the Bank of Russia in collaboration with the
Moscow Interbank Currency Exchange
(MICEX) merged the unified trading session
of several interbank currency exchanges
(UTS) with the local SELT MICEX trading
session for ruble/dollar instruments traded
for “today” and “tomorrow” settlements and
ruble/euro instruments traded for “today”
settlements. In addition, UTS traders re
ceived the opportunity to conduct ruble/dol
lar currency swaps and strike outofsystem
deals. The merger of the two sessions helped
increase the exchange market liquidity,
ended the diversity of quotations for instru
ments with the same value date and gave re
gional market players broader opportunities
for conducting exchange operations with for
eign currency.

3. RELATIONS WITH FEDERAL BUDGET

I

n 2004, the Bank of Russia continued to as
sist the final implementation of the Concept
of the Finance Ministry’s Federal Treasury
Single Federal Budget Revenue and Funds Ac
count by upgrading the regulatory framework for
servicing the accounts to register budget funds of
all levels of the Russian budget system, drafting
regulations, some of them in collaboration with
the Finance Ministry, and implementing indi
vidual provisions of the 2004 Federal Budget
Law.
The Bank of Russia established special proce
dures for the provision of cash settlement services
by the various divisions of its settlement network
and credit institutions for the federal treasury ac
counts given the opening of personal accounts by
the principal budget managers, budget managers
and budget recipients in the single federal trea
sury register (Bank of Russia and Ministry of Fi
nance Regulation No. 257P and No. 46n, dated
May 20, 2004). The Bank of Russia made
changes to the Accounting Rules in the Bank of
Russia and Credit Institutions (Bank of Russia

Ordinance No. 1466U, dated June 30, 2004,
Ordinance No. 1527U, dated December 10,
2004, and Ordinance No. 1447U, dated Ju
ne 11, 2004) and established a special account
ing procedure for the funds paid out in cash to
the budget recipients who have personal accounts
in the single federal treasury register.
Due to the changes made during the budget
reform to the budget classification of the Russian
Federation and pursuant to the 2005 Federal
Budget Law, the Federal Law “On Amending the
Federal Law ‘On the Budget Classification of the
Russian Federation’ and the Budget Code of the
Russian Federation,” the Bank of Russia made
the necessary changes to the format of the pay
ment order for the transfer of taxes and duties to
the budget system (Bank of Russia Ordinance
No. 1493U, dated August 25, 2004).
To complete as soon as possible the transfer of
federal agency operations with funds received
from entrepreneurial and other gainful activities
to servicing through personal accounts opened in
the single federal treasury register and pursuant
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to Articles 139, 141 and 142 of the 2004 Federal
Budget Law:
— the Bank of Russia drafted Ordinance No.
1491U, dated August 18, 2004, which pro
vides for supplying the federal treasury bodies
with information on the accounts opened by
federal agencies in Bank of Russia establish
ments and credit institutions or branches of
credit institutions to register operations with
funds received from entrepreneurial and other
gainful activities. Such information was pro
vided to the federal treasury regional branches
as of October 1, 2004, and January 1, 2005,
and passed on to the Finance Ministry;
— the Bank of Russia on October 26, 2004,
considered and agreed with Finance Minis
try Order No. 94n, dated October 26, 2004,
“On the Approval of the Procedure for Sus
pending by Federal Treasury Bodies of Op
erations on the Accounts Opened by Federal
Agencies in the Establishments of the Cen
tral Bank of the Russian Federation and
Credit Institutions or Branches of Credit In
stitutions to Register Operations with Funds
Received from Entrepreneurial and Other
Gainful Activities;”
— the Bank of Russia drafted Ordinance No.
1459U, dated June 28, 2004, which set the
procedure for accounting for operations with
funds from entrepreneurial and other gainful
activities, conducted by regional government
agencies or the bodies providing cash services
to the regional budget authorities;
— the Bank of Russia made amendments to its
Regulation No. 198P, dated October 7, 2002,
“On the Procedure for Calculating and Charg
ing Fees for the Bank of Russia Settlement
Services,” and Ordinance No. 1262U, dated
March 28, 2003, “On the Procedure for Cal
culating and Charging Fees by Bank of Russia
Establishments for the Settlement Services
Provided by the Bank of Russia,” which ex
empted from payment for Bank of Russia
settlement services the bodies providing cash
services to the regional budget authorities for
operations on accounts for registering funds
from entrepreneurial and other gainful activi
ties received by institutions accountable to the

regional governments (Bank of Russia Ordi
nance No. 1501U, dated September 14,
2004, and Ordinance No. 1500U, dated Sep
tember 14, 2004).
The Bank of Russia issued jointly with the Fi
nance Ministry Regulations No. 264P and No.
108n, dated December 3, 2004, which estab
lished, pursuant to Article 151 of the 2004 Fed
eral Budget Law, the procedure for completing
operations on the 2004 federal budget accounts
opened in the divisions of the Bank of Russia
settlement network and credit institutions or their
branches.
To implement the subprogramme “State
Housing Certificates” for 2004—2010, the Bank
of Russia issued an ordinance setting the proce
dure for accounting for the housing subsidies pro
vided to individual recipients from the federal
budget (Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 137T,
dated November 26, 2004).
To improve the procedure for granting state
social aid to individuals and ensure that the fed
eral and regional compulsory medical insurance
funds make the accounting of the funds allocated
from the federal budget for additional free medi
cal care for some categories of people, the Bank
of Russia drafted an ordinance requiring federal
and regional compulsory medical insurance funds
to keep these funds in separate personal accounts
in Bank of Russia establishments (Bank of Rus
sia Ordinance No. 159T, dated December 31,
2004).
To improve the regulatory framework for
servicing the budget accounts at all levels of the
Russian budget system and optimise the proce
dure used by Bank of Russia establishments and
credit institutions for accounting for budget ac
count balances, the Bank of Russia repealed a
number of its regulations, some of them issued
jointly with the Finance Ministry, Federal Tax
Service and Federal Compulsory Medical Insur
ance Fund, and amended the procedure for
compiling reports presented by credit institu
tions and Bank of Russia establishments on the
balances of accounts opened to register the rev
enues distributed between the various levels of
the Russian budget system and federal budget
funds.
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4. FOREIGN EXCHANGE REGULATION AND FOREIGN EXCHANGE CONTROL

T

o ensure the implementation of Federal
Law No. 173FZ, dated December 10,
2003, “On Foreign Exchange Regulation
and Foreign Exchange Control,” which came into
force on June 18, 2004, the Bank of Russia is
sued 37 regulations and instructions within the
powers delegated to it:
— four regulations on the introduction of foreign
exchange regulation instruments such as the
requirement to use special accounts (bank
accounts or sections of depot accounts) when
conducting specified foreign exchange opera
tions and on the procedure for making provi
sions when entering (writing down) funds to
(from) special resident and nonresident ac
counts opened in authorised banks;
— nine regulations establishing the procedure for
the compulsory sale of part of foreign currency
earnings and presenting confirmation docu
ments and information by customers to
authorised banks when conducting foreign
exchange operations, the procedure for filling
in the foreign exchange transaction, account
ing and control certificates and the procedure
for conducting specified foreign exchange op
erations, including currency exchange opera
tions;
— four regulations relating to the procedure for
opening accounts abroad by resident corporate
entities;
— four regulations establishing temporary pro
cedures for using rubledenominated bank ac
counts by nonresidents, opened before Fed
eral Law No. 173FZ came into force;
— three documents amending the accounting
rules in credit institutions in connection with
the introduction of the requirement for resi
dents and nonresidents to use special bank
accounts;
— 13 documents invalidating Bank of Russia
regulations, including regulations issued
jointly with the federal government agencies,
in connection with the adoption of Federal
Law No. 173FZ.
To regulate capital inflow and outflow, the
Bank of Russia on August 1, 2004, established
the requirements for the size and duration of the
provisions made for operations conducted with

resident and nonresident special bank accounts
(Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 1465U, dated
June 29, 2004, “On Establishing Reserve Re
quirements for Entering Funds to Special Bank
Accounts and Writing down Funds from Special
Bank Accounts”).
To further ease up controls on foreign exchange
operations and taking into account the favourable
financial situation, the Bank of Russia:
— on December 27, 2004, lowered the require
ment for exporters’ compulsory sale of foreign
currency earnings on the domestic foreign ex
change market from 25% to 10% (Bank of
Russia Ordinance No. 1520U, dated Novem
ber 26, 2004, “On Amending Bank of Russia
Instruction No. 111I, Dated March 30, 2004,
‘On Compulsory Sale of Part of Foreign Cur
rency Earnings on the Domestic Foreign Ex
change Market of the Russian Federation’”);
— took a decision to reduce the size of provisions
(Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 1540U, dated
December 29, 2004, “On Amending Bank of
Russia Ordinance No. 1465U, Dated June
29, 2004, ‘On Establishing Reserve Require
ments for Entering Funds to Special Bank Ac
counts and Writing down Funds from Special
Bank Accounts,”’ which came into force on
February 20, 2005).
To preclude double encumbrance of operations
conducted by nonresident banks to extend ruble
denominated loans to resident credit institutions,
the Bank of Russia cancelled the requirement for
nonresident banks to use special accounts in such
cases (Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 1529U,
dated December 16, 2004, “On Amending Bank
of Russia Instruction No. 116I, Dated June 7,
2004, ‘On the Types of Resident and Nonresi
dent Special Accounts,”’ which came into force
on February 6, 2005).
The Bank of Russia was actively involved in
drafting amendments to the Federal Law “On
Foreign Exchange Regulation and Foreign Ex
change Control” (the amendments were submit
ted to the State Duma by State Duma deputies at
the end of 2004 (draft No. 1260844)). These
amendments are designed to eliminate the short
comings in the foreign exchange regulation dis
covered during the implementation of this Law.
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PRINCIPAL MEASURES CARRIED OUT TO IMPROVE
BANKING REGULATION AND SUPERVISION IN 2004

T

he Bank of Russia carried out the princi
pal measures to improve banking regu
lation and supervision in 2004 in line
with the Guidelines for the State Monetary
Policy in 2004, the implementation plan for the
MediumTerm Social and Economic Develop
ment Programme of the Russian Federation
(2003—2005) in the field of banking and the
draft Banking Sector Development Strategy for
the Period until 2008, which the Russian Gov

ernment approved in principle at a meeting on
July 1, 2004.
The Bank of Russia’s efforts to improve bank
ing regulation and supervision aimed to encourage
substantive approaches, especially to the nature
and level of risks assumed by a credit institution
and the quality of its management and internal
controls. These approaches could be seen in the
methodology of current supervision and the evalu
ation of the performance of credit institutions.

1. MEASURES CARRIED OUT TO DEVELOP A DEPOSIT INSURANCE SYSTEM

T

he principal measures to upgrade banking
regulation and supervision in 2004 were
carried out by the Bank of Russia in pur
suance of federal laws, including the Federal Law
“On Insurance of Household Deposits with Rus
sian Banks.” In 2004, the Bank of Russia drafted
and issued a set of regulations on the application
of this law.
Regulation No. 248P, dated January 16,
2004, “On the Procedure for Considering by the
Bank of Russia a Bank’s Request to the Bank of
Russia to Take a Decision on the Bank’s Compli
ance with the Requirements for Participation in
the Deposit Insurance System,” established the
stages and procedure for passing the decision
(positive or negative) by the Bank of Russia
Banking Supervision Committee on a bank’s com
pliance with the requirements for participation
in the deposit insurance system.
Bank of Russia Regulation No. 247P, dated
January 16, 2004, “On the Procedure for Con
sidering by the Bank of Russia an Appeal against
its Negative Decision on the Repeat Request by
a Bank to Consider its Compliance with the Re
quirements for Participation in the Deposit In
surance System,” set the procedure for filing an
appeal against the Bank of Russia’s negative de
cision on the repeat request by a bank to con
sider its compliance with the requirements for

participation in the deposit insurance system,
considering an appeal by the Bank of Russia and
passing the decision by the Bank of Russia Bank
ing Supervision Committee or Bank of Russia
Chairman to meet (or refuse to meet) a bank’s
request.
Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 1379U, dated
January 16, 2004, “On Evaluating the Finan
cial Stability of a Bank for the Purpose of
Recognising it Able to Participate in the Deposit
Insurance System,” established a set of indica
tors and the methodologies of calculating them
and determining the overall result on them for
the purpose of recognising that a bank was fi
nancially stable to participate in the deposit in
surance system.
Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 1417U, dated
April 1, 2004, “On the Form of the Register of
Bank Obligations to Depositors,” drafted at the
proposal of the Deposit Insurance Agency, estab
lished the procedure for registering a bank’s obli
gations to individual depositors when taking
money on deposit, the form of the bank’s register
of obligations to depositors and the duty of the
bank in respect to which the insured event has
occurred to compile a register of obligations, tak
ing into account the bank’s obligations to deposi
tors and counterclaims to depositors, and present
it to the Deposit Insurance Agency within seven
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days after the insured event occurred. The docu
ment also set the procedure for cooperation be
tween the Deport Insurance Agency and provi
sional administration of a bank, appointed by the
Bank of Russia, in compiling and submitting a
register of obligations when the insured event has
occurred.
Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 1476U, dated
July 16, 2004, “On the Procedure for Requiring
a Bank by the Bank of Russia to Submit an Appli
cation for the Termination of the Right to Handle
Deposits,” set the procedure and the time frames
within which the Bank of Russia should require
a bank to make an application for the termina
tion of its right to conduct deposit operations in
the event of the bank’s refusal to participate in
the deposit insurance system or if the bank has
failed to meet the conditions set for participating
in this system.
Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 1477U, dated
July 16, 2004, “On the Procedure for Invalidat
ing the Licence of a Bank to Take Household De
posits in Rubles, Licence to Take Household De
posits in Rubles and Foreign Currency or Gen
eral Licence in the Event of the Bank’s Refusal to
Participate in the Deposit Insurance System or
Failure to Qualify for Participation in the Deposit
Insurance System,” set the procedure for replac
ing (cancelling) the licences of banks that have
not entered the personal bank deposit insurance
system.
Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 1483U, dated
July 30, 2004, “On the Procedure for Prohibit
ing a Bank that Has Refused to Participate in the
Deposit Insurance System or Has Been Found
Unfit to Participate in the Deposit Insurance Sys
tem from Taking Household Deposits and Open
ing Personal Bank Accounts,” set the procedure
for prohibiting banks, which had the right to
handle deposits as of the day the Federal Deposit
Insurance Law came into force, from taking
household funds on deposit and opening personal
accounts and stipulated the conditions and time
frames for notifying credit institutions of the pro
hibition.
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Bank of Russia Operating Ordinance No. 87
T, dated July 23, 2004, “On Actions to Be Taken
by Bank of Russia Regional Branches in the Cases
of Authorised Capital Payment with Improper
Assets when Considering the Performance of
Credit Institutions and Issuing Banking Li
cences,” contains recommendations on how the
Bank of Russia regional branches should respond
to the established fact or suspicion that the
authorised capital or a part thereof was formed
with improper assets when taking the decision on
the correctness of payment for shares (stakes) in
the credit institution, the expansion of the range
of the credit institution’s activities by obtaining
the corresponding banking licences and meeting
the credit institution’s request for entry into the
deposit insurance system.
Bank of Russia Operating Ordinance No.
88T, dated July 27, 2004, “On the Application
by the Bank of Russia Regional Branches of Bank
of Russia Ordinance No. 1379U, Dated January
16, 2004, ‘On Evaluating the Financial Stability
of a Bank for the Purpose of Recognising it Able
to Participate in the Deposit Insurance System,”’
contains recommendations on how the Bank of
Russia regional branches should take decisions on
a bank’s compliance with the requirements for
participation in the deposit insurance system from
the standpoint of evaluating the transparency of
the bank’s ownership structure to ensure the
openness of the Bank of Russia procedure for
evaluating the established indicators.
The Bank of Russia drafted Ordinance No.
1542U, “On the Specifics of the Inspections of
Banks Conducted with the Participation of De
posit Insurance Agency Staff.”1
The following recommendations were drafted
for the Bank of Russia regional branches:
— on the questions to be included in the bank
inspection assignment;
— on drafting a report on the results of the final
analysis on regional branches being able or
unable to support a bank’s request on its com
pliance with the requirements for participa
tion in the deposit insurance system.

Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 1542U was issued by the Bank of Russia on January 13, 2005.
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2. MEASURES TAKEN TO IMPROVE THE METHODOLOGY OF CURRENT SUPERVISION
OF CREDIT INSTITUTIONS

T

o improve the methodology of substantive
riskfocused supervision of credit institu
tions, the Bank of Russia issued the follow
ing regulatory documents in 2004:
— Bank of Russia Regulation No. 232P, dated
July 9, 2003, “On Loan Loss Provisions by
Credit Institutions,” which came into force on
April 1, 2004, and Bank of Russia Regulation
No. 254P, dated March 26, 2004, “On the
Procedure for Making Provisions by Credit
Institutions for Possible Losses on Loans and
Loan and Similar Debts.” These two regula
tory documents created conditions for profes
sional judgement to be used in evaluating the
quality of credit institutions’ assets and, con
sequently, the required reserve levels;
— Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 1449U, dated
June 15, 2004, “On Making Amendments and
Addenda to Bank of Russia Ordinance No.
1318U, Dated August 7, 2003, ‘On the
Formation and Size of the Reserve for Credit
Institution Operations with Residents of
Offshore Zones,”’ which came into effect on
July 15, 2004, expanded the list of operations
with offshore zone residents, for which credit
institutions should make provisions, with op
erations under broker services agreements and
clarified the procedure for making a provision
for the warranties and guarantees given to off
shore zone residents if the credit institution is
the guarantor in the operation in which the
principal and beneficiary are both offshore
zone residents.
To upgrade the regulation of risks assumed by
the banks and improve liquidity management, the
Bank of Russia issued Instruction No. 110I,
dated January 16, 2004, “On Banks’ Required
Ratios,” which cancelled the ratios which were
not required by the Federal Law “On the Central
Bank of the Russian Federation (Bank of Rus
sia)” and the ratios which the Bank of Russia
deemed unnecessary. In addition, it lowered the
required instant liquidity ratio (N2) and current
liquidity ratio (N3), changed the procedure for
calculating the bank own funds (capital) ad
equacy ratio (N1) and some other required ra

tios, such as the liquidity ratios, and introduced
a requirement for credit institutions to observe
the required ratios on a permanent basis.
In elaborating some provisions of its Instruc
tion No. 110I, dated January 16, 2004, “On
Banks’ Required Ratios,” the Bank of Russia is
sued the following regulatory documents:
— Operating Ordinance No. 47T, dated Ap
ril 27, 2004, “On the Application of Sec
tion 10 of Bank of Russia Instruction No.
110I, Dated January 16, 2004, ‘On Banks’
Required Ratios,’” which stipulates the
cases in which the Bank of Russia regional
branches can require a bank to present in
formation on the required ratios as of an
intramonth date (dates);
— Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 1489U, dated
August 13, 2004, “On Making Amendments
to Bank of Russia Instruction No. 110I, Dated
January 16, 2004, ‘On Banks’ Required Ra
tios,’” which stipulates that the calculation
base of the required ratios N6, N7, N9.1,
N10.1 and N12, which limit a bank’s credit
risks, is reduced by the amount of the imputed
loan loss provisions and requires banks to cal
culate as of an intramonth date all indicators
involved in the calculation of the required ra
tios, including own funds (capital), should the
Bank of Russia demand the calculation of the
required ratios as of an intramonth date
(dates);
— Bank of Russia Operating Ordinance No.
106T, dated September 10, 2004, “On the Cal
culation of Maximum Risk per Borrower or
Group of Related Borrowers (N6 Ratio),”
which recommends considering as a group of
related borrowers of a bank corporate enti
ties and private individuals who are economi
cally connected in such a way that the dete
rioration of the financial condition of one of
them leads to or makes possible the deteriora
tion of the financial condition of another bor
rower (other borrowers), which may result
in nonfulfilment (inappropriate fulfilment)
by this borrower (these borrowers) of obliga
tions on the bank’s credit claims;
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— Bank of Russia Operating Ordinance No.
114T, dated September 28, 2004, “On the
Termination of the Subordinated Loan Agree
ment,” which explains to regional branches
what they should do when a credit institution
has failed to comply with the required ratios
as a result of excluding a subordinated loan
from the own funds (capital) calculation;
— Bank of Russia Official Clarification No. 31
OR, dated December 17, 2004, “On the Ap
plication of Some Provisions of Bank of Rus
sia Instruction No. 110I, Dated January 16,
2004, ‘On Banks’ Required Ratios,’” which
contains the list of persons who may be re
garded as bank insiders.
The Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 1523U,
dated November 30, 2004, “On Amending Bank
of Russia Regulation No. 89P, Dated September
24, 1999, ‘On the Procedure for Calculating Mar
ket Risk by Credit Institutions,”’ which excluded
securities acquired in repo deals and received as
collateral from the market risk calculation.
When implementing the Concept of the De
velopment of the Housing Mortgage Lending Sys
tem, the Bank of Russia issued Instruction No.
112I, dated March 31, 2004, “On the Required
Ratios for Credit Institutions Issuing Mortgage
Backed Bonds,” which established the procedure
for calculating the required ratios and the values
of these ratios pursuant to the Federal Law “On
the Central Bank of the Russian Federation (Bank
of Russia)” and the Federal Law “On Mortgage
Securities,” the values and methodology of cal
culating additional required ratios for credit in
stitutions issuing mortgagebacked securities and
the specifics of supervision by the Bank of Russia
of compliance with these requirements.
To improve the supervision of credit institu
tions on a consolidated basis, the Bank of Russia
issued Regulation No. 246P, dated January 5,
2004, “On the Procedure for Compiling Consoli
dated Statements by the Parent Credit Institu
tion of a Banking/Consolidated Group,” and Op
erating Ordinance No. 1T, dated January 5,
2004, “On Methodological Recommendations on
the Compiling of Consolidated Statements.”
Bank of Russia Regulation No. 242P, dated
December 16, 2003, “On Organising Internal
1
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Controls in Credit Institutions and Banking
Groups,” which came into force in February
2004, is based on a comprehensive approach to
the organisation of internal controls in credit in
stitutions, determined the objectives, areas and
bodies of internal controls and set out the prin
ciples by which the internal controls (internal
audit) services should be guided in their work.
In pursuance of its Regulation No. 242P,
dated December 16, 2003, “On Organising In
ternal Controls in Credit Institutions and Bank
ing Groups,” the Bank of Russia issued Operat
ing Ordinance No. 70T, dated June 23, 2004,
“On Typical Banking Risks,” which defined
credit, market, stock market, currency, interest,
operational, legal and other risks. This document
is designed to help banks draw up common ap
proaches to risk management, which is a key ele
ment in the work of each credit institution.
To provide methodological assistance to its
regional branches in analysing the performance
of credit institutions, the Bank of Russia:
— issued Operating Ordinance No. 151T, dated
December 28, 2004, “On Recommendations
for the Analysis of the Activities of Credit In
stitutions and the Development of Banking
Services in the Region,” which enables Bank
of Russia regional branches to evaluate the
level of banking risk in the region, the extent
to which the region is saturated with banking
services and current trends and prospects for
the development of credit institutions in the
region;
— continued to take steps to improve the 2000 re
commendations on the analysis of the finan
cial conditions of credit institutions and the
computerbased system “The Analysis of the
Financial Situation of a Bank,” which changed
the methodology for analysing the financial
standing of a bank, bringing it into compliance
with the methods used by the Bank of Russia
in evaluating the financial soundness of banks
to ascertain that it can participate in the de
posit insurance system;
— drafted methodological recommendations on
the analysis of the financial statements com
piled by credit institutions according to Inter
national Financial Reporting Standards1.

Bank of Russia Letter No. 35T, dated February 28, 2005.
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To modernise banking technologies, the Bank
of Russia issued:
— Operating Ordinance No. 16T, dated Febru
ary 3, 2004, “On Recommendations on the
Information Content and Organisation of
Websites of Credit Institutions,” which pro
vided credit institutions with guidelines on
how they should arrange their Internet sites;
— Ordinance No. 1390U, dated March 1, 2004,
“On the Procedure for Informing the Central
Bank of the Russian Federation by Credit In
stitutions about the Introduction and Use of
Internet Technologies in Banking,” which set
the procedure for presenting data by credit
institutions to the Bank of Russia on the use
of Internetbased telecommunication tech
nologies in their work.
In 2004, the Bank of Russia continued to im
prove the conditions and forms of its cooperation
with foreign banking supervisory authorities. It
issued Ordinance No. 1381U, dated January 29,
2004, “On the Procedure for Exchanging Infor
mation and (or) Documents between the Bank of
Russia and the Central Banks and Banking Super
visory Authorities of Foreign States.” In August
2004, the Bank of Russia signed the agreement on
cooperation in supervising credit institutions with
the National Bank of the Kyrgyz Republic. During
the year, the Bank of Russia discussed the word
ing of agreements (memoranda of understanding)
in the field of banking supervision with the super
visory authorities of 15 countries.
To promote the use of substantive (riskfo
cused) methods of supervision, which include the
evaluation of the performance of credit institu
tions and the use of supervisory measures based,
above all, on the substance and realistic evalua
tion of banking risk from the standpoint of its pos
sible effect on the stability of credit institutions,
the Bank of Russia:

— began to draft regulations on the evaluation
of the financial stability of a credit institution
(based on the methods used in evaluating
banks’ compliance with the requirements for
admission to the deposit insurance system)
and on supervision regimes (supervisory ac
tions are to be taken on the basis of the finan
cial soundness assessments and a credit
institution’s performance is to be evaluated
and acted upon by supervisors on the basis of
professional (substantive) judgement);
— continued to introduce curatorship into
Russia’s supervisory practice, organising for
this purpose a retraining course for Bank of
Russia employees under the programme “The
Curator of a Commercial Bank.” The Bank of
Russia also drafted the Regulation “On the
Curator of a Credit Institution” and Method
ological Guidance for the Curator, the
“curator’s manual.” This work is to be com
pleted in 2005;
— has almost completed the development of a
system designed to detect problems in credit
institutions at the early stages (an early warn
ing system). Bank of Russia experts have de
veloped software for the system, which has
been pilottested in Bank of Russia regional
branches.
Within the framework of EU/TACIS Bank
ing Supervision and Reporting Project, launched
in September 2003 and set to run for two years,
the Bank of Russia continued to optimise and
upgrade prudential reporting. When the project
is completed, changes are to be made in the con
tent of prudential statements and the procedure
for presenting them. This work is being carried
out in close cooperation with the banking com
munity (the new, modified reporting forms will
be tested by the pilot banks involved in the
project).
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3. MEASURES CARRIED OUT TO IMPROVE INSPECTION

I

n 2004, the Bank of Russia issued the fol
lowing regulatory documents designed to
optimise inspections and the procedure for
organising and conducting onsite inspections of
credit institutions and their branches1:
— Ordinance No. 1543U, “On Making Amend
ments to Bank of Russia Instruction No.
105I, Dated August 25, 2003, ‘On the Pro
cedure for Conducting Inspections of Credit In
stitutions and their Branches by Authorised
Representatives of the Central Bank of the
Russian Federation;”’
— Ordinance No. 1544U, “On Making Amend
ments to Bank of Russia Instruction No.
108I, Dated December 1, 2003, ‘On Orga
nising Inspections by the Central Bank of the
Russian Federation (Bank of Russia).”’
These documents take into account the provi
sions of the Federal Law “On Foreign Exchange
Regulation and Foreign Exchange Control” and
the amendments made to some Bank of Russia
regulations.
To ensure uniformity in conducting inspec
tions and make them more effective, the Bank of
Russia issued the following documents:
— Operating Ordinance No. 116T, dated Octo
ber 1, 2004, “On Methodological Recommen
dations on the Inspection of Cash Operations
in Credit Institutions and their Branches;”
— Operating Ordinance No. 68T, dated Ju
ne 18, 2004, “Clarifications in Respect to

Questions Raised by Bank of Russia Regional
Branches when Organising and Conducting
Inspections of Credit Institutions and their
Branches.”
The Bank of Russia and its regional branches
began to test run the Automated Inspection Unit
System (ASIP), which makes it possible to keep
all inspection data (from planning an inspection
to the ultimate completion of all inspectionrelated
procedures and paperwork) in a single database
in real time, reduce the number of reports com
piled by the Bank of Russia regional branches
without losing any important information and
make inspection management more effective.
When conducting inspections in pursuance of
the Federal Law “On Insurance of Household De
posits with Russian Banks,” the Bank of Russia
carried out indepth preinspection analyses of
banks’ activities using the results of their previ
ous inspections and reports to determine more
precisely the questions that need to be included
in the inspection assignment. An analysis had to
pronounce an informed judgement on the finan
cial stability of the bank in question. The meth
odology for evaluating banks on the basis of a se
ries of formalised indicators, using the computer
based analysis system “The Analysis of the Finan
cial State of a Commercial Bank,” or AFSKB, and
the KALIPSOinspector package of tables con
taining the most important analytical indicators,
was tested in practice.

4. MEASURES TAKEN TO IMPROVE THE DECISIONMAKING PROCEDURE
FOR REGISTERING CREDIT INSTITUTIONS, LICENSING BANKING OPERATIONS
AND REGISTERING SECURITIES ISSUED BY CREDIT INSTITUTIONS

T

o improve the licensing and registration of
credit institutions and the licensing of
banking operations, the Bank of Russia is
sued Instruction No. 109I, dated January 14,
2004, “On the Bank of Russia DecisionMaking
Procedure for the State Registration of Credit

Institutions and Licensing of Banking Opera
tions,” which:
— requires Bank of Russia regional branches to
check inside a credit institution the sources of
funds paid for its shares (stakes), verify the
financial status of the buyers to ensure they

1
Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 1543U and Ordinance No. 1544U were approved by the Bank of Russia on
January 13, 2005.
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—

—

—

—

—

have enough money of their own (net assets)
to acquire the shares (stakes) if the authorised
capital of a credit institution is increased by
more than 20% or if there is reason to believe
that the shares (stakes) in the credit institu
tion were paid for in breach of the established
regulations;
sets the procedure for receiving from the
founders of a credit institution any informa
tion on the financial standing and activities of
persons who can directly or indirectly deter
mine decisionmaking in a credit institution
and establishes the right to require a credit
institution applying for permission to expand
the range of its activities on the basis of new
banking licences to present information on its
members and their groups;
sets a limit of 20% of authorised capital for
property (nonpecuniary) contributions to the
authorised capital of a credit institution;
enables credit institutions to open a new kind
of internal division, the cash and credit office,
which can conduct operations to provide funds
to small businesses and households with re
payment and provide cash services to corpo
rate entities and households;
specifies the procedure for expanding the
range of activities of banks applying for the
licence to take household funds on deposit.
Specifically, the regulation stipulates that in
addition to meeting general standards, a bank
must comply with the requirements set by the
Federal Deposit Insurance Law;
simplifies the procedure allowing a branch of
a credit institution to start working by reduc
ing to a minimum the number of requirements,
the procedure for opening an internal division

in a credit institution or a branch of a credit
institution instead of another internal division,
and the procedure for notifying creditors of a
change in the address of a credit institution or
a branch of a credit institution, a change in
the name of a credit institution, and the clo
sure of a branch of a credit institution.
To improve the regulation of access to the
management of credit institutions, the Bank of
Russia issued Ordinance No. 1492U, dated
August 20, 2004, “On the Application of Rus
sian Federation Legislation on the Securities
Market to Chief Executive Officers and Mem
bers of the Boards of Directors of Credit Insti
tutions which Are Professional Securities Mar
ket Players.” Elaborated in pursuance of the
Federal Securities Market Law, the document
establishes additional requirements for persons
who fulfil the functions of a oneman executive
body, their deputies, members of the collegiate
executive body of credit institutions, members
of the boards of directors (supervisory boards)
of credit institutions which are professional se
curities market players, and sets the procedure
for monitoring compliance with these require
ments.
To clarify some issues relating to the proce
dure for registering the issue of bonds secured by
third party and to ensure that the issuing credit
institutions disclose information at each stage of
the issue, the Bank of Russia issued Operating
Ordinance No. 39T, dated April 9, 2004, “On
the Application of Some Provisions of Bank of
Russia Instruction No. 102I, Dated July 22,
2002, ‘On the Rules of Issue and Registration of
Securities by Credit Institutions in the Russian
Federation.’”

5. MEASURES TAKEN TO IMPROVE THE PROCEDURES FOR PREVENTING INSOLVENCY
(BANKRUPTCY) OF CREDIT INSTITUTIONS, REVOKING BANKING LICENCES
AND OVERSEEING LIQUIDATION PROCEEDINGS IN CREDIT INSTITUTIONS

I

n 2004, the Bank of Russia implemented
measures to improve bank bankruptcypre
vention and licencerevocation procedures
and the monitoring of the liquidation proceedings
in credit institutions taking into account Federal

Law No. 192FZ, dated December 29, 2004, “On
Making Amendments to Some Russian Federation
Laws in Connection with the Coming into Force
of the Federal Law ‘On Mortgage Securities,’”
Federal Law No. 121FZ, dated August 20, 2004,
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“On Amending the Federal Law ‘On the Insol
vency (Bankruptcy) of Credit Institutions’ and
Invalidating Some Laws (Provisions of Laws) of
the Russian Federation,” and Federal Law No.
96FZ, dated July 29, 2004, “On Bank of Rus
sia Payments on Household Deposits with Bank
rupt Banks Uncovered by the Compulsory Deposit
Insurance System” (the Bank of Russia partici
pated in drafting all of these laws).
Bank of Russia Regulation No. 265P, dated
December 14, 2004, “On the Accreditation of Ar
bitration Managers with the Bank of Russia as
Receivers of Bankrupt Credit Institutions,” es
tablished the procedure for considering applica
tions of arbitration managers, members of a self
regulating arbitration managers organisation, and
the procedure for drafting and issuing certificates
of accreditation, extending the term of accredi
tation, cancelling accreditation, redrafting and
issuing duplicate certificates of accreditation, and
terminating certificates of accreditation.
Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 1510U, dated
October 28, 2004, “On Amending Bank of Rus
sia Ordinance No. 1260U, Dated March 24,
2003, ‘On the Procedure for Matching
Authorised Capital of a Credit Institution with its
Own Funds (Capital),’” stipulated that in the
first two years after a banking licence is issued to
a credit institution, it is not required to match its
authorised capital with own funds (capital).
To standardise training programmes for arbi
tration managers as receivers of bankrupt credit
institutions at educational establishments, the
Bank of Russia issued Ordinance No. 1532U,
dated December 21, 2004, “On Approving the
Training Programme of Arbitration Managers.”
Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 1533U, dated
December 22, 2004, “On Determining the Value
of Property (Assets) and Liabilities of a Credit
Institution,” established the procedure for calcu
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lating the value of the property (assets) and li
abilities of a credit institution for the purpose of
declaring it bankrupt.
Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 1517U, dated
November 17, 2004, “On Bank of Russia Pay
ments on Household Deposits with Bankrupt
Banks Uncovered by the Compulsory Deposit In
surance System and on the Procedure for Coop
eration between Agent Banks and the Bank of
Russia,” set the procedure for effecting Bank of
Russia payments, calculating their amount and
arranging cooperation between the Bank of Rus
sia and agent banks through which depositors’
applications are received and Bank of Russia pay
ments are effected.
Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 1539U, dated
December 29, 2004, “On the DecisionMaking
Procedure Relating to Bank of Russia Payments
on Household Deposits with Bankrupt Banks
Uncovered by the Compulsory Deposit Insurance
System,” established the procedure for taking the
decision on effecting Bank of Russia payments and
arranging cooperation between Bank of Russia
divisions and regional branches in this field.
Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 1516U, dated
November 17, 2004, “On the Procedure for the
Competitive Selection of Agent Banks to Effect
Bank of Russia Payments on Household Depos
its,” set the requirements a bank should meet to
acquire the right to participate in the competi
tive selection and established the procedure for
conducting the competitive selection by the Bank
of Russia and taking the decision on the selection
of an agent bank.
In all, the Bank of Russia issued 52 regula
tory documents in 2004 relating to the licensing
and financial rehabilitation of credit institutions
and household deposit insurance, including one
instruction, four regulations, 23 ordinances and
24 operating ordinances.
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6. MEASURES TO COUNTER THE LEGALISATION (LAUNDERING) OF CRIMINALLY OBTAINED
INCOMES AND THE FINANCING OF TERRORISM

T

o make the banking system’s efforts to
counter the legalisation (laundering) of
criminally obtained incomes and the fi
nancing of terrorism more effective, and to bring
its own regulations into compliance with Federal
Law No. 88FZ, dated July 28, 2004, “On
Amending the Federal Law ‘On Countering the
Legalisation (Laundering) of Criminally Obtained
Incomes and the Financing of Terrorism,”’ the
Bank of Russia issued the following regulatory
documents in 2004.
Pursuant to point 2 of Article 7 of Federal Law
No. 115FZ, dated August 7, 2001, “On Coun
tering the Legalisation (Laundering) of Crimi
nally Obtained Incomes and the Financing of Ter
rorism” (hereinafter referred to as Federal Law
No. 115FZ), the Bank of Russia issued:
— Ordinance No. 1485U, dated August 9,
2004, “On the Requirements for the Train
ing and Instruction of Personnel in Credit In
stitutions;”
— Ordinance No. 1486U, dated August 9,
2004, “On the Qualification Requirements for
the Special Executives Responsible for the
Observance of Internal Control Rules for the
Purpose of Countering the Legalisation (Laun
dering) of Criminally Obtained Incomes and
the Financing of Terrorism and the Implemen
tation of Internal Controls in Credit Institu
tions;”
— Regulation No. 262P, dated August 19,
2004, “On the Identification by Credit Insti
tutions of Customers and Beneficiaries for the
Purpose of Countering the Legalisation (Laun
dering) of Criminally Obtained Incomes and
the Financing of Terrorism.”
As the number of operations subject to man
datory control, which credit institutions are re
quired to report to the corresponding author
ity, were expanded, the Bank of Russia issued
Ordinance No. 1490U, dated August 17,
2004, “On Amending Bank of Russia Regula
tion No. 207P, Dated December 20, 2002, ‘On
the Procedure for Passing Information by Credit

Institutions to the Authorised Agency Stipulated
by the Federal Law ‘On Countering the
Legalisation (Laundering) of Criminally Obtained
Incomes and the Financing of Terrorism.’”
Pursuant to point 13 of Article 7 of Federal
Law No. 115FZ, the Bank of Russia issued by
agreement with the Russian Government Ordi
nance No. 1519U, dated November 26, 2004,
“On the Procedure for Passing Information by
Credit Institutions to the Authorised Agency in
the Event of the Refusal to Conclude a Bank Ac
count (Deposit) Agreement with an Individual
or Legal Entity and Conduct Operations with
Money or Other Property.”
To improve the supervisory procedures used
by the Bank of Russia, it issued the following regu
lations:
— Operating Ordinance No. 103T, dated Au
gust 19, 2004, “On the Exercise of Control
by the Bank of Russia over the Observance by
Credit Institutions (and their Branches) of the
Federal Law ‘On Countering the Legalisation
(Laundering) of Criminally Obtained Incomes
and the Financing of Terrorism,’” which con
tained methodological recommendations on
how to conduct inspections of credit institu
tions;
— Operating Ordinance No. 104T, dated Sep
tember 8, 2004, establishing the procedure for
using Operating Ordinance No. 137T, dated
November 28, 2001, “On Bank of Russia Rec
ommendations on the Elaboration by Credit
Institutions of Internal Control Rules for the
Purpose of Countering the Legalisation (Laun
dering) of Criminally Obtained Incomes and
the Financing of Terrorism.”
To provide methodological assistance to credit
institutions in carrying out measures designed to
counter money laundering and terrorist financ
ing, the Bank of Russia issued Operating Ordi
nance No. 100T, dated August 17, 2004, “On
the FATF Report on Money Laundering Typo
logies for 2003—2004” with the FATF Report
attached to it.
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Table 1
D Y N A MI C S O F K E Y MA C R O E C O N O MI C I N D I C A T O R S ( a s % o f p r e v i o u s y e a r )

Gross domestic product
of which:
Output of goods
of which:
industry
agriculture
construction
Output of services
Market services
of which:
transport
communications
trade, public catering and procurements
Nonmarket services
GDP deflator index, times
Consumer price index (December on December), times
Fixed capital investment
Retail trade turnover
Unemployment rate by ILO methodology,
as % of economically active population, annualised average

2002
104.7

2003
107.3

2004
107.1

103.6

108.2

106.3

104.0
102.9
102.8
105.6
106.2

107.5
105.7
114.3
106.9
107.4

106.1
102.9
110.2
107.9
108.7

103.4
116.6
108.2
102.2
1.155
1.151
102.8
109.3

105.6
120.7
110.9
104.0
1.137
1.120
112.5
108.8

105.0
124.7
110.1
102.3
1.186
1.117
110.9
112.5

8.1

8.6

8.2

Table 2
C O N S U ME R P R I C E D Y N A MI C S B Y G R O U P O F G O O D S A N D S E R V I C E S ( % g r o w t h , D e c e mb e r o n D e c e mb e r )

Consumer prices, total
of which:
goods and services included in calculation
of base consumer price index (BCPI)
food
of which:
food excluding vegetables and fruit
vegetables and fruit
nonfood products
paid services provided to the public

Note. Tables 1 and 2 are based on Rosstat data (as of May 5, 2005).
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2002
15.1

2003
12.0

2004
11.7

10.2
11.0

11.2
10.2

10.5
12.3

8.5
33.3
10.9
36.2

11.8
—4.2
9.2
22.3

13.1
3.3
7.4
17.7
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Table 3
C O N S U ME R P R I C E I N F L A T I O N S T R U C T U R E
2003
Growth in
%
percentage contribution
points
to growth
12.0
100.0

General rate of inflation (December on December)
Inflation growth due to:
change in prices of goods and services included
in BCPI calculation
change in prices of goods and services not included
in BCPI calculation
of which:
change in vegetable and fruit prices
change in regulated service and fuel prices

2004
Growth in
%
percentage contribution
points
to growth
11.7
100.0

9.1

75.9

8.5

72.0

2.9

24.1

3.3

28.0

—0.2
3.1

—1.8
25.9

0.2
3.1

1.5
26.5

2002
100.0

2003
100.0

2004
100.0

40.6

40.2

41.0

27.1
5.7
6.9
59.4
48.4

26.7
5.4
7.2
59.8
48.8

28.0
5.0
7.2
59.0
48.6

7.2
1.8
22.1
11.0

7.0
1.9
22.1
11.0

6.6
2.0
22.0
10.4

Table 4
G D P P R O D U C T I O N S T R U C T U R E I N B A S I C P R I C E S ( %) *

Gross domestic product
of which:
Output of goods
of which:
industry
agriculture
construction
Output of services
Market services
of which:
transport
communications
trade, public catering and procurements
Nonmarket services

* Unlike GDP in market prices, GDP in basic prices does not include food taxes but includes food subsidies. Data
in basic prices are shown without excluding indirectly measured financial intermediation services.

Note. Table 3 is based on Bank of Russia calculations and Tables 4—11 are based on Rosstat data (as of May 5,
2005).
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Table 5
S T R U C T U R E O F G D P C A L C U L A T E D B Y I N C O M E U S E M E T H O D I N C U R R E N T M A R K E T P R I C E S ( %)

GDP calculated by income use method
Expenditure on final consumption
of which:
household sector
government sector and nonprofit organisations
providing services to households
Gross capital formation
of which:
gross fixed capital formation
(including net acquisition of valuables)
change in inventories
Net exports of goods and services

2002
100.0
68.9

2003
100.0
68.0

2004
100.0
65.7

50.1

49.7

48.5

18.8
20.2

18.3
20.6

17.2
21.6

18.0
2.2
10.9

18.3
2.3
11.4

18.3
3.3
12.7

Table 6

D Y N A MI C S O F G D P C O N S U MP T I O N E L E ME N T S I N C O MP A R A B L E P R I C E S ( a s % o f p r e v i o u s y e a r )

GDP
of which:
Expenditure on final consumption
by household sector
by government sector
by nonprofit organisations providing services to households
Gross capital formation (including net acquisition of valuables)
Net exports of goods and services

2002
104.7

2003
107.3

2004
107.1

107.0
108.5
102.6
100.8
97.4
103.2

106.2
107.5
102.2
101.1
113.2
103.0

109.2
111.3
102.3
99.4
113.9
90.7

2002
100.0

2003
100.0

2004
100.0

46.7
14.1
39.2

46.9
13.5
39.6

45.9
13.9
40.2

Table 7

G D P F O R M A T I O N S T R U C T U R E B Y S O U R C E O F I N C O M E ( %)

Gross domestic product
of which:
remuneration of labour of hired workers
(including unreported earnings)
net taxes on production and imports
gross profit and gross mixed incomes
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Table 8
B A L A N C E O F HO U S E HO L D MO N E Y I N C O ME A N D E X P E N S E S I N R U S S I A ( mi l l i o n r u b l e s )

Money income
Wages and salaries
% share
Social transfers
% share
Income from entrepreneurial activities
% share
Income from property
% share
Other income
% share
Money expenses
consumer expenses
compulsory payments and contributions
Growth in savings and cash on hand,
purchase of foreign currency
savings*
of which:
deposits and securities
foreign exchange purchase
cash on hand

2004
as % of 2003
121.9
120.6

2003

2004

8,901,629.4
5,685,505.0
63.9
1,254,440.0
14.1
1,068,109.0
12.0
696,728.0
7.8
196,847.4
2.2
6,885,819.2
6,148,357.5
737,461.7

10,850,815.6
6,859,554.5
63.2
1,493,258.0
13.8
1,268,558.5
11.7
988,339.5
9.1
241,105.1
2.2
8,652,876.6
7,601,150.6
1,051,726.0

2,015,810.2
1,130,907.8

2,197,939.0
1,103,693.4

109.0
97.6

489,524.8
643,684.9
241,217.5

469,620.9
905,548.3
188,697.3

95.9
140.7
78.2

69.1
8.3
12.7

70.1
9.7
10.2

5.5
7.2
2.7
8,168,127.0

4.3
8.3
1.7
9,814,242.4

75.3
13.9

77.5
11.3

6.0
7.8
3.0

4.8
9.2
2.0

119.0
118.8
141.9
122.5
125.7
123.6
142.6

For the record:
% share of money income
consumer expenses
compulsory payments and contributions
savings
of which:
deposits and securities
foreign exchange purchase
cash on hand
Disposable money income
% share of
consumer expenses
savings
of which:
deposits and securities
foreign exchange purchase
cash on hand

120.2

* Savings include increase (decrease) in deposits, purchase of securities, change in accounts of selfemployed
entrepreneurs, change in debt on loans and purchase of real estate.
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Table 9
I N C O ME D I F F E R E N T I A T I O N O F P O P U L A T I O N
2002
14.0
0.398

Funds ratio, times*
Gini coefficient, units**

2003
14.5
0.402

2004
14.8
0.406

* The funds ratio is the ratio between average income of 10% highestincome population and 10% lowestincome
population.
** The Gini coefficient (income concentration index) shows the extent to which the actual distribution of household
income deviates from the even distribution line. In the case of an even distribution of income, the Gini coefficient
tends towards zero; the greater the income differentiation of the population, the closer the Gini coefficient to 1.
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Table 10

D Y N A MI C S O F K E Y F I N A N C I A L P E R F O R MA N C E I N D I C A T O R S O F L A R G E A N D ME D I U M S I Z E D E N T E R P R I S E S I N 2 0 0 4 ( a s % o f 2 0 0 3 )

total

152.4
177.2

134.6
134.8

140.3
204.9
259.7
145.0
190.5
107.9
124.2
147.7
...*
103.8
236.8
139.8
113.2
89.8
131.6
117.3**

115.9
161.6
172.2
121.2
124.0
121.3
117.1
141.0
118.8
130.9
118.1
141.4
136.8
125.8
124.2
113.1

* The industry’s net financial result was a loss in 2004 and a profit in 2003.
** Rate of change in losses.

77.9
311.5
172.3
160.9
116.9
133.1
93.0
183.7
116.0
139.5
153.0
109.7
107.8
133.3
97.6
126.1

118.3
162.2
206.0
94.6
214.5
108.7
118.6
122.1
93.7
110.6
103.2
136.9
113.4
101.4
131.6
111.4

Payables

Receivables

total

of which
overdue

total

of which
overdue

112.5
109.9

85.9
91.0

125.0
127.3

95.7
95.9

102.3
111.5
118.1
103.4
99.5
109.9
116.5
115.0
97.4
114.0
87.3
112.8
112.6
133.0
115.8
100.5

76.5
110.5
76.3
50.8
70.6
97.6
93.2
96.4
85.8
89.5
71.0
75.2
87.5
94.7
109.8
95.5

135.8
135.8
176.2
113.3
110.9
108.1
127.1
142.8
106.9
130.3
113.4
110.2
123.6
140.0
128.0
104.5

96.4
97.9
110.3
57.7
86.6
100.1
118.2
103.0
91.9
114.8
95.5
70.0
117.2
111.6
112.3
99.8
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Total
Industry
of which:
— electricpower industry
— fuel sector
— ferrous metallurgy sector
— nonferrous metallurgy sector
— chemical and petrochemical industry
— machinebuilding and metalworking
— timber, woodworking and pulpandpaper industry
— building materials industry
— light industry
— food industry
Agriculture
Transport
Communications
Construction
Trade and public catering
Housing and utilities

Net
financial
result

Working assets
of which:
shortterm
financial
cash
investments
181.4
129.9
181.8
139.1
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Table 11
P A Y M E N T S F O R P R O D U C T S S H I P P E D ( WO R K P E R F O R M E D A N D S E R V I C E S P R O V I D E D )
B Y MA J O R T A X P A Y E R S A N D I N D U S T R I A L MO N O P O L I E S
2004
billion rubles
Value of products shipped
of which:
paidfor products
of which products paid for with:
money
promissory notes
securities
transfer of right of claim on pecuniary obligations
netting of claims
barter arrangements
other kinds of settlements

structure
of payments, %

8,931.5
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As % of 2003
125.7

8,173.7

100.0

125.2

7,264.7
271.0
0.1
9.8
422.1
34.9
171.1

88.9
3.3
0.0
0.1
5.2
0.4
2.1

129.6
90.3
62.0
66.9
98.2
84.1
127.9

Table 12

R U S S I A ’ S F O R E I G N ME R C HA N D I S E T R A D E
( a c c o r d i n g t o b a l a n c e o f p a y me n t s me t h o d o l o g y )
Billion US dollars
2001
2002

1999

2000

2003

Turnover
Exports
Imports
Balance

132.5
74.4
58.0
16.4

115.1
75.6
39.5
36.0

149.9
105.0
44.9
60.2

155.6
101.9
53.8
48.1

168.3
107.3
61.0
46.3

212.0
135.9
76.1
59.9

Turnover
Exports
Imports
Balance

102.4
58.7
43.7
14.9

92.7
63.6
29.2
34.4

122.2
90.8
31.4
59.3

127.3
86.6
40.7
45.9

139.7
90.9
48.8
42.1

175.6
114.6
61.0
53.6

Turnover
Exports
Imports
Balance

30.1
15.8
14.3
1.5

22.4
12.0
10.4
1.6

27.7
14.2
13.4
0.8

28.3
15.3
13.0
2.2

28.5
16.4
12.2
4.2

36.4
21.4
15.1
6.3

2004
1998
all countries
279.8
83.4
183.5
85.7
96.3
80.6
87.1
110.2
nonCIS countries
229.6
84.4
153.2
86.5
76.4
81.9
76.9
103.6
CIS countries
50.1
79.9
30.2
82.8
19.9
76.9
10.3
305.9

1999

As % of previous year
2000
2001
2002

2003

2004

86.9
101.5
68.1
219.2

130.2
139.0
113.5
167.1

103.8
97.0
119.8
80.0

108.1
105.3
113.4
96.3

126.0
126.7
124.8
129.2

132.0
135.0
126.6
145.6

90.6
108.4
66.7
230.3

131.8
142.8
107.8
172.5

104.2
95.4
129.6
77.3

109.7
105.0
119.9
91.8

125.6
126.0
124.9
127.2

130.8
133.8
125.3
143.4

74.3
76.0
72.6
108.3

123.7
118.8
129.4
50.9

102.3
107.2
97.1
271.1

100.8
107.2
93.2
189.5

127.7
130.4
124.1
148.7

137.6
141.4
132.1
163.8

Note. Total exports for 2003 in Tables 12, 13, 15 and 25 include the value of crude oil which was exported in 2003 and customs cleared in January 2004.
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1998

Table 13

C O MMO D I T Y S T R U C T U R E O F R U S S I A N E X P O R T S
Structure, %
2000 2001 2002
100
100
100
53.8
54.7
55.2

2003
100
57.6

2004
100
57.7

1998
84
74

41.6

44.0

53.1

54.1

54.6

57.0

57.0

74

108

171

99

108

132

135

14.4
18.8
21.6
11.5
8.6
5.0
5.9

19.4
15.6
20.1
10.8
8.5
5.1
6.0

24.5
16.1
16.9
8.8
7.2
4.3
4.8

25.0
17.8
14.7
10.4
7.5
4.4
4.1

27.3
14.9
14.1
9.4
6.9
4.6
4.5

29.5
14.9
13.8
8.9
6.8
4.2
3.9

32.6
12.0
16.8
7.7
6.6
3.9
3.5

69
82
89
92
85
100
131

138
85
95
96
101
103
104

179
147
119
115
120
120
113

99
107
84
115
101
99
83

116
89
103
96
99
111
116

136
126
123
119
124
114
109

149
109
165
118
131
126
123

2.0
1.1
0.6
0.9

1.3
1.1
0.3
2.0

1.6
0.8
0.3
1.5

1.9
2.6
0.8
0.8
0.2
0.3
1.3
1.6
For the record:

2.5
0.7
0.2
1.4

1.8
0.6
0.2
1.2

88
89
100
88

70
101
52
184

164
101
130
116

117
98
85
87

148
111
117
129

122
107
124
117

96
110
106
114

71.3

72.9

103.1

134.5

181.6

106.7

2004
135
135

ANNUAL REPORT

100.0

Growth rates as % of previous year
1999 2000 2001 2002 2003
102
141
97
107
126
107
170
98
108
132

2004

Total exports, billion US dollars
(Source: Federal Customs Service)

1999
100
44.8

BANK OF RUSSIA
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Total
Minerals,
of which:
fuels and energy
of which:
oil
natural gas
Metals, metal products
Machinery, equipment, transport vehicles
Chemicals, rubber
Timber and pulpandpaper products
Gemstones, precious metals and articles made of them
Foodstuffs, agricultural raw materials
(except textiles)
Textiles, textile products, footwear
Leather, furs and articles made of them
Other goods

1998
100
42.8

Table 14

C O MMO D I T Y S T R U C T U R E O F R U S S I A N I MP O R T S

Total imports, billion US dollars
(Source: Federal Customs Service)

1999
100.0
33.1

Structure, %
2000 2001 2002
100.0 100.0 100.0
31.4
34.0
36.3

2003
100.0
37.4

2004
100.0
41.2

1998
82
84

24.6
15.1
6.9
4.1
5.5

26.6
16.1
7.2
5.2
4.0

21.8
17.9
8.1
5.9
6.3

22.5
16.7
6.3
5.3
3.7

21.0
16.8
7.2
4.8
3.8

18.3
15.8
7.7
4.3
4.0

80
87
81
75
77

75
74
73
88
50

91
125
126
126
177

125
126
110
115
80

113
101
97
106
101

116
124
141
114
125

115
124
141
117
141

4.1
3.9
0.2
0.1
3.8

2.6
3.6
0.3
0.2
3.7

4.3
3.8
0.4
0.2
4.2

2.5
2.2
4.0
4.2
0.5
0.4
0.1
0.1
4.4
4.5
For the record:

2.3
4.2
0.4
0.1
4.3

2.2
3.8
0.3
0.2
4.4

78
89
50
34
81

43
63
87
129
70

188
120
146
161
118

71
130
175
35
134

100
114
94
143
111

129
125
110
173
122

126
119
109
251
129

43.6

30.3

33.9

57.3

75.6

22.0
18.2
7.2
5.5
4.1

41.9

46.2

Growth rates as % of previous year
1999 2000 2001 2002 2003
70
112
124
110
124
64
106
134
118
128

2004
132
145

STATISTICAL TABLES
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Total
Machinery, equipment, transport vehicles
Food products, agricultural raw materials
(except textiles)
Chemicals, rubber
Metals, metal products
Textiles, textile products, footwear
Minerals
of which:
fuels and energy
Timber and pulpandpaper products
Leather, furs and articles made of them
Gemstones, precious metals and articles made of them
Other goods

1998
100.0
35.8

Table 15
R U S S I A ’ S E X P O R T S T O MA J O R T R A D I N G P A R T N E R S
Structure, %
2000
2001
2002
100.0 100.0 100.0

188

2004
100.0

1998
84

14.7
85.3

13.4
86.6

14.6
85.4

15.3
84.7

16.2
83.8

82
84

78
108

129
144

106
96

107
106

131
125

143
133

32.5
7.5
40.8

34.1
6.7
44.5

35.8
4.7
46.1

36.7
35.4
4.4
3.9
44.3
46.0
For the record:
36.7
35.4
3.8
3.8
58.7
57.6
15.1
15.3
4.7
7.0
9.2
7.6
7.4
7.0
5.3
5.5
5.3
5.5
5.6
6.4
2.3
5.0
3.2
3.2
4.2
3.7
3.1
2.8
4.2
3.5
4.3
3.6
2.8
2.3
2.3
2.5
2.4
1.7
33.7
32.7
For the record:

35.3
3.4
46.0

46.0
4.0
33.8

83
113
81

107
92
112

148
99
147

100
90
93

103
96
111

126
110
127

176
159
99

15 EU member countries
Baltic states
OECD countries
APEC countries
The Netherlands
Germany
Italy
Belarus
Ukraine
China
Switzerland
Turkey
USA
Finland
Poland
UK
Kazakhstan
France
Japan
Other

32.5
3.2
58.2
17.0
5.5
8.0
4.5
6.5
7.8
4.4
4.4
2.7
7.2
2.9
3.1
4.2
2.7
2.0
3.1
31.0

34.1
3.9
59.4
17.5
5.0
8.5
5.2
5.2
6.6
4.8
4.6
2.2
6.5
3.3
3.6
4.0
1.7
1.7
2.9
34.2

35.8
4.8
59.3
15.1
4.2
9.0
7.0
5.4
4.9
5.1
3.7
3.0
4.5
3.0
4.3
4.5
2.2
1.8
2.7
34.7

35.3
3.4
56.6
14.4
6.6
7.8
6.5
5.6
5.7
6.2
4.3
3.6
3.1
3.2
3.4
3.7
2.4
2.6
1.8
33.5

36.4
3.2
58.1
14.8
8.4
7.3
6.7
6.1
5.9
5.6
4.3
4.1
3.6
3.2
3.1
3.1
2.6
2.4
1.9
31.7

83
72
86
89
87
88
90
100
77
80
88
98
114
75
87
104
77
90
74
76

107
126
104
105
93
108
117
81
86
111
107
84
92
117
120
98
65
83
98
113

148
174
141
122
118
149
193
148
105
149
115
190
99
129
171
162
183
157
130
143

100
78
96
97
108
100
102
96
105
107
60
105
90
100
94
92
124
118
88
94

103
107
105
108
158
88
101
110
111
122
232
103
95
94
89
89
86
118
74
104

126
113
124
119
119
130
117
129
130
122
109
145
106
148
124
130
137
132
135
128

139
125
138
139
173
127
139
147
141
121
133
153
156
134
123
114
145
126
141
128

Total exports, billion US dollars
(Source: Federal Customs Service)

71.3

72.9

103.1

100.0

134.5

181.6

14.7
85.3

106.7

Note. In Tables 15—17 and 30 EU is represented from May 2004 by 25 member states.
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19.2
80.8

Total
of which:
CIS countries
NonCIS countries
of which:
EU countries
North America
Other countries

Growth rates as % of previous year
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
102
141
97
107
126

2003
100.0

2004

1999
100.0

BANK OF RUSSIA

1998
100.0

Table 16

R U S S I A ’ S I MP O R T S F R O M MA J O R T R A D I N G P A R T N E R S
Structure, %
2000
2001
2002
100.0 100.0 100.0

1999
100.0

26.0
74.0

27.5
72.5

34.3
65.7

26.7
73.3

36.1
10.1
27.8

36.9
8.5
27.1

32.9
13.0
19.8

15 EU member countries
Baltic states
OECD countries
APEC countries
Germany
Belarus
Ukraine
China
Japan
Kazakhstan
Italy
USA
France
Finland
Poland
UK
The Netherlands
Turkey
Switzerland
Other

36.1
1.6
58.7
18.9
12.6
10.6
7.5
2.7
1.9
4.3
4.2
9.4
3.7
3.3
2.4
2.8
2.1
1.2
1.0
30.3

36.9
1.0
55.2
15.9
13.9
10.6
8.3
3.0
1.5
4.6
3.8
7.9
4.1
3.1
2.0
2.2
2.3
1.0
1.0
30.7

32.9
1.0
51.6
16.1
11.5
11.0
10.8
2.8
1.7
6.5
3.6
8.0
3.5
2.8
2.1
2.5
2.2
1.0
0.8
29.2

36.9
39.7
8.5
7.0
27.9
31.3
For the record:
36.9
39.7
1.0
1.2
56.7
59.5
18.5
19.1
13.9
14.3
9.5
8.6
9.2
7.0
3.9
5.2
2.1
2.1
4.8
4.2
4.1
4.8
7.8
6.5
3.7
4.1
3.1
3.3
2.3
2.8
2.4
2.4
2.0
2.3
1.2
1.6
0.9
0.9
29.1
29.9
For the record:

Total imports, billion US dollars
(Source: Federal Customs Service)

43.6

30.3

33.9

Total
of which:
CIS countries
NonCIS countries
of which:
EU countries
North America
Other countries

189

41.9

22.0
78.0

46.2

Growth rates as % of previous year
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
70
112
124
110
124

2003
100.0

2004
100.0

1998
82

2004
132

22.9
77.1

23.5
76.5

79
83

74
68

139
101

97
138

91
117

129
123

135
131

38.7
5.8
32.6

43.0
4.8
28.7

80
99
82

71
59
68

100
170
82

138
81
174

119
92
123

121
102
130

146
108
117

38.7
1.2
58.7
19.8
14.1
8.5
7.7
5.8
3.3
4.3
4.2
5.2
4.1
3.2
3.0
2.5
2.2
1.6
0.9
29.4

37.6
1.1
58.8
21.5
14.0
8.6
8.1
6.3
5.2
4.6
4.2
4.2
4.1
3.1
3.1
2.7
1.8
1.6
0.9
27.5

80
67
83
96
83
96
82
92
83
69
69
101
100
77
77
82
76
65
81
78

71
44
65
58
77
70
77
77
56
74
64
58
77
66
58
55
75
61
73
70

100
112
105
113
93
115
144
106
125
157
105
113
96
101
119
127
107
112
88
107

138
130
136
142
149
107
105
174
152
92
141
121
130
134
134
117
114
149
144
123

119
130
116
113
114
101
84
146
113
96
130
92
123
118
135
112
125
140
107
112

121
126
123
129
123
122
137
138
192
127
108
99
124
122
132
129
119
127
127
123

128
117
132
144
130
132
137
143
209
141
133
108
131
126
135
143
109
132
122
124

57.3

75.6

STATISTICAL TABLES

1998
100.0

Table 17

RUSSIA’S FOREIGN TRADE IN SERVICES BY GROUP OF COUNTRIES IN 2003—2004 (million US dollars)
Turnover

Exports

2004

27,122

33,700

Rate of
growth
%
124

16,229

7,038
36,313

8,116
45,874

115
126

3,071
13,158

3,566
16,724

116
127

3,967
23,155

4,550
29,150

115
126

—897
—9,997

—984
—12,426

110
124

13,352
3,770
14,758

20,753
4,197
15,951

155
111
108

5,071
1,323
5,869

7,904
1,855
5,648

156
140
96

8,281
2,447
8,889

12,849
2,343
10,304

155
96
116

—3,210
—1,124
—3,020

—4,945
—488
—4,656

154
43
154

4,432

4,971

112

147

3,537

3,654

103

—2,643

—2,337

88

17,409
32,204
7,487

130
139
114

895
1,317
For the record:
5,071
6,535
8,424
12,234
2,544
3,431

13,352
23,250
6,570

129
145
135

8,281
14,826
4,027

10,875
19,970
4,056

131
135
101

—3,210
—6,402
—1,483

—4,340
—7,736
—625

135
121
42

2004

Total
of which:
CIS countries
NonCIS countries
of which:
EU countries
North America
Other countries
Services not broken down
by country

43,352

15 EU member countries
OECD countries
APEC countries

2003

2004

—10,894 —13,410

Rate of
growth
%
123

ANNUAL REPORT

2003

20,290

Rate of
growth
%
125

2003

2004

2004

Balance

BANK OF RUSSIA
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2003

53,989

Rate of
growth
%
125

Imports

Table 18

S T R U C T U R E O F B A N K O F R U S S I A C U S T O ME R S O T HE R T HA N C R E D I T I N S T I T U T I O N S A N D N U MB E R O F A C C O U N T S O P E N E D F O R T HE M ( t h o u s a n d )
Number of customers
As of 1.01.2005 Change over 2004
53.5
—9.2
1.2
—0.1
4.0
—1.3
39.6
—3.8
2.4
—0.5
6.3
—3.5

As of 1.01.2004
118.9
5.5
13.9
80.3
5.4
13.8

Number of accounts
As of 1.01.2005 Change over 2004
93.3
—25.6
6.0
0.5
9.5
—4.4
64.5
—15.8
4.6
—0.8
8.7
—5.1
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Table 19

R U S S I A ’ S D O ME S T I C G O V E R N ME N T D E B T S T R U C T U R E A S O F J A N U A R Y 1 , 2 0 0 5 ( b i l l i o n r u b l e s , a t p a r )
Debt instruments
Debt depreciation federal loan bonds (OFZAD)
Fixed couponincome federal loan bonds (OFZFD)
Permanent couponincome federal loan bonds (OFZPD)
Other debt accounted for as part of domestic government debt
Total

Total in domestic government debt
542.2
171.2
43.3
21.8
778.5

Of these, traded on organised securities market
378.5
135.8
43.3
—
557.6

STATISTICAL TABLES

Total
Federal treasury
Regional and local budget managing bodies
Organisations financed from budgets of all levels
Government extrabudgetary funds
Other organisations

As of 1.01.2004
62.7
1.3
5.3
43.4
2.9
9.8

BANK OF RUSSIA

2004

ANNUAL REPORT

Table 20
F I N A N C E MI N I S T R Y D E B T T O B A N K O F R U S S I A A S O F J A N U A R Y 1 , 2 0 0 5 ( mi l l i o n r u b l e s )
At book value
of debt obligations
477,872

Total debt
Of which:
1. Russian government debt obligations
of which:
OFZPD, OFZAD and OFZFD bonds received as a result of restructuring
Bank of Russiaowned OFZPK, OFZPD and OFZAD bonds and acquired
by Bank of Russia in 2004
Finance Ministry promissory notes
other debt obligations
2. Bank of Russia funds transferred to Vneshekonombank to extend loans
to Finance Ministry to repay and service Russian government foreign debt
3. Debt on technical loans

324,902

223,610
3,330
97,962
152,618
352

Table 21
V O L U M E S O F R E S I D E N T O P E R A T I O N S WI T H N O N  R E S I D E N T S T O B U Y A N D S E L L
R U S S I A N G O V E R N ME N T F O R E I G N C U R R E N C Y D E B T O B L I G A T I O N S T R A D E D O N S E C O N D A R Y MA R K E T I N 2 0 0 4
( a t ma r k e t p r i c e s , b i l l i o n US d o l l a r s )
Eurobonds floated by open subscription
Eurobonds issued as a result of GKO restructuring
Eurobonds issued during second restructuring of debt
to London Club of commercial bank creditors
OVGVZ and OGVZ bonds of 1999 issue

192

Q1
3.81
1.83

Q2
9.00
0.72

Q3
2.96
0.48

Q4
2.22
0.39

2004
17.99
3.42

15.07
3.67

9.25
1.73

12.92
1.64

13.84
3.82

51.08
10.86

STATISTICAL TABLES

Table 22
GKO—OFZ MARKET STRUCTURE BY GROUP OF BONDHOLDERS
( a t p a r , a s o f e n d o f y e a r , %)
2003
73.93
16.40
1.17
8.50

Dealers
Resident investors
Nonresident investors
Bank of Russia

2004
49.39
25.06
0.23
25.32

Table 23
I N S T I T U T I O N S O F F I N A N C I A L I N T E R ME D I A T I O N

Credit institutions
Operating credit institutions, total
of which:
— banks
— nonbank credit institutions
Operating credit institutions with foreign interest
Branches of credit institutions operating in Russia
Representative offices of operating Russian credit institutions
Insurance companies*
Operating insurance companies
Unit investment funds**
Operating unit investment funds, total
of which:
— openend
— interval
— closeend
Nongovernmental pension funds***
Operating nongovernmental pension funds

As of 1.01.2005

For the record:
as of 1.01.2004

1,299

1,329

1,249
50
131
3,238
350

1,277
52
128
3,219
219

1,280

1,397

241

136

149
49
43

87
35
14

295

283

* Source: Federal Insurance Supervision Service.
** Source: National Managers’ League, which has the Federal Securities Commission’s permission to conduct
operations as a selfregulating managers’ organisation.
*** Source: Federal Financial Market Service.
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Table 24
O U T S T A N D I N G R U S S I A N G O V E R N ME N T F O R E I G N C U R R E N C Y B O N D S A S O F J A N U A R Y 1 , 2 0 0 5
Volume in circulation at par
Coupon
in original currency,
interest rate,
million units of currency
% p.a.
Eurobonds placed by open subscription (3 issues)
26.06.1997
26.06.2007
US dollar (USD)
2,400
10
31.03.1998
31.03.2005
Deutsche mark (DEM)
1,250
9.375
24.06.1998
26.06.2028
US dollar (USD)
2,500
12.75
Eurobonds issued in restructuring of GKO bonds (2 issues)
24.07.1998
25.07.2005
US dollar (USD)
2,969
8.75
24.07.1998
24.07.2018
US dollar (USD)
3,466
11
Eurobonds issued in second restructuring of debt to London Club of commercial bank creditors (2 issues)
31.03.2000
31.03.2010
US dollar (USD)
2,826
8.25
31.03.2000
29.03.2030
US dollar (USD)
20,310
5
Domestic government foreign currency loan bonds (Series 5, 6, 7 OVGVZ bonds)
and government foreign currency loan bonds issued in 1999 (OGVZ)
14.05.1993
14.05.2008
US dollar (USD)
2,837
3
14.05.1996
14.05.2006
US dollar (USD)
1,750
3
14.05.1996
14.05.2011
US dollar (USD)
1,750
3
1.02.2000
14.11.2007
US dollar (USD)
887
3

Date of issue

Maturity

Currency
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Table 25

R U S S I A ’ S B A L A N C E O F P A Y ME N T S F O R 2 0 0 4 ( a n a l y t i c a l p r e s e n t a t i o n , mi l l i o n U S d o l l a r s )
Q2

Q3

Q4

2004

12,782
17,656
37,289
11,702
3,856
5,680
16,051
—19,632
—2,521
3,909
1,571
866
1,472
—6,430
—759
—2,823
—2,848
—83
—2,271
4,737
—7,009
—711
1,204
—1,915
—11
294
330
—36

13,526
20,463
43,188
13,663
4,507
5,010
20,009
—22,725
—3,192
4,984
1,954
1,351
1,679
—8,177
—886
—3,771
—3,520
—133
—3,425
—857
—2,568
—442
289
—731
—64
255
287
—33

15,365
23,792
48,469
16,739
5,291
5,130
21,310
—24,678
—4,408
5,918
2,090
2,031
1,797
—10,326
—1,076
—5,711
—3,539
—217
—3,342
1,947
—5,289
—1,618
71
—1,689
—12
417
458
—41

18,436
25,234
54,506
17,187
5,615
6,033
25,671
—29,272
—3,289
5,478
2,177
978
2,324
—8,767
—1,165
—3,425
—4,177
—171
—3,185
2,602
—5,787
—635
96
—731
—58
423
466
—44

60,109
87,145
183,452
59,289
19,269
21,853
83,040
—96,307
—13,410
20,290
7,792
5,225
7,272
—33,700
—3,886
—15,730
—14,084
—603
—12,224
8,429
—20,652
—3,406
1,660
—5,066
—146
1,388
1,542
—154

For the record:
2003
35,410
59,860
135,929
39,679
14,060
19,981
62,209
—76,070
—10,894
16,229
6,119
4,502
5,608
—27,122
—3,103
—12,880
—11,139
—144
—13,027
10,243
—23,270
—3,421
1,829
—5,250
—116
886
1,047
—160
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Current account
Balance of trade
Exports
crude oil
petroleum products
natural gas
other
Imports
Balance of services
Exports
transport services
travel
other services
Imports
transport services
travel
other services
Wage balance
Balance of investment incomes
Income receivable
Income payable
Federal government
Income receivable
Income payable
Regional and local governments (income payable)
Monetary authorities
Income receivable
Income payable

Q1

Cont.
Q4

2004

—141
153
—294
—1,703
3,050
—4,754
0
—2,615
—745
—1,870
9,745
—668
2,239
900
—2,192
—1,310
—882
637
2,893
76
189
—1,821
1,708
—3,004
52
—3,056
22
150
642
—450
1,092

—135
196
—332
—3,038
—1,629
—1,408
—187
—9,237
—191
—9,047
2,327
—1,341
—736
0
—324
0
—324
522
—934
802
162
—652
1,292
21
52
—31
—1,427
41
172
—479
651

—134
221
—356
—1,994
1,196
—3,190
—459
—9,731
—180
—9,551
33
—1,114
422
0
—636
—1
—635
533
525
—1,592
89
—1,681
0
50
52
—2
5
—94
—1,533
—446
—1,087

—73
301
—373
—2,842
1,739
—4,581
—153
13,109
—508
13,617
18,824
495
921
0
—194
0
—194
544
571
—493
264
—757
0
62
64
—2
5
138
762
—275
1,037

—483
871
—1,354
—9,577
4,356
—13,933
—799
—8,474
—1,624
—6,850
30,929
—2,628
2,846
900
—3,346
—1,311
—2,035
2,237
3,055
—1,207
704
—4,912
3,000
—2,871
219
—3,090
—1,396
235
43
—1,651
1,694

For the record:
2003
—238
738
—976
—10,138
6,630
—16,769
—385
—822
—993
171
27,896
—5,197
—1,617
28
—4,889
—3,058
—1,831
2,200
1,044
—3,595
785
—4,881
501
—30
308
—338
45
9
—265
—1,902
1,636
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Q3

2004

Q2
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Banks
Income receivable
Income payable
Nonfinancial enterprises
Income receivable
Income payable
Balance of current transfers
Capital and financial accounts
Capital account (capital transfers)
Financial account (except reserve assets)
Liabilities (+ signifies increase, — signifies decrease)
Federal government
Portfolio investments (debt securities)
issue
redemption (schedule)
principal
coupons
reinvestment of income
secondary market
Loans
drawings
redemption (schedule)
restructuring
Overdue debt
accumulation
repayment/restructuring
Other liabilities
Regional and local governments
Monetary authorities
IMF loans
Other liabilities

Q1

End
Q2

Q3

Q4

2004

433
99
81
253
9,188
4,818
1,357
3,009
3
—11,615
—131
269
34
—435
—1,066
—3,643
—18
—3,747
122
—6,774
—4,228
3,145
296
—47

—994
64
—819
—238
4,449
—380
593
4,232
3
—11,373
—184
530
—653
—61
—869
—2,258
14
—1,746
—526
—8,062
953
—381
—582
20

1,378
270
1,104
4
1,395
227
—551
1,714
5
—9,584
69
208
—148
10
1,358
—505
—23
—926
444
—10,506
—2,705
—1,438
—908
—174

6,556
251
6,467
—163
10,874
6,322
—630
5,177
5
—5,207
132
235
—180
77
—699
2,845
—209
3,986
—933
—7,485
—3,356
2,098
—811
91

7,373
685
6,833
—144
25,906
10,988
770
14,132
16
—37,779
—114
1,241
—947
—408
—1,276
—3,562
—237
—2,432
—894
—32,827
—9,336
3,425
—2,005
—110

For the record:
2003
11,248
503
11,249
—504
22,101
7,455
—425
15,128
—58
—27,724
—299
2,306
—2,621
16
—556
—952
51
433
—1,436
—25,917
—10,115
6,580
—4,012
165

—5,850
—91
—3,409

—7,538
—534
755

—6,709
1,428
889

—5,753
246
—4,634

—25,850
1,048
—6,400

—15,435
—3,101
—8,223

—6,758

—5,043

—6,523

—26,911

—45,235

—26,365
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Banks
Direct investments
Loans and deposits
Other liabilities
Nonfinancial enterprises
Direct investments
Portfolio investments
Loans
Other liabilities
Assets, except reserve assets (+ signifies decrease, — signifies increase)
Federal government
Loans
Overdue debt
Other assets
Monetary authorities
Banks
Direct investments
Loans and deposits
Other assets
Nonfinancial enterprises and households
Direct and portfolio investments
Foreign currency cash
Commercial loans and advance payments
Debt on commodity deliveries under intergovernmental agreements
Nonrepatriated export proceeds, undelivered goods and services
in return for money transferred under import contracts,
transfers on fictitious operations with securities
Other assets
Net errors and omissions
Change in foreign exchange reserves
(+ signifies decrease, — signifies increase)

Q1

Table 26

P E R S O N  T O  P E R S O N R E MI T T A N C E S MA D E T O A N D F R O M R U S S I A T HR O U G H MO N E Y T R A N S F E R S Y S T E MS A N D R U S S I A N P O S T A L S E R V I C E I N 2 0 0 4 ( mi l l i o n U S d o l l a r s )
Q3

Q4

2004

320
…
…
162
…
…
—158
…
…

435
35
399
183
129
54
—252
94
—345

612
46
566
201
138
63
—410
92
—503

683
54
629
230
154
77
—453
100
—552

2,050
…
…
777
…
…
—1,273
…
…

For the record:
2003
1,306
…
…
588
…
…
—719
…
…
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* Remittance characteristics have been calculated for April—December 2004.

Remittance characteristics*
Average remittance,
US dollar remittances
US dollars
as % of total remittances
407
98
837
100
391
98
389
98
481
100
279
94

2004

Q2
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Remittances from Russia
to nonCIS countries
to CIS countries
Remittances to Russia
from nonCIS countries
from CIS countries
Balance
nonCIS countries
CIS countries

Q1

STATISTICAL TABLES

Table 27
S T R U C T U R E O F F O R E I G N I N V E S T ME N T S I N R U S S I A I N 2 0 0 4
(b i l l i o n US d o l l a r s )*
Type
of investment
Direct
Portfolio
Financial
derivatives
Other
Total

Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

2004

4.9
4.0

—0.3
0.0

0.5
—0.3

6.6
0.9

11.7
4.7

—0.2
1.1
9.8

—0.3
2.9
2.3

—0.1
—0.1
0.0

—0.2
11.5
18.8

—0.9
15.4
30.9

For the record**
2004
2003
11.7
8.0
3.8
—2.3
—0.9
17.0
31.6

—0.4
22.9
28.2

* Net growth in debt obligations to nonresidents according to balance of payments data.
** These data do not take into account operations relating to debt restructuring and forgiveness.
Note. “—” signifies decrease in residents’ foreign liabilities. Minor discrepancies between total and sum of items
are due to rounding of data.

Table 28
S T R U C T U R E O F R E S I D E N T I N V E S T ME N T S I N F O R E I G N A S S E T S ( N E T O F R E S E R V E A S S E T S ) I N 2 0 0 4
(b i l l i o n US d o l l a r s )*
Type
of investment
Direct
Portfolio
Financial
derivatives
Other
Total

Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

2004

4.2
1.7

—0.9
1.6

2.7
—1.0

3.5
1.8

9.6
4.1

—0.2
5.9
11.6

—0.1
10.8
11.4

—0.1
8.0
9.6

—0.3
0.2
5.2

—0.8
24.8
37.8

For the record**
2004
2003
9.6
9.7
3.6
2.5
—0.8
26.9
39.4

—1.0
17.1
28.4

* Net growth in residents’ assets according to balance of payments data.
** These data do not take into account operations relating to debt restructuring and forgiveness.
Note. “—” signifies decrease in residents’ foreign assets. Minor discrepancies between total and sum of items are
due to rounding of data.
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Table 29

R U S S I A N B A N K I N G S E C T O R ’ S I N T E R N A T I O N A L I N V E S T ME N T P O S I T I O N
( a s o f J a n u a r y 1 , 2 0 0 4 , a n d J a n u a r y 1 , 2 0 0 5 , mi l l i o n US d o l l a r s )
Other
changes
—155
—24
—3
—20
—7
0
—7
—108
101
0
—124
—120
—16
—104
0
—104
—6
—13
7
—24
26
0
26

Total
changes
4,498
148
40
108
1,908
9
1,899
1,484
415
98
2,344
1,473
115
1,358
514
844
1,392
—752
2,144
—138
—383
62
—445

Balance as of
1.01.2005
25,989
818
492
326
3,714
33
3,680
3,015
665
153
21,304
13,816
2,013
11,803
677
11,126
6,660
1,587
5,073
39
789
76
713
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Changes
due to revaluation
1,090
—65
—68
3
—194
5
—199
—199
1
856
493
328
28
299
2
297
129
17
112
1
36
1
35

2004

Changes
due to operations
3,562
237
111
126
2,109
5
2,104
1,791
313
—758
1,974
1,265
102
1,163
512
651
1,269
—756
2,025
—115
—445
61
—506
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Assets
Direct investments abroad
Equity interest and reinvested income
Other capital
Portfolio investments
Equity interest
Debt securities
longterm
shortterm
Financial derivatives
Other investments
Foreign currency and deposits
Till foreign currency
Current accounts and deposits
longterm
shortterm
Loans
longterm
shortterm
Overdue debt
Other assets
longterm
shortterm

Balance as of
1.01.2004
21,491
670
452
218
1,806
24
1,782
1,531
251
55
18,961
12,343
1,898
10,445
164
10,282
5,269
2,339
2,930
177
1,172
14
1,158

End
Changes
due to operations
7,373
685
618
67
836
207
629
364
265
—857
6,709
—158
203
—361
6,991
5,262
1,729
—1
—122
36
—159
—3,811

Changes
due to revaluation
2,414
488
488
0
617
620
—3
4
—8
1,015
294
240
26
213
6
95
—89
0
49
7
42
—1,323

Other
changes
—169
9
32
—23
—21
—7
—14
—10
—4
0
—157
—40
—3
—37
—133
—84
—49
0
16
15
1
14

Total
changes
9,618
1,181
1,137
44
1,432
821
611
358
254
158
6,847
41
226
—185
6,864
5,273
1,591
—1
—57
59
—116
—5,120

Balance as of
1.01.2005
37,132
3,020
2,881
139
3,551
1,722
1,829
798
1,032
189
30,372
9,676
1,578
8,098
19,810
11,653
8,157
4
881
125
756
—11,143

Notes.
1. “+” denotes net growth in assets and liabilities, “ –” denotes their net decrease. This use of the sign differs from its use in balance of payments statistics.
2. This Table presents data on credit institutions, including Vneshekonombank. They do not comprise data on operations with government foreign debt and government
foreign assets conducted by Vneshekonombank as the Russian Government’s agent.
3. “Other changes” include assets and liabilities of credit institutions which had their banking licences revoked in the period under review.
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Liabilities
Direct investments in Russia
Equity interest and reinvested income
Other capital
Portfolio investments
Equity interest
Debt securities
longterm
shortterm
Financial derivatives
Other investments
Current accounts and deposits
longterm
shortterm
Loans
longterm
shortterm
Overdue debt
Other liabilities
longterm
shortterm
Net international investment position

Balance as of
1.01.2004
27,514
1,839
1,744
96
2,119
901
1,218
440
778
31
23,525
9,635
1,352
8,283
12,946
6,381
6,566
5
938
67
871
—6,023

Table 30

RUS S I A N BA NKI NG S EC TOR FOREI GN A S S ETS A ND LI A BI LI TI ES ON I NTERBA NK OPERA TI ONS BY GROUP OF C OUNTRI ES A S OF J A NUA RY 1 , 2 0 0 5
( mi l l i o n US d o l l a r s )

shortterm

longterm

total
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Total
of which:
CIS countries
NonCIS countries
of which:
EU countries
North America
Other countries
International financial organisations

14,699.5

1,238.1

15,937.6

8,426.5

11,415.5

19,842.0

417.6
14,281.9

69.4
1,168.7

487.0
15,450.6

466.8
7,959.7

40.3
11,375.2

507.1
19,334.9

—20.1
—3,884.3

1,155.9
9,142.3
3.9
4,374.9
8.9
1,933.4
0.0
6.7
For the record:
545.6
7,435.9
1,159.8
14,157.4
8.9
4,598.8

6,787.3
214.0
958.4
25.8

9,908.2
747.9
719.1
1.5

16,695.5
961.9
1,677.5
27.3

—7,553.2
3,413.0
255.9
—20.6

15 EU member countries
OECD countries
APEC countries

6,147.5
7,378.1
324.9

9,429.4
10,857.2
811.9

15,576.9
18,235.3
1,136.8

—8,140.9
—4,078.0
3,462.0

7,986.4
4,371.0
1,924.5
6.7
6,890.4
12,997.6
4,589.9

Note. Data in the above Table only include balances on interbank operations in the form of loans and deposits, correspondent accounts and foreign currency in credit
institutions’ tills.
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total

2004

longterm

Foreign liabilities

BANK OF RUSSIA

shortterm

Balance
of foreign assets
and liabilities
—3,904.4

Foreign assets

Table 31

D Y N A MI C S O F R U S S I A ’ S D E B T T O I N T E R N A T I O N A L F I N A N C I A L O R G A N I S A T I O N S I N 2 0 0 4 ( b i l l i o n U S d o l l a r s )
Financing facility

Drawn

Repaid

5.1
0.1
4.7
0.3
6.3
0.3

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.2
0.2

1.7
0.1
1.3
0.3
0.8
0.0

IMF loans:
Systemic Transformation Facility
Extended Fund Facility
Standby Loan
IBRD loans
EBRD loans

Growth due to exchange rate
revaluation
0.1
0.0
0.2
0.0
0.1
0.0

Debt as of 1.01.2005
3.6
0.0
3.6
0.0
5.7
0.4
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Debt as of 1.01.2004

Table 32

D Y N A MI C S O F R U S S I A ’ S I N T E R N A T I O N A L R E S E R V E S I N 2 0 0 4 ( mi l l i o n U S d o l l a r s )

Indicator
Reserve assets
(including Finance Ministry assets)
Foreign exchange
Monetary gold*

1.01

1.02

1.03

1.04

1.05

76,938
73,175
3,763

83,990
80,227
3,763

86,318
82,558
3,760

83,398
79,639
3,760

82,664
78,904
3,760

* Monetary gold is accounted for at US$300 per troy oz.

Balance as of
2004
1.06
1.07
1.08
85,612
81,849
3,763

88,226
84,463
3,763

88,610
84,857
3,753

1.09

1.10

88,702
84,949
3,754

95,082
91,328
3,754

1.11

1.12

2005
1.01

107,338 117,434 124,541
103,607 113,703 120,809
3,730
3,731
3,732

Table 33

BA NK OF RUS S I A F ORE I GN E XC HA NGE RE S E RV E P ORT F OL I O Y I E L DS I N 2 0 0 4 ( % p . a . )

Operating portfolio

US dollardenominated assets
1.4
1.25
1.47
1.39

Eurodenominated assets
2.1
2.07
4.29
4.37

Pound sterlingdenominated assets
4.45
4.29
—
—

* Assets in the Bank of Russia foreign exchange reserve investment portfolio were denominated in US dollars and euros and in 2004 it contained no assets denominated in
pounds sterling.

BANK OF RUSSIA

Investment portfolio*

actual portfolio
standard portfolio
actual portfolio
standard portfolio

2004

204
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Table 34

K E Y R U B L E E X C HA N G E R A T E D Y N A MI C S I N D I C A T O R S I N 2 0 0 4
January February

March

April

May

June

July

August

September

October November December
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28.49

28.52

28.49

28.88

28.99

29.03

29.10

29.24

29.22

28.77

28.24

27.75

35.36

35.51

34.80

34.14

35.61

35.29

35.05

35.15

35.99

36.65

37.42

37.81

28.92

28.52

28.53

28.68

28.99

29.03

29.08

29.21

29.22

29.08

28.58

27.92

36.52

36.04

35.69

35.59

35.67

36.30

37.08

37.34

Ruble/US dollar nominal rate index
Ruble/euro nominal rate index
Ruble/US dollar real rate index
Ruble/euro real rate index
Real effective ruble rate index

1.8
—1.1
3.1
0.6
1.0

3.2
0.2
5.0
2.6
2.8

1.2
1.2
5.6
7.1
5.1

0.8
1.4
5.5
7.6
5.4

0.7
1.2
5.6
7.6
5.3

1.2
—0.5
6.8
6.7
4.6

3.0
—2.6
9.7
5.9
4.2

5.4
—3.3
14.0
6.0
4.7

Ruble/US dollar nominal rate index
Ruble/euro nominal rate index
Ruble/US dollar real rate index
Ruble/euro real rate index
Real effective ruble rate index

1.8
—1.1
3.1
0.6
1.0

1.4
1.3
1.9
2.0
1.8

35.01
34.49
34.82
35.23
Growth as % of December 2003*
3.2
2.6
1.5
1.4
3.1
4.7
3.7
2.5
5.1
5.3
4.3
4.7
6.1
8.5
7.9
7.6
4.8
6.1
5.7
5.0
Growth as % of previous period*
—0.1
—0.5
—1.1
—0.2
3.0
1.5
—0.9
—1.2
0.1
0.2
—1.0
0.3
3.4
2.2
—0.5
—0.3
1.9
1.3
—0.3
—0.6

—0.2
—1.3
0.9
—0.4
0.0

—0.4
0.3
—0.1
0.4
0.3

0.0
—0.2
0.2
0.0
—0.1

0.5
—1.7
1.1
—0.8
—0.6

1.7
—2.1
2.8
—0.8
—0.4

2.4
—0.7
3.9
0.1
0.4

* “+” signifies appreciation of the Russian ruble against foreign currencies, “—” signifies depreciation of the Russian ruble against foreign currencies.
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US dollar/ruble nominal rate
as of end of period, rubles per dollar
Euro/ruble nominal rate
as of end of period, rubles per euro
US dollar/ruble average nominal rate
for period, rubles per dollar
Euro/ruble average nominal rate
for period, rubles per euro

Table 35

RUS S I A ’ S FOREI GN DEBT I N 2 0 0 4 (o we d t o n o n  r e s i d e n t s , b i l l i o n US d o l l a r s )
1.07.2004
193.5
93.8
92.4
39.0
6.3
6.0
0.4
4.4
28.0
7.0

1.10.2004
193.1
93.0
91.6
39.1
6.1
5.8
0.3
4.3
28.4
7.2

1.01.2005
211.4
97.1
95.5
39.6
6.2
5.7
0.4
4.2
28.9
7.3

16.8
2.4
0.1
0.2
58.1
42.7
3.6
1.4
10.4
1.2
1.0
0.1
0.1
0.2

18.2
2.9
0.2
0.2
53.9
41.0
3.3
1.7
7.9
1.4
0.9
0.1
0.1
0.3

18.0
2.9
0.1
0.2
53.5
40.9
3.0
1.7
7.9
1.4
0.9
0.0
0.0
0.4

18.4
2.8
0.0
0.2
52.6
40.2
2.8
1.6
7.9
1.3
0.9
0.0
0.0
0.4

18.6
3.0
0.0
0.2
55.9
43.3
2.7
1.9
8.0
1.6
1.1
0.0
0.0
0.5
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1.04.2004
190.0
95.6
94.2
40.3
6.4
6.1
0.3
4.8
28.7
7.6

2004

1.01.2004
185.7
97.9
96.7
38.6
6.6
6.3
0.3
4.9
26.8
7.7

BANK OF RUSSIA
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Total
General government
Federal government
New Russian debt
loans from international financial organisations*
IBRD
other
other loans (including loans from members of Paris Club of creditor nations)
foreign currencydenominated securities
eurobonds placed by open subscription and issued in restructuring GKO
eurobonds issued in 2nd restructuring of debt to London Club
of commercial bank creditors
6th and 7th tranches of OVGVZ bonds and OGVZ bonds issued in 1999
rubledenominated securities (GKO and OFZ bonds)
other debt
Sovietera debt
loans from members of Paris Club of creditor nations
debt to former Sovietbloc countries
3rd, 4th and 5th tranches of OVGVZ bonds
other debt
Regional and local governments
loans
foreign currencydenominated securities
eurobonds
rubledenominated securities

End
1.01.2004
7.8
7.5
5.1
2.4
0.3
24.9
0.1
12.9
9.6
1.2
1.0
55.1
9.3
40.5
4.0
1.3
0.0

1.04.2004
8.4
8.1
4.6
3.5
0.4
25.1
0.1
13.1
9.4
1.2
1.3
60.9
10.4
43.5
5.8
1.3
0.0

1.07.2004
8.6
8.1
4.1
4.0
0.5
24.3
0.1
14.4
7.2
1.4
1.2
66.8
12.0
47.7
5.1
1.2
0.8

1.10.2004
7.0
6.6
3.6
2.9
0.5
25.5
0.1
15.2
7.4
1.4
1.3
67.6
10.8
49.4
5.4
1.2
0.8

1.01.2005
8.0
7.5
3.6
3.9
0.5
32.5
0.1
19.8
9.7
1.8
1.1
73.7
11.5
55.1
5.8
1.2
0.1

* IMF loans are accounted for as part of the monetary authorities’ obligations.
** Monetary authorities’ debt comprises debt owed by the Bank of Russia and general government debt on IMF loans.
*** These include debt obligations of credit institutions, including Vneshekonombank. Foreign debt accounted for by Vneshekonombank as the Russian Government’s agent
is shown as part of general government debt.
**** From January 1, 2004, nonfinancial enterprise sector foreign debt includes declared but unpaid dividends on ordinary and preference shares.
Note. These include foreign debt denominated in national and foreign currency. Government securities are accounted for as part of the debt owed to nonresidents at their face
value.
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Monetary authorities**
loans
IMF
other
cash rubles and deposits
Banks (without equity interest)***
debt obligations to direct investors
loans
current accounts and deposits
debt securities
other debt
Nonfinancial enterprises (without equity interest)
debt obligations to direct investors****
loans
debt securities
debt on finance leasing
other debt****

Table 36

KEY ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT INDICATORS ON FOREIGN COUNTRIES IN 2002—2004*
Real GDP,
% growth on previous year
2004
4.4
2.8
2.7
2.3
3.1
2.1
1.6
2.4
1.2
4.0
5.3
4.0
8.1
8.4
5.7
4.6
9.5
5.1
7.1
6.1
6.1
3.2
3.7
4.3

2002
—4.5
2.0
2.8
0.1
—1.7
0.8
2.2
1.0
—0.6
—7.2
—2.6
—5.6
7.9
17.8
9.1
1.0
2.8
3.9
8.4
5.5
5.8
—4.1
0.6
—1.8

2003
—4.8
2.0
3.2
0.0
—1.7
0.3
2.2
0.3
—1.5
—9.0
—1.9
—6.2
10.3
29.2
10.2
2.0
3.2
3.0
12.9
5.6
4.3
—5.9
—0.9
0.1

2004
—5.7
2.6
3.7
—0.3
—2.2
0.6
3.6
—0.3
—1.5
—9.0
—1.5
—5.2
9.6
26.1
6.2
3.9
4.2
2.8
13.3
4.5
4.6
—6.4
—2.5
0.1

2002
68.0
37.0
461.2
379.5
39.4
247.0
51.2
28.4
28.6
10.3
28.6
23.6
111.9
82.0
161.7
121.3
291.1
31.0
34.2
38.0
13.1
20.7
5.9
24.1

2003
74.9
36.2
663.3
386.9
41.9
222.7
50.7
30.2
30.4
12.7
32.6
26.8
118.4
95.7
206.6
155.3
408.2
35.0
44.5
41.1
13.5
32.2
6.5
26.3

2004
75.9
34.4
833.9
394.9
45.3
211.3
48.8
35.3
27.9
15.9
35.8
27.9
121.4
109.2
241.7
199.0
609.9
35.0
66.4
48.7
12.6
35.8
12.6
27.1
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2003
3.0
2.0
1.4
0.8
2.2
0.5
—0.1
0.5
0.3
3.0
3.8
3.7
3.2
1.4
3.3
3.1
9.3
4.9
5.3
6.9
4.7
3.4
2.8
1.3

International reserves,
billion US dollars****

2004

2002
1.9
3.4
—0.3
1.1
1.8
0.9
0.1
1.2
0.4
3.5
1.4
1.5
1.9
3.2
3.9
7.0
8.3
4.4
4.1
5.3
4.3
4.0
3.6
—0.7

Current account balance,
as % of GDP***
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USA
Canada
Japan
25nation European Union (EU25)*****
United Kingdom
Economic and Monetary Union******
Germany
France
Italy
Hungary
Poland
Czech Republic
Hong Kong
Singapore
Taiwan
South Korea
China
Indonesia
Malaysia
Thailand
Philippines
Australia
South Africa
Israel

Consumer prices,
average annual growth
as % of previous year**
2002
2003
2004
1.6
2.3
2.7
2.2
2.8
1.9
—0.9
—0.3
0.0
2.1
1.9
2.1
1.3
1.4
1.3
2.3
2.1
2.1
1.3
1.0
1.8
1.9
2.2
2.3
2.6
2.8
2.3
5.3
4.7
6.8
1.9
0.8
3.5
1.8
0.1
2.8
—3.0
—2.6
—0.4
—0.4
0.5
1.7
—0.2
—0.3
1.6
2.8
3.5
3.6
—0.8
1.2
3.9
11.8
6.8
6.1
1.8
1.1
1.4
0.6
1.8
2.7
2.9
3.0
5.5
3.0
2.8
2.3
9.2
5.8
1.4
5.7
0.7
—0.4

End
Real GDP,
% growth on previous year
2002
—10.9
1.9
0.8
2.2
7.9
5.0
5.2
9.8
7.8
13.2
5.5
9.7
0.0
9.1
3.1

2003
8.8
0.5
1.4
3.7
5.8
7.0
9.6
9.3
6.3
13.9
11.1
10.8
6.9
10.2
1.5

2004
9.0
5.2
4.4
6.1
8.9
11.0
12.1
9.4
7.0
10.1
8.5
10.1
6.0
10.6
7.1

Current account balance,
as % of GDP***
2002
8.5
—1.7
—2.1
—0.9
—0.8
—2.6
7.5
—3.5
—3.1
—6.2
—5.8
—12.3
—2.6
—2.7
1.2

2003
5.8
0.8
—1.3
—1.6
—3.4
—2.9
5.8
—0.2
—7.3
—6.8
—7.2
—28.3
—2.8
—1.3
8.9

2004
2.0
1.9
—1.3
1.5
—5.2
—3.0
11.0
2.3
—7.1
—5.8
—7.5
—27.3
—3.0
—3.9
0.8

International reserves,
billion US dollars****
2002
10.5
37.7
50.6
15.3
27.1
0.6
4.2
2.6
0.3
0.4
0.2
0.7
0.3
0.1
n/a

2003
14.2
49.1
59.0
15.8
34.0
0.6
6.7
4.2
0.3
0.5
0.2
0.8
0.4
0.1
n/a

2004
18.9
52.7
64.1
16.0
35.7
0.6
9.3
8.5
0.5
0.6
0.4
1.1
0.5
0.2
n/a

* According to official sources of statistical information of corresponding countries, EUROSTAT and IMF as of May 5, 2005.
** For EU, UK, EMU, Germany, France and Italy: harmonised consumer price indices calculated in accordance with EU Commission general recommendations with regard
to composition of consumer goods basket, method of determining weights of goods and services in consumer goods basket and method of calculating averages.
*** “+” denotes a surplus, “—” denotes a deficit.
**** As of end of year; including monetary authorities’ foreign currency assets and SDRs and reserve position in the IMF (each country’s reserve share and credit position in
the IMF). For EU: estimates based on IMF data (sum total of international reserves of EU member states).
***** Austria, Belgium, UK, Germany, Greece, Denmark, Ireland, Spain, Italy, Luxembourg, the Netherlands, Portugal, Finland, France and Sweden; from May 1,
2004, Hungary, Cyprus, Latvia, Lithuania, Malta, Poland, Slovakia, Slovenia, Czech Republic and Estonia.
****** Austria, Belgium, Germany, Greece, Ireland, Spain, Italy, Luxembourg, the Netherlands, Portugal, Finland and France.
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Argentina
Brazil
Mexico
Chile
Turkey
Belarus
Ukraine
Moldova
Kazakhstan
Armenia
Georgia
Azerbaijan
Kyrgyzstan
Tajikistan
Uzbekistan

Consumer prices,
average annual growth
as % of previous year**
2002
2003
2004
25.9
13.4
4.4
8.4
14.8
6.6
5.0
4.5
4.7
2.5
2.8
1.1
45.0
25.3
10.6
42.6
28.4
18.1
0.8
5.2
9.0
5.9
6.4
6.9
5.3
11.7
12.3
1.1
4.7
7.0
5.6
4.8
5.7
2.8
2.2
8.1
2.1
3.1
4.1
12.2
16.4
7.1
44.3
14.8
8.8

Table 37

C I S C O U N T R I E S ’ K E Y MO N E T A R Y I N D I C A T O R S I N 2 0 0 4 *
Belarus

Georgia

7
7

7
3.75

28
17

18.7**
8.8**

7
7

4,923
4,903

566.00
485.84

2,156
2,170

2.075
1.825

167.14
176.69

19.22
17.51

73.19
77.91

31.9

9.2

46
44

21
20

* According to data compiled by CIS national (central) banks.
** Auction rate on loans with terms of up to 29 days.

Kazakhstan Kyrgyzstan

Moldova

Russia

Tajikistan Turkmenia

Ukraine

3.97
4.0

—
—

16
13

15
10

10
5

7
9

144.22
130.00

44.1902
41.6246

13.2200
12.4600

29.4545
27.7487

2.9565
3.0370

5,200
5,200

5.3315
5.3054

0.0704
0.0658

4.93
4.67

1.5110
1.4955

0.4520
0.4487

—
—

0.10109
0.10911

176.54
187.22

0.181
0.191

58.1

60.4

67.9

22.4

44.7

35.8

3.2

—

32.3

34
35

24
21

36
36

21
19

16
16

1,612
1,464

15
12

12
11

179
182
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Armenia

2004

Azerbaijan
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Official central (national) bank rate
(refinancing rate), as of end of year, %:
2003
2004
Official central (national) bank
exchange rate as of end of year,
units of national currency
against US dollar:
2003
2004
against Russian ruble:
2003
2004
Money supply in national currency
(rate of growth by beginning of year, %)
Number of registered commercial banks:
2003
2004
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Table 38
MO N E Y S U P P L Y ( n a t i o n a l d e f i n i t i o n , b i l l i o n r u b l e s )

Money supply (M2), total
cash in circulation (M0)*
noncash funds

1.01.2004
3,212.7
1,147.0
2,065.6

1.04.2004
3,421.2
1,165.5
2,255.7

1.07.2004
3,687.2
1,276.1
2,411.1

1.10.2004
3,727.5
1,293.7
2,433.8

1.01.2005
4,363.3
1,534.8
2,828.5

* Cash in circulation outside banking system.

Table 39
A V E R A G E M O N T H L Y M O N E Y S U P P L Y G R O W T H R A T E S I N 2 0 0 4 ( %)

Money supply (M2), total
cash in circulation (M0)*
noncash funds

Q1
2.1
0.5
3.0

Q2
2.5
3.1
2.2

Q3
0.4
0.5
0.3

Q4
5.4
5.9
5.1

Fullyear
2.6
2.5
2.7

* Cash in circulation outside banking system.

Table 40
M2 S T R U C T U R E

Money supply (M2), total
of which:
cash in circulation*
noncash funds
of which:
nonfinancial enterprise sector funds
household deposits

As of 1.01.2004
billion rubles
%
3,212.7
100.0

As of 1.01.2005
billion rubles
%
4,363.3
100.0

Growth index
for 2004
1.36

1,147.0
2,065.6

35.7
64.3

1,534.8
2,828.5

35.2
64.8

1.34
1.37

978.0
1,087.6

30.4
33.9

1,329.5
1,499.0

30.5
34.4

1.36
1.38

* Cash in circulation outside banking system.
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Table 41
MO N E T A R Y B A S E A N D I T S S T R U C T U R E

Monetary base (broad definition)
of which:
cash in circulation, including balances
in credit institutions’ tills*
credit institutions’ correspondent accounts
in the Bank of Russia**
required reserves***
credit institutions’ deposits
in the Bank of Russia
Bank of Russia commitments
of reverse repurchase of securities
Bank of Russia bonds held by credit institutions
foreign exchange operation reserves
deposited with the Bank of Russia

As of 1.01.2004
billion rubles
%
1,914.3
100.0

As of 1.01.2005
billion rubles
%
2,386.3
100.0

Growth index
for 2004
1.25

1,224.7

64.0

1,669.9

70.0

1.36

304.9
267.4

15.9
14.0

486.4
121.7

20.4
5.1

1.60
0.46

87.3

4.6

91.4

3.8

1.05

30.1
—

1.6
—

2.5
9.7

0.1
0.4

0.08

—

—

4.7

0.2

* Excluding cash in Bank of Russia establishments’ tills.
** Rubledenominated accounts, including cash balances on organised securities market and in ARCO correspon
dent account.
*** For ruble and foreign currency funds attracted to accounts.

Table 42
MO N E T A R Y S U R V E Y ( mi l l i o n r u b l e s )

Net foreign assets of monetary authorities and credit institutions
Domestic credit
Net credit to general government
Claims on nonfinancial pubicsector enterprises
Claims on nonfinancial privatesector enterprises and households
Claims on other financial institutions
Money supply (according to monetary survey methodology)
Money
Quasimoney
Temporarily inaccessible deposits
Money market instruments
Capital accounts
Other (balance)
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1.01.2004

1.01.2005

2,096,852.4
3,662,240.7
688,931.1
143,023.9
2,774,724.7
55,560.9
3,962,084.3
2,181,933.5
1,780,150.8
30,360.2
545,463.6
984,880.2
236,304.8

3,215,968.7
4,355,631.1
—5,928.0
166,589.5
4,121,222.8
73,746.8
5,298,699.9
2,848,345.2
2,450,354.6
36,111.9
543,638.3
1,086,356.4
606,793.4

Change over
2004
1,119,116.3
693,390.4
—694,859.1
23,565.6
1,346,498.1
18,185.9
1,336,615.6
666,411.7
670,203.8
5,751.7
—1,825.3
101,476.2
370,488.6
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Table 43
C RE DI T I NS T I T UT I ONS ’ A NA L Y T I C A L A C C OUNT S ( mi l l i o n r u b l e s )

Reserves
Foreign assets
Claims on general government
of which:
claims on regional and local governments
Claims on nonfinancial publicsector enterprises
Claims on nonfinancial privatesector enterprises and households
Claims on other financial institutions
Demand deposits
Time, savings and foreign currency deposits
of which:
foreign currency deposits
Temporarily inaccessible deposits
Money market instruments
Foreign liabilities
General government deposits
of which:
regional and local government deposits
Debt obligations to monetary authorities
Capital accounts
Other (balance)
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1.01.2004

1.01.2005

768,915.1
608,528.5
742,776.3

847,418.3
707,051.7
757,189.7

Change over
2004
78,503.2
98,523.2
14,413.4

98,844.2
142,968.6
2,772,460.9
55,560.9
1,003,197.7
1,780,146.2

133,748.1
166,550.4
4,118,941.1
73,746.8
1,277,488.2
2,450,337.6

34,903.9
23,581.8
1,346,480.2
18,185.9
274,290.5
670,191.4

748,239.9
30,360.2
545,463.6
682,134.1
85,483.6

935,077.1
36,111.9
543,638.3
892,645.1
141,760.5

186,837.2
5,751.7
—1,825.3
210,511.0
56,276.9

56,057.1
200,868.3
686,646.5
76,910.0

112,464.4
179,826.0
898,313.1
250,777.2

56,407.3
—21,042.3
211,666.6
173,867.2
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Table 44
S A NC TI ONS US ED A GA I NS T C REDI T I NS TI TUTI ONS I N 2 0 0 4
No.

1
2
3

4
4.1
4.2
5
5.1
5.2
6
6.1
6.2
7
7.1
7.2
7.3
8
9
10

Description of sanctions
Preventive measures
Notifying in writing the management and/or board of directors (supervisory board)
of a credit institution about shortcomings in its work and recommending taking remedial action
Calling a meeting
Other (recommendations to draw up a plan of remedial action, increase control over reporting,
make realistic assessment of credit risk, avoid misstatements in reports, etc.)
Enforcement measures
Fines*
of which:
for noncompliance with reserve requirements
for breaches of other prudential standards
Imposing restrictions on individual banking operations conducted by credit institutions, such as:
taking household savings on deposit
effecting settlements on behalf of corporate entities involved in transfer of funds
to budgets of all levels and government extrabudgetary funds
Prohibiting credit institutions from conducting individual banking operations,* such as:
taking household savings on deposit
other
Prescriptions*
of which:
prescription to comply with Bank of Russia required ratios
prescription to replace management
other
Prohibiting credit institutions from opening branches
Appointing provisional administrations to credit institutions
Revoking banking licence

Number of
banks

1,175
373
174
460
224
300
81
59
32
57
34
52
764
71
6
753
50
2
33

* The number of credit institutions in points 4, 6 and 7 differs from the number of credit institutions in the respective
subpoints because several sanctions may be used against one bank.
Note. As of January 1, 2005, the restriction on settlements on behalf of legal entities, such as the transfer of funds
to budgets of all levels and government extrabudgetary funds was in effect with regard to four credit institutions.
As of January 1, 2005, of all operating credit institutions, only one bank had a backlog of nonexecuted settle
ment documents on payments to budgets of all levels.
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Table 45
R U S S I A ’ S K E Y P A Y ME N T S Y S T E M I N D I C A T O R S

Number of payment system participants
of which:
— Bank of Russia establishments
— credit institutions
of which:
— settlement nonbank credit institutions
— branches of credit institutions
Number of additional offices of credit institutions and branches of credit institutions
Total number of ruble accounts opened by payment system participants
for (resident and nonresident) customers, million
of which:
— household accounts, million
— corporate accounts, million
Number of payments, thousand
of which:
— payments effected through Bank of Russia payment system
— payments effected between divisions of one credit institution
— payments effected through credit institutions’ correspondent accounts
opened in other credit institutions
— payments effected through settlement nonbank credit institutions
— payments effected within one division of a credit institution
or branch of a credit institution
Value of payments, billion rubles
of which:
— payments effected through Bank of Russia payment system
— payments effected between divisions of one credit institution
— payments effected through credit institutions’ correspondent accounts
opened in other credit institutions
— payments effected through settlement nonbank credit institutions
— payments effected within one division of a credit institution
or branch of a credit institution
Number of payments effected using various instruments of payment
(including transit payments effected through private payment systems), thousand
of which:
— payment orders
— payment requests and collection orders
— letters of credit
— cheques
— other instruments of payment
Value of payments effected using various instruments of payment
(including transit payments effected through private payment systems), thousand
of which:
— payment orders
— payment requests and collection orders
— letters of credit
— cheques
— other instruments of payment
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2003
5,689

2004
5,481

1,139
1,331

941
1,302

46
3,219
7,408

47
3,238
9,068

283.7

315.2

279.1
4.6
855,339.1

310.3
4.9
992,028.6

411,737.8
135,991.5

472,041.2
153,187.6

24,940.8
3,301.8

31,417.8
4,208.5

279,367.2
182,156.9

331,173.5
223,923.9

108,164.5
15,975.3

135,356.5
20,638.2

12,887.7
2,039.5

11,007.5
3,085.2

43,089.9

53,836.5

1,019,256.0 1,125,234.5
793,385.6
18,269.0
388.3
927.9
206,285.2

871,355.5
19,664.3
367.1
697.9
233,149.7

210,515.7

248,557.7

190,622.9
2,907.1
46.7
33.0
16,906.0

232,139.0
2,114.8
33.7
26.7
14,243.5
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Cont.
Number of electronic payments, thousand
Value of electronic payments, billion rubles
Number of paperbased payments, thousand
Value of paperbased payments, billion rubles
Number of intraregional payments, thousand
Value of intraregional payments, billion rubles
Number of interregional payments, thousand
Value of interregional payments, billion rubles
Number of bank cards issued in Russia as of end of year, million
Total number of bank card operations conducted in Russia, million
Total value of bank card operations conducted in Russia, billion rubles
Bank of Russia Payment System
Number of customers
of which:
— credit institutions
— branches of credit institutions
— customers other than credit institutions
of which:
— Federal Treasury bodies
Number of payments, thousand
of which:
— payments conducted through accounts of credit institutions and their branches
— payments conducted through accounts of customers other than credit institutions
of which:
— payments conducted through Federal Treasury accounts
— payments conducted through accounts connected with Bank of Russia
establishments’ financial and business activities
Value of payments, billion rubles
of which:
— payments conducted through accounts of credit institutions and their branches
— payments conducted through accounts of customers other than credit institutions
of which:
— payments conducted through Federal Treasury accounts
— payments conducted through accounts connected with Bank of Russia
establishments’ financial and business activities
Number of electronic payments, thousand
Value of electronic payments, billion rubles
Number of Bank of Russia establishments participating in intraregional
electronic settlements
Number of Bank of Russia establishments participating in interregional
electronic settlements
Total number of customers exchanging electronic documents
of which:
— credit institutions and their branches
— customers other than credit institutions
of which:
— Federal Treasury bodies
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2003
662,693.1
158,165.4
192,646.0
23,991.5
769,803.9
154,327.8
85,535.2
27,829.1
24.0
410.5
1,235.6

2004
798,081.0
200,550.2
193,947.6
23,373.7
880,535.7
187,481.9
111,492.9
36,442.0
35.2
609.6
2,079.9

65,838

56,662

1,331
1,805
62,702

1,302
1,848
53,512

1,340
411,737.8

1,162
472,041.2

342,122.5
65,058.5

397,643.1
73,070.6

32,733.8

39,484.9

4,556.8
108,164.5

1,327.5
135,356.5

89,558.5
17,743.9

116,572.2
18,725.0

12,656.1

13,092.3

862.1
396,892.8
102,408.9

59.3
464,421.8
132,304.5

1,111

916

1,088
3,659

912
3,830

2,897
762

2,950
880

498

521
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End
Number of payments effected by communication channels, thousand
Number of paperbased payments, thousand
Value of paperbased payments, billion rubles
Number of intraregional payments, thousand
Value of intraregional payments, billion rubles
Number of interregional payments, thousand
Value of interregional payments, billion rubles
Sum total of settlement documents unpaid due to lack of funds in correspondent
accounts (subaccounts) of credit institutions and their branches, million rubles
of which:
— credit institutions whose licences were revoked
— operating credit institutions
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2003
367,013.9
14,845.0
5,755.6
361,463.0
90,302.5
50,274.8
17,862.0

2004
439,304.7
7,619.4
3,052.0
405,159.7
110,356.1
66,881.5
25,000.4

3,345

1,905

3,256
89

1,768
137
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Table 46
NOTE S TRUC TURE OF 1 9 9 7 BA NK OF RUS S I A BA NKNOTES I N C I RC ULA TI ON
Denomination,
rubles
1,000
500
100
50
10
5
Total number of banknotes of 1997 issue
according to currency issue balance sheet

Total in circulation,
million rubles
1.01.2004

1.01.2005

531,216.3
533,811.9
116,987.9
29,755.9
7,172.6
37.2

943,288.3
573,196.0
110,665.5
27,090.9
7,949.9
56.1

1,218,981.8

1,662,246.7

As % of
1.01.2004

% share

177.6
107.4
95.0
91.0
110.8
151.1

as of
1.01.2004
43.6
43.8
9.6
2.4
0.6
0.0

as of
1.01.2005
56.7
34.5
6.7
1.6
0.5
0.0

136.4

100.0

100.0

Table 47
S TRUC TURE OF 1 9 9 7 BA NK OF RUSS I A C OI NS I N C I RC ULA TI ON*

Denomination
1 kopeck
5 kopecks
10 kopecks
50 kopecks
1 ruble
2 rubles
5 rubles
10 rubles
Total number of coins of 1997 issue
according to currency issue balance sheet

Total in circulation,
million rubles
1.01.2004

1.01.2005

40.8
137.7
655.5
770.3
1,971.5
1,403.2
2,905.3
937.2

47.1
163.9
811.7
935.7
2,357.9
1,706.7
3,931.5
1,068.5

8,821.5

11,023.0

* Excluding coins made of precious metals.
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As % of
1.01.2004

% share

115.4
119.0
123.8
121.5
119.6
121.6
135.3
114.0

as of
1.01.2004
0.5
1.6
7.4
8.7
22.4
15.9
32.9
10.6

as of
1.01.2005
0.4
1.5
7.3
8.5
21.4
15.5
35.7
9.7

125.0

100.0

100.0

Table 48

BA NK OF RUS S I A S T A KE HOL DI NGS I N RUS S I A N A ND F ORE I GN C RE DI T I NS T I T UT I ONS A ND OT HE R ORGA NI S A T I ONS

Name of organisation, place of registration

Currency

Nominal value
of Bank of Russiaowned shares

Bank of Russia % share
as of 1.01.2005
in authorised
in voting
capital
capital

as of 1.01.2005

British pound

128,242,622

128,242,622

88.89

88.89

euro

161,297,826

161,325,775

87.04

87.04

—

671 single shares

671 single shares

51.62

51.62

DonauBank, Vienna

euro

10,900,500

10,900,500

15.00

15.00

EastWest United Bank, Luxembourg

euro

4,589,749

4,589,749

15.00

15.00

Bank for International Settlements, Basel

SDR

15,000,000

15,000,000

0.55

0.55

US dollar

2,544,345

2,544,345

0.53

0.53

euro

125

125

0.001

—

Interstate Bank, Moscow

thousand rubles

10,000

10,000

50.00

50.00

Sberbank, Moscow

thousand rubles

605,693

605,693

60.57

63.76

Moscow Interbank Currency Exchange

thousand rubles

99,582

99,582

28.76

28.76

St Petersburg Currency Exchange

thousand rubles

302

302

8.90

8.90

National Depository Centre, Moscow

thousand rubles

24,500

24,500

49.00

45.57

Moscow Narodny Bank, London*
Eurobank, Paris*
OstWest Handelsbank, Frankfurt am Main**
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Intelsat Ltd., Bermudas
Society for Worldwide Interbank Financial Telecommunications (SWIFT), Belgium

* Excluding shares of “nominal” shareholders accounted for in Bank of Russia balance sheet.
** Since 2000, the Bank of Russia stakeholding in OstWest Handelsbank has been represented by registered single shares without a nominal value.
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